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PREFACE

Babcock & Wilcox (B&W) is participating in the AEC's 1000-MWe

Fast Breeder Reactor Follow-On Study Program under Argonne National

Laboratory (ANL) Contract No. 31-109-38-1998. As stated by ANL,

"The over-all objective of the current 1000 MWe LMFBR
Follow-On Study Program is to provide the AEC with infor-
mation needed to establish research and development pro-
grams which will lead to the achievement of economic and
safe LMFBR power plants by a viable nuclear industry.
This information is to be developed through studies of 1000
MWe LMFBR power plant reference conceptual designs fa-
vored by the nuclear industry for further development and
eventual sale to the electric utilities in the period of 1975
to   1 9 8 5.  "

i
The B&W Follow-On Study consists of four tasks:

Task I - The development of four basic plant concepts based on

the established ground rules and the estimated state of technology in 1980,

and the selection of a preliminary reference design that incorporates the

best features of each concept.

Task II - Detailed engineering work on the preliminary reference

design, and, in parallel, the performance of in-depth engineering trade-

off studies.

Task III - Parametric studies to identify and evaluate basic prob-

lem areas and co provide a basis for the selection of an optimized refer-

ence design.

Task IV - Preparation of a document outlining the research, de-
velopment, and component testing required for the successful design and

construction of the reference 1000-MWe LMFBR design.

This five-volume report describes the work performed under

Tasks II and III. Volumes 2 and 3 contain the 14 individual conceptual

system design descriptions (CSDDs) for the reference 1000- MWe LMFBR
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central station power plant. Volume 2 presents seven CSDDs:   (1) land,

structures, and conventional systems, (2) reactor vessel, (3) reactor

shielding, (4) reactor core, (5) reactivity control, (6) reactor coolant,

and (7) reactor support systems. The titles and a brief description of

the contents of Volumes 1, 3, 4, and 5 are listed below.

Volume 1 - Summary Description and Cost Estimate

Cost data and a description of the overall plant and the reference

operating conditions and parameters.

Volume 3 - Conceptual System Design Descriptions (8 - 14)

Descriptions of ·reactor auxiliary, intermediate coolant, steam

generator, energy conversion, instrumentation and control, electrical,

and safety systems.

Volume 4 - Trade-Off Studies

A compilation of the various trade-off studies that were carried
out to evaluate alternate choices for the conceptual design.

Volume 5 - Parametric Studies

Descriptions of the parametric studies carried out under Task III.
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1. LAND, STRUCTURES, AND CONVENTIONAL SYSTEMS

1.1. Introduction

1. 1. 1. System Function

The function is to supply the land, raw cooling water,

general site services, buildings, containment structure, access re-

quirements, and conventional systems necessary for the complete plant
complex, enabling it to operate economically, safely, and efficiently.
The site and conventional buildings will support the plant and equipment

and protect them from the environs. The reactor building containment                '·'

structure will limit the release of radioactivity to the surroundings in
the event of an accidental release of radioactivity from any of the reac-
tor systems, uptoand including the design basis accident.  The ser-

vice site facilities and the conventional systems will support the plant
e4uipment to achieve a high degree of plant integrity.

1.1.2. Summary Description of Systern

The location of the site conditions for the reference de-

sign concept are based on the hypothetical site established by the Atomic

Energy Commission. The plant is situated on the east bank of the North

River in Western Massachusetts. The property plat and associated build-

ing layouts for the plant are shown in Volume 1, section 2. The equip-
ment and structures are arranged to take advantage of the site topography
and conditions and to r:ninirnize the cost of a single unit. However, the

installation of an additional unit has been evaluated; it would require only

slight modification to the existing plant layout and would make maximum

use of common facilities in order to minimize the cost.

The major structures include  (1) the reactor building,
(2) the steam-generator building,  (3) the turbine-generator building,
(4) the office building, (5) the fuel-handling building, and (6) miscella-

neous smaller structures. Sumrnary data for the site structure are shown

in  Table   1-1.
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Table 1-1. Summary Data of Site Structures

Building Complex

Length, ft 515
W idth, ft 228

He ight, ft 183
Material Steel frame, insulated metal siding

Reactor Building

Type .. Cylindrical, hemispherical dome
Outside diarneter, ft 108

He ight, ft 183
Material Reinforced concrete with steel liner

Stearn-Generator Building

Length, ft 226
W idth, ft 156
Height,   ft                                                       1 5 2

Turbine-Generator Building

Le ngth, ft 280
Width, ft 198

He i ght, ft .125

Office Building

Length, ft . 106
Width,  ft                                            96
He ight, ft 80

Fuel-Handling Building

Length,  ft                                            7 1
W i dth,     ft                                                                                               38

He ight,   ft                                                             60

Crib House

Length, ft 85
Width, ft                 60
He ight,    ft                                                                     23

,      The reactor building contains the reactor and the entire

primary coolant system, the fuel transfer equipment, spent fuel storage,

and various reactor auxiliary systems. The steam-generator building
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contains the intermediate cooling system, the radioactive waste disposal
system, and maintenance and decontarnination facilities. The turbine-

generator building contains the energy conversion system and various
plant and turbine auxiliarie s. The office building contains the offices,
control room, and other facilities for plant.personnel. The fuel-han-

dling building contains facilities for shipping and receiving fuel and for
storing fuel shipping casks.

Access to the plant is provided by a highway, a railroad

spur line, and navigable water· systems. The usual service facilities

are available at the site and are included in the design. The major fea-
tures of the plant arrangements for the 1000 MWe LMFBR design are
shown on the plant layout drawings in Volume 1 of this docurnent.  The

following conventional systems are included in this section:

1.· Service water.
2. Auxiliary steam.
3.  Compressed air·.
4. Vacuum cleaning.
5. Fire protection.
6.    Heating and ventilating.

1. 1.3. System Design Requirements

1. 1.3. 1.  General

Owing to the diversity of the design require-
ments for the  site  and the buildings, the system design requirements
are subdivided into (1) site and conventional buildings and (2) reactor

building.

1.1.3.2.  Site and Conventional Buildings

Performance Requirements

The plant site will be new, requiring all of the

component services and facilities inherent to a first-unit installation.
It will be suitable for a central station nuclear power plant of the size
and type under consideration and will have good soil conditions,  ade-
quate water, adequate undeveloped acreage, reasonable stream  and
air pollution ordinances, accessibility by highway, railroad and nav-

igable water systems, and other features commonly sought for the in-
stallation of such plants.  The site will not require any unusual design   '
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features due to local conditions, such as peripheral land use, nearby
habitation, and unfavorable meteorology.

Environmental Requirements

All of the buildings will be designed for the
most severe combinations of wind velocities (100 mph) and snow loads

(30 lb/ftz). All structures and components will be designed for the seis-

rnological conditions as stated in Volume 1, section 2.1.4.

Reliability/Availability Requirements

All structures and components will be designed
for the 30-year lifetime of the plant. The reliability and availability of
the system will be extremely high, and standard preventive maintenance

will be scheduled for all items consistent with that normally scheduled

for  such a plant.

Operating Requirements

The operating requirements for this system
are mainly dictated by the plant operating conditions and existing cli-
matic conditions.

Safety Requirements

Areas containing sodium must be retained with

fire-resistent retaining walls. In addition, these walls rnust act as flood

barriers. This system must enable all other subsystems to operate in
a safe condition under all normal and abnormal conditions.

Interface Requirements

This system has an interface connection with

most of the other systems and rriust maintain their integrity during all
normal and abnormal periods of plant operation.

1. 1.3.3. Reactor Building

Performance Requirernents

Containment must be provided for all radio-

active materials, including plutonium,  that are of sufficient quantity to
compromise the health and safety  of the public  and the operator.     The

reactor building structure, in conjunction with the primary retention
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barriers, must be designed to sustain the initial effects of gross equip-
ment failures without loss of the containment structure's integrity, and

together with such other engineering safety features as may be necessary,
to retain the functional capability to protect the public and the operators            -

for as long as the situation requires.

The reactor building must provide enough high-
integrity biological shileding to restrict the release of and limit exposure
to radioactive materials and plutonium to meet the requirements of

10 CFR 100.1 The permissible dose criteria for the protection of the

general public must be the once-in-a-lifetime accidental or emergency
doses for radiation workers, and the maximum allowable quarterly dose
for individuals working in restricted areas. The permissible dose cri-
teria for the general public are as follows:

1. Site acceptability-at the exclusion radius (taken as 600

meters), the whole-body direct dose must not exceed 25 Rem or the thy-
roid dose (inhalation) must not exceed 300 Rem integrated over the first

2 hours following the accident.

2. Credible accident-at the exclusion radius, the whole-

body direct dose must not exceed 3 Rem or the thyroid dose (inhalation)
25 Rem integrated over the first 2 hours following the accident.

The critical dose limited and extended exposure

criteria, considering the protection of operating personnel in a shielded

control room (outside the containment building), are as follows:*

1. Limited access-the whole-body dose inside the control

room must be limited to 25 Rem integrated over the first 8 hours follow-
ing the accident.

2. Extended access-the whole-body direct dose inside the

control room must not exceed 3 Rem integrated over a 30-day period

following the accident.

Workers performing maintenance operations

during the period from 5 through 30 days after the accident will be pro-

tected as follows:*

-----

*  See Appendix 1-A.
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1. Limited access-the whole-body, direct dose immediately

outside the containment building must be limited to 25 Rem integrated

over the period from 5 through 30 days following the accident.

2. Extended access-the whole-body direct dose immedi-

ately outside the containment building must not exceed 3 Rem integrated

over the period from 5 through 30 days following the accident.

The permissible limited-exposure, direct dose

level is the once-in-a-lifetime emergency dose. The permissible ex-

tended-exposure, direct dose level is the maximum permissible quarter-

ly dose for radiation workers in restricted areas. The operating per-
sonnel will be protected by the control room filtration system and the
maintenance workers by protective equipment. Inhalation calculations

have not been made considering operating and maintenance personnel at

this point because of a lack of information concerning the accident itself,

engineered safeguards, and the like.
One equipment door, together with two personnel

doors, one for normal and one for emergency operation, must be pro-

vided in the structure. The containment structure must be designed for

leakage not exceeding 0.1% of the containment volume per day at 100% of

design pressure.

The design must provide for integrated leakage

rate testing at design pressure after erection and installation of all pen-

etrations. The leakage rate will be measured over a sufficient period of

time to verify its conformance with the required performance.  Also,

provisions must be made for periodic leak rate testing thereafter of the

entire.system or of individual penetrations and accessible welds.  The

containment structure will be leak-tested in accordance with the require-

ments of one of these standards:

1.  ANS 7.62 Proposed Standard for Leakage Rate
Testing of Containment Structures for Nuclear
Reactors.

2.  ASA N6 2-1965 Safety Standard for Design,
Fabrication, and Maintenance of Steel Con-
tainment Structures for Stationary Nuclear
Power Reactors.
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Environmental Requirements

The reactor building will contain an air atrno-

sphere under all normal operating conditions. Containment design re -

quirements and other design features related to the population distribu-

tion data will be based on the population distribution data given in TID-
7025 Vol 1, Section 110.

The release of radioactive materials through
the primary energy and sodium barrier to the reactor building will be
as follows after a design basis accident:

%

Noble gases 100

Halogens 5.45
All other fission products 0.01
Fuel 0.1

Sodium - 24 1.0

See Appendix 1 -A for a discussion of the basis for these releases.

The reactor building will be designed to with-

stand the effects of tornadoes having wind velocities of 300 mph, together
with the appropriate shape factors and external missiles-consisting of
wooden poles 12 feet long moving at 300 mph. All structures and com-

ponents will be designed for the seismological conditions stated in Vol-

ume 1, section 2.1.4.

Reliability/Availability

The  reliability and availability of this building,
which is designed for a 30-year lifetime,  will be extremely high and will
meet all of the design requirernents in full.

Maintenance Requirernents

All penetrations in the structure must be de-

signed to provide a positive seal and to provide for periodic leak testing

to establish that no failure has occurred, and to determine that the leak-

age does not exceed acceptable limits.

Operati6nal Requirements

All major gas and liquid lines, including ven-
tilation ducts penetrating the containment structure, rnust be equipped
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with independently actuated dual shutoff valves, in series, to prevent
the escape of vapor from the containment structure after an accident, un-
less it can be proved that the postulated accident that leads to the fission

product release did not affect the integrity of the lines; under such envi-

ronmental conditions, only one isolation valve is required. Air locks

used for access to the structure must be equipped with interlocks, so
that an air lock door can be opened during operation only if the other

door for that air lock is closed and sealed. Both doors must be operable
from either side of the door. The equipment door will be interlocked so

that it cannot be opened when the reactor is at power.

The integrity of the containment must be main-

tained during the removal or replacement of fuel in the reactor building.
The reactor building will be fully accessible to operating personnel with-

out protective clothing and/or equipment during all normal reactor oper-

ations.

Safety Requirements - The reactor building
containment structure must be designed to withstand the design pressure

and temperature arising from the design basis accident. Water, equip-
ment containing water, or other hydrogen compounds must be excluded

from the reactor building unless it can be demonstrated that the material

would not (1) endanger the integrity of the reactor building if it reacted

chemically with the liquid sodium and/or (2) that the reaction would not

result in a significant reactivity insertion.

Design Requirements - The containment struc-

ture should be designed, fabricated, erected, and tested consistent with

ASME III, subsection B, Requirements for class B Vessels, except for

specifically indicated items.  Also, with respect to the earthquake, wind

loads, dead and live loads, barometric loads, DBA loads, snow load, test

pressure load,  etc., they should be appropriately combined for the con-

tainment structure, since it is a class A (seismic) structure. The estab-

lished guidelines indicate that for the appropriate combination of loads for

a "design basis earthquake," the allowable stresses shall not exceed

yield stress except for a specific limit analysis given in the guidelines.
Also, the containment structure must be designed for an operational

earthquake, with the appropriate combination of loads, and the resultant
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stresses should not exceed the normal allowable working stresses.  All
design tension will be taken by the reinforcing steel, and no credit will
be. taken for the strength of the plate of the containment liner.   The con-
crete stresses will be governed by the ACI Code.318-63 and will be used
in compression and shear only.

Interface Requirements - This system comes
into contact with all services and systems inside and outside the contain-
ment building.  In all areas where such transfer occurs, the structural
integrity, containment, and shielding requirements will be maintained.

1.2. Detailed Description of System

1.2.1.   Introduction

This system comprises the land, building, structures,
and conventional systems, including the cranes, necessary for the com-
plete plant complex. However, since features that are considerably
different from current reactor plants,  have been emphasized during the
project, this system did not receive strong attention.  Such items as                  i
domestic water, sewers, site lighting, roadways, railroads, and river-
front improvements are not included in this description. Other struc-
tures, such as the containment, have received more attention, since
their design requirements vary from those of existing reactor plants.

1.2.2.   Site and Arrangement

The hypothetical New England site described in TID-7025,
"Guide to Nuclear Power Cost Evaluation, " is used.   Thus, the plant is
situated on the east bank of the North River in Western Massachusetts,
35 miles north of Middletown, the nearest large city. Access to a state
highway is provided by an existing secondary road which is in good con-
dition and needs no improvements. Railroad access is provided by a 5-
mile spur to a maine-line railroad. The river is navigable throughout
the year for boats of up to 6-feet draft. Facilities are available for.
performing all necessary  work to prepare  the   site  for the nuclear plant.

The grass-covered site has level terrain, and the grade-
floor level is  25 feet above the river's low water level. An adequate
source of raw water for the ultimate station capacity is assumed to be
supplied by the river, whose temperature ranges from a high of 75 F to
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a minimum of 40 F. Soil profiles on the site are assumed to be alluvial

soil and rock fill to a depth of 8 feet, Bassfield limestone to a depth of

50 feet, and bedrock below a depth of 50 feet. The allowable soil bearing
is assumed to be 6000 psf, and rock bearing characteristics are assumed

to be 18,000 psf. The buildings are on the rock foundation, 8 feet below

grade.

The  axis  of the building complex runs north- south paral-
lel to the river bed. The building complex, consisting of a reactor build-

ing, steam-generator building, turbine-generator building, office build-

ing, fuel-handling building, and miscellaneous smaller structures,  is

arranged as a compact unit and has the appearance of a single unit.  The
reactor building and the steam-generator building are on an axis parallel
to the turbine-generator units. The steam-generating plant is located

transversely across the axis. This arrangement provides the shortest

practical pipe  runs for both the secondary sodium and the steam,  and

leave s  one  end  of the reactor building free from obstacles in order to

facilitate the fuel-handling arrangement. The turbine-generator plant
is   on the river   side   of the building in order to minimize the cooling  wate r

intakes and returns.    The main and auxiliary transformers are adjacent

to the turbine-generator building,  in  line  with the turbine-generator  axis.
This minimizes the distance between the generator and the main trans-

former. The switchyard associated with the electrical distribution sys-

tem is situated further up the river. This arrangement results in a very

compact building arrangement and minimizes the cost of both the build-

ings and the associated site services.

Routes between different sections of the plant are short

for the convenience of the operating staff and service operations. Access

to restricted areas is controlled by one  set of change rooms. The offices,

snack bar, and sanitary facilities are centralized in one area.

The building complex contains three main floor levels:
the grade-floor elevation, 1 foot-0 inches, the mezzanine floor elevation,
30 feet-0 inches,  and the operating floor elevation, 57 feet-0 inches.
These floor levels, together with sections through the building complex,
are  shown in Volume 1, section 2.
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The major structures forming the building complex are
the reactor containment building, the steam generator building, the
turbine generator building, the office building, and the fuel handling
building. The major structure separated from the building complex is
the crib house.

The gate house, also a separate structure, is located be-
side the entry road. Inside the security area, the roadway makes a
complete loop around the main buildings described above. The parking
area is centrally located on the front side of the building near the office
area. The railroad spur divides and passes through the security fence
through two gates. One section of the spur is used for equipment han-
dling and the other for fuel handling. Neither section is permitted to
run toward the reactor building after passing through the security fence.

1.2.3. Reactor Building

The reactor building contains the reactor vessel and its
internal primary system equipment, biological shielding, argon coolers,
containment building air conditioning coolers, three argon holdup tanks,
a sodium dump tank, and various handling and cooling equipment.  The
building serves as the containment barrier for radioactive material and
fission products.  As the fission product barrier, it contains enough
shielding to protect plant personnel and the public from direct irradia-
tion. The containment shielding is evaluated in Appendix 1 -A. By using
4 feet of ordinary concrete as the reactor wall and a steel liner on the
inside, we can use the extended-access criteria for plant personnel.
This reference design was selected after a brief assessment to establish
a high plant availability factor enabling normal access to the building
during normal reactor operation, including fuel handling.

The reactor containment liner and cross sections are
shown in Figure 1 -1. The reactor containment is a 4-foot-thick rein-
forced concrete cylinder 100 feet in diameter and 183 feet high above

grade level.  It has a flat foundation slab and a hemispherical head
which is also 4 feet thick. Within this concrete shield structure is a
carbon steel liner (3/8 inch thick for the dome and wall and 1/4 inch
thick for the base). This liner provides an air-tight seal to prevent

leakage and is thus the barrier for radioactive materials. The structure's
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design pressure is 10 psig at the design temperature of 200 F.  The re-

actor operating level, or charge face level, is at elevation 57 feet 0 in-

ches.  At this elevation a personnel air lock, a personnel emergency

air lock, and an equipment penetration hatch are provided.
In addition to the operating floor, four floors are provided

for reactor auxiliary equipment and general service requirements.
These floors are at the following elevations: 1 foot 0 inches, 14 feet 0
inches, 31 feet 0 inches, and 45 feet 0 inches. Two separate stairways
in the building provide easy access to all floor levels; in addition, an
equipment well is provided adjacent to the reactor equipment door to
minimize the handling of heavy equipment to subfloor levels.

All penetrations through the containment building are pres-

sure-resistant, leak-tight, welded assemblies fabricated and tested in·

accordance with the ASME Nuclear Vessel Code, Section III.

The inside face of the concrete containment is lined with

a mild steel plate acting solely as a vapor barrier with no credit taken

for the strength of the liner plate for sizing the reinforcing steel in the
containment structure. However, the liner will unavoidably also be-
come stressed because of the temperature gradients and pressure loads
calculited from the DBA. Buckling considerations, construction loads,
and containment structure temperature gradients from causes other

thari the DBA will result in a temperature gradient which will determine

the thickness and frequency of the fasteners for the vapor liner.  The

liner plate is anchored to the concrete structure by a series of structural

angles welded to the plate and embedded in the concrete wall.  All

field-welded joints will be equipped with a testing chamber that will per-

mit periodic testing and monitoring of all welds.  All of the concrete-

embedded welds that affect the strength or leak-tightness of the con-
tainment building will be radiographed before they are covered with con-

crete. The reactor building is of conventional reinforced concrete de-

sign ancl construction. Construction is based on considering the steel

liner as being completely erected and leak tested as a first stage of con-
struction. Immediately following the test, one opening will be provided
in the side of the liner vessel for material access. Both the internal

and external concrete work could be scheduled simultaneously with the
liner plate acting as a protective housing for the internal reactor support
work.
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A second method of constructing the concrete containment

would be to erect the liner plate and biological shield concurrently, uti-

lizing the liner plate  as an inside  form. All liner-plate field welding
would be leak-tested as the work progressed, and the final pressure-
leak-rate test would be made after the entire structure was complete.
The final construction sequence would be determined after evaluating the
bid alte rnate s.

The radial biological shield surrounding the reactor tank

and extending from the building raft to the operating floor level is made

of ordinary reinforced concrete (6 feet-0 inches thick) and performs
many tasks in the LMFBR integral pot concept. The reactor vessel and
hence the shield is positioned off center in the reactor building to mini-
mize the reactor building diameter and maintain efficient utilization of

space at the operating floor level. This shield supports the reactor and

all of the integral primary equipment associated with the heat removal

mechanisms.   It also supports the reactor cover structure, and, together
with the cover structure, becomes the primary sodium and energy barrier

during abnormal conditions including the design basis accident.  The in-

ternal surface of the radial biological shield is a 3/4-inch-thick carbon

steel liner, which protects the concrete from the reactor coolant in the

event of a failure of the reactor vessel. The interspace between the re-
actor vessel and the biological shield liner is small enough to maintain

coolant coverage of the coolant circulators, the core, and the heat re-

moval equipment if the reactor vessel should fail.  In the event that all

the heat removal equipment in the reactor vessel failed after a DBA, the
annular space would be filled with intermediate system sodium, and heat
removal coils in the biological shields would be activated.

The reactor building crane has a 75-ton-capacity main
hook and a 15-ton auxiliary hook.  It is an indoor, 100-foot-diameter,
electric polar bridge crane with four rnotor drives rated at 40, 30, 10,
and 5 hp. The crane runs on an elevated circular track at the 128-foot-
0 inch elevation and is supported by brackets attached directly to the re-

actor building.

The gantry for the reactor refueling machine is a 200-ton-
capacity unit consisting of a trolley, which contains the large shielded
fuel machine,  and a bridge which is operated on rails, approximately
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9 feet above the floor level with a span of 62 feet.  It is an indoor, elec-

tric traveling unit having two motor drives rated at 20 and 5 hp.

The containment feed and bleed air ventilation system is

shown in Figure 1 -2. Outside air is brought into the reactor building at

a rate of 1750 cfm through a 95% absolute filter and a temperature and

conditioner unit.  The flow rate is established for general inhalation

only for one complete change every 12 hours. The exhaust air from the

reactor building also passes out through a prefilter, an absolute filter

(99.97% efficient, dioctyl phthalate test), and a regenerative cooler be-

fore exhausting to the stack. The containment penetrations associated

with the purge air system are designed to close in the event of a high

cover gas pressure. The containment supply fan and the exhaust boos -

ter fan of the containment purge air system are operated so that a slight

negative pressure is maintained within the containment.

1.2.4.   Other Structures

1.2.4.1. Steam Generator Building

The steam generator building's substructure is

reinforced concrete with heavy walls and slabs as required for shielding

within the radioactive waste dispo.sal area. The superstructure is a

conventional structural steel frame with insulated metal siding and a

precast concrete slab roof. The floor and bottom 5 feet of the steam

generator bay·are lined with a 1/4-inch carbon steel liner to prevent

spalling of the concrete following a sodium leak. Contained within this

building are the three steam generators, the three reheaters, the three

secondary sodium pumps, the sodium storage and receiving area, the

machine and electrical shops, the chemical and health physics labora-

tories, the steam-generator decontamination and maintenance area, the
radioactive equipment decontamination and maintenance area, and the

radioactive waste disposal area. Entrance to all areas in this building

except the shops, labo.ratories, and shipping and receiving areas is con-
trolled by passage through a.white change .room. Access to any possibly
contaminated areas can be accomplished only by passing through the

white change room.
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Figure 1-2. Reactor Building Feed and Bleed System
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The plant maintenance area is equipped to per-
form any work required short of major overhaul or repairs normally
performed by the manufacturer.  For this purpose the maintenance shops
have milling mathines, lathes, grinders, drills, saws, welding rnachines,
forge benches, and other necessary facilities.

The crane in the steam-generator building has
a 100-ton-capacity main hook and a 15-ton-capacity auxiliary hook.  It
has a span of 74 feet. The crane is an indoor, electric, traveling bridge
unit with four motor drives rated at 60, 30, 10, and 5 hp.

The equipment decontarnination and maintenance
room crane has a 75-ton-capacity main hook and a 15-ton auxiliary hook.
It has a span of 58 feet. This crane is an indoor, electric, traveling
bridge unit with four rnotor drives rated at 40, 30, 7-1/2, and 5 hp.

1.2.4.2. Turbine-Generator Building

The turbine-generator building's substructure
is reinforced concrete. The superstructure is a conventional structural
steel frame with insulated metal siding and a precast concrete slab roof.
Contained within this building are the main turbine-generator,  the  feed-
water treatment and heating system, and other auxiliary turbine plant
equipment. A one-floor extension of this building to the front contains
the auxiliary boiler, the two diesel-generators, and the 4160-volt switch-

gear.

The turbine room crane has a 200-ton-capacity
main hook and a 25-ton auxiliary hook.  It has a span of 130 feet.  This
crane is an indoor, electric, traveling bridge unit with four rnotor drives

r ate d   at   7 5,     4 0,     2 0,    and   5   hp.

1.2.4.3 Office Building

The office building is constructed of conven-

tional structural steel with insulated metal siding.  It has three floors

and a roof elevation of 57 feet. This building contains general offices,
the  lunch room,  and the locker facilities.
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1.2.4.4. Fuel-Handling Building

The fuel-handling building is a conventional

structural steel frame with insulated metal siding and has a roof eleva-
tion of 57 feet. It contains a railroad loading facility and facilities for

storing new fuel and spent fuel shipping casks. The crane for the fuel-

handling facility has a 70-ton capacity main hook and a 15-ton auxiliary

hook.  It has a span of 35 feet. This crane is an indoor, electric, travel-

ing bridge unit with four motor drives rated at 40, 30, 7-1/2, and 5 hp.

1.2.4.5. Crib House

The crib house is on the bank of the North River

substructure; it is constructed of reinforced concrete, and the super-
structure is a conventional steel frame with insulated metal siding.  This
structure is the intake for all circulating water supplied to the plant.  It
contains three circulating water pumps,  two fire purnps, three service
water pumps, three decay heat exchanger circulating water pumps,  six
traveling screens, and various equipment for screen washing, trash re-

moval, and ice melting.

1.2.5. Conventional Systems

1.2.5.1. Service Water System                                            I
The service water system supplies cooling

water by open-loop heat exchanger units to dissipate   the rmal energy
from the prirnary and secondar'y pumps eddy-current couplings, the

refrigerant system,  and the turbine generator heat exchanger unit,  in-

cluding the generator stator, hydrogen'coolers,  and the turbine  lube oil

system. Three 50% capacity pumps are provided; each delivers 11,000

gpm at a constant head of 200 feet. These vertical pumps are driven by

660-hp induction motor drives. The pumps and their associated full-

flow service water strainers are installed in the crib house.

1.2.5.2. Auxiliary Steam System

An oil-heated, auxiliary package-type boiler

with a steaming rate of 60,000 lb/hr of superheated steam at 175 psig
and 600 F has been provided to supply initial steam during startup or

shutdown of the turbine plant. Auxiliary steam is supplied to the air
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ejectors, the gland seal steam system, the deaerator pegging steam

system, and other minor stearn demands during shutdown of the main

turbine. The auxiliary boiler is sized to provide building heating   whe n

required.

1. 2.5.3.  Compressed Air System

The instrument air system is supplied by two

full-capacity air compressors (300-scfm, 125-psig, nonlubricant cylin-
der, reciprocating units). These compressors are dual-controlled with

automatic loading and unloading. The instrument air compressors have
a cornmon storage receiver with a capacity of 34 fd. Automatic controls

are  provided  so  that the standby will autorn atically start  if the operating
air compressor fails. Each instrument air compressor is driven by a

100-hp induction motor.  Air from the instrument systern is dried in a

full-flow desiccant-type air dryer unit before it is directed to the vari-

ous control and instrument functions. The service air compressor is a

separate unit; it has the same specifications as the other compressors,
but has its own storage receiver, after-cooler, and overloading protec-

tion and pressure relieving systern. This compressor is capable of
transferring air to the instrument air dryer if it is needed.

1.2.5.4. Vacuum Cleaning System

The station has a permanently installed vacuum

cleaning systern for areas requiring frequent cleaning. A portable unit
is also provided for light duty or occasional vacuurning.

1.2.5.5. Fire Protection System

Fire protection facilities are provided through-
out the plant. Hydrants are provided throughout the building complex               -
and in the yard. These are supplemented by hose racks and hose houses,

whe r e appropriate, based on a comprehensive fire protection plan.   Suit-

able fire detectors, alarms, and annunciators are included. Independent
water spray systems are provided for the switchyard facilities, main

transformer, auxiliary transformer, and reserve auxiliary transformer.

Independent C02 fire protection systems are

installed at the turbine governor area, lube oil tank, turbine oi] reser-

voir and cable ducts as dictated by underwriters or the owner's practice.
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Two 100% rated fire pumps are installed in the

crib house, and each has a capacity of 200 gpm at 250 fthead witha 150-

hp drive.  One pump, complete with accessories, is electric motor driven
-

and the other, complete with battery, battery charger, cooler,   1000-

gallon gasoline storage tank and controls, is driven by a gasoline engine.
A static fire water tank containing 30,000 gal-

Ions is mounted on the roof structure at the 149 foot-0 inch elevation.

1.2.5.6.  Heating and Ventilating

The heating and ventilating system maintains

acceptable working temperatures and activity concentrations in all build-
ings of the complex. A central steam heated, forced warm air system

is installed in the administration offices and control room for personnel
comfort. Other areas requiring heating for equipment protection or per-
sonnel comfort are furnished with steam-coil unit heaters.

Power ventilators are provided for the turbine

hall switchgear roorn, battery rooms, shops, and other areas asre-

quired. Cornfort cooling is also provided for offices, control room,

computer room, auxiliary electrical equipment room, locker room,

first aid room, instrument shop, and laboratory.

1.3.  Principles of Operation

The  principles of operation for the land, structures, and conven-

tional systern are identical to those of conventional equipment and re-

quire no further elaboration.

1.4. Safety Precautions

No special safety precautions are envisioned for the site and gen-
eral structures over and above those normally undertaken for this type

of industrial complex.
If high radioactivity is monitored in the containment air atmosphere,

then the reactor building feed and bleed system will be isolated automa -

tically by the protection system.  If a very high cover gas pressure, e.

g., in excess of 15 psig, which would imply a DBA condition, is detected,
the containment building will be completely isolated (except for the emer-

gency cooling paths) automatically by the protection system. These

valves can also be closed on demand from the control room.
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The two personnel air-lock doors, both normal and emergency
exit, are interlocked at all times so that containment integrity is main-
tained.  This also applies to the new fuel containment transfer tube which
is  double-valved to facilitate containment requirements. The shipping
cask and the refueling machine form part of the containment barrier for

the irradiated fuel transfer tube during removal of irradiated fuel from
the reactor building.

The equipment door is interlocked and can be opened only when the
reactor is fully shut down; as an additional precaution, no other work

permit will be in operation except that directly associated with the re-

moval of equipment into or out of the reactor building. Alarms will

sound in the containment building if the level of activity inside the con-

tainrnent rises above normal acceptable levels.

1. 5. Maintenance

No special maintenance requirements are considered necessary
for the site and general structures in excess of those normally under-

taken for industrial buildings of the type considered here.  It is antici-

pated that the containment building will require periodic pressure checks

to ensure that the initial leak-tightness integrity of the building is main-
tained.
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APPENDIX 1-A

Containment Leakage and
Shielding Evaluation
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In evaluating the leakage and shielding requirements, many factors

must be considered along with the various means of exposure to person-
nel and the public. Sections 1 and 2 of this appendix deal with the release
of radioactive material to the reactor building and the criteria to be used

for personnel expousre. The following section evaluates the doses for

the various means of exposure to personnel and the public.

1. Design Basis Radioactive Materials Release

Evaluation of the requirements for the containment shielding and
the exclusion area requires that the release of the various radioactive
materials from the core be evaluated, and that the release from the re-
actor vessel to the reactor building be incorporated. The release of
radioactive material at the core is in accordance with TID-14844,2 with
no mechanism postulated for the release; i.e., 100% noble gases,  50%
halogens, and 1% other fission products are available to the coolant at

the core.  It was assumed that 10% of the plutonium in the core was re-

leased to the coolant in soluble form at the core. This is 10 times the

release fraction for the other solid materials.  Most of the halogens re-
leased in the reactor vessel will react chemically with the sodium cool-

ant.  However, to be conservative, it is assumed that only 90% of the

halogens react  to form halides, with 10% released in the gaseous form.
The biological shield and the reactor cover structure are designed

as energy and sodium barriers. However, following a DBA, these

structures are not intended to serve as barriers against gaseous fission
products, since some seal damage is to be expe€ted even though the so-

dium leakage is held to very low levels.  It is assumed here that 1% of

the radioactive material associated with the sodium coolant is released
to the reactor building, even though the sodium leakage will be less than

1% of this, and the important fission products, such as iodine, are

preferentially retained in the sodium during evaporation of sodium from

the pool.3 Thus, the release to the reactor building, which is designed
as the barrier for radioactive material, becomes 100% of the noble

gases, 5.45% of the halogens, 0.01% of all other fission products, 0.1%

of the plutonium, and 1.0% of the sodium-24.
In the analysis that follows, the radioactive material is considered

to be homogeneously distributed throughout the containment, and no
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credit is taken for their removal by filtration, settling of aerosols,
chemical removal, or plateout.  This is highly conservative, since a
large fraction of the halogens will be removed by the small amount of
sodium-oxide released as it settles to the floor of the reactor building.

2.   Criteria

The federal restrictions on radiation dose levels resulting from
major accidents are not to be regarded as acceptable dose levels, but
as a guide for comparing one plant site with another. The acceptability
of the calculated dose compared to the 10 CFR 100 guidelines is to be a
function of the probability of the accident.

Since the AEC guidelines have become more restrictive with time,
the 1980 restrictions may be more stringent than today's restrictions.
In this evaluation, two permissible dose levels were selected for com-
parison, in considering the protection of the general public. The first
is a site evaluation based on 10 CFR 100 guidelines, and the second is
based on guidelines for level restrictions that might be imposed for ac-
cidents that are considered to be credible but of exceedingly low proba-
bility of occurrence.  For the latter case, the permissible direct radia-
tion exposure is more in line with those gived in 10 CFR 204 for the ex-
posure of individuals working in a restricted area, and the permissible
thyroid dose selected is arbitrary, being chosen primarily for compari-
son. The perrnissible dose criteria for the general public are as fol-
lows:

1. Site acceptability-at the exclusion radius, the whole-
body direct dose must be limited to 25 Rem or the thyroid dose to 300
Rem integrated over the first 2 hours following the accident.

2. Credible accident-at the exclusion radius, the whole -
body direct dose must not exceed 3 Rem or the thyroid dose 25 Rem in-
tegrated over the first 2 hours following the accident.

Two additional sets of criteria were selected considering the protec-
tion of plant personnel in a shielded control room (outside the contain-

ment building) and the protection of workers performing maintenance op-
erations during the period from 5 through 30 days following the accident.
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The limited and extended dose levels are the once-in-a-lifetime emer-

gency dose.  For the extended exposure, the permissible direct dose

level is the maximum permissible quarterly dose for radiation workers

in restricted areas. The plant personnel and maintenance workers will

be protected from air and water contaminated with radioactive material.

The time periods chosen are meant to be representative of situations

which are the most conservative for limited and extended access, re-

spectively. The 8-hour figure was chosen for plant personnel consider-

ing the possibility that persons in the shielded control room would have

to remain in the room for a short time immediately after the accident to

perform operations that could be mandatory to ensure no further propa-

gation of the accident. For postaccident maintenance, the period from

day 5 through day 30 following the accident was chosen considering levels

of exposure to individuals performing cleanup operations after it has

been determined that such operations are possible. The criteria are as

follows:

Plant Personnel

1. Limited access-the whole-body direct dose inside the

control room must be limiied to 25 Rem integrated over the first 8 hours

following the accident.

2. Extended access-the whole-body direct dose inside the

control room must be limited to 3 Rem integrated over a 30-day period

following the accident.

Postaccident Maintenance

1. Limited access-the whole-body direct dose immediately

outside the reactor building must be limited to 25 Rem integrated over a

period from 5 through 30 days following the accident.

2. Extended access-the whole-body direct dose immediately

outside rhe reactor building must be limited to 3 Rem integrated over the

period from 5 through 30 days following the accident.

3. Reactor Building Shielding

The fission product source strengths were calculated using

BURPl: The calculations are based on a cylindrical reactor building

with a radius of 50 feet and a height of 100 feet. BAGO2 was used to
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calculate the dosage from direct exposure.6 The results for the 2-hpur

integrated direct exposure at the exclusion boundary (600 feet) versus

the containment shield thickness are presented in Figure  1 -A-1.   The
exclusion area is defined as the area surrounding the plant which is

under direct»control of the licensee. Residence in the area is normally

prohibited.  As can be seen from the figure, the required reactor build-
ing thicknesses are 2.5 inches for the site acceptability criteria and

10.6 inches for the cridible accident criteria. All shields are ordinary
concrete.

The integrated dose versus shield thickness, considering the protec-
')

tion of plant personnel inside the control room and maintenance personnel
outside the containment building, is presented in Figure 1-A-2.  For

plant personnel, the shield thicknesses required are 3.3 feet for limited

access and 4.1 feet for extended access. The shield thicknesses required

for the protection of maintenance personnel are 2.5 feet for limited access

and 3.4 feet for extended access. The protection of maintenance person-

nel will dictate the wall thickness of the containment building.

Thus, the shielding required to limit the direct exposure of plant

operators and maintenance personnel exceeds that required for the pro-

tection of the public. Since the shielding requirement for plant operators

in the control room exceeds that required for maintenance personnel,

part of the shielding required for the plant operators may be placed

around the control room. The minimum reactor building shielding and

other shielding options are given in Table 1-A-1.

Table 1-A-1. Shielding Requirements for Protection of Plant
Personnel (Feet of Ordinary Concrete)

Limited Extended
access access

Reactor building, minimum 2.5 3.4

Control room (for minimum
reactor building) 0.8 0.7

Reactor building
Plant personnel 3.3 4.1

Maintenance personnel 2.5 3.4
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4.    Inhalation Dose Evaluation

The evaluation of the inhalation dose considers the protection of
individuals at the exclusion boundary. The exclusion boundary is not a
constant distance but varies from site to site because of geographic 10-
cation, meteorological conditions, containment leak rate, and the like.
A distance of 600 meters was used in these calculations,  but some ex-
clusion distances are 1 mile or more.

The iodine isotopes dominate the inhalation exposure at the exclu-
sion boundary, since, for the specified release rates, the activity

levels            Idivided by the MPCs of 90Sr, 137Cs, and isotopes of uranium and plutoni-
um in the reactor building are negligible compared with iodine. Pluto -
nium is considered insoluble, and iodine is considered soluble. Each
iodine isotope decays at a different rate and produces radiation of a dif-
ferent energy level. To facilitate the evaluation, it is common practice
to determine for each of the iodine isotopes a dose-equivalent in curies
of 131I. The dose-equivalence factor is determined by considering the
average activity of the isotope of iodine during the period of interest and
the total integrated thyroid dose per curie inhaled. The activity of an

isotope is given by

-At
N = Noe

where   ..
iN = activity in reactor building atmosphere at

any time, t

No = activity initially
X = radioactive decay constant

t = time

Integrating this over the period of interest and dividing by the time in-
terval gives the average activity during the period:

-,       No    t·   -At
iN  =-T  oj  e       dt

or

AN - -T'(1 - e-AT)
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where N is the average activity in the reactor building during the time
interval T.  The dose equivalence factor (DEF) is obtained by summing
the dose from the individual iodine isotopes and dividing by the dose
from the 131I:

I NiD-i
i

DEF =
N 13 1D.0 13 1

where D-i is the total integrated thyroid dose per curie of the ith isotope
inhaled. The values given in TID- 14844 are used in this evaluation for
the thyroid exposure.

Calculation of DEF at 2 Hours

Isotope N/No Nt, curies    N   Dt*, Rem/c N D.

131I 0.99978 0.39 + 7 0.39 + 7 1.48  + 6 0.58 + 13

132I 0.75375 0.55 + 7 0.41 + 7 5.35 + 4 0.022 + 13

133I 0.96769 0.60 + 7 0.58 + 7 4.00 + 4 0.23 + 13

134I 0.50180 0.82 + 7 0.41 + 7 2.50 + 4 0.011 +13
135I 0.90370 0.64 + 7 0.58 + 7 1.24  + 5 0.071 + 13

0.91 + 13

0.91DEF = - = 1.57
0.58

0 - 2 hours    Qi =
N131I (DEF) = 6.1 X 106 curies of equivalent 131I.

The relationship between the equivalent 131I available in the reactor

building and the inhalation dose at the boundary of the exclusion area is

given by the following equation:

T

TIDTHYROID = 00 X LR X (X/Q) X D.131 .lf BRdt
0
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where         -
Qo = N 13 1 X DE F, curies of 131I equivalent in the

reactor building atmosphere

LR = fractional leak rate from reactor building
during period of interest, sec-1

BR = volumetric breathing rate, M3/sec atmospheric

X/Q = atmospheric dispersion factor for released
material, sec/M3

D«0131 = dose to thyroid per curie of 131I inhaled, Rem/c

For the reference concept, DEF and Q were evaluated with the0
BURPl code using the calculated 1.57 and 6.1 X 106 curies of equivalent

iodine-131, respectively, for the first 2 hours. The reactor building

leak rate was taken to be 0.1% per day at design pressure, which repre-

sents a practical minimum when considering today's containment tech-

nology. The dispersion factor is dependent upon the site selected.  For

this evaluation, a particular site is used along with its 600-meter exclu-
sion radius.  For this site, X/Q is 8.0 x 10-5 sec/M3.  For the breathing

rate, the recommended value of 3.47 X 10-4 M3/sec from TID-14844 is

used.  For the 2-hour exposure criteira, the total integrated dose was

found to be 21 Rem.
Therefore, the dose level is less than the permissible value of 25

Rem for a credible accident provided that a leak rate of 0.1% per day

can be achieved. The atmospheric dispersion model (resulting in the

x /Q factor) chosen results in very good dispersion.  If a pessimistic

model were chosen, then the dose rate could be increased by a factor

of 10.  In this instance, the exclusion boundary would have to be pushed

back to achieve allowable inhalation dose levels, since the leak rate

(0.1% per day) represents a practical minimum.

5.     Direct Dose From Passing Cloud

The major dose contributors from a passing cloud are considered

to be in general the noble gases, xenon and krypton, and iodine.  The

exposure is primarily from gamma radiation.  The beta dose is gener-

ally considered to be negligible at the ground level.

The method of analysis used immersion in a semi-infinite cloud

as suggested in WASH-740.7 This method is conservative, and lower
dose rates are obtained if a "finite" cloud is considered. However,
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because of the low doses involved, the semi-infinite cloud method is

used, rather than attempting to develop the finite cloud methods.

The basic equation as given in WASH-740 is

D  = 9.4 X 10-4EX
00

Y

where D   = dose rate, Rem/hr
I.

Y

E = gamma-ray energy, MeV/dis

X = concentration, Fic/meter 3

Since more than one gamma' emitter is considered and the concentration              '

is a function of distance down wind, the dose equation becomes

D = 9.4 x 10-4(x/Q) I E.Q1i
i

where Qi is the source release rate in Fc/sec at the reactor building.
Using the same atmospheric dispersion and reactor building leak

rate as used in the inhalation dose calculation, and source strengths

from BURPl, the 2-hour gamma dose from the passing cloud was 0.25

Rem, which is well below the criterion cited.
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Figure 1-A-1. Integrated Dose Vs Containment Shield
Thickness at 600-Meter Exclusion
Boundary
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Figure 1-A-2. Integrated Dose Following Maximum Hypothetical
Accident as a Function of Containment Shield
Thickness
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1.   Direct Dose Calculations, Gamma Attenuation

The BAGO code was used for all gamma attenuation calculations.

BAGO is a general purpose digital computer program designed to calcu-
late the heat generation rates and dose rates in and through laminated

shield slabs for five idealized geometries.
The geometries and equations used in solving for the attenuation of

gamma rays from each of the five geometries are as follows:

Geometry Equation

BS  -b
Point   =TIiaz e

BS
Line + = 2. [F(e,b)]

BS
Disc 0 =  2 a [El(b) - El(b sec 0)]

BS FTruncated Ez(bl sec e) Ez(b sec 0)10=-v| E.(b) - EZ(bl) +
sec 8  2cone 2 ps L

sec 8

BS F F(#,b) F(13 b)  / F(e,b)
Cylinder

+ = .IFI  _E:2(b)F(· /2,b) - EZ(bl)F( /2,b)_ F(w/2,b)

where B = buildup factor

S = gamma source, photons/sec

b  =  Eilliti
Fi = linear absorption coefficient of shield i, cm -1

t. = thickness of shield i, cm
1

Sf = line source strength, photons/cm-sec
e

F (0,b)   =    j e  -b  s e c    0  '
o         de'

S  = disc source strength, photons/cmz-sec
a

S  = volumetric source strength, photons/cc-sec
V

-1

Fs = absorption coefficient of source material, cm

00 -t

E,(b) =fet  dt
b
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00 -t

E,(b)  = b ftidt
b

bi = PsH + IiI· iti

B = tan-1 R/a

The equations used are as derived by Rockwell6 with the exception

of the equation for the cylindrical source. The semi-empirical equation

which is used for this solution sutstitutes a finite truncated slab source

of equal area for the cylindrical source. The agreement of this solu-
tion with the numerical solution of the exact geometry is shown in Table

1-B-1.  Figure 1-B-1 is a graphical representation of the source geom-

etries.

Ta ble    1 -B-1. Percent Error Between Numerical Solution
and Semi-Empirical Fit

b    a = 5OR a = 2 OR a = l OR a 2R

psa = 1

1 -4.35 -1.08 -4.19
3 -21.3 -4.62 -1.84

10 -10.4 -8.99 -11.54
25 -4.13 -3.04 -8.95

Fsa = 1
1            - 1.05 -0.2 -3.23
3 -14.65 -0.81 +0.36

10 -9.54 -8.38 -6.15
25 -3.8 -2.38 +0.38

Bsa = 5

1 -0.88 +1.27 -9.3
3 -5.69 +11.4 -6.13

10 -9.8 -7.54 -11.1
25 -3.9 -1.67 -4.82

Fsa  =  2 0
1 0.0 +16.9 +1.59 -10.6
3            - 1.1 +25.3 +2.36 -7.38

10 -8.3 -11.95 -8.48 -12.9
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It can be  seen that the error in the use of this semi-empirical equa -
tion for the cylindrical source is well within the limits of the error of
the calculation.

The program is designed for a minimum of input preparation for any
given problem.  The tape dictionary includes shielding constants for the
materials shown below. The constants are stored as functions of energy,
and, therefore, straight-line interpolation for the desired energy con-
stants is used.

Air Heavy water
Water Graphite
Iron Polyethylene
Lead Aluminum
Ordinary concrete Uranium
Barytes Concrete Sodium
Ilmenite concrete

The limitation on the program is the number of energy groups that
can be solved for any one group of input.  This is limited to ten energy

groups. The number of shield slabs that can be solved is unlimited in

that the program sums the relaxation lengths of the preceding slabs
automatically. Buildup is included in the program by using a sum-of-

exponentials fit,

_ ai px -aZFXB(px) = Ale + (1 - Al) e

where
B(lix) = buildup factor for relaxation lengths px

Al, at, (12 = material and energy-dependent constants

px = relaxation lengths

The buildup factor for any material at any given point in a shield
array can be chosen by using input data.

2. Fission Product Inventory in Containment

Fission product inventory calcu]ations were performed with the aid
of the BURP code, which is a digital computer code written in Fortran

IV for the Philco 2000 computer. It is designed to calculate the activity
of radioactive fission products for up to 100 consecutive reactor operat-
ing and shutdown times.  As many as 209 nuclides may be considered.
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Activities can be computed in a reactor containing one or two fissionable

rnaterials. Fission products can be allowed to leak from the fuel at any

specified rate, and the activity concentration of each nuclide in the fuel,

coolant, and purification system is computed at each time step.  The ac-

tivity level of each nuclide is multiplied by its gamma yield in each of
six energy groups, and the total gamma source strength in the core,

coolant, and purification system is given.

Figure 1-B-1. Graphical Representation of the
Source Geometries
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2. REACTOR VESSEL SYSTEM

2.1. Introduction

The reference 1000-MWe LMFBR Concept is a pot system in which
all of the primary system components are housed within one large reac-
tor vessel. The reactor vessel system (described in this section) con-
sists of this large vessel (pot), the reactor vessel cover structure, and
the reactor vessel structural internals. The reactor vessel system is
compatible  with all of the primary reactor system components,  and its
design is greatly influenced by the design and normal performance re-
quirements of these components. In addition, the postulated abnormal
reactor operating conditions and the conditions resulting from a design-
basis accident impose exacting requirements on the reactor vessel sys-
tem design.

The major components of the reactor vessel system are identified
in the cross-sectional view of the reactor portion of the plant as shown
on drawing A31078E. ' Considerations leading to the selection of the pot
system are discussed in detail in the "Plant Arrangement and Refueling
Method Trade-Off Study" (Volurne 4, section 8). The following writeup
defines the requirements of the reactor vessel system, describes the

conceptual design, and outlines the principles of operation, the safety
precautions,  and the maintenance requirements.

2.1.1. System Function

The primary function of the reactor vessel system is to
contain the reactor coolant and support the core system during normal
operation and abnorrnal operations that are considered credible.  The

system houses the nuclear core, the blanket assembly configuration,

-----

*
B&W drawing A31078E is placed at the end of this section.
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the primary coolant pumps, the intermediate heat exchangers (IHXs),
and other primary equipment. It contains the primary sodium coolant

and the inert cover gas, and directs the sodium coolant, in proper pro-                    |
portions, through the core, the blanket assemblies, and the IHXs.  The

systern provides the structural members necessary to support the com-

plete core system in its design position and provides the necessary

mechanisms to prevent shifting of the core in any manner that would re-
sult in an unsafe or more critical configuration.

The reactor vessel system also protects the public and
the operators during and following severe accidents (see section 14,
Safety Systems), since the cover structure of the reactor-vessel system

retains the sodium and forms an energy barrier between the active core

and the reactor building. The cover structure is designed to prevent

missiles frorn forming in the reactor building and to contain those that

may form inside the reactor vessel. The reactor vessel system pro-

vides ameltdown pan, beneath the reactor core, whichmust prevent

molten fuel from forming a critical mass following a meltdown accident.

The secondary functions of the reactor vessel system are

as follows:

1. Provide locations and the supporting structure
for the neutron shielding necessary to prevent
activiation of the intermediate sodium circuit
and activation of or radiation damage to the
primary functional components or vessels
(see section 3, Reactor Shielding System).

2. Provide access and guidance structure for in-
stallation and operation of reactivity control
and safety devices (see section 5, Reactivity
Control System).

3. Provide access for installation and operation
of the equiprnent necessary to accomplish re-
fueling of the reactor (see section 7, Reactor
Support Systems).                                                 '

4.  Provide the facility and structure to permit
storage of new and spent fuel assemblies with-
in the reactor vessel (see section 7, Reactor
Support Systems).

2.1.2. Summary Description of the System

The reactor vessel system, as described in this section,
includes the reactor vessel (pot), the reactor vessel cover structure,
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and the reactor vessel structural internals. The entire primary reactor

system is within the reactor vessel, and primary coolant pumps, inter-

mediate heat exchangers, and other primary equipment are suspended
from the cover structure and penetrate into the reactor vessel.  A view

..
I.of the system is shown in drawings A31078E and A31079E.

The reactor vessel is positioned off-center within the re-
actor building, approximately 10-1/2 feet tothe north, toprovide a
more efficient and compact reactor building (see drawing A31077E ).
The reactor building is described in section 1, Land, Structures, and
Conventional Systems. The reactor vessel is closed at the top by the
cover structure, whose top surface is an operating floor level.

The reactorvessel is basically a cylinder with a semi-

elliptical bottom.    It is suspended from its reinforced upper flange  into
a cavity formed by the biological concrete. The cavity is lined with car-

bon steel, and the interspace has a circulating inert gas environment to

remove heat and protect the structural integrity of the concrete (see sec-
tion 8, Reactor Auxiliary Systems). There are no penetrations in the re-
actor vessel below the sodium level. No drain lines are in the sodium

during normal operation.
The reactor vessel cover structure is also supported from

the concrete structure. This cover structure is fastened securely into

the concrete steel reinforcing and is completely sealed to the reactor

vessel. The cover is made up of a fixed outer section and triple rotating

plugs consisting of a srnall plug eccentrically located within an intermedi-

ate plug which is eccentrically located within a larger concentric  plug.
The fixed section provides access openings into which all primary equip-
ment will be installed (pumps, intermediate heat exchangers, sodium

purification equipment, rotating storage drums, and emergency core

coolers). The small rotating plug has access ports for the installation

of a refueling r:nechanisrn. The intermediate plug provides for the  in-
stallation of all control rod drives. The total cover structure provides
the required shielding for man-access   on the operating floor  dur ing

-----

B&W drawings A31077E, A31078E, and A31079E are all placed at the
end of this section.
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reactor operation and the necessary bearings and seals to permit rota-
tion of the center plugs during refueling.

The reactor vessel internals provide a structure for cen-
trally locating the reactor core (see section 4, Reactor Core System)
within the reactor vessel; the active fuel rnidplane is roughly 34 feet
down frorn the operating floor level.  The core is supported on a grid
plate which positions the core assemblies radially and vertically as they
are installed.  The grid plate also provides the necessary orificing of
sodiurn coolant flow from the core vessel.

The core vessel  is a cylinder  with a semielliptical bottom.

It is centrally located within the reactor vessel;,the pressure vessel por-
tion is below the grid plate,  and the wall extends upward around the core

to form a flow divider (see drawing A31100E'). A machined step inthe

vessel's wall provides an accurate seat to which the grid plate is bolted

and welded.  The grid plate forms the cover to the pressure section of

the vessel. Six inlet sodium nozzles are welded into the sides of the

vessel to accept coolant flow from the primary purnps for flow up through
the grid orificing and through the core assemblies. Bypass flow holes
are also machined into the core vessel's walls (as shown on the refer-

enced drawing) to permit coolant flow into a plenum box and then upward
to cool the lower neutron shield assemblies.

The core vessel becomes an integral part of the internals

support bridge as shown on the referenced drawing. The bridge structure

extends outward radially to form an annular assembly to which six tension

support members are welded. These members extend upward and are
fastened into the reinforced reactor vessel flange. The bridge structure

and tension members support all of the reactor internals (see drawing
A31079E). A sodiurn coolant plenurn box is formed on the top of the
bridge structure just outside the core vessel's wall.  The top of the box
locates and supports the lower neutron shield assemblies.

A stepped, cylindrical shield tank is welded to the top of
the internals support bridge; the larger (upper) diarneter is provided to
clear equipment suspended from the eccentric cover plugs while the

-----

'B&W drawing A31100E is placed at the end of this section.
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plugs rotate during refueling. The larger diameter also provides loca-
tion and support positions for the upper neutron shield assemblies on
the  stepped face.    The  tank is extended outward radially an additional
distance  to  form six blisters which provide for installation  of  the  IHX s

and for sodium  flow into them.

A core holddown assembly is suspended downward from

the inte rmediate rotating cover  plug. This assembly  is in position  ove r
the core during all reactor operating periods and provides top location

and positive holddown of all the reactor fuel and blanket assemblies.

The combination of this assembly and the lower grid plate maintains

the axial position of the core during reactor operation.  The core as-
semblies are positioned radially by these two structures, aided by bear-
ing pads; the pads are welded to the fuel and blanket assemblies (see
section 4, Reactor Core System) to limit radial motion of the assemblies

caused by thermal or mechanical bowing. The holddown assembly is
mounted on mechanical jacking devices which are positioned near the
top of the cover structure. These jacks permit vertical lifting of the

assembly for refueling (see also Appendix 2-B).
A fixed stripper plate is suspended inside the core hold-

down assembly structure. The basic structure supporting this plate and

holding it fixed relative to the cover structure is the stationary columns

of the mechanical jacks. Vertical lifting of the core holddown assembly,

in preparation for refueling, will cause positive interference between

the stripper plate and the tops of all fuel and blanket assemblies in the

unlikely event that they become stuck in their respective locating holes.

For refueling, the reactor vessel system provides for
the permanent installation of two rotating storage drums, which are
positione'd approximately 180 degrees apart in the annulus between the

reactor vessel and the core vessel-see drawing A31079E. These drums

provide for the storage of all the core assemblies in annular rings of

holding tubes (see section 7, Reactor Support System).  The drum struc-

ture is suspended on a central shaft through the fixed cover structure..

The vertical position of the drums within the reactor vessel is slightly
below and under the step in the shield tank to permit the vertical trans-

fer of fuel and blanket assemblies.
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2. 1.3. System Design Requirements

The design requirements of the reactor vessel system
can be divided into eight categories: performance, environment, re-

liability/availability, maintenance, operation, safety, applicable codes

and standards, and compatibility with the other systems. These re-

quirements are based on normal operation at the full reactor power of
2450 MWt and a 30-year plant lifetime; in addition, they take into ac-
count the maximum conditions of temperature, gas pressure,  and cool-
ant reactions that may result during abnormal, transient, or accident

periods.

The design of the reactor vessel system includes com-

prehensive consideration of hydrodynamic shock and excess pressure

potential from external sources,  such as those caused by failure  of

pressure regulating or relieving devices. Pressure barriers within

the systern must be designed to withstand the maximum possible pres-
sure differential across the barrier. The design stress of each struc-

tural part will be selected with due regard to the results of thermal or

mechanical shocks, coolant mixing effectiveness, irradiation damage,
sodium flow, and mass transfer. Particular care will be taken to limit

the rmal shocking  of the structural parts during scram transients.

All components of the reactor vessel system that are wet

by sodium or that are in the sodium vapor area will be constructed of

austenitic stainless steel materials.   The wide acceptance of these ma-

terials for use with liquid metal systems has been associated with their

ability to satisfy the requirements of elevated temperature strength,

compatibility, fabricability, and availability. Satisfactory performance
with existing liquid-metal-cooled power plants operating at temperatures
in the 1000 F range has justified the selection of these materials.  The

type of material, the specific quality and the wall thickness must be suf-

ficient for the function of the component over its design life. Materials

for components not in the sodium area may be stainless steel or an al-

ternate material compatible with the environment to which the cornpo-

nents are exposed and sufficient for their function.

The eight categories of design requirements are dis-
cussed in the following sections.
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2.1.3.1. Performance Requirements

The reactor vessel system must be designed

for operation over the 30-year lifetime of the reactor plant with mini-

mum requirements for inspection or maintenance shutdown.  All of the

system's functional requirements must be performed continuously dur-
ing this period, as follows:

1.  Support the nuclear core in a safe operating
position.

2.   Support the primary system components.

3.  Support the core protection system's rods
and rod drives in their proper operating
positions.

4.  Support the control rods and drives in their
proper operating positions.

5.  Support the sodium-to-NaK emergency core
cooling system.

6.  Support the primary sodium cleanup equip-
ment.

7.   Support the rotating fuel storage drums.
8. Provide access and support for the refueling

mechanism which transfers fuel assemblies
between the storage drums and the core.

9. Provide access for the fuel transfer machine
which transfers fuel assemblies into and out
of the reactor vessel system.

10. Provide access for instrumentation detectors
and cables (see section 12, Vol 3, (Instrumenta-
tion and Control).

The reactor vessel cover structure must be de-

signed so that the performance of the shielding material within the struc-

ture (see section 3, Reactor Shielding System) is not degraded during the
lifetime  of the plant.    The  de sign  of the required insulation  in the cover

structure assembly must ensure   that the maximum temperature   lim ita-
tion of 800 F at the lower face of the serpentine shielding matefial is not

exceeded during the 30-year lifetime. Additional lifetime performance

requirements for the cover structure assembly are as follows:

1. Operating floor level temperature must not
exceed 100 F.

2. Design conditions at bearing and seal locations
must not be exceeded in any manner affecting
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their normal performance or the ability to
perform normal maintenance on thern.

3.  Norrnal and abnormal reactor operations
must not downgrade the structural integrity
of the cover structure to any degree affect-
ing the functioning of the primary system
equipment mounted on the structure.

2. 1.3.2. Environmental Requirements

The environmental requirements for the design
of the reactor vessel system are determined by the location of compo-
nents or sections of components within the system and by the function to

be perforrned. The general requirements that must be considered in

setting the environmental design requirements are as follows:

1.  The various structural materials chosen
must exhibit continued effectiveness  ove r
the  lifetime  of the plant.

2.  Parts that are designed for use in the hot
molten sodium during the plant's lifetime
rnust be constructed of materials that are
chemically inert to sodium.

3.  Materials or system subassemblies must
not exhibit undue growth, shrinkage,  or
warpage under conditions of prolonged heat
and radiation exposure.

4. Radiation damage to materials shall not de-
grade their properties beyond allowable limits
over the design lifetime.

The specific environmental requirements for

components or sections of components of the reactor vessel system de-

pend 6nthe operating conditions of ternperature, pressure, sodium  flow,

and radiation exposure. The first group of system components to be con-

sidered includes the reactor vessel ahd the systern parts in the annulus

formed between the reactor vessel and the shield tank and the core vessel.

All components in this group are structural and must be designed to re-
main  in  the hot sodium   for the 30-year lifetime   of the reactor plant.

This first group of components will experience
a normal sodium ternperature of 800 F. However, abnormal reactor op-

eration could cause the sodium temperature to reach 850 F, at which

time the emergency core coolers would be actuated (see section 8,
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Reactor Auxiliary Systems). Plant cycling effects are small, since the

sodium pool is retained in the 800 F range during all normal operating
conditions, including refueling.

The pressure effects on the reactor vessel and

other components  in this group are minimal. During normal  full  powe r
operation, the depth of sodium in the reactor vessel is approximately

24-1/2 feet (1.9 X 1061b of sodium), and the cover gas pressure is ap-
proximately 5 inches of water. The maximum predicted cover gas pres-
sure has been estimated as 10 psig, which would result if the reactor

blanket gas subsystem failed or if a backflow of gases from the decay
tanks occurred (see subsection 6.4.2, part of the Reactor Coolant System
Description, in this volume). These occurrences are considered highly
unlikely.

The reactor vessel and other components in
this category must be shielded to reduce neutron activation and to pre-
vent harmful radiation damage during the plant's lifetime. The total·

integrated neutron flux for all components in this group of the system
is limited to 1021 neut/cmz maximum (see section 3, Reactor Shielding
System).

The effects of sodium flow on the reactor ves-

sel and other parts  of this group are negligible. The total coolant flow

of about 93 x 106 lb/hr (see section 4, Reactor Core System) is discharged
from the six intermediate heat exchangers (IHXs) into the large pool of
800 F sodium. Uniform positioning of these IHXs within the system  and

good mixing of the exit flow into the pool will result in low thermal stresses

in the components of the system.

Other parts of the reactor vessel system that

are immersed in sodium for the lifetime of the plant are the core vessel,

the grid plate, the shield tank, and the core holddown assembly. Again,

the four general requirements given at the beginning of this section must

be  adhered to. These components experience either higher temperatures,

higher pressures, higher flow rates, or higher radiation exposures than
do those discussed in the first group.

The core vessel will have a normal temperature

of 800 F at a pressure of 51 psig. Abnorrnal operation will vary these

only slightly.  The grid plate supports the core and provides orificing.

The  orifices  in the plate  are de signed  for a sodium  flow of approximately
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0.3 X 106 lb/hr at 800 F to each assembly. In addition, these orifices
must exhibit negligible diametral changes from this flow during the

plant's lifetime, orthey must be replaceable.  The core vessel isde-

signed for 75 psig at 925 F.  The grid plate is also designed for these

conditions,  and the orificing is designed for the full lifetime with pos-
sible replacement capability.

The sodium flow in the area of the core hold-

down assembly is similar to that for the grid plate (0.3 X 106 lb/hr at
each fuel assembly), but the ternperature of the molten sodium in this

area will approach 1100 F. Mixing of this flow will occur below, in-

ternal to, and above the assernbly. The assembly positions and secures

the  tops  of all fuel and blanket assemblies, and provides guidance  tube s
for the control rods. The assembly will be designed so that neither

ternperature, sodium flow, nor radiation damage affects the functioning

of this part of the reactor vessel system.
The system components discussed in the pre-

Vious category (core vessel,  grid plate,  and core holddown assembly)
will be subjected to high neutron and gamma exposures over their  life -

time. The limiting levels for these components were discussed in es-

tablishing the shielding requirements (see section 3). These compo-

nents will be designed so that radiation will not harm their materials

of construction over the design lifetirne.

The third group of system components to be
considered for environmental requirements includes the cover structure

and the mechanisms mounted in the structure. The cover structure  will

be designed for the 30-year lifetime of the plant. The bottom face of the

cover structure will be exposed to the reactor cover gas environrnent

and will be subjected to a temperature of about 1100 F. The section di-

rectly above this face will contain insulation and/or reflective material

to reduce this temperature to the rnaximum allowable (800 F) at the in-

terface with the serpentine shielding material within the structure (see
section 3, Reactor Shielding System). Sodium deposits must be pre-
vented from forming on the cover or in the annuli formed between plug
sections,  or they must be of a composition and a quantity that do not

affect the functional performance  of the cover structure.
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Mechanisms and system components,  such as
seals, within the cover structure will be de signed for periodic mainte-

nance. Included in the mechanisms mounted in the cover structure are

the plug drive systems,  the core holddown jacking devices, the rotating

storage drum drives, and the drive devices that are not actually part of
the reactor vessel system; i.e., the control rod drives (see section 5,
Reactivity Control Systems). The reactor vessel cover structure must

reduce the reactor environmental conditions to approximately room con-
ditions (ambient temperature and pressure) in areas in which mechanisms
are mounted. Also, radiation must be reduced to levels that prevent
activation of or damage to mechanism parts,  so that maintenance and

replacement capabilities are retained.

The cover structure of the reactor vessel sys-
tem is also required to reduce the reactor environment to ambient con-

ditions  at the operating floor level.    This  not only require s maintaining
the effectiveness of the shielding in the structure, but protecting the
structure and the cornponent seals as well. The requirements at the

operating floor level are as follows:

1. Maximum temperature of 100 F.
2.  Air environment.

3. Atmospheric pressure.
4.     Maxim um radiation level  of   1  mRern /hr   (see

section 3, Reactor Shielding System).
5. Maximum permissible gas leakage (see Vol-

ume 4, section 4, Vented Versus Nonvented
Fuel Trade-Off Study).

2. 1.3.3. Reliability/Availability Requirements

For ease of discussion, the reliability and

availability requirements of the reactor vessel system have been divided

into two groups: (1) structural, nonmoving parts, and (2) mechanisms,

seals, bearings, and other actively functioning parts. The first group

is designed for the 30-year lifetime of the plant.  All of the component
parts of this group are fixed in the reactor system by completely weld-

ing them into the systern or by bolting them in position and then welding
all fasteners. The expected reliability/availability of this part of the

system is extremely high and depends primarily on the inspection re-.

quirements.
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The components in the second group are in the
upper extremes of the cover structure or on the operating face.  Mech-
anisms and bearings are completely sealed and shielded from the reac-
tor environment; this permits routine maintenance and inspection, some
without reactor shutdown or other special or lengthy preparatory proce-
dures. Similarly, a modular subassembly approach has been used in
the design of mechanisms, wherever practical, to permit replacement
rather than in-place repair. The reliability/availability of mechanisms

and bearings has been estimated as 99% or higher.
Seals may become the critical item in the de-

sign of the reactor cover structure. Four basic types of seal have been
selected for the reference design. Every access opening uses at least

two types in combination. The large rotating plug sections incorporate
three types: dip-ring seals are the primary type; double mechanical
0-ring seals are the backup; and an inflatable type will be used if main-
tenance on the others becomes necessary. Access openings for primary
equipment (pumps,   IHXs,   etc.) will have O-ring primary seals and flange -
welded backup seals where possible. Smaller access-port equipment will
be sealed in the cover structure by 0-ring seals and inflatable maintenance

seals.  As a result of this redundancy, the reliability of the seals, and
therefore the availability of the plant, is estimated to be 99% or higher.

2.1.3.4. Maintenance Requirements

Maintenance of the structural, nonmoving parts
of the reactor vessel system (as discussed in 2.1.3.3) is not specifically
planned. Special tools and procedures would be necessary, and drairiing
of the entire reactor vessel could be required. The external surface of
the reactor vessel could be inspected if special equipment were designed
to operate in the 1-foot annulus between the walls of the vessel and the

cavity.
All system components performing regular

operating functions or periodic functions will be maintained (these com-

ponents fit the second group discussed in 2.1.3.3). Standard preventive
maintenance must be scheduled formechanisms, seals, bearings, and
the like that are required to maintain safe and efficient reactor operation.
Semiroutine maintenance or replacement procedures will be used in the
event of equipment failure.
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No maintenance is planned for the structural

parts of the reactor vessel cover structure. However, procedures are
planned for all functioning equipment in the structure. All seals,  bear-

ings, and drives can be replaced or repaired without breaking the in-

tegrity of the gas seal. To accomplish this, all of these systems are
installed at or near the operating floor level and are shielded.  The

closure plugs and primary equipment installed in the cover structure

are designed so that maintenance of the seals is possible.  Each re-
movable component has an inflatable backup seal to permit replacement
of the functioning seals. Procedures are planned for cornponents,  such
as the refueling mechanisrn,  so that the seals can be replaced.   As pre-

viously discussed, the rnodular component design is used wherever

practical to permit replacement of subassemblies rather than in-place

repair.

2.1.3.5. Operating Requirements

The operating requirements for the reactor

vessel system are mainly dictated by the refueling procedures. Normal

plant operation places no requirements on the system other than to main-

tain coolant flow distribution through the system and to maintain the re-

actor core and primary equipment in a safe and operable position.  The

refueling procedures require reliable operation of the core holddown

assembly and safe, accurate, and dependable rotation of the cover plugs.
These requirements are discussed further in section 7, Reactor Support

Systems, which covers the refueling equipment and procedures.

2.1.3.6. Safety Requirements

The reactor vessel system must maintain the

core system in a safe operating position during all normal and abnormal

operating periods. The system must support and restrain core movement.

In the event of a core meltdown, the reactor vessel system's meltdown

pan must collect and redistribute the molten fuel in a safe manner,  pre-
venting the forrnation of critical or supercritical assemblies.

The reactor vessel system must be designed

to provide a high degree of integrity and ensure that sodium coolant can-

not be drained from the reactor vessel. The vessel has a regular shape
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and contains no blisters or indentations. In addition, no nozzles, brack-

ets, or stress risers of any form are installed on the reactor vessel in

the sodium-wetted areas. No drain lines that could lead to accidental

siphoning of the primary coolant are normally installed in the system.
The annular volume between the reactor vessel and the radial biological
shield is limited  so  as to prevent unc overing  of the reactor  core  even  in
the  event of a major reactor vessel failure.

The reactor vessel system must provide the
first containment barrier to retain all the primary reactor systems and

the total volume of primary sodium coolant following a Design Basis

Accident (DBA). The resulting pressure of 100 psig (see section 13,

Safety Systerns) imposes larger holddown requirements on the reactor

vessel cover structure than those prescribed for normal and abnormal
plant operation. Shear rings on all sections of the cover structure are

designed to retain the structure and prevent the creation of missiles.

Failure of the reactor vessel is permissible under such accident con-

ditions,  but not failure  of the cover structure which would allow sodium

or primary equipment to be ejected into the reactor building. However,
cover gas leakage is permissible.

2. 1.3.7. Applicable Codes and Standards

The reactor vessel system components shall

be designed and fabricated in accordance with the requirements of Sec-

tion III, Nuclear Vessels, ASME Boiler Codes, and supplemented by the

special requirements of creep, liquid-metal thermal shock, sodium cor-

rosion, and mass transport. Components not covered specifically by
these codes shall comply with accepted state-of-the-art material, fab-
rication, assembly, and inspection procedures used in the design and

construction of nuclear reactors.

2.1.3.8. Interface Requirements

The reactor vessel system must be compatible

with many systerns: reactor shielding, reactor core, reactivity controls,

reactor coolant, reactor support, and the instrumentation and controls

system. The system must provide locating and supporting structure  for

components of these systems and must maintain them in a safe and func-

tioning position during all normal and abnormal periods of reactor
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operation. The reactor vessel system must also divert coolant flow into
components of interfacing systems so that normal functioning of these

systems can be maintained, and must provide for reliable continuation
of the coolant flow. The reactor vessel system must supply the access

capability for replacement or maintenance procedures to be performed
on interfacing systems. Primary in this category is the safe, reliable,
and efficient refueling of the reactor core.

The major design data for the reactor vessel

system are as follows:

Reactor Vessel

Design pressure, psig 30

Design temperature, F 925

Core Vessel

Design pressure, psig 75

Design temperature, F 925

G rid  Plate

Design pressure, psig 75

Design temperature, F 925

Core Holddown Assembly

Design pressure equivalent (smeared pointloads), psig                                   16
Design temperature, F 1200

Shield Tank

Design pressure, psig                                       10
Design temperature, F 1200

Reactor Cover Structure

Temperature at operating floor face, F 100

Temperature at bottom face of shielding
material, F 800

Retention design pressure (DBA), psig 100
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2.2. Detailed System Description

The detailed description of the reactor vessel system includes de-

scriptions of the major system components selected during the design
of the reference concept plant. The basic technical data given were es-

tablished to satisfy the system functions given in section 2.1.1 and the

design requirements given in section 2.1.3. The design of the system

and its various components is greatly influenced by the functional re-

quirements and the design of the interfacing primary plant systems.

These systems are referred to in the following sections, along with the

effect of the interface.

For these descriptions, the reactor vessel system is divided into

three sections: reactor vessel, reactor vessel internals, and reactor

cover structure.

2.2.1.  Reactor Vessel

The reactor vessel is a closed-end cylindrical tank which

is positioned within the cavity formed in the concrete biological shield.

The vessel is supported from the concrete and in turn contains and sup-

ports most of the reactor vessel internals, including the primary sodium

coolant. A conceptual picture of the reactor vessel in its location within

the reactor building is shown in the plant arrangement drawing, A31078E.

Major design data for the vessel are as follows:

ID, ft-in. 52-0

Wall thickness, ·in. 1-1/2
Depth, ft-in. 44-6

Major bottom radius, ft-in. 48-6
Minor curve radius, ft-in. 6-0
Maximum upper flange diameter,

ft-in. 56-0

Flange thickness, in.                    8
Material 304 SS

Approximate weight, tons 290

Design life, yr 30

Operating cover gas pressure,
inches of water                               5

Operating temperature, F 800

Design pressure, psig 30

Design temperature, F 925

.
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The reactor vessel (pot) is a cylinder with a semiellipti-

cal bottom and a heavy-section upper transition and flange. The vessel

has an inside diameter of 52 feet and an overall depth of approximately

44- 1/2 feet.   The body of the vessel is an all-welded assembly of 304

stainless steel plate (1- 1/2 inches thick); it will be constructed entirely

or partially on site. The upper transition and flange is a segmented

forged ring of stainless steel with a major outside diameter of 56 feet

and a major thickness of 8 inches.  The body of the vessel butt-welds to

the transition, which gradually increases in thickness from the 1-1/2

inches to the 8-inch thickness in a vertical length of 9 feet. Six heavy-

section attachment webs are welded to the inside diameter of the transi-

tion for mating with the tension members supporting the internals sup-

port bridge (see 2.2.2.1).
From its reinforced upper flange the reactor vessel is

suspended into the cavity formed by the biological concrete (see section

1, Land, Structures, and Conventional Systems). The vessel's outside

diameter is spaced approximately 1 foot from the biological concrete

liner, and the interspace has a circulating inert gas cooling system (see

section 5, Reattor Auxiliary Systems) to maintain the biological concrete

temperature within allowable limits (see section 3, Reactor Shielding

System). The vessel's flange is sealed to the biological concrete struc-

ture.

There are no penetrations or attachments on the vessel
below the sodium level. This minimizes the possibility of an accidental

loss of sodium coolant and eliminates potential stress concentration

points that might affect the integrity of the vessel over its 30-year life-
time. The vessel's wall is therefore subjected only to the loads induced

by the weight of the vessel (290 ton) and the weight of the sodium coolant

(1.9 X 106 1b during normal operation and 2.2 X 106 lb during refueling

shutdown), and to the pressure of the cover gas (5 inches of water nor-

mally and 10 psig maximum resulting from subsystem failure-see sec-
tion 6, Reactor Coolant System.

The highest loads on the reactor vessel are introduced at

the six tension-member attachment points on the forged ring. These

points are subjected to reactor cover gas vapor conditions, but are never

submerged in the sodium. The tension members attach to the internals
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support bridge (see 2.2.2.1) and thereby support the entire reactor ves-
' sel internals, including the reactor core (see section 4) and the radial
neutron shielding (see section 3). This total load will be approximately
2  X   106  lb.

The temperature effects on the reactor vessel design are
mainly steady-state, and no major thermal transient problems are ex-
pected. The sodium coolant temperature will be 800 F during all normal
reactor operating periods and during refueling procedures (see section 7,
Reactor Support Systems). A maximum coolant temperature of 850 F is
controlled by automatic operation of the emergency core coolers (see
section 8, Reactor Auxiliary Systems).

In summary, the reactor vessel is designed for operation
at 925 F and 30 psig,  but will operate normally at 800 F with a static

loading (due to sodium head) and about 5 inches of water cover gas pres-
sure. The maximum allowable stress in tension used in the design of
the vessel was 9200 psi at 925 F for unirradiated 304 stainless steel.
No extensive radiation damage to the vessel is expected over the 30-year
plant lifetime, since the neutron fluence value at the vessel's wall is
much less than the allowable value that has been set in the design re-
quirements (section 2.1.3.2).

2.2.2. Reactor Vessel Internals

The reactor vessel internals are an assembly of system

components welded together to provide the structural base of installation
of the reactor core, the radial neutron shields, and the control and

safety rods (these interfacing systems are described in sections 4, 3,
and 5, respectively). The assembly of vessel internals provides the
necessary flow dividers and orificing to direct the flow of sodium cool-
ant in proper proportions through the core, blanket assemblies, neutron

shields, and IHXs. As installed, the assembly is suspended from the

flange section of the reactor vessel by six tension members-this concep-

tual picture is shown on drawing A31079E.  All of the reactor vessel in-
ternals are constructed of 304 stainless steel material.

For the following conceptual description, the reactor ves-

sel internals are divided into six sections:
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1. Internals Support Bridge.
2. Core Vessel.
3.  Meltdown Pan.
4. Grid Plate.
5. Shield Tank.
6.  Control Rod Guide Tube-Lower.

2.2.2.1. Internals Support Bridge

The internals support bridge consists of a cir-
cular box beam structure and six tubular tension members which are
welded to the attachment points on the reactor vessel's upper flange sec-
tion, just below the reactor cover structure. The bridge supports all of
the reactor vessel internals in addition to the reactor core, the radial
neutron shields,  and the control and safety rods,  when they are installed.

A view of the conceptual design is shown on drawing A31078E.

The box section of the internals support bridge
is annular shaped. The basic structure is formed of top and bottom
plates separated by an· inner cylindrical shell (the core vessel-see
2.2.2.2 and drawing A3110OE), an outer cylindrical shell, 16 evenly
spaced radial webs, and interspaced stiffening webs. Six sodium inlet
coolant pipes penetrate the structure horizontally. These pipes are ra-
dially spaced to mate with piping from the primary coolant pumps (see
section 6, Reactor Coolant System) and terminate at the structure's
outer shell in a flange, which forms a limited leakage slip joint with the
pump piping to permit differential the rmal expansion.    At the inner di-
ameter, the inlet pipes are welded to flanges on the wall of the core ves-
sel. The assembly of this basic bridge structure is approximately 5 feet

deep and 30 feet in outside diameter.

An annular plenum box is formed on the top
surface of the bridge structure. The inner shell of this box is also

formed by the wall of the core vessel.  The top plate on the plenum box
has machined holes to match the required pitch pattern of the lower ra-
dial neutron shields (see section 3, Reactor Shielding System).  The ar-
rangement of these shields in an annular pattern around the core vessel

is shown on drawing A31078E. Between the support holes for these

shields, flow holes are machined in the top plate to permit the  flow of
sodium coolant up between the shield assemblies.
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Six vertical reinforced gussets are welded to

the top plate of the basic bridge structure near its outer diameter.

These are located directly over radial webs within the structure.  The

tension-member columns are welded to these gussets and extend upward

and outward, at an angle of about 20 degrees from vertical, to weld to

the attachment points on the reactor vessel's flange. The tension mem-

bers position the top of the internals support bridge about 39 feet below

the reactor operating floor level.
In addition to the tension members extending up-

ward from the bridge, columns also extend upward to support the shield

tank (see 2.2.2.5). Six tubular members are used; they are positioned

intermediate to the tension members and terminate about 9 feet above

the bridge' s top plate, where they weld to another annular beam struc-

ture under the step in the shield tank. This structure is also shown con-

ceptually on drawing A31078E. No plenum box is formed in this case,

but machined holes are provided through the shield tank wall and the

structure's top plate to match the required pattei'n of the radial neutron

shields (in this case the upper shields). No coolant flow holes are pro-

vided, since the upper shields are cooled by horizontal  flow.

The internals support bridge and tension mem-

bers are exposed continuously to the sodium coolant in the reactor ves-

sel (800 F normal operation). The assembly is designed for operation

up to 925 F, and a limiting design stress of 9200 psi in tension has been

used. The structural components are shielded from direct neutron acti-

vation and are designed for the 30-year lifetime of the reactor plant.  No

extensive radiation damage is expected over this period, since the neu-

tron fluence value is much less than the allowable value set in the design

requirements (section 2.1.3.2).

Major design information for the internals sup-

port bridge and the tension members is summarized as follows:
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Internals Support Bridge

Inside diameter, ft-in. 13-2

Outside diameter, ft-in. 30-0

Depth of beam, ft-in. 5-0

Top plate thickness, in. 1-1/4

Bottom plate thicknes s, in. 1-1/4
Outer ring thickness, in. 1-1/4

Number of radial webs                  16
Thickness of radial webs, in. 1-1/4

Material 304 SS

Tubular Tension Members

Tube diameter, in.                  12
Wall   thic kne s s, i n. 1-1/4

Type of connection Welded

Approximate length, ft                25
Number of tension members             6
Material 304 SS

2.2.2.2.  Core Vessel

The core vessel forms the pressure container

into which sodium is pumped from the primary coolant pumps and directed

upward to remove heat from the reactor core. The vessel is a cylinder

with a semielliptical bottom, a major inside diameter of  12 feet  11 inches,

and an overall height of 19 feet.  It is welded into the internals support

bridge (section 2.2.2.1) to form its inner structural wall (see drawing

A3110OE).
As shown in the referenced drawing, the core

vessel is constructed of four basic sections: the bottom head,  the pres-

sure section wall and piping nozzles, the circular machined section, and

the upper vessel extension wall. The vessel will be completely shop fab-

ricated from 304 stainless steel, and all the sections will be welded into

an assembly. The internal step on the vessel wall is accurately ma-

chined for positioning and attachment of the grid plate (section 2.2.4)

which will lodate the reactor core (see section 4, Reactor Core System)

midplane about 34 feet below the reactor operating floor level.  The

upper wall of the vessel will extend upward around the core to form a

flow divider between the core and the lower radial neutron shields (see

section 3, Reactor Shielding System).
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Six sodium coolant inlet nozzles are welded into
the sides of the pressure section wall. These nozzles are radially and
vertically positioned to mate with the piping in the internals support

bridge and are welded to them during assembly. The nozzles provide
27-inch-diameter coolant inlet openings. Additional flow holes are ma-
chined just above the nozzles. These holes permit bypass coolant to

flow from the core vessel into the plenum box formed on the internals

support bridge and, from there, up between the neutron shields posi-
tioned around the core vessel's upper extension wall.

Normal ope ration  of the reactor will subject the
lower sections of the core vessel to a sodium coolant temperature of 800

F at 51 psig. This portion of the core vessel is designed for operation
at 925 F and 75 psig, which is well above credible abnormal reactor con-

ditions. The vessel's upper extension wall will experience normal cool-

ant temperatures of 800 F at the lower end and at the weld joint, and a
varying temperature profile up the wall to a maximum of approximately
1000 F at the top (see section 4, Reactor Core System). This extension

wall temperature is maintained by diverted coolant flow into the core

blanket assemblies and into the radial neutron shields. This section of
the core vessel serves strictly as a flow divider between the coolant flow
areas mentioned above and is subjected to essentially no pressure differ-
ential or other loads.

The core vessel is designed for the 30-year
lifetime of the reactor plant. No damaging radiation effects to the pres-
sure section of the vessel or to the upper extension are expected over

this  period. The maximum neutron  flue nce levels specified  in  the  dis-
cussion of shielding requirements for 304 stainless steel will not be ex-

ceeded (see section 3, Reactor Shielding Section).
Major design data for the core vessel are sum-

marized as follows:

ID, ft-in. 12-11

Depth (below grid plate), ft-in. 9-6
Height (overall), ft-in. 19-0
Major bottom radius, ft-in. 10-0
Minor curve radius, ft-in. 3-0
Thickness, in. 1-1/2
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Material 304 SS
Number of coolant inlet openings           6
Diameter of inlet openings, in. 27
Approximate weight,  tons                      35
Operating pressure, psig                 51
Operating temperature, F 800
Designpressure, psig                 75
Design temperature, F 925

2.2.2.3.   Meltdown Pan

i The meltdown pan is inside the core vessel and

is supported from the walls of the vessel by a holding ring.  The pan is

positioned below the inlet nozzles  from the primary pumps.

The mid-portion of the circular pan has the
form of an inverted funnel. The funnel distributes the melted fuel into

the lower flat-ring section of the pan and, aided by baffles, spreads this

molten mass into a large area to prevent it from forming a critical mass
in the event of a core meltdown.

The all-welded unit is composed of structural

beams to form the desired shape; the top and bottom sections are covered
with plate. The major design information for the meltdown pan is as fol-
low s:

Top plate diameter, ft-in. 12-9

Top plate thickness, in.                  2
Bottom plate diameter, ft-in. 12-0
Bottom plate thickness, in.                 2
Diameter of cone section, ft-in. 8-0

Angle of cone section, degrees 30
Holding ring thickness, in.              10
Holding ring width, in.                   8
Support lip width, ft-in. 1-4
Support lip depth, in.                       8
Depth of pan, ft-in. 2-4
Material 304 SS
Design temperature, F 925

2.2.2.4. Grid Plate

The grid plate is positioned in the core vessel

and forms the cover to the pressure section of the vessel (see drawing
A3110OE). The plate is supported on the machined step in the core
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vessel's wall, where it is accurately positioned and bolted in place; the
bolts are welded after final assembly and leveling.  The grid plate pro-
vides support, radial positioning, and orificing for all fuel assemblies,

blanket assemblies, and lower control rod guide tubes.

The grid plate is an all-welded assembly of
304 stainless steel material and consists of top and bottom plates (3-inch-
thick) which are separated by 49 tubular supports and a cylindrical shell
section around the periphery. The total grid plate thickness is 20 inches.
Twenty-five of the tubular supports are at control rod positions and the

remaining 24 are at blanket assembly positions (see Section 4, Reactor

Core System) to form a uniform distribution of supporting columns be-
tween the two plates. All other core assembly positions are fitted with

shorter tubular adapters which do not extend through the bottom plate.
All tubular members are welded flush with the top plate and provide posi-
tive positioning and support for the core assemblies.  Each is terminated

at its bottom end in a machined castle-type adapter which prevents cool-
ant flow blockage by any regular-shaped object. The lower end of each

tubular member, just above the castle-type adapter, has a machined ori-
fice hole for metering coolant flow. The design could be adapted to a

removable-type fixed orifice plate which would seat on a step within the

tube.  Replacement of these orifice plates would require special mecha-
nisms that are not included in the reference reactor design.

The grid plate design is based on normal opera-

tion at 800 F. Preliminary calculations have shown that the maximum
load condition on the grid plate will result when all core assemblies are

loaded, the core holddown assembly is in place, and the reactor coolant

is not flowing. The equivalent pressure acting on the assembly would be

approximately 15 psig downward. Normal reactor operation would re-

duce this requirement because of the pressure acting upward on the as-

sennbly.

The major design information for the grid plate

is  summarized as follows:
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Material 304 SS
Top plate dianneter, in. 154

Top plate thickness, in.                                3
Bottom plate diameter, in. 159
Bottom plate thicknes s,   in.     .                                                3
Cylindrical section OD/thickness, in. 154/1-1/2
Number of tubular supports 49
Number of positioning adapters 402
Assembly height, in. 20
Approximate weight, tons 20

2.2.2.5.      Shield   Tank

The shield tank is essentially a flow divider

that is attached to the internals support bridge and extends upward to
within 18 inches of the reactor cover structure. Sectional views of the

tank are shown in drawings A31078E and A31079E, and the major design
data are as follows:

Top section ID, ft-in. 36-0
Bottom section ID, ft-in. 23-7
Tank thickness, ft-in. 0-1
Position of step section from top of

internals support bridge, ft-in. 9-2

The cylindrical bottom portion of the shield

tank extends vertically 9- 1 /2 feet above the internals support bridge.
The tank is then stepped radially outward into a larger diameter to form

the necessary clearance for rotation of the equipment mounted on the

cover structure.

The top portion of the tank provides the flow

divider which permits formation of the driving heat of sodium into the

heat exchanger. Six blisters are formed in the upper portion in which

the heat exchangers are installed.  The base of these blisters provides
the installation holes for the heat exchangers and a limiting flow leakage
seal surface which directs coolant flow into the tube bundles. Motor-

driven seal rings are in the interspace around the heat exchanger shell.

These special shutoff rings are used when a heat exchanger unit has to
be isolated.
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The step in the shield tank between the upper
and the lower portions provides the locating and supporting structure
for the upper neutron shield assemblies.   This is accomplished by fitting
each shield assembly position with a closed-bottom tube which penetrates
downward through the step of the tank. These upper shields are cooled

by the horizontal flow of sodium through the space between assemblies

and into the heat exchanger blisters.

The step in the shield tank also provides for
access ports through which fuel assemblies will be transferred between

the hot sodium plenum and the rotating storage drums. These ports are

inboard of the upper neutron shield assembly positions and are fitted

with limited-leakage plugs which are operated by the refueling mechanism.

Normal reactor operation will subject the shield

tank to temperatures that are approximately equal to the mixed mean so-
dium coolant outlet temperature (1100 F). Loads on the shield tank will

result from the pressure created by the sodium head and by stresses due

to thermal gradients in the tank's wall. The conceptual design limits

are 1200 F at 10 psig. The shield tank's walls are shielded by upper
and lower radial neutron shields, and the neutron fluence levels are well

within that allowed over the lifetime of the plant.

2.2.2.6.  Control Rod Guide Tube - Lower

The lower section of the control rod guide tubes

becomes a part of the reactor vessel system when the tubes are inserted

into the reactor in their specified positions. Twenty-five tubes are re-

quired. Drawing A31107E' shows the details of the design, and drawing
A3110OE shows a typical installation. The major designdata are as follows:

Cross section of hexagonal tube 6.450
(across flats), in.

Overall length, in. 95-1/4
Grid plate nozzle OD, in. 4-1/2
Coolant nozzle diameter, in. 2-7/8
Material 304 SS

The control rod guide tube - lower fits into any

position that can normally accept a fuel assembly; however, the 25

-----

*
B&W drawing A31107E is placed at the end of this section.
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positions for control rods in this reactor design have now been specified

(see section 4, Reactor Core System). As previously described, in the

grid plate design the supporting nozzles for these control rods have been

adapted for use as structural members in the grid plate. The guide tubes

provide location and guidance of the control rods as they are moved into

and out of the core by the drive system mounted on the cover structure.

Normally, the control rod will not contact the lower guide tube in any

manner.  As may be seen on the referenced drawing, however, an over-

travel spring is provided in the lower end of the assembly to permit un-·

latching  of the control  rod from its drive, and to support the  rod when it
is disconnected. The spring is designed to support the control rod (650

pounds) in its full shutdown location, and the design of the lower end fit-

tings provides a positive mechanical stop to maintain this position if the

spring should fail. The complete subassembly can be replaced by using
the fuel transfer machine equipped with a special grapple tool.

2.2.3.  Reactor Cover Structure

The reactor cover structure forms the top closure on the

reactor vessel; it seals to the reactor vessel and is bolted securely to

the radial biological concrete. The structure is a flat, cylindrical assem-

bly consisting of a fixed outer section and triple inner rotating plugs.  A

fi]1 of serpentine aggregate and steel shot is provided for shielding, and

there is a variety of access ports for the installation of primary reactor

and refueling equipment.  A plan view showing the cover structure in the

reactor building is given in drawing A31077E, a view of the cover struc-

ture in place over the reactor is shown on drawing A31079E, and a cross

section giving some of the conceptual structural design details of the

cover structure is shown on drawing A20511 F.* Preliminary analytical

efforts and some of the design problems are discussed in Appendix A.

The major design data are summarized as follows:

-----

*
B&W drawing A20511F is placed at the end of this section.
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Operating temperature at lower face, F 1100

Operating temperature at interface of
serpentine aggregate (maximum), F 800

Operating temperature at floor level, F 100

Cover structure thickness, ft                             10
Serpentine aggregate thickness,  ft                                               6
Pack density of aggregate, lb/ft 3 130

Steel shot thickness, in.                                         8

Total radiation dose rate at operating
floor during reactor operation, mRem/hr
(see section 3, Reactor Shielding System) 1.0

Major cover structure diameters, location See drawing
of equipment, and static loads A31116E*

Maximum reactor pressure (DBA), psig 100

Seals (on rotating plugs) Dip - ring   &
mech backup

Seals (on fixed section) Mech & welded bellows

Insulation (bottom face) Reflective & thermal

Material, structural 304 SS

The complete cover structure assembly is supported by

its heavy-sectioned, continuous outer flange from the reinforced mount-

ing ring anchored in the radial biological concrete (drawing A20511 F).

The static and induced dynamic loads on the structure are transmitted

through the reactor vessel flange, to which the cover structure seals,
and into the concrete. The outer flange is an integral part of the fixed

section of the cover structure, which is an all-welded structural steel

assembly.  It has an annular configuration consisting of inner and outer

ring beams connected by radially positioned deep-section beams and

interconnecting stiffener plates.   A plan view showing this structure  is

given on drawing A31116E. The major radial beams are positioned be-

tween access ports, and the intermediate beams are welded into the ac-

cess port liners. All access port liners are stepped to mate with the

equipment to be installed and to prevent radiation streaming up the

-----

I.

rE&W drawing A31116E is placed at the end of this section.
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annular spaces. In cross section, from the bottom face upward, this
cover structure section consists of a bottom plate, reflective/thermal

insulation, a heavy bottom plate, beams, serpentine aggregate, steel

shot, void equipment space, and a heavy top plate flush with the reactor

operating floor. The bottom plates are welded, gas-tight membranes

which prevent the penetration of reactor cover gas into the assembly.
The top plate will also be welded gas tight, but will have equipment com-

partments (not shown) that are covered but not sealed from the reactor

building environment.

The fixed cover structure section contains access ports
for the installation of reactor equipment. The location of this equipment

and the static  load data are given in the table on drawing A31116E.    The
position of drives, piping, etc., relative to the top surface of the cover

structure is as follows:

1.  Intermediate heat exchangers-collector rings and piping
are above the operating floor level (see drawing
A31112E*).

2. Reactor coolant pumps-drive motors and eddy-current
coupling are above the operating floor level (see draw-
ing A3 1 1 1 1 E- ) .

3. Rotating storage drums-drums are located in the reac-
tor vessel sodium, and drives are in the top portion of
the cover structure (flush surface). See drawing
A31079E.

4. Cold traps-blowers and motors are in top portions of
the cover structure (flush surface). See drawing

».

A31115E.-°

5. Emergency coolers-top portion of the cover structure
(flush surface)-no drawing.

6. Core holddown assembly (described in this section)-
the major assembly components are in the reactor so-
dium, and the jacking mechanisms are in the top por-
tion of the cover structure (flush surface).

The fixed cover structure section also provides access

ports through which core assemblies (fuel, blanket, and control rods)

are loaded and unloaded from the rotating storage drums.  Two such

-----

*
B&W drawings A31111E, A31112E, and A31115E are placed in Volume
2, section 6.
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ports are required for each drum, and they are positioned to permit
direct vertical access into either of the outer two storage rows in the
drums at their outer swing (point nearest the reactor vessel wall-see

drawing A31079E).  Each port has a permanent guide tube which is

double-stepped in the cover structure and welded in place. The tubes

extend downward and terminate approximately  1 foot above the drums.
The portion of these tubes below the cover structure is hexagonal in
cross section (7 inches inside across flats) inorder tomaintain the core

assembly orientation.  Each port has a mating blank plug which duplicates
the cover structure shielding. The plugs are locked into the cover struc-

ture by a pin-locking mechanism. The surface of the ports is designed
for mating with the fuel transfer machine, and the pin-locking mechanism
will be pneumatically or electrically operated by machine operation.  The
mechanism is electrically interlocked with the nlachine to prevent mal-

operation.
The inner cover structure sections are rotatable plugs.

Three plug sections are used: a small rotatable plug is positioned eccen-

trically within an intermediate rotatable plug which is positioned eccen-

trically within a larger concentric rotatable plug.  Each plug is supported
on heavy-duty bearings from the succeeding plug until the total support is
carried through the fixed cover structure section into the biological con-
crete.

The small rotatable plug section is a cylindrical structure

consisting of an outer ring beam and radially positioned internal beams

sandwiched between top and bottom plates. The outer ring is shaped to

provide a radiation shielding step, a shear ring/bearing step, and a load

ring fastening step. This design is shown on drawing A20511 F and is

identical for all plug-to-plug matings. The radial beams are positioned
around two refueling mechanism access ports penetrating the plug.  The
liners for these ports are double-stepped to mate with either the refuel-

ing mechanisms (see section 7, Reactor Support Systems) or the blank

shielding plugs that are used during reactor operating periods.  The

mechanism, or plug, is fastened into the hole by a pin-locking mecha-

nism. The design of the surface of the access port and the pin-locking
mechanism are identical to those described above for the access ports
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in the rotating storage drums. Again, the fuel transfer machine is used
for access, and the locking mechanism will be actuated by its operation.

In cross section, from bottom to top, the small rotatable
plug is very similar to the fixed-cover section; the main difference is an
additional  the rmal barrier which is added  on the bottom  face  in  the  form

of plates separated by a gas space. This addition compensates for the
higher temperature over the reactor core.

The intermediate rotatable cover plug is an annular con-

figuration consisting of inner and outer cylindrical beams and radially
positioned internal beams between the top and the bottom plates.   Both

ring sections are stepped to provide for the shielding, shear/bearing,
and load ring seats. The cross section of this plug is identical to that

of  the   s mall  plug.
The intermediate cover plug provides installation ports

for all control and safety rod drive units and for mounting of the core
holddown assembly.  The rod drives assemble above the operating floor

level and are bolted to the cover structure. Their drive extension col-

umns assemble in the access ports. See section 5, Reactivity Control

System, for a complete description.
The core holddown assembly is attached to the intermedi-

ate rotatable plug of the cover structure by six mechanical jack columns

(see drawing A31079E) which suspend the assembly at a position just

above the reactor core and core vessel.  The jack columns consist of a

fixed outer tubular member and an inner movable rod.  They are ar-

ranged in the rotatable plug in six equally spaced positions (on the flats

of the hexagonal core arrangement). The fixed tubular members are

double-stepped within the cover plug and weld into the structure. These

members extend downward through clearance holes in the top plate of

the core holddown assembly, and bolt to its internal stripping plate (tack-

welded after assembly). The movable jack rods are stepped to mate

with the fixed tubular members and are sealed to them by mechanical
seals, but are designed to permit a 10-1/2 inch vertical stroke. These

movable rods extend through clearance holes in the stripping plate and

bolt to the bottom plate of the holddown assembly (see drawing A3110OE).

The drive system to operate the jacks is a single gear-

motor device which is located just under  the top surface  of  the  plug.
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This drive is geared to a rack machined on the top end of each movable

rod, and the movement of the columns is synchronized during assembly.
The drive is electrically interlocked with the rotating plug drive system

and with reactor operating systems to prevent maloperation. It provides
the required  10- 1/2 inch vertical motion of the core holddown assembly,

and up and down limits are read by switches which indicate directly
f rom the movable  rods.

The core holddown assembly is a bolted and welded unit

comprising top and bottom plates which are separated by 25 upper con-
trol rod guide tubes and by a solid cylindrical section around its periphery.
The guide tubes  and the cylindrical section are welded to the bottom plate,
and the top plate bolts (tack welded after assembly) to collars on the guide
tubes and to a flange on the cylindrical section. The stripping plate is

between the top and bottom plates and, as previously mentioned, is bolted

to the fixed tubular jacking columns.

The bottom plate of the assembly has conical and through
holes machined on a triangular pitch identical to that of the core arrange-

ment. These holes accept the handling knob of the fuel and blanket as-

semblies and provide the positioning and holddown function when the as-

sembly is in its down position. Flow holes, which are on an offsetting

pitch, provide for the flow of sodium which exits from the core assem-

blies and passes through the holddown assembly.   The top plate adds
structural completeness to the assembly by tying the control rod guide
tubes into the cylindrical section. This plate contains flow holes similar
to those in the bottom plate through which sodium exits from the holddown
assembly.

The stripping plate is basically just a flat plate (1-1/2
inches thick) with stiffeners which is retained in a fixed position rela-

tive to the cover structure by its bolted connection to the fixed tubular

jacking columns. Sodium flow holes are machined in the plate on the
identical offset pitch used in the  top and bottom plates. The arrangement
leaves flat, blank areas directly over each fuel and blanket assembly

position; if an assembly were stuck, its top would strike such an area as

the holddown assembly was raised and thus force the assembly free.
The control rod guide tubes provide guidance for control

rods and safety rods as they are raised frorn the core for reactor
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operation. The tubes are 7-1/8 inches ininside diameter attheir lower
42-inch length and are reduced, through a transition piece, to a 3-1/4-
inch inside diameter for the upper 10-1/4 feet. The tubes terminate 2
feet below the cover structure, and tie bars connect the 25 guide tubes

just below this point. Flow holes for the exit of control rod coolant are

machined in the tube wall just below the transition piece. As already
stated, the tubes are welded to the bottom plate of the holddown assem-
bly,  and the top plate bolts  to a collar  on the tubes.

  The major design information for the core holddown as-

sembly is summarized as follows:

Material 304 SS
Top plate dianneter, in. 159
Top plate thickness, in.                                  2
Bottom plate diameter, in. 159.
Bottom plate thickness,  in.                                                         3
Cylindrical section OD/thickness, in. 159/1-1/2
Stripping plate diameter, in. 149
Stripping plate thickness, in. 1-1/2
Numbe r  of guide  tube s 25

Length of guide tubes, ft-in. 18-0
Assembly height, excluding guide tubes, in. 22
Number of mechanical jacks                                  6
Mechanical jack stroke, normal/max, in. 10-1/2/18
Approximate weight, tons 22

The large rotatable cover plug has an annular configura-
tion.  Except for size, its cross section is identical to that of the other

plugs,  and its structural design is similar to that of the others.    This
l/plug section contains no access ports, but provides the final "reaching

necessary to carry out the refueling procedures (see section 7, Reactor

Support Systems).
All three rotatable cover plugs are equipped with drive

systems to perform the rotation function. The drive units are located
in the top void section of the cover structure section adjacent to the

driven plug and are flush with the operating floor (except for service
connections). Each drive consists basically of a roller chain wrapped

around the plug (acts as a gear) and driven through a pinion, and each
is designed to rotate its respective plug at 1/4 rpm. The drive systems

are planned for computer control; however, each cover structure section
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will have scribed markings on its face so that proper operation and posi-           *

tioning can be checked.

To meet system requirements (section 2.1.3), all mecha-

nisms, bearings, and seals in the cover structure have been positioned

in well-shielded areas in the upper positions. Multiple seal designs have

been  incorporated. The rotatable plugs are equipped with metallic  dip -

ring seals and backup mechanical seals.  Each plug section also has an

inflatable-type seal which will be used if maintenance becomes necessary.
The large fixed-cover structure section has mechanical seals and a

welded bellows seal. The smaller access ports have mechanical seals

and an inflatable seal for maintenance.
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2.3.  Principles of Operation

The reactor vessel system provides the vessels, the supporting

structures, the flow dividers, and the containment necessary for normal
and abnormal reactor operating conditions. Normal sodium coolant flow

through the system is as follows:

1.  Pickup of sodium from the reactor pool by the primary

pumps which feed the coolant (800 F) into the core vessel.

2.    Upward flow through the reactor  core  to the upper plenum

formed by the shield tank.  The tank provides the containment where the

driving head required for the gravity-feed intermediate heat exchangers

is formed. (Mixed mean outlet sodium temperature is 1100 F. )

3.  Coolant flow down through the heat exchanger and back

into the sodium reservoir (reactor vessel).

2.3.1. Startup Operations

It is assumed that the initial charge of sodium is in the

reactor vessel system and that all reactor systems have been checked

out and are operating properly.  At that time, the sodium level in the

reactor vessel system will be at equilibrium and approximately 8 feet

under the cover structure. This results in approximately 11 feet of so-

dium covering the reactor core. The temperature of the sodium will

probably be in the range of 350 to 400 F for initial startup and following

a major shutdown. The temperature will be 800 F during refueling.
As the primary pumps are started, the head of sodium

inside the shield tank will be formed.  At full power, this will create a

13-1/2 foot differential head between the sodium inside the shield tank

and that in the reactor vessel. The level in the shield tank will be ap-

proximately 1-1/2 feet under the cover structure. After the control rods

are raised to start up the reactor, the temperature of the bulk mean so-

dium outlet will reach 1100 F.

The reactor vessel system retains relative positions of

the core assemblies during startup procedures by its capturing action

between the grid plate and the core holddown assembly. Linear growth

of assemblies is compensated for by the takeup spring in the bottom
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portion of each assembly, and the minimum relation between assemblies

is limited by the bearing pad on the assemblies.

2.3.2. Normal Operation(100% Power)

During normal operating conditions there is a difference
of about 13 feet-6 inches in the levels between the inner and the outer
sodium pools; this provides the driving head for the sodium as it is fed
into the intermediate heat exchanger and then exhausted at the bottom
level back into the outer sodium pool.  Here the cooler sodium is pumped
back into the core pressure vessel and then into the core where it is
heated and begins its return cycle. This system keeps the sodium well
mixed and reduces the possibility of hot sodium slugs passing through
the pump units and then into the core pressure vessel where superheat-
ing might lead to a voiding accident.

2.3.3.      Shutdown

Normal and scram shutdown consequences to the reactor

vessel system are minimal. The temperature difference between the
inner and the outer sodium pools is about 300 F. No thermal shocking
or other transient conditions will cause major effects except those in-
duced on the core holddown assembly, which is designed for these con-
ditions. The normal shutdown sodium temperature will be maintained

at 800 F, and the pool level will be approximately at equilibrium, or 8
feet under the cover structure. This shutdown level provides about 1-1/2
feet of sodium over the fuel assemblies during refueling.

2.3.4.    Special or Infrequent Operation

Special or infrequent operation of the reactor may impose
different requirements on the reactor vessel system. Conditions re-
sulting from failure of the primary coolant equipment have been allowed
for by providing emergency core coolers. This equipment functions

automatically if the reactor vessel sodium temperature reaches 850 F
(see section 8, Reactor Auxiliary Systems).  In case of major failure of

either a pump or an intermediate heat exchanger, dummy plugs are pro-
vided which can be installed to plug the hole of the removed assembly
and allow reactor operation at a reduced power level (see section 6,
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Reactor Support Systems).    If a heat exchanger fails,  flow to the unit
can be shut off by actuating a motor-driven flow restrictor ring which

is part of the heat exchanger housing (see drawing A31112E).

2.3.5. Emergency

The reactor vessel system is designed to prevent the
creation of missiles in the reactor building or the entry of sodium cool-

ant into the building during emergency situations, such as a design basis
accident. Although the reactor vessel may rupture, the cover structure

is  designed to remain in place and to retain all components, including
sodium, within the confines of the biological concrete cavity and the op-

erating floor level. The leakage of cover gas into the reactor building
is permissible under these extreme conditions.

The reactor vessel system is also designed to prevent a

relatively minor fuel meltdown from developing into a more serious

condition. A meltdown pan beneath the core is designed to catch melted

fuel and redistribute it into small noncritical areas.

2.4. Safety Precautions

This section covers the areas of the reactor vessel system design
that could create hazardous conditions to the reactor plant and precau-

tionary measures to prevent the occurrence of such conditions.

2.4.1.  Hazards

The critical design area in the reactor vessel system
involves the seals. In both normal and abnormal conditions of reactor

performance, all of the seals in the cover structure must perform posi-

tively to ensure the retention of fission gases and primary sodium within

the vessel system. Although the reactor building offers a second barrier
against leakage, the vessel system must function with a high degree of

reliability.

Equally important in the design are the areas affecting

positive holddown of the reactor cover structure and all installed compo-
nents.    Firm data on the results  of the design basis accident must be

considered in the final design, so that attachments can be designed with

proper safety factors to guarantee the holddown.
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2.4.2. Precautions

The pot-type system and its reactor vessel system inher-

ently offer safety features that nullify the necessity for special precau-

tionary measures. However, provisions will be made in the design of
the cover structure seals so that they can be monitored continually or

periodically. The design will also provide for the maintenance or, more

likely, the replacement of seals without lengthy reactor shutdown.  Ade-

quate alarms systems will be provided to protect personnel.
Inspection of the reactor vessel system in the reference

design is considered unnecessary. The- vessels are protected from radia-

tion damage and are not subjected to major thermal shocks or other ex-

treme loading conditions. The design does provide a space of about  1

foot between the reactor vessel and the biological concrete shield, which

could be used for exterior examination of the vessel if necessary.

2.5. Maintenance

Safe and reliable operation of the reactor plant depends largely on
an effective preventive maintenance program to detect and allow for the

correction of faulty equipment before it becomes a major problem.  The

design features required as a precaution against seal failure have been

discussed. The monitoring system must be checked periodically to en-
sure their proper functioning.  Most of the reactor vessel system com-

ponents are not removable; they are designed for the life of the plant and'

require no maintenance. The jacking mechanisms for.the core holddown

assembly and other drive mechanisms are at or near the operating floor

level. These systems can be maintained in place or off site after removal.
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APPENDIX 2-A

Reactor Cover Structure Design                                -
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The conceptual design of the reactor cover structure is discussed

in section 2.2.3. This structure forms the top closure on the reactor

vessel, supports all primary sodium coolant equipment, provides ac-
cess and necessary drive devices to accomplish refueling of the reactor

through the cover structure, and provides the first containment barrier
to prevent missiles in the reactor building or entry of sodium coolant

into the building following the unlikely occurrence of a major accident.

These are the major functional requirements for the design of the cover

structure.

The reactor cover structure consists basically of two thick circu-
lar plates separated and tied together by radial beams. The cover struc-

ture design presents difficult problems due to the requirement for the

large, centrally located rotating plugs and the relatively large number

-  and size of penetrations through the structure.  The most difficult prob-

lern will probably be the successful development of mechanical and dip-

ring seals to maintain the reactor vented gas environment during all

normal and abnorrnal reactor operating periods. Other problems are
related directly to the structural design and the difficulties in placing

the structural members necessary to guarantee the functional require-
ments. The prelirninary analytical work discussed in the following para-

graphs supports the feasibility of the design approach.   The lack of a

detailed method of analysis,  such as a finite element method,  as well as

the conceptual nature of this design, precludes a cornplete analytical dis-

cussion at this time. However, considerable effort has been expended

during this contract, and that effort will be discussed.

The first analytical effort on the cover structure design was per-

formed during the Concept  I  study  of the   1000 MWe Follow-On Study.

This design was similar in many respects to the final reference design

structure. To study the feasibility of the design, drawings and sketches

were prepared and used in a beam analogy; the prelirninary results con-

firm ed the feasibility. Although accident conditions were not analyzed,

the results on deflection indicated that such a structure could be built to

attain the normal and abnormal requirements. Cover structure designs

of asirnilar nature (SRE, HALLAM, FERMI, EBR II) were used instudy-

ing existing and proposed reactor systems.  In all cases, these designs

further indicated that the approach was a good one and that the problems
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were structural and of a state-of-the-art nature except in the areas of

seal, insulation, and analytical method development.
Our preliminary analytical efforts and conclusions were subse-

quently confirmed by work performed by Sargent & Lundy. Their pre-

liminary analytical work on the reference cover structure design is
described below (see drawings A31116E and A20511F).

The cover structure was ass'umed to be a torus with 16 radial I-

beams along with inner and outer cylindrical shells connecting the top
and bottom plates. A section was taken through one  side  of the annulus,
thus giving a model that was a simply supported beam on the outside

edge  and a guided cantilever on the inside  edge. The section was  con-

sidered to be 24 inches wide, and the various loading conditions were

adjusted  for that width.

The dynamic effects produced by a suddenly applied pressure,
such as that resulting from a Design Basis Accident (DBA), were stud-

ied.  A single mode response of the structure was considered assuming

the deflectional function to be axisymmetric. Both shear and bending
deformations were considered in the equation of motion formulated using

Lagrange's equation. The individual conditions evaluated were as fol-

lows:

1.  The static loading of the structure and the
associated equipnnent.

2.  A 40-psi, suddenly applied pressure.

3.  A 100-psi, suddenly applied pressure.

4.  The impact of a solid in the shape of a right
truncated cone (60 feet in diameter on the
impact side, 15 feet in diameter on the re-
verse side, 20 feet high, and a density 50
lb/ft3 with an impact velocity of 42.8 ft/sec).

The impacting mass was assumed to have an elastic collision with

the undamped system. Conservation of momentum was used to determine

the initial velocity of the structure after impact. The suddenly applied
pressure was assumed to have a step function of time variation.  The

assumed section was a 10-foot-thick I-beam with a 2 inch web and 1-1/2

by 24 inch flanges.
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The circular frequency (co) of this section was 111 rad/sec and the

natural period (t) was 0.0565 sec. The yield strength of the rnaterial was

assurned tobe 36,000 psi. The capacity of the web inshear, assuming
55% of the tensile yield capacity, was found to be 2540 kips. The moment

required to yield the section was similarly evaluated to be 27,100 ft-kips.

The foregoing allowables can be compared with the values in Table

2-A- 1 for the moments and shears resulting frorn the various loading con-
ditions. To determine the net moments acting on the cover structure

during a dynamic excursion, the static loading case must be superim-

posed on any of the other three loading conditions. The combination of

the static load and the 100-psi step change load (case 3) represents the

DBA condition for this plant as described in Volume 3, section  14.   The

structure will remain elastic  (i. e. no plastic deformation)  for the static

and the 40-psi conditions. With sorne modifications  of the  web and flange

stress, the systern could also be totally elastic for the 100-psi loading
condition. (Since S&L performed their analysis, the sizes  of the bearn s

and plates have been increased, and the 100-psi loading condition would

not result in plastic deformation. )

Table 2-A-1. Peak Effects and Their Associated Times

Loading or excitation R, kips M,   ft -kips Tim e

1.  Static (4605 kips total) 286 2,510      --

2.  Po = 40 psi
-754 -12,100 A/2 w

-1,508 -24,200 11'/ 0-)Zero initial conditions -754 -12,100 3  /2 w

3.  Po = 100 psi -3,770 -60,600 11'/    W

-1,880 -30,300 11'/ 2 w

Zero initial conditions -1,880 -30,300 3·rr/2 w

4.  Po = 0 and initial
velocity caused by -11,400 -182,500 Tr/ 2 w

impact velocity     11'/ W

VS = 42.8 ft/sec -11,400 -182,500 3 Tr/2 w

B&W has performed additional analytical work on the reference

design. The analysis confirms the earlier conclusion that the concept
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is·feasible, but it also points out the necessity for further detailed anal-

ysis to obtain optimization of the design. The results are summarized
in  Table s  2-A- 2 and  2-A- 3.

Table 2-A-2. Summary of Stresses and Deflections
for Dead Loads

Small Plug.

Uniform load, kips 30

Edge load, kips 400

Total  load, kips 430

Center deflection Nil

Maximum stress N il

Intermediate Plug
1 Uniform  load, kips 790

Edge load, kips 430

Total  load, kips 1220

Center deflection, in. 0.012

Maximum stress, psi 440

Outer Plug

Uniform load, kips 320

Edge load, kips 1220

Total load, kips 1540

Center deflection, in. 0.005

Maximum stress, psi 460

Fixed Section

Uniform load, kips 4700

Edge load, kips 1540

Total load, kips 6240

Center deflection, in. 0.100

Maximum stress, psi 630

Total de flection at center, in. 0.117
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Table 2-A-3. Summary of Stresses and Deflections for Dead
Load and 100 psi Upward DBA Loading

Small Plug

Uniform dead load, kips 430

100-psi uniform load, kips 665

Net upward uniform  load, kips 235

Intermediate Plug .

Uniform dead load, kips 790

100-psi uniform load, kips 6444

Net upward uniform load, kips 5754

Upward edge load, kips 235

Total load, kips 5889

Center deflection, in. 0.043

Maximum stress, psi 590

Outer Plug

Uniforrn dead load, kips 320

100-psi uniform load, kips 5916

Net upward uniform load, kips 5596

Upward edge load, kips 5889

Total load, kips 11,485

Center deflection, in. 0.027

Maximum stress, psi 1416

Fixed Section

Uniform dead load, kips 4700

100-psi uniform load, kips 27,728

Net upward uniform load, kips 23,028

Upward edge load, kips 11,485

Total load, kips 34,513

Center deflection, in. 0.720

Maximum stress, psi 3805

Total deflection at center, in. 0.790
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In this later  work, the cover structure was analyzed as indepen-
dent components consisting of the outer fixed structure, the outer ro-

tating  plug, the intermediate rotating  plug,   and the inner rotating  plug.
Static loads and pressure loads were considered.

The outer fixed section was considered in several ways. First,
the structure was broken up and considered as a cantilever beam of

length equal to the difference between the inside and outside radii of the

fixed*,section. The section was taken as the width of the section includ-
</

ing one IHX and one pump. The moment of inertia was calculated for

one radial flanged beam with the top and bottom cover plates as wide as
the  be am. The  "beam" was loaded with the concentrated loads  of the

IHX and the pump,  the load of the uniform structure,  and the edge load
due  to the rotating plugs.

Since the beam analogy does not consider the Poisson effect on the

sides of the beam as would be the case inaplate, the resulting stress

and deflection numbers were considered to be the outside high.  A max-

imum stress of about 10,000 psi was calculated at the fixed end of the

beam,  and the deflection at the unsupported end was found to be  0.35

inch.

The second approach to the fixed section considered the annular

plate sandwich structure as.a solid plate of equivalent thickness such

that the moment of inertia would equal that for  the beam discussed above.

For cornparison, the plate was considered to be both fixed and simply

supported on the outer  edge. The loads considered were the uniform

load due to dead weight and the associated equipment over the entire

area, and an inner edge distributed load due to the rotating plugs and

the associated equipment. The simply supported case gave stress levels
of about 700 psi and a rnaxirnurn center line deflection of about 0.10 inch.

The fixed-end case resulted in a maximum stress of 200 psi and a center

deflection of about 0.002 inch.

In the third case, the fixed structure was assumed to be a rectan-

gular plate with two opposite sides simply supported, one side fixed, and
one  side  free. The plate was uniformly loaded with that portion of the

load for the section. The stress level was about 8000 psi and the deflec-

tion  on the inner  edge  was  0.0005  inch. The simply supported annular

plate analogy is probably the most realistic of the three cases.
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A rough estirnate was made for the stress and deflection values

expected for a thermal gradient through the thickness of the cover struc-

ture. The indication was that either the insulation or the cooling would
have to be improved to reduce both stresses and deflections.  This anal-

ysis will eventually be refined as the optimization of the structure is

completed.
For the top and bottom plates to act as an integral structure,. the

webs,  liners, and other radial and concentric supports must be capable
A

of transmitting the loads. The liners were checked for stresses and'the

possibility of axial buckling under the loading condition of the associated

equipment  and an eccentric column  load due  to the rotating plugs.    The
maxirnum stress calculated was less than 2000 psi, whereas the mini-

mum critical buckling load on a liner will be 100 times higher.  The

webs were checked and found to be adequate for a load 2500 times greater

than the load that would produce the calculated 4000 psi. Transverse

thermal deformations in the liners and interconnecting webs again pointed

out the need for cooling of the structure.    This,  also,  must be developed
as the structure is optimized.

The outer rotating plug was analyzed by assurning the eccentric

penetration for the intermediate rotating  plug  to be concentric.    As  with

the fixed structure,  the dead weight  of the  plug was uniformly distributed,
and the total weight  of  the next inner  plug was' distributed around  the  inne r

edge.  It was assumed that the solid plate thickness for the simply sup-

ported structure would produce the same moment of inertia as would a

radial flanged beam with top and bottom plates as wide as the flanges.

To ensure that the structure would be adequate in the span between the

radial beams, a second calculation was performed in which the flanged

beam was neglected for the equivalent solid plate thickness.  The maxi-

mum stress for the foregoing loading on the structure was about 500 psi,

and the resulting deflection at the center was 0.005 inch.

The intermediate rotating plug was assurned to be simply supported

and to have a matrix of control rod penetrations over the entire surface
for stiffness reduction by Horvay's flexural regidity formula, 1 and a

----

16. Horvay, "Bending of Honeycombs and Perforated Plates, " Journal
of Applied Mechanics, Vol A, Trans, ASME, Vol 74, (1952).
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concentric penetration of a diameter that would pass through the center

of the actual penetration. The loadings were similar to those outlined

for previous components. The minimum equivalent solid plate thickness

was found by neglecting the radial flanged beams. The maximum stress

was found to be about 500 psi and the center deflection was 0.013 inch.

Assuming that the center deflections calculated in the foregoing
discussions are directly additive (deflections were calculated at the

center of each plate rather than at the edge of the penetration), the re-
sultant deflection at the center is  0.117  inch for the static load case.

Similarly, for the combined static load and upward dynamic pressure

load of 100 psi, the resultant center line deflection of the cover struc-

ture is approximately 0.790 inch (see Table 2-A-3).

In summary, the analytical work performed by B&W and Sargent

& Lundy confirms the basic feasibility of the cover structure.  The re-

sults show that there are no problems of excessive stress or deflection                 ,.

for the mechanical and the dead loads considered. The structure will

remain elastic, and the deflections are within reason for the Design

Basis Accident condition. The independent work done by S&.L and B&W

has produced results that compare very well with one another.  The

analysis to date is felt to be quite reasonable and a good indication of

the feasibility of the design.
1,

However, the analysis performed does point out the need for still

further detailed analytical effort before the design is optimized.  The

cover structure is of great importance to the operation, shielding,

safety, control, and refueling of the reactor; therefore, a detailed anal-

ysis  should be pursued using, say, finite elements to determine,  with

much greater accuracy, the stresses and deflections due to the rnechan-

ical and thermal loads,  as well as the dynamic response to the impact

loading of a DBA.
Another major area requiring concentrated effort concerns the

insulation or cooling system that will have to be developed to limit ther-

mal deformations. The allowable limits rnust be clearly defined,  and a

means of cooling or the use of more efficient insulation should be inves-

tigated.
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Mechanical Holddown Selection
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1.          Ove rall Summa ry

The conceptual design of the core holddown assembly is discussed
in section 2.2.3 as part of the reactor cover structure.  To make this

selection, a literature search and a review of fuel assembly holddown

methods employed by various designers was conducted during the Fol-
low-On Study. Three basic methods of holddown were studied, since

they appear to be applicable to the conceptual reactor system. These

were  ( 1) top-mounted mechanical holddown, (2) bottom-mounted me-

chanical holddown, and (3) hydraulic holddown.

On the basis of these reviews and previous Company-sponsored

work, the top-mounted mechanical fuel assembly holddown appeared to
be the most desirable approach. This concept is also probably the most
conservative approach and has already been demonstrated many times,

in both water- and sodium-cooled reactors. The primary advantage of
this concept is that it provides positive holddown and location of the up-

per ends of the fuel assemblies during reactor operation.  The fact that

the supporting and aligning structure already existed, due to the use of
the top-mounted reactivity control drives, was an added incentive for
using this concept in the B&W reference design.  In this particular case,

detachment and movement of the control rod structure from above the

core structure essentially eliminated any incentive to minimize the hold-

down structure in that area, unless there were other requirements for

doing so.  Also in this particular design, the structure (control and
holddown) provides the base on which in-core instrumentation can be

mounted.

Bottom-mounted mechanical fuel assembly holddown appears to be
attractive in that much of the structure above the core is not required.
As discussed above, however, the incentive for this does not exist as

long as the structure is already required for the control rod drives.

This bottom-mounted system utilizes latches at or near the bottom of

each fuel assembly. These latches usually require actuation by a mech-

anism inserted from the top before a refueling procedure.  In our eval-

uation, this lock-unlock mechanism would probably be built into the re-

fueling mechanism and would greatly complicate its design and possibly
affect its reliability and availability.  Also on the basis of Company

experience in the design of lock mechanisms of this type, we found that
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the fuel assembly design becomes more complicated.  In some instances,

actuating rods through the assembly are necessary and these replace

fuel pins. An additional undesirable feature of bottom holddown is  that

failure of the holddown will possibly permit hydraulic forces to unseat

the assembly, causing a serious safety problem.
An engineering evaluation of hydraulic holddown indicates that

although its use depends on the specific reactor design, it will perform

satisfactorily during normal, transient, and accident situations if prop-

erly designed. The primary advantages of this concept are (1) simplicity-

generally no moving parts are required; (2) mechanical failures do not

appear to be a problem, except possibly for seals; (3) lack of structure

above the core; and (4) the absence of any requirements for locking or

unlocking devices.

Offsetting these advantages  are the problems with regard to seals, 34

orifices,  and flow distribution chamber design,  as well as  the manu-
facturing tolerances imposed on the core support structure.  The fuel

2 I     •:I. ':

assembly design may also become more complicated.  Some of these

aspects may be relieved when the concept is demonstrated in the EBR-II

and the PFR-Dounreay reactors. An important additional point to be .....

considered in evaluating this holddown concept, however, is the use of ....':

backup holddown mechanisms that have been employed when using hy- ..7*
draulic holddown.  Such use of a dual holddown arrangement appears to

negate the advantages of hydraulic holddown, unless the demonstration

proves that the backup scheme is not required. Overall, then, hydraulic
holddown is not attractive until the need for the backup is eliminated.

2. Summary of Literature Survey

The bases of the literature survey and review were the original

1000-MWe LMFBR studies conducted by General Electric (GEAP-4418),

Westinghouse (WCAP-3251-1), Allis-Chalmers (ACNP-64503), Com-

bustion Engineering (CEND-200), and B&W. It should be noted that the

methods of fuel assembly holddown described in these reports were in-

tended to provide an acceptable method of holddown based on the engi-

neering judgment of the designers-not detailed designs.  In the reports

reviewed, three methods of fuel assembly holddown were proposed;

each method is described and discussed in the following paragraphs:
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2.1.  Top-Mounted Fuel Assembly Holddown

Both General Electric and Combustion Engineering used
this kind of device in their 1000-MWe LMFBR studies.  In each design
the top-mounted fuel assembly holddown structure is permanently at-
tached to the reactor vessel closure head assembly.  In the General
Electric design, the holddown structure is not disengaged from the top
of the fuel assemblies until after the reactor vessel closure head as-

sembly is raised vertically into a large, argon-filled, shielded cell to

permit refueling of the reactor. Combusion Engineering's holddown

structure is supported by a column through the center of the rotating
plug. To permit refueling, the holddown structure is disengaged from
the fuel assemblies by a mechanism that elevates it high enough to allow
free motion of the refueling tool and the rotating plug. A large Inconel-

X spring in the bottom of the fuel assembly ensures contact between the

upper surface of the fuel assembly and the upper holddown structure.

This arrangement prevents excessive loading of the fuel assemblies when
the holddown structure is lowered into position and is engaged with the

upper end of the fuel assembly. In addition, this arrangement will pro-
vide for the differential thermal expansion between the fuel assemblies

and the holddown structure during reactor operation.

The top-mounted fuel assembly holddown structure accom-

plishes the following:

1. Provides positive mechanical location for the
uppe r  end  of  the  fuel a s s emblie s.

2. Provides positive holddown of the fuel as-
semblies during reactor operation.

3. Ensures positive seating of the fuel assemblies
in the bottom support grid, minimizing the by-
pass of reactor coolant around the fuel assembly
inlet nozzles during reactor operation.

4.  Provides a convenient structure located directly
above the core for mounting and locating in-core
instrumentation.

The use of a top-mounted fuel assembly holddown structure

involves the following requirements:
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1. Auxiliary equipment is required in the event a
fuel assembly is frozen to the holddown struc-
ture and must be forcibly detached.

2. Vertical removal of the reactor vessel closure
head assembly and a hot cell refueling pro-
cedure, or penetration of the reactor cover
structure by the holddown structure linear
drive column.

3.  The problems associated with the fabrication
of a large structure that is capable of with-
standing the mechanical and hydraulic loads
in a high-temperature environment with a
minimum amount of deflection and a minimum
restriction to the flow of reactor coolant.

4.  The tolerance requirements imposed on the
machining operations involved in manufacturing
the holddown structure and the mounting and
locating positions in the reactor cover structure
must be stringent because of the accuracy re-
quired in locating the upper end of the fuel
assemblies.

5.    Maintenance  of the holddown structure  will
require reactor shutdown.

2.2. Bottom-Mounted Mechanical Fuel Assembly Holddown

Westinghouse employed this type of individual fuel assembly
holddown device in their 1000-MWe LMFBR studies. The mechanical

design of the fuel assembly holddown mechanism involves the use of
three shouldered segments which hang from three flat cantilever mem-
bers at the end of the fuel can extension.  When the bottom tips of the
cantilevered segments enter the holes in the core support plate, they
are bent radially towards the center to permit entry.  The fuel assembly
proceeds downward until the latch position is reached, where clearance

is provided so that the cantilevered segments can snap out to their neu-

tral, non-stressed position. A ledge on each of the three cantilever

segments enters a circumferential relief in the core support plate.  This

ledge-to-shoulder interface provides the fuel assembly "hold-in" latch.
A Haynes-25, 1/2-inch-diameter wire spring on the fuel can extension

is comp ressed to a 500-pound loaded condition when the fuel assembly
is in the latched position. This spring load exceeds the weight of the

fuel assembly by approximately 150 pounds.   It is this spring force and

the upward hydraulic forces that keep the latch faces loaded at all times.
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The fuel can extension collar seats squarely on the core support plate
to form the securely aligned base on which the fuel assembly depends on
for position and rigidity.

The unlatch the fuel assembly, a fuel handling machine
pushes straight down on the top of the fuel assembly top fitting.  This
motion pushes the fuel can extension into the fuel can extension collar
and against the upward force of the spring. The unlatching requires
about 1-1/2 inches of travel and about a 300 pound downward force

(about 150 pounds spring preload, after allowing for the assembly weight,
and 100 pounds per inch for the travel) and 40 pounds for latch friction.

A holding ring rests on three steps that extend from the inside wall of
the hold in the core support plate.  As the cantilevered latch segments

move down, the holding ring, through whose center the three canti-

levered segments slide freely, cannot move down. The three canti-

levered latch segments sliding through the holding ring are thus forced
to deflect radially inward when the inclined faces of the thicker portion
of the latch segments are forced through the holding ring. The spring
load from the deflected cantilevers snugs the holding ring on the thick
section of the cantilevered latch segments. The latching ledge on the
cantilevered latch segment now clears the inside of the hole in the core

support plate. Because the holding ring is also smaller than this dia-
meter, the fuel assembly can now be lifted straight up and out of its

core position.

Bottom mounted individual mechanical fuel assembly hold-

down accomplishes the following:

1. Provides positive mechanical holddown of the
fuel assemblies during reactor operation.

2. Ensures positive seating of the fuel assemblies
in the bottom of ·the core support plate,  mini-
mizing the bypass of reactor coolant around the
fuel assembly inlet nozzles during reactor opera-
tion.

3.  Except for the fuel assembly being transferred,
all other fuel assemblies are latched securely
in the core during all refueling operations.

4.  Combining of the latching and unlatching of the
fuel assembly holddown mechanism with the fuel
assembly handling operation limits the auxiliary
equipment needed and the time required for
refueling the reactor core.
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5.  The fuel assembly holddo n mechanism will
be exposed to the sodium environment of the
reactor for only the lifetime cf the fuel as -
sembly; this fact should minimize mainte-
nance requirements for the fuel assembly
holddown.

The use of the bottorn-mounted individual mechanical fuel
assembly holddown involves the following:

1.  The design and selection of rnaterials to be
used in a mechanical device that will provide
trouble-free operation in a sodium environ-
ment will be difficult.

2.  Combining the fuel handling and the latching
and unlatching operations will complicate the
design of the refueling mechanism.

3.  Failure of the holddown mechanism could
result in fuel assembly unlatching, thus allow-
ing the fuel assembly to be driven out of the
core by the hydraulic forces.

4.  The tolerance requirements imposed on the
machining operations involved in manufactur-
ing the core support plate and the holddown
mechanism must be stringent, since these
tolerances determine the accuracy with which
the fuel assemblies are positioned in the core.

5. Considerable expense is associated with dis-
posing of the holddown mechanism each time
a fuel assembly is disposed of.

2.3.  Hydraulic Fuel Assembly Holddown

Allis -Chalmers employed hydraulic holddown in conjunction
with a backup mechanical holddown latch to secure individual fuel as-

semblies in the core. The hydraulic holddown nozzle is located at the

lower end of the hexagonal support can. The nozzle assembly includes

a backup mechanical holddown latch which is actuated by a central rod

connected to the handling fitting at the upper end of the fuel assembly.
If the latch should become inoperable, the fuel-removal equipment can

apply sufficient force to yield the latch internals and free the assembly
from the grid plates. The design of the hydraulic holddown nozzle  re-

quires the determination of the pressure drop in the fuel assembly that
receives the largest flow rate. This investigation is necessary to assess
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the influence of the inside tapered shape of the dive,rgent hydraulic hold-
down nozzle against the force requirements ne,cedsa'ry to hold the fuel

assembly securely in the core. The principal feature in the design of
the nozzle is decreasing the cross-sectional area of the inlet portion,

which reduces the upward pressure while increasing the upward mo-
mentum.   Thus, a condition will exist when the net force resulting from

pressure and momentum forces and assembly weight is a minimum.

Therefore, this nozzle' design will place minimum or zero holddown re-

quirements on the mechanical holddown latch under normal reactor

operating conditions.

The hydraulic fuel assembly holddown (with a backup me-
chanical holddown latch) will accomplish the following:

1. Provides positive holddown of the fuel assem-
blies during reactor operation.

2. Ensures positive seating of the fuel assemblies
in the bottom support grid, minimizing the by-
pass of reactor coolant around the fuel assembly
inlet nozzles during reactor operation.

3.  Except for the fuel assembly being transferred,
all other fuel assemblies are latched securely
in the core during all refueling operations.

4.  Combining the latching and unlatching of the fuel
assembly backup holddown mechanism with the
fuel assembly handling operation limits the
auxiliary equipment and the time required for
refueling the reactor core.

5.  The fuel assembly holddown device will be ex-
posed to the sodium environment of the reactor
for only the lifetime of the fuel assembly; this
should minimize fuel assembly holddown main-
tenance.

6. This method. provides the maximum assurance
against fuel assembly holddown failure that
could cause the fuel assembly to be driven out
of the core by the Aydraulic forces.

\
T.he use of the hydraulic 'fuel assembly holddown in conjunc-

tion with the backup mechanical holddown involves the following:

1.  The design and selection of materials to be used
in the backup mechanical device that will provide
trouble-free operation in a sodium environment
will be difficult.
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2.  Combining the fuel handling and latching and                                                                                                                                                                                                             ' 
unlatching operations required to actuate the
backup mechanical holddown will complicate
the design of the refueling mechanism.

1 3.  The tolerance requirements imposed on the
machining operations involved in manufactur-
ing the core support plate and the backup
holddown mechanism must be stringent,
since these tolerances determine the accuracy
with which the fuel assemblies are positioned

i
in the core.

i 4. Considerable expense is associated with manu-
facturing two types of holddown for the individ-                                                                                                                                                                                                                                         1
ual fuel assemblies and then disposing of the                                                                                                                                                                                                                      1
device each time a fuel assembly is disposed .1

of. ,

;

1

1.» -
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3. REACTOR SHIELDING SYSTEM

3.1. Introduction

The radiation shielding system for a liquid-metal-cooled fast-
breeder reactor (LMFBR) poses many design problems that are not en-
countered in designing similar systems for thermal reactors. Probably
the single most important problem in this regard is the neutron leakage
spectrum from the core and blankets-specifically, its intensity and

energy distribution. The small size and high power density require-
ments of a fast reactor core result in a very high leakage into and through
the blankets. Because moderating materials are usually omitted from
the core and the blankets (which are usually optically thin), the resulting
neutron leakage spectrum is quite hard and quite intense; it normally
exhibits a peak of from 50 to 500 keV, as shown in Figure 3- 1 for the
reference design. Hence, shielding against these neutrons in the LMFBR

is much more difficult than it is in thermal reactors. Because of the

poor absorption characteristics of materials for neutrons in this energy
range, the fast reactor shield must first moderate the neutrons and then
absorb them.

The activity of the primary sodium coolant is another important

shielding problem inherent to liquid-metal-cooled systems.  The high

specific activity of the coolant and the associated high-temperature en-
vironment compound the problems of selecting efficient and reliable

shielding materials.

3.1.1. System Function

The primary functions of the reactor shielding system

are to provide biological protection for plant personnel during normal
operation of the plant, to prevent appreciable activation of the secondary
sodium coolant, to prevent excessive radiation damage and nuclear
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heating damage to the reactor vessel system components, and to protect
other reactor components from appreciable activation, radiation damage,
and nuclear heating damage. The radial biological shield and the reac-
tor cover structure also act as a containment barrier for radioactive ma-
terial under design basis accident (DBA) conditions. Under these condi-
tions, the shielding system also serves as an energy-absorbing barrier
to protect the containment structure and its associated facilities in the
event of violent accidental rupture of the reactor vessel.

3.1.2.        Summa ry  De s c ription  of  Sys tem

The shielding system, as described in this section, in-
cludes the upper and lower radial neutron shields, the radial biological
shield, and the neutron and biological shielding in the reactor top cover
structure. Shielding that is employed in the plant, other than that men-
tioned above, is treated in the description of those systems with which
the particular shielding is associated. The shielding system can be di-
vided into two main headings: radial and axial shielding. The axial and
radial shielding is shown in schematic drawings and is described in de-
tail insection 3.2.

3.1.2.1. Radial Shielding

The upper and lower radial neutron shields and
the biological shield wall surrounding the reactor vessel make up the
radial shielding for the plant. The lower radial neutron shield in the
shield tank also serves as a thermal shield; this configuration is outside
the radial blanket assemblies. The internal diameter of the upper radial
neutron shield is larger than that of the lower shield to facilitate fuel

handling. The lower radial neutron shield and the upper shield are com-

posed of graphite and borated graphite contained in hexagonal stainless-
steel cans and cooled by sodium.  Both the upper and lower sections of
these shields are arranged in a hexagonal geometric pattern similar to
the core arrangement, giving the prescribed height and thickness of

shielding required in these areas. A concrete biological shield surrounds
the reactor vessel; this shield will carry the weight of the reactor vessel
and internals.
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Figure 3-1. Neutron Spectra
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3.1.2.2. Axial Shielding

The upper axial shielding is located inside the

reactor cover structure (which is described in section 2). The lower

part of the structure contains serpentine aggregate which is considered

primarily a neutron shielding material, although in the present applica-
tion, it also serves as a gamma shield.  On top of the serpentine aggre-

gate is a layer of steel shot, which acts as the final gamma-ray shield.

Because the cover structure has many apertures for primary system

components, control rod drive housings, and instrumentation, these

areas require offsetting and shielding to ensure the integrity of the top
shield. This shielding is described with the applicable systems.

3.1.3. System Design Requirements

The design requirements for the reactor shielding system
can be grouped  into six categories: performance, environment, mainte -

nance, safety, interface with other systems, and applicable codes and

standards. The design requirements are based on a full reactor power
of 2450 MWt and a 30-year plant lifetime.

3.1.3.1. Performance Requirements

Performance requirements are grouped as bio-

logical criteria, system activation limitations, and preventing vessel

dama ge.

Biological Criteria - The shielding system
must have sufficient attenuation capability under normal operating con-
ditions to limit radiation exposure to plant personnel to levels commen-

surate with the government requirements of 10 CFR 20.1 The allowable
total weekly radiation dose due to all types of radiation is set at 40 mRem,
which is less than half the allowable average weekly exposure set in 10
CFR 20. The weekly exposure value corresponds to a dose rate of 1

mRem per hour, based on a 40-hour average work week for all unlimited-

access areas. In areas of the plant where unlimited access is not re-

quired, the allowable dose rate is based on the average weekly occupancy

time.  However, the total weekly dose rate for individuals in areas of
limited access must not exceed 40 mRem; radiation-exposure supervision

of personnel is required in these areas.
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System Activation Limitations - The radial
neutron shields must have sufficient neutron attenuation capability to
prevent appreciable activation of the secondary sodium and the large
system components. The criterion established for secondary sodium
activation is that the activation will be limited to an amount resulting
in a dose rate not exceeding 1 mRem per hour at any location 1 foot
from the secondary sodium piping above the operating floor during nor-
mal plant operations.

The remote maintenance of large system com-

ponents,   such as  the IHXs,  in a shielded decontamination pit requires
limitations on the neutron activation of these components. Although it
is obvious that the highest radiation levels from a large system com-

ponent, when it is withdrawn, will result from lingering coolant and

plated fission products, the neutron activation of the component must

be limited to permit access to the component following cleanup opera-

tions. The criterion set in this regard is that the dose rate due to neu-
tron activation alone must be limited to 0.5 mRem per hour 1 foot from

the cornponent.

The most stringent requirement on the neutron

attenuation capability of the radial neutron shields is limiting the activa-

tion of the secondary sodium. This criterion results in an allowable

total neutron flux of approximately 104 neut/cmz-sec at the IHX.

Prevention of Vessel Damage - In the current

design, the radial neutron shield is required to have sufficient neutron

attenuation capability to prevent harmful fast-neutron irradiation damage
to the stainless-steel shield tank and the reactor vessel. The approxi-
mate limit of exposure before excessive damage effects are induced is

set at 1022 neut/cmz. This value corresponds to an average 25% damage
limit. 2 Radiation damage to stainless steel is discussed further in Ap-

pendix A.

3.1.3.2. Environmental Requirements

The general environmental requirements con-
sidered in setting the environmental design requirements for the reactor

shielding system are as follows:
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1.  The various shielding materials must exhibit
continued shielding effectiveness over the de-
sign life of the plant.

2.    The materials must withstand prolonged high
temperatures without dangerous loss of strength.

3.  The materials must not show undue growth or
shrinkage under conditions of prolonged heat
and radiation.

4.  The radiation damage to a material should
not harmfully alter its properties over its de-
sign lifetinle.

5.  The material must either be inert to the ac-
tion of molten sodium or be contained in an
inert material.

The environmental requirements of the shield-

ing system are grouped into four categories: radiation damage criteria,
nuclear heating and temperature limitations, coolant compatability re-

quirements, and requirements that result from helium production.

Radiation Damage Criteria - Only limited in-

formation is available on radiation damage to shielding materials in

large fast reactor environments. A considerable part of the existing
data, which have been obtained from thermal reactor experience, is

not applicable in many cases because of the low high-energy flux com-
ponent. Irradiation testing programs in progress at existing fast reac-

tor plants (such as EBR-II) should help the fast reactor shielding designer
to set firm radiation damage limits.

Radiation damage limits have been set for the

following shielding materials: graphite, borated graphite, ordinary

concrete, serpentine aggregate, and stainless steel. The various con-

siderations that led to the selection of the damage limits for these ma-

terials are discussed in Appendix A, part 1. Table 3-1 summarizes

the radiation damage criteria.

Nuclear Heating and Temperature Criteria -

Radiation-induced internal heat generation and sensible heating must be
limited in  some  of the materials employed in the reactor shielding sys -
tern.

For the serpentine aggregate and ordinary con-
crete, temperature limits are imposed to minimize the losses in neutron
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shielding effectiveness that could be caused by a decrease in fixed water

content. These limits also minimize the effects of steep temperature

gradients, which impose high thermal stresses; especially vulnerable

are those shielding materials that serve as structural members, such
as the radial biological shield wall.

Part 2 of Appendix A includes a discussion of

the considerations that led to the selection of nuclear heating and tem-

perature criteria. The criteria selected are presented in Table 3-2,
which summarizes all performance and environmental requirements ex-

cept radiation damage criteria, which are included in Table  3- 1.

Table  3- 1. Radiation Damage Design Criteria  -
Approximate Limits

Neutron Gamma - ray
exposure, exposure,

Material neut/cm2 rads

Graphite 1021 1013

Borated graphite 1021 1013

Ordinary concrete 1019 1012

Serpentine aggregate 1019 1012

Stainless steel 1022 1015
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Table 3-2. Shielding System Performance and
Environmental Design Requirements

Biological Dose Rate Limitations

Unlimited access, mRem

Basis 40 in 40-hr week

Total dose rate 1.0/hr

Limited access, mRem
Basis 40 in 40-hr week

Total dose rate Based on weekly
occupancy time

Heating of Graphite and Borated Graphite

Minimum temperature in radial neutron
shields, F <390

Heating of Concrete and Serpentine

Temperature rise due to nuclear heating
in concrete, F AT <10

Nuclear heat flux, Btu/hr/ftz <20

Temperature limitations,  F

Maximum temperature in concrete
(load-bearing/non-load-bearing), F <200/<300

Maximum serpentine temperature, F <800

Full Design Power, MWt 2450

Plant Lifetime, yr 30
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Compatibility Requirements - As has been

stated, the materials employed in the reactor shielding system must

either be inert to reactions with the liquid sodium coolant or be protected

from physical contact with the coolant. The observed effects of sodium

on graphite have included swelling or dilation, cracking or spalling, and

corrosion and mass transfer at temperatures above 1200 F,3 similar
effects would be expected for borated graphite. Hence, the graphite

and borated graphite used in the upper and lower radial neutron shields

must be kept from direct contact with the sodium. The effects of the

liquid sodium coolant on the serpentine and ordinary concrete in the

shielding system are obviously intolerable because of the high water

content of these materials; thus, they must also be protected from any

physical contact with the coolant.

Selected austinitic stainless steels are used

for encapsulating the shielding materials mentioned above.  The wide

acceptance of these materials for use with liquid-metal systems has

been attributed to their ability to satisfy the requirements of elevated-

temperature strength, compatibility, fabricability, and availability.

Satisfactory performance at existing liquid-metal-cooled power plants

operated at temperatures up to 1000 F has justified the selection of

these materials.3 In the present application, stainless-steel walls from
0.375 to  1.0 inch thick must withstand liquid sodium at temperatures

ranging frorn 800 to 1200 F without significant corrosion or loss of

strength.

Helium Production - Helium production,  re-

sulting from the 108(n,a)7Li reaction in the radial neutron shield cans

that contain borated graphite, causes internal pressure inside the cans

during the 30-year life of the plant. The walls of these cans must be

thick enough to accommodate the pressure stress of the 30-year buildup

and release of helium in the borated graphite.

3.1.3.3. Maintenance Requirements

The shielding system is designed for the full

power lifetime of the plant. Because of the static nature of the system,

no maintenance is considered to be necessary during this period with

the possible exception of the radial neutron shields. Owing to the nature
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of the neutron shields and the general environment, that is, flowing so-
dium at temperatures ranging from 800 to 1200 F with high radiation

exposure levels in some areas, it is conceivable that these units may
require replacement during the plant lifetime. Although replacement
is not anticipated under normal operating conditions during the plant
lifetime, the design will require that the radial neutron shield cans be
removable under specialized conditions,  i. e.,  with the reactor off-load

and employing the refueling equipment. A discussion of the removal

capability of the neutron-thermal shield cans is given in Appendix B.

3.1.3.4.  Safety Requirennents

With regard to the DBA requirements, the re-
actor shielding system will minimize the probability of rapidly propa-

gating failures. The following factors will be considered in designing
the system:  (1) the notch-toughness properties of materials extending
to the upper shelf of the Charpy transition curve, (2) the state of stress

of materials under static and transient loadings, (3) the quality control

specified for material fabrication to limit flaw sizes, and (4) the provi-
sions for control over service temperatures and irradiation effects.
These considerations are primarily associated with the radial concrete

biological shield wall and the top shield plug, and these members will

be referred to as the ptimary containment barrier in the subsequent
discussion. All damaging effects that are capable of causing damage
to structural components,  such as shock waves, sodium hammer,  in-
ternal pressure, and temperature, will not propagate beyond the pri-

mary containment barrier. All subsequent effects such as decay heat
of the fuel debris and residual pressure shall not impair the integrity
of the first containment barrier. The first or primary containment

barrier must prevent major leakage of radioactive material as well as

sodium fires.

Wherever the integrity of the shielding system
is  broken by penetrations for piping, cables, and ducts, special pre-
cautions must be taken to ensure that any rapidly propagating failures
can still be restricted.

The shielding system has another important
function: certain components of the instrumentation and control system
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are housed in or shielded by components of the shielding system. Under

DBA conditions, the components of the shielding system would protect
these instruments, and postaccident monitoring would be insured.

A temperature-monitoring system is required
in the radial neutron shields, the radial concrete biological shield wall,
and the top shield plug to ensure that temperature criteria are met under
normal operating conditions. Cooling and insulation are provided to
maintain shield temperatures at design limits.

All shielding materials used in the reactor

shielding system are required to be clad or contained by stainless steel

to prevent their contamination by liquid sodium. The stainless -steel

cladding must retain its integrity throughout the life of the plant.

. 1.3.5. Interface Requirernents

The reactor shielding system must be compati-
ble with the interface requirements imposed by the reactor vessel sys-

tem, the reactor coolant system, the instrumentation and control system,

and the refueling mechanism. The reactor vessel system provides sta-

bilizing and supporting structure for the upper and lower radial neutron

shields. These radial neutron shield cans must have special lower grid

adapters to permit their support by the lower grid structure. The effects

of internal nuclear heat generation in the radial neutron-thermal shields

must be suppressed by the reactor coolant system; sensible heating im-

posed by the reactor coolant system on the radial concrete biological
shield wall and the serpentine in the top cover structure must be sup-

pressed by insulation and/or special cooling systems. The interface

requirements imposed on the radial neutron shields by pressure differ-

entials in the coolant system are alleviated by orificing coolant flow

through these shields.

Although the preferred location of the nuclear

instrumentation is in the concrete below the reactor vessel, an alter-

nate location is the first row of shield cans. This consideration imposes
..
,r

interfacial requirements on the shielding systern. In this alternate the

instruments placed in an azimuthal region of flat flux, and their flux level

-----

I.
./

See section 12, Instrumentation and Control System.
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requirement is approximately 1010 thermal flux or the equivalent.  Be-

cause of these two considerations, boron cannot be present in the first

row of shield cans, and local flux shaping (with suitable absorber mate-

rials) is required in the immediate vicinity of the instruments.

3.1.3.6. Applicable Codes and Standards

The reactor shielding will be designed and fab-
ricated in accordance with the requirements of Section III, Nuclear Ves-

sels, ASME Boiler codes, ASI Building Code Requirements for Reinforced

Concrete. Special requirements of creep, liquid-metal thermal shock,

sodium corrosion, and mass transport will also influence the design.

Graphite is used in the first row of radial neu-

tron shield assemblies, and 30 wt % borated graphite is used in subse-

quent rows. Although the grade cannot be specified atthis time, the

graphite will be suitably treated to remove impurities that rnight cause

dimensional instability in the operating environment. The shield cans

will be evacuated prior to sealing to keep the moisture and air content

to a minirnum. The assembly cladding rnaterial is type-304 stainless

steel. Each assembly is separated by a coolant gap.
The top shield plug comprises structural sup-

port members for load-carrying capacity and for containing shielding

material. The specified shielding material is serpentine aggregate in

granular form, compacted to a density of 130 lb/ft3. The shielding ma-
terial in the radial biological shield wall is ordinary concrete having a

density of 146 lb/ft 3.

3.2. Detailed Description of the System

3.2.1.  General

The detailed description of the reactor shielding system

covers the thermal, neutron, and biological shielding used in the reac-

tor building; this shielding satisfies the system functions and design re-

quirements stated in sections 3.1.1 and 3.1.3. The shielding system

includes the upper and lower radial neutron shields, the radial biological

shield, and the neutron and biological shielding in the reactor cover struc-

ture. This description correlates basic technical design data established

during the design of the reference concept plant; it is divided into three
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subsections: reactor cover structure shielding, radial neutron shields,
and the radial biological shield. The calculational methods employed in
designing the reference concept shielding system are presented in Appen-
dix  C.

3.2.2. Reactor Cover Structure Shielding

This section describes only topics that deal specifically
with the shielding aspects of the reactor cover structure; other aspects
of the structure are described in section 1. The shielding materials

employed in this structure are serpentine aggregate and steel shot; the
serpentine comprises a 6-foot-deep layer in the bottom portion of the

structure, which has a total depth of 10 feet. This arrangement leads
to negligible activation of the upper portion of the plug. The serpentine
is suitable for extended use at temperatures below 800 F with little loss

of water and volume and negligible linear shrinkage. The material will
be crushed (with asbestos chaff removed) and packed to a density of about
130 lb/ft3.  The high water of crystallization (about 13.5%), good neutron-

capture characteristics, and the reasonably high density of the serpentine
make this aggregate quite suitable for both neutron and gamma attenua-
tion. The material is protected from the internal reactor environment

by a stainless-steel shell, and insulation reduces the temperature at
the serpentine interface to 750 F (the maximum design operating tem-
perature of the aggregate). The maximum temperature rise due to nu-
clear heating in the serpentine is less than 1 degree F. Directly above

the serpentine layer is a layer of steel shot 8 inches thick; this material
acts as the final gamma ray shield, primarily shielding against secondary
gamma radiation produced in the serpentine. Above the steel shot are

structural members which make up the remaining thickness of the reactor

cover structure.

The primary radiation sources that govern the composi-
tion and thickness of the shielding in the reactor cover structure are the

core neutron flux and the sodium-24 activity in the primary sodium cool-

ant.  Figure 3-2 shows the axial center-line two-group neutron flux as

a function of axial distance. As shown in the graph, the 20 feet (approxi-
mately) of sodium above the core aids considerably in attenuating the
neutron flux. The total nvt at the bottom face of the reactor cover struc-

ture is 3.3 X 1018 neut/cmz, which is well below the design limits for
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Figure 3-2. Axial Two-Group Neutron Flux, Serpentine
Neutron Shield
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stainless steel and serpentine. The equilibrium operating prirnary cool-
ant specific activity is 14 X 10-3 Ci/cm3. Several other gamma sources
were considered in determining the nominal shielding requirements in
the reactor cover structure; these sources are listed in Table 3-3 (see
Appendix C, also).

The total shielding thickness in the reactor cover struc-
ture was dictated in a large part by the activity of the primary sodium
coolant. The serpentine was selected primarily as an effective neutron
barrier. Table 3-4 summarizes the design data involving only shielding
requirements of the reactor cover structure.

Table 3-3. Gamma Sources Considered in Determining
Reactor Cover Structure Shielding Requirements

Approximate
No. of

Source Type of y Y/sec

Core Prompt fission 5.2 x 1020   - 1 MeV/y
Capture 4.0 X 1019 @ -4 MeV/y
Inelastic scattering 2.2 X 1020   -1 MeV/y
Fission product 3.0 X 1020 @ -2 MeV/y

Spent fuel Fission product 4.0 X 1019@ -2 MeV/y
storage drums

Cover gas Gaseous fission 1.6 X 1017 @ -0.4 MeV/y
product

Neutron Secondary -9.5 X 104 MeV/cm2(sec)
capture in gamma s @ -4 ft from bottom of plug
serpentine

Table 3-4. Reactor Cover Structure Shielding
De s i gn   Da ta

Total structure thickness, in. /cm 120/304.8
Structure 48/121.9
Steel shot 8/20.3
Serpentine 72/182.9

Maximum serpentine design temperature, F 750

Aggregate density, lb/ft 3
130
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The composition and thickness of the shielding materials

in the reactor cover structure are such that the total dose rate from all

types of radiation during operation can be reduced to less  than  1.0 mRem/

hr. All axial shielding calculations were performed assuming the nor-
mal operating sodium level.

The total integrated gamma radiation dose at the bottom

of the cover structure is approximately 2.6 X 1012 rads for 30 years of
continual operation of the plant. The value at the serpentine interface

is approxinnately 6 X 1011 rads, and therefore, the design limits of 1015

and 1012 rads for stainless steel and serpentine aggregate, respectively,
have been satisfied.

Figure' 3-3 illustrates the axial shielding configuration

(more detailed diagrams are included in section 1 of this report).

The blanket gas and the sodium system become contami-

nated beyond the usual allowance in accommodating fuel failures resulting

from the use of vented fuel pins. This increased contamination prompted

a trade-off study to evaluate some of the shielding requirements imposed

by the use of vented fuel (TRG-68-2, Vented Vs Non-Vented Fuel Trade-

Off Study).   As a result of the study,  it was determined that the increased

blanket gas contamination does not increase the shielding requirements

of the reactor cover structure.

3.2.3. Radial Neutron Shields

The radial neutron shields comprise an upper and a lower

section, both of which are made up of individual hexagonal assemblies

arranged on a 12-inch triangular pitch. The assemblies are separated

by a 0.5-inch coolant gap; each consists of a 3/8-inch-thick stainless-

steel (SS 304) can filled with graphite or borated graphite. The sections

are positioned inside the shield tank to form annular volumes. These

locations are shown in drawing A31078E (Volume I, section 2), and a

cross section of the lower neutron shield section, showing the annular

arrangement, is diagrammed in Figure 3-4. Figure 3-5 is a schematic

diagram of the radial shielding configuration. The lower section contains

four  rows of assemblies,  and the upper section has three  rows.    The up-
per section has a larger internal diameter than the lower section to pro-

vide clearance for the core holddown assembly as it swings across and

above the  core area during refueling procedures.
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Figure 3-3. LMFBR Reference Concept Axial
Shielding Configuration
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Figure 3-4. Thermal-Neutron Shield (Lower),
Cross Section
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Figure 3-5. LMFBR Reference Concept Radial
Shielding Configuration
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As shown in drawing A31078E, both shielding sections
are supported from the vessel support structure. Each shield assembly
isll.5 inches across the flats, and each has a bottom adapter that fits
into a locating and supporting tubular column which is a part of the sup-
porting structure.  The top of each assembly has a lifting adapter.  The
entire assembly is constructed of type-304 stainless steel. The major
design data for the radial neutron shields are listed in Table 3-5, and
a typical assembly (including its installation) is shown in drawing
A3110OE (section 2).

Table 3-5. Radial Neutron Shielding Design Data

Shape of can HexagonalDistance across flats, in. 11.50
Space between cans, in. 0.50
Can thickness, in. 0.375
Triangular pitch spacing, in. 12.0
No. of rows (lower/upper) 4/3
Average section ID (lower), ft 14.5
Average section ID (upper), ft 22.5
Average section OD (lower), ft 28.5
Average section OD (upper), ft 34.5
Shield height (lower), ft/in. 8.17
Assembly height (lower), ft/in. 11.43
Shield height (upper), ft/in. 18.75
Assembly height (upper), ft 22.0
Approximate assembly weight (lower), 1b 1000
Approximate assembly weight (upper), 1b 2000
No. of assemblies (lower/upper) 252/320

The neutron shield assemblies are positioned by the loca-
tion of the tubular columns in the supporting structure. This gives a
0.5-inch spacing for coolant flow; the spacing is maintained for the

length of the assemblies by bearing pads welded directly to the hexagonal
can wall.

In the case of the lower shielding section, 0.55 X 106 lb/hr
total coolant flow (see section 4) is directed from the core vessel into
the vessel support structure and then through orifices in the support
plate into the coolant flow spaces. Horizontal flow through the coolant
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gaps into the heat exchanger blisters in the core skirt provides the re-

quired cooling  of the shield assemblies  in the lower section.     The  maxi -

mum temperature caused by internal nuclear heat generation inside the

lower radial neutron shield assemblies is approximately 1350 F, and
the minimum temperature during normal operation in all assemblies is
800 F.  Therefore, the minimum temperature.requirement in the graph-
ite and borated graphite is satisfied.

The primary function of the radial neutron shield is to

satisfy the criteria for allowable secondary sodium activation (cited in
section 3.1.3.1). Although they are important, the limiting of component

activation, the prevention of vessel damage, and the satisfaction of bio-

logical criteria are secondary functions. Figure 3-6 shows the radial

midplane two-group neutron flux as a function of radial distance.   The

criteria for secondary sodium activation and for the limitation of com-

ponent activation yield an allowable total flux of approximately 104 neut/
cmz-sec at the IHX. As shown in the figure, these criteria are satisfied.

The total neutron fluence (neut/cmz) at the shield tank is

approximately 1016. This value is six orders of magnitude below the

design linnit for stainless steel.

The radiation damage criteria set for stainless steel and

for graphite are 1022 and 1021 neut/crn:   For 30 years ' continual opera-

tion of the plant (-109 sec) the total rivt seen by the first row of lower
radial neutron shield assemblies is approximately 1022 neut/cmz.  How-
ever, it is obvious that the actual radiation exposure will not reach this

value, and it will probably lie within the design lirnits. This considera-

tion does raise the possibility that inner-row shield assemblies might

have to be replaced during the 30-year life of the plant (see Appendix B).

The shield assemblies in rows 2, 3, and 4 of the lower radial neutron

shield experience radiation exposures well within the design limits im-

posed for stainless steel and borated graphite.
The maximum gamma-ray exposure experienced by stain-

less steel in the lower radial neutron shield is approximately 3.6 x 1013

rads, and the design limit set for stainless steel is 1015 rads (section
3.1.3.2). The maximum gamma-ray exposure experienced by graphite
or borated graphite in this shield is approximately 7 x 1012 rads, while
the design limit set for these materials is 1013 rads.
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Figure 3-6. Radial Two-Group Neutron Flux, Lower
Radial Neutron Shield
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Calculations have been performed to determine the thick-

ness of the lower radial neutron shield can walls needed to accommodate

the pressure stress that results from a 30-year helium buildup in the
borated graphite. The helium is a product of the  108(n, a)7Li reaction.

Boron is absent from the inner row of shield cans for a

number of reasons:   Some of the cans in the inner row would contain

only graphite because of possible interface requirements with the instru-

mentation and control system. Since the first row of shield cans sees

a high-energy flux spectrum, the boron in these cans is relatively less
effective then is the boron in the next row, which sees neutrons that have

been moderated by the graphite in the inner row.  As a result, the ab-

sence of boron in the inner row of shield assemblies has relatively little

effect on the shield efficiency. The elimination of boron in all shield

assemblies of the first row will also reduce shield costs and result in

a more uniform shield configuration.
The calculation was performed with a multigroup diffusion

theory package to determine the rate of production of helium atoms in

the second row of the shield cans (first borated graphite row).  The peak
helium production (per can) occurs in this row. The pressure stress

was calculated assuming 70% release of the helium formed in the borated

graphite matrix into the void volume; a void volume of approximately  1

ft3 is supplied at the bottom of each can (see B&W drawing A3110OE).
The 70% release figure was chosen with some conservatism on the basis

of existing data.  It is probably overly conservative, however, since the

available data on the release of helium from irradiated boron carbide in
the temperature and burnup ranges of interest indicate that approximately

5 to 10% release can be expected.4 If the boron carbide is present in the

borated graphite material in large discrete particles (>100 microns),

then the helium release from the borated graphite should be quite similar
to that for boron carbide. Therefore, the assumption of 70% release

introduces a probable safety factor of approximately 7 in the calculation

of the internal pressure. The one-dimensional code used in the calcula-

tion yields the helium production rate only for that portion of the shield

between the upper and lower core planes.    It was assumed that the helium

production rate in the axial portions of the shields (not considered in the

radial 1-D calculation) to be one-half the calculated value. Using these #,
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assumptions, the gas pressure in the void volume at 1200 F was calcu-
lated to be 18 psi per shield can in the second row. Using this internal

pressure and the assumption that one incremental length of one face of
the hexagonal shield can can be represented as a fixed-ended beam, the
can thickness is set at 0.375 inch for type-304 stainless steel; the design
stress used for the SS 304 was 3750 psi:

3.2.4. Radial Biological Shield

The radial biological shield wall surrounds the reactor

vessel; it is composed of ordinary concrete with a 1-inch carbon steel

liner.  The wall carries the weight of the reactor vessel and its internals.

An inert gas cooling system reduces the maximum temperature in the
concrete to the design level of 180 F. More details on the cooling sys-
tem for the radial biological shield wall are given in section 8, which

also includes detailed drawings.

The composition and thickness of the radial biological
shield wall are set primarily by the permissible dose rate criteria cited

in section 3.1.3.1.   The most significant source of radiation associated

with the total biological dose rate at the outside of the shield wall is the

primary coolant activity. The total neutron flux of approximately 107
neut/cmz-sec (see Figure 3-4, section 3.2.3) at the outside edge of the
lower radial neutron shield makes a negligible contribution to the dose

rate at the outside edge of the radial concrete biological shield wall.
The neutron flux at this point has been attenuated by approximately 26
feet of sodium and steel and 6.5 feet of concrete. The other gamma
sources considered in determining the wall thickness are given in sec-
tion 3.2.2. Secondary gammas are almost negligible, however, because
of the low neutron flux level impinging on the inside surface of the shield

wall. The design data for the shielding requirements of the radial bio-

logical shield wall are listed in Table 3-6.

Table 3-6. Radial Biological Shield Design Data

Total wall thickness, in. /cm 79/200.7

Steel liner, in. /cm 1/2.54
Ordinary concrete, in. /cm 78/198.1
Maximum concrete design temperature, F 180
Concrete density, lb/ft 3 146
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The composition and thickness of the radial biological
shield wall are sufficient to reduce the total dose rate from all types of

radiation to less than 1 mRem/hr.
The maximum total neutron fluence seen by the radial

biological shield wall is several orders of magnitude below the radiation

damage limits imposed for either stainless steel or ordinary concrete.

The total integrated gamma dosage for 30-years of continual plant opera-

tion (at the inside edge of the shield wall) is approximately 1.3 X 1011
rads, which is well below the limit set for stainless steel.  At the ordi-

nary concrete interface, the integrated gamma dosage is approximately
3.3 x 1010 rads, which is within the limits imposed for ordinary concrete.

Nuclear heating in the concrete wall, due primarily to
the primary coolant activity, results in a temperature rise of less than

1 degree F.  This is well below the design requirement of 10 F AT cited

in section 3.1.3.2. Section 3.2.3 includes a diagram of the radial shield-

ing configuration (Figure 3-5).

3.3. Safety Precautions

All shields in the system are designed for the full power lifetime

of the plant and would require no special safety precautions.    In the  con-

crete shield, however, cooling is provided to maintain the maximum

shield temperature below the design limit. A temperature-monitoring

system will also be required in this shield (see section 8). These state-

ments are also true for the serpentine shielding material in the top cover

plug, except that insulation is also provided in this shield.  In the case

of the radial neutron shields that are in the form of canned graphite and
borated graphite, provision is made for their removal and replacement

when necessary (see Appendix B). All shield concrete is protected by
the steel cladding from spallation due to leaking sodium.

Wherever the integrity of shielding design is broken for penetra-
tions for piping, cables, and ducts, special precautions are taken in the

detail design to ensure that the plant will be safe in the event of any pre-

dictable accident condition.
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1. Radiation Damage Criteria

Radiation darnage to materials can be generally described as an ac-

cumulation of local property changes beyond a specified limit caused by
collisions between energetic particles and the atoms of the material,

which cause interstitial displacements  of the atoms. The extent  of  dam -

age to the material depends on many factors including the type and en-

ergy of the radiation, the radiation flux intensity, the period of exposure,
and the preparation and the temperature of the material. The environ-

mental temperature of the material undergoing irradiation is important,
because  in some materials, the radiation damage incurred  at  low tem -

peratures may be totally self-annealed at higher temperatures.

Radiation damage limits have been set for the following materials

used in the shielding system: graphite and borated graphite, ordinary

concrete, serpentine aggregate, and stainless steel.

1. 1.  Graphite and Borated Graphite

Radiation damage limits were set for the graphite and borated

graphite used in the radial neutron shields as a result of the following

considerations: Wigner energy storage and spontaneous release,  di-

mensional integrity, oxidation  rate, and thermal conductivity.    An in-

depth discussion of the mechanism of Wigner energy storage and re-

lease will not be attempted here, although a brief description will be
included for clarity.

Neutron bombardment of the graphite hexagonal crystal struc-

ture tends to knock the atoms from their bound locations in the crystal

structure into metastable interstitial positions. The interstitial position

represents a state of higher potential energy of the atom because of the

forces interacting between atoms of the crystal. Upon thermal agitation
r

of the crystal, the atom may return to a stable crystal location and re-

lease the stored energy as heat.  If the amount of stored energy is greater

than the natural heat capacity of the graphite, the release of energy may

become self-sustaining and may continue until the stored energy content

falls below a fixed level. Obviously, the sudden release of a large amount

of energy in a shield material is undesirable in that very high tempera-

tures, which could not easily be controlled, might ensue. The release

of the stored energy is dependent essentially on two conditions: The first
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is that prolonged irradiation take place at a low temperature,  and the
second is that the temperature of the graphite be raised high enough to

-  dissipate the stored energy associated with the metastable states of the

displaced atoms. Therefore, the amount and the rate of energy release

are dependent on the annealing temperature rather than the irradiation

temperature, the radiation exposure,  and the specific heat of the mate-
rial.  If the rate of energy release per unit of time is appreciably less
than the specific heat of the graphite, the effective specific heat will re-
main positive-,-and autocatalytic release of energy cannot occur.  Ex-

periments have shown that the Wigner effect is essentially absent in
graphite for exposures of approximately 1021 neut/cmz at irradiation
temperatures above 390 F.2 These values of allowable fluence and min-
imum irradiation temperature are set as design limits for the graphite
used in the radial neutron shields considering only the Wigner effect.

In the case of the borated graphite, radiation damage effects
will result from at least two sources: the aforementioned displacement
of carbon atoms  by fast neutrons  and the displacement of carbon atom s

by products of the essentially thermal 108(n,a)7Li reaction.   At low-

temperature irradiation, these additional displacements would enhance

the Wigner effect, although the total stored energy tends to be dissipated

quite readily at high-temperature irradiation. The maximum allowable

fluence and the minimum irradiation temperature set as design limits

for the graphite will be retained for borated graphite, considering the

Wigner effect.

The data on the growth and shrinkage of graphite under irra-

diation indicate that low-temperature irradiation produces growth, and

high-temperature irradiation produces shrinkage up to approximately
700 F, where growth is again observed. 2 Extrapolation of British data6
up to  1100 F (the approximate equilibrium operating temperature  of the

graphite employed in the radial neutron shields) indicates that at that

temperature, longitudinal growth is about  0.2% and diametral growth is
about 0.02%. Accommodating such small growth values should present

no problems in the present application; therefore, the radial neutron

shield cans that contain graphite will be designed to allow for about 0.5%

longitudinal growth and 0.05% diametral growth of the graphite.
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Radiation damage to the borated graphite used in the radial

neutron shields is attributed primarily to fast neutrons and energetic
products of the 108(n,a)7Li reaction. Qualitatively,  it has been shown
that boron accelerates the rate at which radiation effects are produced
in nonborated graphites.7 More extensive effects have been observed
in  a  primarily  the rmal neutron environment  than  in  a fast spectrum,

owing to the high thermal absorption cross section of boron-10.8  An
additional factor that affects damage is the discrete particle size of the

B4C in the graphite matrix. To limit n, a damage to the B4C particles

themselves, it is desirable to distribute the boron as relatively large
(>100 microns), discrete particles throughout the graphite matrix by

keeping the graphitizing temperature below 2450 C, the melting point

of boron carbide.  This is accomplished at a sacrifice of good graphit-

ization, which can significantly increase such radiation damage effects

as dimensional changes. General Atomics has used a warm-press and
sinter process which limits the fabrication temperature to about 1400 C.8

They have irradiated samples containing 20, 30, and 40 wt % boron at

660 and 1300 F, for neutron fluences of 2.4 X 1021 neut/cmz (fast) and
2.4 X 1021 neut/cmz (thermal). Dimensional changes of up to 0.2% di-
ametral shrinkage and 4.5% elongation were observed in these experi-

ments. The radial neutron shield cans housing the borated graphite

rnaterial are designed to accommodate elongation of about 6%, and ac-
commodation will also be provided for diametral growth of about 0.02%.

As more information becomes available for the irradiation and temper-

ature ranges of interest, firm requirements for accommodating dirnen-

Sional changes in graphite and borated graphite can be specified.
Another radiation damage consideration related to borated

graphite is the rate at which graphite oxidizes. The available informa-

tion indicates that the oxidation rate is increased by factors of 5 or 6

when the graphite is exposed to 4 X 1020 neut/cmz at 572 F. There is

further evidence  that this effect tends  to be annealed  out at higher tem -

peratures. 2 Although neutron fluence is limited'for other reasons,  no
limitation will be  set for the expre ss purpose of limiting the oxidation

rate of graphite. Two factors have influenced this decision: there is

only meager information on the subject available,  and the problem can
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be   solved by other means,    such as inerting the shield cans before  the y
are installed.

The effects of long-term irradiation on the therrnal conduc-

tivity of graphite and borated graphite could cause large temperature
differentials across the cans; thus cooling requirements and possibly
dimensional changes would also be affected.

The the rrnal diffusivity of graphite increase s significantly
with irradiation at room temperature. 9 High temperatures have  an
anne aling effect,   and  thus the fractional increase in thermal diffusivity
decreases with increased exposure temperature. 2 The results of ex-

perimental studies indicate that fractional change s  of  14 to  18  in the
thermal diffusivity of the graphite can be expected for an exposure of
approximately 1 X 1021 neut/cmz at 740 F. At Hanford Laboratory, the

thermal diffusivity of unirradiated and irradiated borated graphite was
measured by a thermal-pulse method. 10 The study involved irradiation

tests of two grades of graphite, each containing 5 and 7 wt % boron.

Changes in thermal resistivity (factors of 12 to 15) were observed for

an irradiation fluence of 2.5 X 1021 neut/cmz at 930 F. From experi-
mental evidence  such as this,  it is obvious that we must consider the

effects of irradiation on.the thermal diffusivity of graphite and borated

graphite in deterrnining the cooling and tolerance requirements of the

shield cans. The allowable fluence of 1021 neut/cmz that was set be-
cause of other radiation considerations will not be further restricted

because of thermal conductivity considerations.

1.2. Ordinary Concrete and Serpentine Aggregate

Ordinary concrete, which has been widely used as shielding
material for stationary power reactors, has been subjected to integrated
neutron fluxes as high as 5 X 1019 neut/crni with little apparent harm to

the concrete, although some property changes have been noted. 11  It has
also been noted that radiation exposures above 1021 neut/cmz can cause

gas evolution and crumbling of the concrete. The ordinary concrete

employed in the reactor shielding system (where it performs a shielding

function) is located in an area of low neutron flux intensity. The limiting

conditions are those of temperature and nuclear heat generation; there-

fore, no radiation damage criteria will be applied to the shield concrete.
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The serpentine shield in the reactor cover structure is an

aggregate poured between the stainless steel structural members in the

reactor cover structure. Since no structural requirements are imposed
on this material, no nvt limits are set except to insure that no appreci-
able gas evolution will occur. Serpentine aggregate is limited to a total

neutron exposure of 1 X 1019 neut/cmz, since no significant radiation

darnage is expected at lower neutron fluence values.

1.3. Stainless Steel

The three potentially significant radiation damage processes
for stainless steel have been identified as the production of crystal lat-
tice interstitial and vacancy clusters and their subsequent annealing be-
havior at high temperatures, helium production by fast neutron (n, a)
reactions with steel matrix elements, and helium generation by slower

neutron interactions with boron impurities.

Preliminary results on irradiation effects on the tensile prop-
erties of type-304 stainless steel in EBR-II indicate that the ductility and

rupture life of stainless steel are drastically reduced, and that the yield

strength is significantly increased by radiation exposure ranging from

1021 to 1022 neut/cmz, if the irradiation temperature is higher than half
of the absolute melting temperature (Tm = 2550 F). 12  It has been postu-

lated that the fast neutrons produce extended or complex de fects, 13  such
as clusters of vacancies or interstitials, which are stable at tempera-

tures higher than Tm/2, where isolated point defects anneal out at tem-

peratures less than Tm/2.

Considering all of the uses of stainless steel in the reactor

shielding system, the stainless-steel radial neutron shield cans are ex-

posed to the most intense neutron irradiation and the highest tempera-

ture of irradiation. The maximum high-intensity irradiation ternpera-
ture inthese cans isapproximately 112OF, which is less than half of

the absolute melting temperature of SS 304.  With this in mind, a some-
what optimistic radiation damage limit is set for these cans, i.e., that

no harmful effects will occur at a total nvt of less than 1 X 1022 neut/cm2.2
Except for neutron-induced irradiation damage to the shielding

materials used in the reactor shielding system, gamma-ray exposure

must also be considered in setting the overall life-of-plant environmental
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design requirements. A lengthy discussion of the mechanism of radia-

tion damage by photon interaction will not be presented here; the process
is similar to the damage caused by neutron scattering reactions.  Ap-

proximate gamma-ray exposure limits  have been imposed  for a numbe r

of power reactor materials; 2 those set for the shielding materials of

the reactor shielding system are summarized in Table 3- 1 along with
neutron fluence limitations.

2. Nuclear Heating and Temperature Criteria

The  mechanism of heating by nuclear processes  is a complex phe -

nomenon, and it will be sufficient here to state that radiation absorbed

in materials appears as heat.  The heat raises the temperature of the

material, which may create steep temperature gradients that lead to

severe stresses. Nuclear heating and temperature criteria are imposed

for concrete,  and a temperature criterion is imposed for serpentine ag-

gregate.

2.1. Concrete

Concretes are especially susceptible to local temperature in-

creases caused by nuclear heating, since there may be local stresses

that exceed the tensile strength of the concrete; these stresses result

in settling, warping, cracking, and the formation of voids.  Any of these

effects could produce radiation streaming and/or failure of important

load-bearing members. A nuclear heat flux that produces a local tem-

perature increase of  10 F is about the rnaxirnum to which concrete should

be exposed. 2  This limit corresponds to an incident heat flux of approxi-
mately 20 Btu/hr-ftz.  Thus, a local temperature increase of 10 F due

to nuclear heating is set as a design limit for the concrete in the radial

biological shield wall.

Temperature environment limitations must also be imposed
on the concretes used as shielding materials.  This is especially true

where the concrete shield also acts as an important load-bearing mem-

ber, as in the radial biological shield wall.  The two most important

factors here are high temperature dehydration, which results in signif-
icant reduction in the neutron attenuation ability  of the material,  and

loss of compression strength due to high-temperature exposure.  For
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tent after periods of 20 to 30 years.  Heat and radiation accelerate de-

ordinary concrete, dehydration is very slow at normal temperatures,
and many concretes still retain 50% or more of their original water con-

hydration, and at temperatures above 200 F, it is more discernable than

atordinary temperatures.2 Atabout 60OF, the process isquite rapid,
and at temperatures above  800 F, complete dehydration is usually  ob-
served. 14

Concrete that is mature in hydration and strength usually
loses about 20 to 50% of its compression strength when it is subjected
to temperatures as high as 600 to 800 F for long periods. Important

load-bearing concrete members, however, should not be exposed con-

tinuously to temperatures significantly above 500 or 600 F. Specimens

containing portland cement were subjected to wide and/or frequent ther-
rnal fluctuations; the loss of strength was two to three times as great as
losses produced by continuous high temperature exposure. As an en-14

vironmental requirement, therefore, the maximum temperature in the

radial concrete biological shield wall is set at 200 F to minimize the

effects of moisture loss, temperature gradients, and spallation.   In                               '
areas where the concrete shield is not an important load-bearing mem-

ber, the maximum temperature limit is 300 F.

2.2.  Serpentine

Less severe ternperature limitations are also imposed on the

serpentine aggregate material in the reactor top cover structure.  The

shielding in this area is for both neutron and gamma attenuation.

Serpentine- rock, a rnineral of asbestos, is essentially a hy-
drous magnesium silicate, 3 MgO · 2 Si02 ' 2 H2O· The water ofhy-

dration in serpentine is approxirnately 13.5 wt %. The remarkable

characteristic of the serpentine molecule is its ability to retain its

water of crystallization under exposure to high temperatures.  Dehy-

dration test results have shown that, once the free water  of the  mate -

rial is driven off (about  1% of the total weight), the remaining water is

driven off very slowly at temperatures above 950 F. 2 More recent tests

have  shown that after 2500 hours, samples exposed to a temperature  of

941 F were left with only 2.2% water by weight; after 2500 hours at 860
15F, 9.1 wt% water remained. As a design requirement of the systern,
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the maxinium temperature for the serpentine aggregate shielding mate-
rial in the top cover structure is set at 800 F to minimize the effects of
water loss on the neutron-shielding effectiveness of the material.  Nu-
clear heating and temperature criteria are included in Table  3- 2, which
follows section 3. 1.3.2 of this report.
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APPENDIX 3-B

Removal Capability of Radial Neutron Shields
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During the design stages of the reference concept work, a design

requirement evolved regarding the removal capability of the radial neu-

tron shield assemblies. This requirement states that, provided no sig-
nificant design and/or economic penalties result, the shield cans are to

be designed so that they can be rernoved. The reliability of the shield

cans in the intense radiation and temperature environrnent involved was
definitely a consideration in settling the requirement, although the shields

are designed for the 30-year of the plant.  The main consideration in the

design of the shielding is to prevent the activation of the secondary so-

dium system. To fulfill this requirement, boronated graphite was se-
lected in the reference design (see section 3.1.3.6 of this report),  and

upper and lower sections were required to provide space for the under-

the-plug refueling system to function.

The shielding in the upper section must be placed in an annular vol-

ume just inboard of the primary pumps and heat exchangers.  The reac-
tor coolant flow path requires that there be horizontal flow through this

shielding section.   The .flow requirement lends itself to individual shield

can assemblies separated by a coolant gap, and hexagonal cans were se-
lected to accomplish this in the minimum space.  Such a design obvisouly
makes rernovability possible.

Again, in the lower section, the shielding must be placed in an an-
nular volume-just outboard of the radial core blanket assernblies.  The

cooling of this shielding section becomes the governing design require-

ment, and vertical flow channels must be provided to permit upward by-
pass coolant flow. Hexagonal cans were selected; they will be the same

size as those selected for the upper section. Again, removability is

possible.

The design of the shielding enabled the assemblies to be removed,

   and methods of moving them were studied. Both section can assemblies

are identical in cross section but of different lengths (approximately 18
feet for the upper and 10 feet for the lower). The lower assemblies can

be removed by lifting thern,  one at a time, directly into the fuel transfer

machine. The upper assemblies must be transferred into a vacated lower

position using a special rnechanism installed in a refueling mechanism

port in the small rotating plug. The assemblies can then be removed
from this position in the same way the lower assemblies are removed.
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In evaluating the economic penalty imposed by the removal provi-
sions, the possible areas of significantly increased cost considered are
(1) the height and diameter of the fuel transfer machine, (2) access hole
size, (3) shipping facilities,  and  (4) the mechanism for removing the
cans. The height of the refueling machine  in the current reference  con-

cept is dictated by the control rod extension tube length. Its diameter

and the access hole size are governed by the refueling mechanism.

Therefore, no significant economic penalties are imposed in these two

areas.   As for the shipping area facilities, the trade-off occurs between
the cost of constructing a special trench below the spent fuel transfer
tube and the cost of the concrete that would otherwise replace the trench.

(The trench is required for handling the tall upper shield can assemblies.)
Our estimates indicated that little  if any economic penalty re sults  for  this

or any other shipping area facility.
Our previous discussion of how the lower assemblies would be re-

moved showed no cost penalty for the operation. Each assembly would

need a lifting adapter at its upper end, but no penalty was estimated for

this. The removal of the upper section cans does, however, involve  a
penalty.  The cost of the special mechanism needed to accomplish the
transfer from its normal upper position to a lower position has been
estimated at $25,000. There is very little probability that removal of

these assemblies will become necessary; the lower assemblies are def-
initely more likely to require removal.

In summary, the upper shield can assemblies are individual units

to permit coolant flow into the heat exchangers. Although it is very un-

likely that removal will be required, the cans can be removed if nec-

essary. The economic penalty involved would be about $25,000 for the

special mechanism, which would be built only if it is needed. Removal

of the lower shield can assemblies imposes no economic penalty.  The
increased flexibility of design and the easier maintenance permitted by
removable assemblies justifies the possible cost penalty imposed by the

requirernent for a special handling mechanism.
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APPENDIX 3-C

Methods of Calculation
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1.  General

Many of the physics parameters used in the design of the shielding

system for the reference concept were taken from DHRG3-SIZZLE, a

multigroup, one-dimensional, diffusion-theory digital computer package
used in reactor criticality and depletion calculations. DHRG3, a revi-

sion of GAM-I, is used with group-averaged ENDF/B cross sections to

perform a 68-group fundamental mode calculation. Multigroup group
coefficients are prepared by DHRG3 for use with the SIZZLE part of the

package.

Using the DHRG3 library, SIZZLE performs a one-dimensional
(sphere, slab, or cylinder) multigroup diffusion calculation.  The pro-
gram collapses the calculated cross sections to broad groups (one to six)
for each of four reactor sections and performs the broad group criticality
calculation and depletion.

2. Neutron Attenuation

Most of the preliminary neutron attenuation problems encountered

in the design of the shielding system were solved using the few-group
diffusion-theory package LIFE.

The LIFE program calculates one-dimensional criticality and core

depletion for a wide variety of reactor core designs. A 4-macrogroup
model is used for the criticality calculation, flux and power normaliza-

tion, and core depletion calculations. The thermal macrogroup constants

are obtained by averaging over the thermal Wigner-Wilkins spectrum.
The epithermal macrogroup constants are obtained by averaging over a
68-microgroup epithermal spectrum, which is calcaulated by solving the
transport equation in the P i (or Bl) approximation with Fermi age slow-
ing-down treatment for heavy elements, Grueling-Goertzel treatment

for light elements, and exact treatment for hydrogen. Shielding and

Doppler broadening of neutron resonances are calculated by the Adler-

Nordheim method,  and the Dancoff factor is calculated by Sauer' s method.

After each major time step in the depletion calculation, the thermal and

epithermal spectrums are recalculated, and the macrogroup constants

are updated. Both space and energy integrals are carried out to give a

complete neutron balance, mass balance, conversion ratio, and other

quantities of interest.
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Other neutron attenuation calculations have involved the multigroup
transport codes TOPIC and MIST. In general, these calculations were
performed to establish the validity of the diffusion-theory calculations.
It was found that the use of the diffusion-theory calculations for prelimi-
nary work was justified.

The TOPIC codes are designed to solve the one-dimensional Boltz-

mann equation in cylindrical geometry with up to 6 energy groups,  240
space points, 40 regions, and anisotropic (Pl) scattering. TOPIC is the

designation of the cylindrical version, and MIST is the slab version.

The boundary conditions for each group can be independently speci-
fied; the flexibility of the specifications permits

1. Perfect mirror reflection or symmetry,
2. Isotropic reflection (Lambert surface reflec-

tion), and

3. Anisotropic diffuse sources by means of
either a Pl Legendre series or a short table
of point values for the angular flux.

Independent specification of isotropic fixed volume sources for each

group is also allowed.

As implied, both homogeneous and inhomogeneous problems are

solved, and fissions can occur in either  type.
A direct method of solution, which was shown to be effective in the

MIST code, is used to solve for some of the angular flux points in each

group, and an inner iterative solution is used to solve for the others.

The result is that most problems converge in as few outer iterations as

diffusion theory solutions, and usually only one  or two inner iterations

are required.
The numerical approximation to the Boltzmann equation is linear

with respect to variation in the space variable r and one of the angular
variables. Gauss quadrature is used to handle the second (polar) angu-

lar variable.

3. Neutron Heating

The total heating due to the passage of neutrons through materials

was calculated on the basis of neutron capture, elastic scattering, and

inelastic scattering.
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3.1. Heat Generation Due to Neutron Capture

If the simplifying assumption is made that the gamma, alpha,
or beta radiation emitted during neutron capture is absorbed at once

and the heat is released at the point of capture, the heating in a cubic

centimeter of material, H (r), at point r due to the capture of neutrons
n

of known energy can be found by the following formula:

Hn(r) = 1.6 X 10-13 Ec(r)EB0n(r) watts/cm3 (C-1)

whe re 0 (r) = total neutron flux at point r, neut/cmz-sec
n

r = the spatial coordinates of the point under
consideration, crn

EB = binding energy of the neutron, MeV

Ic(r) = macroscopic neutron-capture cross sec-
tion,  cm- 1

3.2. Heat Generation Due to Elastic Scattering of
Neutrons

The heat produced by elastic scattering in any cubic centi-

meter of material is due to the energy absorbed by the nucleus of an

atom during the collision. This energy appears first as recoil energy

of the nucleus and finally as thermal motion.  The heat (watt/crn3) can
be calculated from equation C-2.

Hn(r)= 1.6 X 10-13Es(r)Eotn[l -exp(-6)] (C-2)

where
ES(r) = macroscopic elastic-scattering cross

section (at point r averaged over the
energy spectrum),  cm- 1

Eo = average neutron energy before collision,
MeV

6 = average logarithmic energy decrement
per collision

3.3. Heat Generation Due to Inelastic Scattering of
Neutrons

Inelastic scattering produces heat ih the shield by the exchange

of one neutron for another of lower energy. The energy left behind as a
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gamma ray eventually appears as heat. Assuming that the gamma ray

is absorbed at the point of emission, the formula for the heat thus pro-

duc e d   i s

H (r) = 1.6 X 10-13 Zin(r)0n(r)(Eo -El) (C-3)
n

whe re
Eo = the average energy of the incident neutrons

I. (r) = the macrosc fic inelastic-scattering cross
ln

section, cm

El = the average energy of the re-emitted neu-
trons, MeV

4. Gamma Sources

In calculating the gamma production rate in the core region, the fol-

lowing sources were considered: prompt-fission gammas, capture gam-

mas, inelastic-scattering gammas, and fission-product gammas.

4.1. Prompt Fission Gammas

There are 7.4 X 1019 fissions per second in the core region.
14

Approximately 7 gammas per fission result at about 1 MeV per gamma.

The resulting prompt-gamma production rate is 5.2 x 1020 gammas per

second at about 1 MeV per gamma.

4.2. Capture Gammas

In the core region, the predominant capture gamma sources

that were considered result from sodium, boron, and stainless steel.

4.2.1.       Sodium

Approximately 2 gammas per capture at about 2 MeV

result for sodium. 14

4.2.2.  Boron

For boron, approximately 0.7 gammas at about 7

MeV result for each capture.14

4.2.3. Stainless Steel

1.7 gamma per capture at 5 MeV is the result for

typical stainless steels.
14
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The total capture gamma production rate in the core region
by these elements is 2 X 1019 gammas per second (y/sec). In order to

include the elements not considered, this value is increased by a factor

of two, which results in a capture-gamma production rate in the core
region of 4 X 1019 y/sec at an equivalent energy of approximately 4

Me V/y.

4.3. Inelastic Scattering Gammas

There are approximately 2.2 x 1020 scattering reactions per

second in the core region. A conservative assumption is made that one

gamma is produced per scattering at approximately 1 MeV/y.

4.4. Fission Product Gammas

Approximately 3 X 1020 gammas per second are produced by
fission products in the core region at an equivalent energy of about 2

MeV.  The BURP code was employed for this calculation; it is described

elsewhere in this appendix.  The BURP code was also used to calculate

the gamma production rate in the spent fuel storage racks and in the

cover gas blanket. The calculated gamma production rates are 4 X 1019
y/sec at about 2 Me V and 1.6 X 1017 y/sec at about 0.4 MeV.

5. Coolant Activity

The specific activity of the sodium-24 isotope in the primary sodium

coolant was calculated using the following equation: 16

/        - At' \
Aooo(t') =  R< 1-e

(C-4)
vc   V 1   -AT  c C l-e     /

whe re
A 000(t') = equilibrium activity of 24Na, disc/sec

Ao = total 24Na neutron absorption rate,
absorptions/sec

t' = time of exposure of 23Na nucleus in
activation flux region, sec

T = period of complete circulation cycle for
24Na nucleus, assuming  that all 23Na nuclei
circulate at the sarne rate, sec

X . 24Na decay constant, .sec- 1
V    = core volume,  cm3
C
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Equation C-4 assumes a single-pass coolant circuit, a large number of
circulation cycles, and that Ao divided by the number density of sodium-
24 in the core region is much less than 1(*,a    << A).

24 A
6. Gamma Attenuation and Gamma Heating

BAGO is a general purpose digital computer program for calculat-
ing the heat generation rates and dose rates in and through laminated
shield slabs for five idealized geometries. The geometries and equa-
tions used in solving for the attenuation of gamma rays from each of the

five geometries are illustrated in Figure 3-C- 1 and listed in the following
tabulation:

Geometry Equation

BS -bPoint 0. --e (C-5)
4Haz

BS
Line 0 =2 [F(e, b)] (C-6)2Ha

•                             BS
Disc

cb=2    [El(b)  -   El(b   s e c
e) ] (C-7)

BS [ E2(bl sec e)   E2(b sec e) 
Truncated cone 0 =v' E2(b) - ET(bl) + , (C-8)

2Fs L
sec e sec e  j

BS
F

F(p, b) F(p,  b)              F(e,  b)
Cylinder 0 = Ixs LEAb) F(n/2, b)- E2(bA F(n/2,b)j F(n/2,b) (c-9)
where B = buildup factor

S = gamma sour-ce, photons/sec

b = I Biti
i

Iii = linear absorption coefficient of shield i,  cm- 1
t. = thickness of shield i, cm
1

Sf = line source strength, photons/cm-sec

F(e,b)   =       e b   s e c  e'   d e'
0

S = disc source strength, photons/cmz-sec
a

S = volumetric source strength, photons/cc-sec
V

ps = absorption coefficient of source material,  cm- 1
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Figure 3-C-1. Geometries Used in Solving for Gamma-
Ray Attenuation
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00 -t

El(b) = f ·e-- dt (C-10)
J     t
b

00 -t

E 2(b 1 =  
3e dt (C-11)

b  t 2

bl # IlsH + I I.L.t (C-12)
i li

0 = tan- 1 R/a (C-13)

The equations used are as derived by Rockwe1116 with the exception

of the equation for the cylindrical-source. · The semi-empirical equation

which is used for this solution substitutes a finite truncated slab source

of equal area for the cylindrical source. The agreement of this solution

with the numerical solution of the exact geometry is shown in Table C- 1.

Table 3-C-1. Error (90) Between Numerical Solution and
Semi-Empirical Fit

b    a = 50 R a = 20 R a = 10 R a=2R

Bsa = 1
1    - 4.35 - 1.08 - 4.19

3 -21.3 - 4.62 - 1.84

10 -10.4 - 8.99 -11.54

25    - 4.13 - 3.04 - 8.95

Fsa = 3

1   - 1.05 - 0.2 - 3.23

3    -14.65        --        - 0.81 + 0.36

10    - 9.54 - 8.38 - 6.15

25   - 3.8 - 2.38 + 0.38

Bsa = 5

1   - 0.88      --      + 1.27 - 9.3

3     - 5.69 +11.4 - 6.13

10    - 9.8 - 7.54 -11.1

25   - 3.9 - 1.67 - 4.82

Bsa = 20
1 0.0 +16.9 + 1.59 -10.6

3     - 1.1 +25.3 + 2.36 - 7.38

10    - 8.3 -11.95 - 8.48 -12.9
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It can be seen that the error in the use of this semi-empirical equa-
tion for the cylindrical source is well within the limits of the error of
the calculation.

The program is designed for a minimum of input preparation for
any given problem.  The tape dictionary includes shielding constants for
the materials listed below. The constants are stored as functions of

energy, and hence, straight-line interpolation for the desired energy

constants is used.

Water Heavy water
Iron Graphite
Lead Polyethylene
Ordinary concrete Aluminum
Barytes concrete Uranium
Ilmenite concrete· Sodiunn

The limitation on the program is the number of energy groups that

can be solved for any one group of input; this is limited to 10 energy

groups. The number of shield slabs that can be solved is unlimited in

that the program sums the relaxation lengths of the preceding slabs

automatically.

Buildup is included in the program by using a sum-of-exponentials

fit,

- a Bx - a  tix
B(px)    =    A l e 1 + (1 - Al)e 2

(C-14)

where
B(Bx) = buildup factor for relaxation lengths px

Al'al, (12 - material and energy-dependent constants

BX = relaxation lengths

The built:lup factor for any material at any given point in a shield array

can be chosen by the use of input data.
BONG calculates the dose rate, heating rate, or flux due to primary

or secondary gamma radiation. Several geometries are utilized by the

program; however, the basic source geometry from which the program

operates is the cylinder. This geometry is varied by applying the ap-

propriate input data; variations include a cylindrical shell source, a

rectangular source, and a disc source. The program has provisions

for 15 shields arranged either axially or radially about the source.  The
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axial shields are represented as slabs, and the radial shields assume

the same geometry as the source. The source and shields may be located

in a specified shielding medium.  Flux, dose rate, or heating rate points

may be located at any position outside the source, within the source ma-

terial, inside the exclusion volume of the hollow cylinder, or in the me-
dium. The program accommodates 10 energy groups of photons and pro-
vides for radial and/or axial variations in source strength.

For the calculations the program divides a cylindrical source into a

number of volumetric sources (mesh volumes), which are then treated

as point sources located at the center of each volume (see Figure 3-C-2).
The size, shape, and number of mesh volumes calculated by the program

depend on the input data. Initially, the source is divided by separating
it into cylindrical shells, starting at its outer radius and ending at the

radius of the exclusion volume or the center of the source, as the case
may be. Axially, mesh volumes are begun at the bottom of the shell.
The normal or slant penetration and the flux through all of the shields
for each energy group from a given mesh volume are calculated and

stored before the routine moves to the next mesh volume. The program

solves the equation for the intercept of the line [(y - Y 1)(xz - xi) = CY2 - Yl)

(x - xi)] between the source point and the dose point with each of the

shield interfaces (xz + x 2= rz) for a cylindrical shield (or Z=a for a
plane shield) in the x-y plane. From these intercepts the distances in

the x-y plane are calculated:

Flp  = 4(x2 - Xl)2 + (Y2 - Yl)2. (C-15)

The slant penetration distances in each shield in three dimensions are
then calculated for each column of mesh volumes by a ratio of the total

plane distance to the total three-dimensional distance.  The flux from

each source point is

SO  -b
0-B-e (C-16)

4Ha2
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Figure 3-C-2. Point Source Summation Program Method
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where
So = point source strength, y/sec
a = distance from source point to flux point, cm

n

b     =    I     'l i t i

i = number of shields

B = linear absorption coefficient

'                 t = thickness of shield

B  =  A le + A2e-alb - a zb   =   buildup  fac to r

The equation then becomes

So                      -   (1   + a. )b e  -  (1  +  a 2)b0 = -[Ale + A2                  ]                        (C- 17)
4Hai

Fluxes from the volumetric sources are calculated in the axial di-

rection before a radial angular change is initiated to calculate a new

column of mesh volumes.  With the appropriate input, the program ap-
plies a self-calculated axial distribution to the source points.  If this is

not desirable, there are provisions for inserting a distribution in source

strengths, axially and/or radially.
When the entire source has been divided and analyzed, the machine

prints out the total built-up flux, dose rate, or heating rate from each

energy group.

7. Secondary Gamma Sources

Secondary gamma sources in the radial biological shield wall and

the reactor cover structure are calculated using the code SEGO.  It was

assumed that all secondary gammas produced in these regions resulted

from thermal neutron capture.

Equation C- 18 defines the uncollided secondary gamma ray flux at

the plane surface of a single infinite slab shield.

L
0 = rato j evzdz j -2npdp (C-18)

     e-Br

0      0 4nrz
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where
+ = uncollided gamma ray flux at the source

slab surface

ta = macroscopic radiative capture cross sec-
tion for the production of gamma rays from
thermal neutrons

00 - existing thermal neutron flux in source slab
9 = slope of thermal neutron flux through source

slab

p = linear absorption coefficient of gamma rays
for source slab

x = variable for distance into a slab of thick-
ness L

p w variable for vertical distance in the shield
slab

r(z, p) = distance from differential volume element
of integration to point of measurement

The solution of this equation is

I a *o[     , L
1

H
11 (C-19)+  =   .-2-,      e        El(BL)-El(FL-   qL)  +   Ln     11  -   1]

With the substitution of a-* = 9/Bl and b = Bz into the equation to convert

the equation to Bz space, the equation becomes

Ea *0         -* b                                                                                               b
+  =-     e"        E l(b)  -  E l(b  -   e' b)  + Ln (C-20)

21 b - e'-b

This equation is derived for either side of an infinite, single-medium,
source slab where the thermal flux through the slab is represented by

a simple exponential:

O- Z
(C-21)0 = toe

Equation C-20 for a single homogeneous siab may be modified fur-

ther to permit the calculation of the gamma flux from any source slab in
a shield array at any interface in the array.  This is accomplished by
calculating the flux from each slab independently, assuming that the
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entire shield array has a thermal neutron flux slope corresponding to
and normalized to that of the source slab being considered.  The con-

tribution from the entire shield array at any interface is then corrected

by subtracting the gamma flux contributions from all portions exc.ept the
source slab being considered. Using this difference method, the follow-
ing  equation is deduced  for  the unc ollided  flux:

   =11a o   ec. *BEl(B)  - ev*bEl(b)  -  El[(1  -  c-*)B]  +  El[(1  - 9
+   1

-')b]   (C-22)2, l

where
b = Bx of shield slab between source slab and

dose point

B=b+ px of source slab

0 4    =      toe- 0---  b

Equation C-22 was modified to account for photon yield in a given
unit energy interval per thermal neutron capture by substituting Ea(E)
for Ea in equation C-22 where:

E (E)= y(E)E (C-23)a a

and y(E) = photon yield per capture per MeV.

A further modification was made in the equation to include gamma
ray buildup of the form

buildup   =  A l e a i B  +  (1   -  Al)e-'(12 B

The modified equation was incorporated into computer program DER-

029 to calculate the total flux at each interface from all source slabs in
each gamma energy interval.

8. Fission Product Inventory

Fission product inventory calculations were performed using the

code BURP, a digital computer codd written in Fortran IV for the Philco

2000 computer.  It is designed to calculate the activity of radioactive

fission products for up to 100 consecutive reactor operating and shutdown
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times.  As many as 209 nuclides may be considered. Activities can be

computed in a reactor containing one or two fissionable materials.  Fis-

sion products can be allowed to leak from the fuel at any specified rate,

and the activity concentration of each nuclide in the fuel, coolant, and

purification system is computed at each time step. The activity level
of each nuclide is multiplied by its gamma yield in each of six energy

groups, and the total gamma source strength is given for the core, cool-

ant, and purification system.
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4. REACTOR CORE SYSTEM

4.1.  Introduction

The body of this report includes both physical and functional de-

scriptions of the reactor core system, which includes as its main com-

ponents the active core assemblies and the radial blanket assemblies.
Core support structures and control rods are also closely associated

with the core system physically and functionally, but these are consid-

ered major components in the reactor vessel system (section 2) and the

reactivity control system (section 5), respectively. Discussions herein

that pertain to these components are concerned mainly with the interface

relationships of these components with the reactor core system.

Supplementary information is contained in the appendixes under

the following topics:

Appendix A - Particulate Fuels

Appendix B - Fuel Preparation, Fabrication, Recycling,
and Shipping

Appe ndix  C   - Fuel Assembly Fabrication

Appendix D - Physics Methods

Appendix E - Thermal and Hydraulic Methods

Appendix F - Applied Mechanics

Appe ndix  G - Basis for Choice

The sodium-cooled core described herein has been designed to

take advantage of the thermophysical properties of the sodium coolant,
thereby achieving the high power densities desirable in fast breeder re-
actors. Assembly structures are designed to allow for the greatest de-

gree of lattice optimization without jeopardizing the structural integrity

of the fuel assembly or the safety of the reactor plant. 1980 technology

has been applied wherever state-of-the-art advances could be antici-

pated.
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4.1.1. Core Function

The reactor core generates thermal energy for conver-

sion to salable electric power and produces excess plutonium for on-site

use or sale to other reactor operating utilities. The active core is the

primary heat source, and the blankets serve to reduce the leakage of
neutrons from the active core and to utilize the leakage neutrons to pro-
duce fissile plutoniurn.

4.1.2. Summary Description of the Core

The sodium-cooled, plutonium-fueled reactor core sys-
tem is the heat source for the 1000-MWe LMFBR power plant and is con-

tained within a pool-type reactor system. The active core is a modified
hexagonal configuration with an equivalent L/D ratio of 0.288.

This system consists of hexagonal fuel assemblies,  blan-

ket assemblies, and control rods arranged in a modified hexagonal con-

figuration within the upper cylindrical portion of the core vessel.   The

core vessel provides the boundary of the core system, as shown in the

arrangement drawing, Figure 4- 1.
Each fuel and radial blanket assembly is located and sup-

ported at the bottom by the grid plate and vertically positioned and held
at the top by the core holddown structure. This arrangement provides
for a rigid core and positive holddown of the fuel and radial blanket as-

semblies during reactor operation. Included as components within the

system are the fuel assemblies and radial blanket assemblies,  both of
which contain fuel pins and associated support structures.

The hexagonal fuel assemblies are 6.450 inches across

the outside flats and contain 331 fuel pins having a 0.280-inch OD and
located on a 0.337-inch triangular pitch.  The fuel pins are clad with

0.010-inch-thick, type-304 stainless steel and are fueled with vibratory-

compacted, particulate, mixed Pu02- U02 at 85% of theoretical density.

Each fuel pin is vented to the coolant through a porous plug and has an

active fuel length of 34.7 inches and a 14-inch axial blanket of depleted

UO2 at each end. A preformed, hexagonal, solid-wall, fuel assembly
can 0.128 inch thick supports the fuel pins and spacers. In addition, the

fuel assembly can localizes the effect of sodium voiding and provides

orificing potential.
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Figure 4-1. Core Arrangement (A31099E)
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The radial blanket assemblies are very similar to the
fuel assemblies except that the number and OD of the blanket pins are
different: Each radial blanket assembly contains 91 blanket pins, 0.608
inch in OD, located on a 0.638-inch triangular pitch. The blanket pins
are clad with 0.017-inch-thick type-304 stainless steel and are fueled

with depleted UO2, which is vibratory compacted to 90% of theoretical
density to enhance the core breeding potential. The length of depleted

UOT in each blanket pin is 42.7 inches; it extends 4 inches above and be-
low the active core, thereby reducing the radial neutron leakage through
the upper and lower axial blankets during reactor operation.

The control rod system comprises 18 shim-regulating
rods and 7 safety rods which are positioned in the active core to regu-
late and control the reactor power level during reactor operation.  Each
control rod drive unit consists of a control rod, an extension rod, a

drive, and the associated electronic circuitry. The control rod is a

cluster of 91 absorber pins restrained by spacer grids and surrounded

by a sheath. The individual absorber pins, which are 0.525 inch in di-

ameter and on a 0.600-inch pitch, contain tantalum at 100% of theoreti-

cal density as the absorber medium, and are clad in 25-mil, series-300

stainless steel. This subsystem is explained in detail in section 5, Vol-

unne 2.

The reactor core produces 2450 MWt and is cooled by the

upward flow of sodium coolant entering the core at a temperature of 800

F and exiting at a mixed mean temperature of  1100 F. Sodium coolant

is pumped from the lower reactor vessel, which is the low-pressure ple-
num and an integrated part of the overall reactor-pool system, into the

lower portion of the core vessel, which forms the high-pressure plenum.
The coolant flows from the high-pressure plenum upward through the

core in parallel flow paths represented by the active core, radial blan-

kets, control rods, and radial neutron shield subsystem into the top so-
dium pool.  This top sodium pool provides the static head necessary to

drive the sodium coolant downward through the IHXs, from which it re-

turns to the low-pressure plenum. The total pressure drop associated

with the sodium coolant circulating system, from the high-pressure

plenum to the low-pressure plenum, is 44.0 psi. Individual fuel pins in

the active  core have a maximum linear heat  rate of  16.0 kW/ft (beginning-
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of-life hot channel at 111% overpower),  and the fuel assemblies are ar-

ranged in three enrichment zones. The central zone (zone 1) contains

96 fuel assemblies, the intermediate zone (zone 2) contains 84 fuel as-
semblies, and the outer zone (zone 3) contains 108 fuel assemblies.  The

corresponding fissile enrichments are 10.4, 11.2, and 13%, respectively.
The equilibrium mid-cycle fissile loading is 3328 kg, and

the corresponding instantaneous breeding ratio is 1.34. The integrated

breeding ratio is 1.36, and the doubling time is 10.4 years. The methods
used in the calculation of these parameters are given in Appendix 4-D.

The tabulation below lists the major functional core sys-

tem parameters. All burnup-dependent parameters are reported for
the end-of-cycle conditions unless noted otherwise. .A number of acro-
nyms are used to denote different points in time during the reactor cycle;
for convenience, these acronyms are defined as follows:

BOL:  Beginning of Life. This condition refers to the clean
core which would exist only at original startup.

BOC:  Beginning of Cycle. These conditions exist at the be-
ginning of an equilibrium cycle.

EOC:  End of Cycle. These conditions exist at the end of an
equilibrium cycle.

General

Thermal power, MWt 2450
Power density, kW/1 (core), BOL 365.8
Specific power, kW/kg fissile Pu 880

Core loading, kg fissile Pu 2770

Physics

Fuel residence time, efpd 1050
Core avg discharge burnup, MWD/T 100,000
Doubling time (logarithmic ), yr 10.4
Feed fissile Pu avg enrichment, % 11.6

Breeding ratio  (avg  over life) 1.36
AK void, core + axial blanket, EOC 0.027

Doppler coefficient, T(dk/dT), EOC -0.0047
Power peaking factors

Radial and local, BOL/EOC 1.26/1.30
Axial 1.25

The rmal

(EOC at 100% power unless noted otherwise; maximum implies hot
channel factors included. )

Max linear heat rate at 111%power, kW/ft, BOL/EOC 16.0/15.4
Core max heat flux, Btu/hr-ftz, BOL/EOC 670,500/642,500
Core avg linear heat rate, kW/ft, BOL/EOC 8.32/7.75
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Hydraulic

(BOL and EOC at 100% power unless noted otherwise. )
Plenum-to-plenum core pressure drop, psi 34.4Flow rate, lb/hr X 106

Total reactor 92.70
Core and.axial blanket 83.78Radial blanket 3.97
Control rods 3.40
Radial neutron shields 0.55
Leakage 1.00

Temperature, F

Max cladding OD at 103% power 1209
Nominal hot channel cladding OD 1160
Coolant inlet 800
Mixed mean coolant outlet 1100
Max fuel central at 111%power, BOL/EOC 4447/4329
Nominal hot channel fuel central, BOL/EOC 3896/3800

4.1.3. Core Design Requirements

The general performance requirements state that the core

will be designed to minimize the cost of power from the 1000-MWe

LMFBR, consistent with the objective that the plant operate in a safe
and reliable manner, based on the assumed state of the art in 1980..  In

addition, the core design must result in a fuel doubling time that ap-
proaches the doubling  time of energy demands.    Two  of the most signifi-
cant quantitative requirements are that the core achieve an average re-

moval burnup of 100,000 MWD/tonne and have a fuel doubling time be-
tween 8 and 15 years. To fulfill the safe-operation requirement stated

above,  the core design will provide for the following:

1.  The core will function throughout its lifetime without ex-
ceeding acceptable fuel and cladding damage limits; this
criterion will apply under credible accident conditions
and conditions of normal operation with appropriate mar-
gins for uncertainties.

2.  The prompt power coefficient will be negative under all
.

credible circumstances.

3. Power transients and/or oscillations that could cause
damage in excess of acceptable limits will be prevented.

4.  In the event of sodium loss from the most reactive fuel
assembly, the resulting reactivity insertion will not
cause a damaging power transient.

The following design criteria are more specific:
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1.  The hot channel fuel temperature at 111% overpower
must not exceed melting during the fuel pin lifetime.

2.   The minimum pin spacing is 30 mils.
3.  The reactivity inserted if an assembly voids will be

less than one dollar in the most severe case.

4.  The combined reactivity coefficient due to thermal bow
and radial expansion will be negative.

5.  The assembly structure design must help to curb the ef-
fects of assennbly voiding.

The environment in which the core must function imposes
several additional requirements on the reference design:

1.  The coolant conditions, i. e., flow rate and temperature,
must be such that the cladding OD temperature will re-
main below 1300 F at 103% overpower.

2.  The coolant velocity will not exceed 40 fps in the fuel
assemblies.

3.   The coolant chemistry, in conjunction with velocity and
temperature, must be such that the cladding and can sur-
face corrosion is less than 0.5 mil per year.

4.  The cladding and cans must maintain their integrity
under fluence levels of about 5 X 1023 nvt.

5.  The fuel assembly structure must be designed to mini-
mize assembly and fuel pin vibrations.

The vented fuel pin cladding and the assembly can will be

designed to the following stress-strain criteria:

1.  The induced pressure stress (ep) will be less than 75%
of the 0.2% offset yield stress (SY).

2.     The rmal stress  (vT)  will  be  less than twice the allow-
able yield stress, and 0.25 0·T + ep will be less than SY:

3.  The pressure stress must not exceed the stress required
to produce 1% creep strain in 30,000 hours (about 3 years. )

The reference core shares some basic design requirements
with other systems.    The core support and holddown structure provides
one such interface requirement, in that the core must maintain its basic
configuration and integrity through normal operation and credible acci-

dents. In addition, the fuel assemblies must be located within the sup-

port structures with accommodation for the differential growth that will
result from environmental temperature differences between mating struc-

tures. Differential growth between the core, supporting structures,
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holddown, and control rods must be accommodated in the safest and

most controllable manner. An interface requirement demanded of the

reactivity control system is that the safety rod scrarn acceleration rnust

be at least 0.5 g. Fabrication, assembly, and handling procedures irn-

pose several additional interface requirements on the assembly struc-

tures and fuel pin cladding:

1.  The nominal cladding thickness must be at least 10 mils.

2.  The assembly can must have a nominal thickness of at
least  100 mils.

3.  The tolerances on the cladding will be 10.5 mil in thick-
ness and OD.

4.  The tolerance on the can thickness will be *2% of the
nominal thickness.

5.  The center line deflection of the hexagonal can flat will
not exceed 15% of the gap between assemblies.

4.2. Detailed Description of the Reactor Core

The reactor core is a single-pass, low L/D, cylindrical, up-flow

core consisting of 288 fuel assemblies, 138 radial blanket assemblies

and 25 control rods. The active portion of the core is blanketed both

radially and axially with depleted U02·   Each fuel and radial blanket as-

sembly is canned to localize the effect of sodium voiding, to provide ori-
ficing capabilities, and to give structural integrity during handling.

A hexagonal configuration has been used in the design of the indi-

vidual core assemblies. These assemblies are located within the upper

tylindrical portion of the core vessel. Bottom support for the assem-

blies is provided by the grid plate, which also locates the bottom of the

assemblies on a 6.500-inch triangular pitch with a nominal gap of 0.050

inch between assemblies. This arrangement results in a modified hexa-

gonal core configuration (Figure 4-1). In addition, all core assemblies

except the control rods are individually located and held down at the top

by the core holddown structure. A large Inconel-X spring located in the

bottom of the fuel and radial blanket assemblies ensures contact between

the assemblies and the holddown structure, and also provides for the

differential thermal expansion between the assemblies and the core hold-

down structure during reactor operation. A tight core is obtained by

adding bearing pads to the external surface of the hexagonal core assem-

bly cans and holding the core together by the core holddown structure.
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This minimizes assembly bow and associated core expansion effects and

helps to dampen the effect of seismic loadings.

The functioning of each component within the system is closely re-

lated to the arrangement of the interfaces of the subsystems.  More spe-

cifically, the pressure relationship to which the core assembly cans must

be designed is a function of the resistance path (bypass) on the outside

of each core assembly.  Also, the expansion reactivity coefficient is a

strong function of the interconnection and interplay of core assemblies

during reactor heatup. Stress problems associated with the hexagonal

core assembly cans are least severe if the leakage flow rate is mini-

mized, and the leakage path resistance across the bottom grid plate is

the dominant resistance. This design concept resulted in reduced ther-

mal stress in the core assembly cans and caused the highest flexural
stress at the lowest can temperature.

4.2.1. Fuel Assembly

Each fuel assembly contains 331 fuel pins which are 0.280

inch in OD and located on a 0.337-inch triangular pitch. The pitch spac-

ing between the fuel pins is maintained and their lateral support is pro-

vided for by the helical-ribbon spring spacers that contact the surface

of the pins at regular intervals along their axial length.  The fuel pins

and helical-ribbon spring spacers are held in place by six aprons, which

are positioned against the inside walls of the hexagonal fuel assembly can

and are in contact with the outer row of fuel pins at regular intervals

along their axial length.  In this arrangement, the aprons transfer the

supporting function of the hexagonal fuel assembly can to the fuel pins

and the helical-ribbon spring spacers to ensure a compact, spring-loaded

fuel assembly that requires a minimum of structural material.   Fuel pins

are attached to the lattice-type upper grid assembly structure by engag-

ing a female tee slot in the fuel pin end cap with a male tee bar on the

lower side of the grid structure.  This tee slot and bar arrangement per-

mits mechanical assembly of the fuel pins to the upper grid structure

without welding.  The fuel assembly upper and lower end fittings are de-

signed to perform in accordance with the integrated functional require-

ments of the core system.  The fuel assembly upper end fitting, lower

end fitting, helical-ribbon spring spacer, upper grid structure, lower
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grid structure, aprons, hexagonal fuel assembly cans, and the fuel pins
are described in detail in the following paragraphs. Arrangement, de-

tails, and dimensions of the fuel assembly are shown in drawings A31073E
*

and A31074E,  and fuel assembly fabrication is described in Appendix
4-C.

The upper end fitting is fabricated of type-304 stainless

steel; it is transformed to a lower hexagonal base. This hexagonal base
fits into the hexagonal fuel assembly can and is attached to it by either

threaded fasteners or a fillet weld.  At the top end of the fitting is the

handling knob, which is attached to the  main body by six sloping, equally

spaced, radial webs. The handling knob has a conical section to locate

the upper end of the fuel assembly in the core holddown structure,  an

upper cylindrical section that functions as a stripper (in the event the

conical section is frozen to the core holddown structure), and a lower

cylindrical section that forms the lifting shoulder that engages with the

grapple fingers of the refueling mechanisms during fuel assembly han-

dling.
The lower end fitting consists of the flow nozzle, the fuel

assembly support housing, and the compression spring, all of which are

described below.

The flow nozzle, fabricated of type-304 stainless steel,
has an inside diameter that diverges and is transformed into a hexagonal
shape at the top. The external surfaces of the flow nozzle are machined
to provide a hexagonal shape at the top, which terrninates and joins with
an intermediate hollow right circular cylinder, which also terminates

and joins with a smaller-diameter hollow right circular cylinder, which

forms the lower end of the flow nozzle. The upper hexagonal section of

the flow nozzle fits into the lower end of the hexagonal fuel assembly can,
mates with the lower grid structure, and provides for the attachment of

the lower end fitting to the can with either threaded fasteners or a fillet

weld.  Near the upper end of the intermediate right circular cylinder are

three equally spaced, radially located, machined grooves which guide
and retain the capture pins in the upper end of the fuel assembly support

-----

*
B&W drawings A31073E and A31074E are placed at the end of this sec-
tion, following the appendixes.
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housing. The smaller-diameter right circular cylinder provides the

guide for the compression spring and is tapered at the bottom with a

lead  angle to ensure free entry  of the flow nozzle  into the grid plate.
A shoulder formed by the junction of the intermediate- and smaller-

diameter right circular cylinders provides the bearing surface for the

compression spring during installation.

The fuel assembly support housing is fabricated from

type- 304 stainless steel and has a tubular shape which is flanged inward
at the bottom with three radially located holes for the capture pins at

the top. The design of the housing is such that it supports the fuel as-

sembly and retains and houses the compression spring, in addition to

limiting its axial travel.  This is accomplished when the housing is at-

tached to the flow nozzle by inserting the three stainless steel capture

pins through the holes in the upper tubular section and engaging them in

the three machined grooves in the upper end of the intermediate right

circular cylinder of the flow nozzle.

The compression spring is fabricated of Inconel-X wire,

which is helically wound into a spring that will provide the following:

1.  Compensation for fabrication variations.
2.  Compensation for differential thermal growth.

The compression spring is designed to operate in a so-

dium environment at a temperature of 800 F.  It has a working move-
ment of 4 inches after it is preloaded and retained within the lower end

fitting.  When the fuel assembly is positioned in the core, a maximum

of 2.5 inches of the compression spring working movement is used to

support its weight.
The helical-ribbon spring spacers are formed by twisting

thin strips of type-304 stainless-steel material about their longest axis.

Using this method, the strips of material form a clockwise helical pitch

about their centroidal axis. The helical- ribbon spring spacer concept
maintains the fuel pin pitch to acceptable limits and provides a damping
function for flow-induced vibrations and earthquake activity. The spring
characteristic of the spacer provides a means of absorbing manufacturing
and assembly tolerances, as well as fuel pin thermal growth.  The heli-

cal-ribbon spacer offers frequent (every 2 inches) support points and a
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reduced steel fraction, and it also supports a swirl flow pattern that aids
fuel assembly thermal performance.

The upper grid assembly structure is machined from a
solid plate of type-304 stainless steel into a hexagonal lattice of inter-

c6nnecting beams, which intersect to form a rhombic opening between

beams. The beams are fabricated by machining grooves  on each side
of the plate so that a rhombus is formed by their intersection. Beams

on the lower side of the grid structure are machined to form the bar con-

figuration required for the mechanical attachment of the fuel pins.   The

upper grid structure provides for the support and alignment of the fuel

pins and the hexagonal fuel assembly can with the other assembly compo-
nents.

The lower grid assembly structure is similar in material

and general description to the upper assembly grid structure, except

that no tee bar configuration is machined in the beams on the lower side
of the grid structure. The lower grid structure aligns the lower end of
the hexagonal fuel assembly can with the lower end fitting. The upper
and lower grid assembly structures provide a positive barrier to guard

against fuel pins or helical-ribbon spacers being driven from the assem-

bly in the event of major accidents.

Special apron-type spacers are required at the fuel pin

and hexagonal fuel assembly can interface. These aprons are fabricated
from interconnected axial strips of SS 304, which are punched out (dim-
pled) to obtain the desired pitch spacing.  In the design, two types of
aprons are required to provide for the proper fuel pi n pitch spacing and
support, to prevent line contact, and to ensure coolant flow between the

fuel pins and the fuel assembly can.  The two different kinds of aprons
are fabricated using a high-relief, rounded dimple form in one set of

aprons  and a low- relief, flattened dimple  form in the other. The aprons

are designed to transmit the compressive loading (preload) from the hexa-

gonal fuel assembly can to the fuel pins and helical-ribbon spring spacers.

In addition, the aprons provide for inserting a fuel pin and helical-ribbon

spring spacer subassembly into the hexagonal fuel assembly can without

sliding the fuel pins against the can wall.
The fuel assembly can is a preformed, hexagonal, solid-

wall structure fabricated of SS 304.  The can walls are designed to
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withstand the temperature gradient and core pressure drop with a mini-

mum amount of distortion during reactor operation. In addition, the
can walls must provide the support required to maintain the fuel pins

and helical-ribbon spring spacers in a compact, spring-loaded assem-

bly.  A prime function of the solid can is to localize coolant voiding and

minimize the possibility of massive voiding and subsequent meltdown.

The fuel pin is of a vented, free-standing clad design,

having an OD of 0.280 inch and a total length of 66.000 inches.  It is a

composite element, using 0.010-inch-thick SS 304 tubing as the cladding

material,  and is fueled with a particulate mixed Pu02- U02, which is

vibratory compacted to a theoretical density of 85%. Located at each

end of the active fuel are the upper and lower axial end blankets, which

are made up of depleted U02 and vibratory compacted to the same theo-

retical density as the active fuel. Beginning at the bottom, the fuel pin

is axially divided into the following lengths: a 0.5-inch lower end cap,

a 14-inch lower axial end blanket, 34.73 inches of active fuel, a 14-inch

upper axial end blanket, a 1-inch void, and the 1.767-inch upper end

cap assembly. The one-inch void at the upper end of the fuel pin pro-

vides for the axial growth and thermal expansion of the fuel during reac-

tor operation. The upper end cap assembly is designed to (1) contain

the 1-inch porous ceramic filter plug required for venting the fission
gases to the sodium coolant and (2) contain the machined female tee slot

required for mechanically attaching the fuel pin to the upper grid assem-

bly structure. The major criteria used to select the fuel to be used in

the core were safety, reliability, performance, and economics. Within

this framework, the potential fuel materials were considered further on

the basis of the present state of technology, the direction and emphasis

of the National LMFBR Program,  and the potential for the materials'

development within the time period considered. This assessment led

to the selection of the oxide fuel as having the best potential for achiev-
ing the near-term objectives of the National Breeder Program.  Addi-

tional information pertaining to the basis for choice, design considera-
tions, and fuel properties is discussed in Appendix 4-A. Fuel prepara-

tion, fabrication, recycling, and shipping are discussed in Appendix 4-B.

Fuel pin integrity is a major objective in reaching the

goals of safety, reliability, and performance. Of great concern in this
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respect is failure of the fuel cladding through rupture.  The main causes

of this type of failure are the reaction of the fuel to the reactor environ-
ment and the subsequent application of stress to the cladding after prop-

erty degradation has occurred. Such stresses arise from fuel swelling,

gas release, various fuel movements,  and fuel restructuring.   The solu-
tion to the problem of fuel pin integrity involves all phases of the inter-

actions of fuel, cladding, and coolant; however, the reduction of the

stress applied to the cladding by the fuel would be a major contribution.
Studies in our laboratory and the results of the national program indi-
cate that the use of a particulate-structured fuel will help to alleviate
cladding stress and to improve performance over that of sintered-pellet

fuels. Specifically, the particulate  fuel has potential advantages  over
pellets in the areas of (1) accomodating swelling, (2) eliminating ridging
and ratcheting effects, (3) distributing stresses on the cladding, (4)
thermal expansion behavior, (5) fission gas venting, and (6) fabrication

processing. The primary function of the fuel pin is to stand the 140,000
MWD/tonne peak burnup; this is made possible through the choice of a

particulate, low-density fuel that has the ability to accommodate fuel

swelling under minimal cladding restraint. An acceptable fuel rating,
i. e.,  one that is in accordance with economic goals,  is also a functional

aspect of the fuel which deserves close examination. Experimental evi-
dence to date has shown only a small decrease (<10%) in the 6kdt to

melting for particulate versus pellet fuels at equivalent smeared densi-

ties. The redistribution of fuel under startup and operating conditions

is an important functional aspect of the fuel that directly affects the fuel

temperatures and burnup capabilities. Beginning-of-life (BOL) perfor-
mance for the fuel assumes that the void has been formed during a nor-
mal programmed startup. The model for fuel redistribution and swell-

ing is discussed in Appendix 4-E (part 3).
The cladding, designed to be free-standing, is vented to

sodium at the outlet end through a porous plug.  This plug effects the

escape of fission gases from the pin while it prohibits the ingress of
sodium into the fuel chamber. The porous plug concept offers the great-

est potential in economic savings, nuclear performance, and safety (see
the "Vented Vs Nonvented Fuel Pin Trade-Off Study" in Volume 4).  A
secondary function of the porous plug is to delay the release of high-
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energy fission products in order to minimize cover gas activity and

cleanup requirements. The design of the porous plug is purely concep-
tual at this time, and its success requires and definitely merits experi-
mentation and material research.

Pertinent dimensions of the various fuel assembly com-

ponents  are as follows:

Upper End Fitting

Handling knob upper cylindrical section diameter, in. 0.75
Handling knob conical section, included in degrees                     60
Handling knob lower cylindrical section diameter, in. 2.250
Web thickness, in. 0.25
Transition ID, in. 4.1875
Hexagon base across flats, in. 6.194
Overall length, in. 17.5

Lower End Fitting

Flow nozzle hexagonal section (across flats), in. 6.194
Flow nozzle ID, in. 3.875
Flow nozzle intermediate circular cylinder diameter, in. 6.000
Flow nozzle lower circular cylinder diameter, in. 4.500
Fuel assembly support housing OD, in. 6.437
Fuel assembly support housing thickness, in. 0.187
Compression spring wire diameter, in. 0.500
Compression spring helical pitch, in. 1.000
Maximum travel between flow nozzle and fuel assembly

support housing, in. 4.000
Helical-ribbon spring spacers

Clockwise helical pitch, in. 2.00
Material width, in. 0.113
Material thickness, in. 0.020
Overall length, in. 65.750

Upper Grid Assembly Structure

Grid hexagonal section (across flats), in. 6.194
Beam width, in. 5/32
Beam depth, in. 3/4
Beam pitch, in. 0.337
Grid overall thickness, in. 1-1/2

Lower Grid Assembly Structure

Grid hexagonal section (across flats), in. 6.194
Beam width, in. 0.156

Beam depth, in. 0.75
Beam pitch, in. 0.337
Grid overall thickness, in. 1.5
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Aprons

Apron width, in. 3.375

Axial pitch of apron dimples, in. 2.00

Apron axial strip width, in. 0.20

Apron material thickness, in. 0.015

High-relief dimple height, in. 0.138
Low-relief dimple height, in. 0.0385

Hexagonal Fuel Assembly Can

Can hexagonal section (across flats, outside), in. 6.450
Can wall thickness, in. 0.128

Overall length, in.
74

Fuel Pin

Overall fuel pin length, in. 66.000

Active fuel length, in. 34.733

Upper and lower blanket length, in. 14.0

Lower end cap length, in. 0.500

Upper end cap assembly length, in. 1.767

Porous ceramic filter plug length, in. 1.000

Straightness, in. /ft 0.005

Cladding OD, in. 0.280

Claddingthickness, in. 0.010

4.2.2. Blanket Assembly

Each blanket assembly contains 91 blanket pins, each of

which has a 0.608-inch OD and is located on a 0.638-inch triangular

pitch. The pitch spacing between the blanket pins is maintained, their               "

lateral support is provided for, and the blanket pins and helical-ribbon

spring spacer are held in place in the same manner as is used in the

design of the fuel assembly.
The upper end fitting, lower end fitting, helical-ribbon

spring spacer, upper grid structure, lower grid structure, aprons, and

the hexagonal blanket assembly can are similar to those used in the fuel

assembly design described in section 4.2.1. The arrangement, details,

and dimensions of the blanket assembly are shown in drawings A31104 E '

..
'

B&W drawing A31104E is placed at the end of this section, following
the appendixes.
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and A31105E." Blanket assembly fabrication is identical to the fuel as-

sembly fabrication described in Appendix 4-C.

The blanket pin utilizes a vented, free-standing cladding

design having an outside diameter of 0.608 inch and a total length of

66.000 inches.  It uses 0.017-inch-thick, type-304 stainless-steel tubing

as the cladding material and is fueled with depleted U02, which is vibra-
tory compacted to a theoretical density of 90%. Beginning at the bottom,

the blanket pin is divided axially into the following lengths:al 0.50-inch

lower end cap, 42.73 inches of oxide, an 11-inch void, anda 1.77-inch

upper end cap assembly. The upper end cap assembly used for the blan-

ket pin provides the identical requirements  and is similar  to  the  uppe r

end cap assembly used in the fuel pin.

The following tabulation includes the pertinent dimensions

of the various blanket assembly components:

Upper End Fitting

Handling knob upper cylindrical section diameter, in. 0.75

Handling knob conical section, included angle in degrees               60

Handling knob lower cylindrical section diameter, in. 2.250

Web thickness, in. 0.25

Transition ID, in. 4.1875

Hexagonal base across flats, in. 6.194
17.5Overall length, in.

Lower End Fitting

Flow nozzle hexagonal section (across flats), in. 6.194

Flow nozzle inside diameter, in. 3.875

Flow nozzle intermediate circular cylinder diameter, in. 6.000

Flow nozzle lower circular cylinder diameter, in. 4.500

Fuel assembly support housing OD, in. 6.437

Fuel assembly support housing thickness, in. 0.187

Compression spring wire diameter, in. 0.500

Compression spring helical pitch, in. 1.000

Maximum travel between flow nozzle and fuel assembly
support housing, in. 4.000

Helical-ribbon spring spacers

Clockwise helical pitch, in. 2.00

Material width, in. 0.133

-----

./

B&W drawing A31105E is placed at the end of this section, following
the appendixes.
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Mate rial thickness, in. 0.020
Overall length, in. 65.750

Upper Grid Assembly Structure

Grid hexagonal section (across flats), in. 6.194
Beam width, in. 0.25
Beam depth, in. 0.75
Beam pitch, in. 0.638
Overall grid thickness, in. 1.50

Lower Grid Assembly Structure

Grid hexagonal section (across flats), in. 6.194
Beam width, in. 0.25
Beam depth, in. 0.75
Beam pitch, in. 0.638
Overall grid thickness, in. 1.50

Aprons

Apron width, in. 3.375
Axial pitch of apron dimples, in. 2.00

Apron axial strip width, in. 0.20
Apron material thickness, in. 0.015

High-relief dimple height, in. 0.214
Low- relief dimple height, in. 0.030

Hexagonal Blanket Assembly Can

Can hexagonal section (across flats, outside), in. 6.450
Can wall thicknes s, in. 0.128
Overall length, in. 74

Blanket Pin

Overall length of blanket pin, in. 66.000

Length of blanket oxide, in. 42.733
Lower end cap length, in. 10.500

Upper end cap assembly length, in. 1.767
Porous ceramic filter plug length, in. 1.000

Straightness, in. /ft 0.005
Cladding OD, in. 0.608

Cladding thickness, in. 0.017

l
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4.3. Performance

This section describes the behavior of the core under normal,

steady-state operation. Core performance is grouped into two categor-

ies-( 1) thermal and hydraulic performance and (2) nuclear performance.
Included in the thermal and hydraulic performance are coolant, fuel,

and blanket temperature distributions and coolant velocity and pressure

profiles. The nuclear performance results include power distributions,

fuel management, mass balances, breeding ratios, and reactivity coef-

ficients.

4.3.1.    Thermal and Hydraulic Performance

The reactor coolant mixed-mean temperature rise is 300

F at 100% power with inlet and outlet temperatures of 800 and 1100 F.

The resulting total core flow rate is 92.7 X 106 lb/hr, corresponding to

an overall pressure drop (including elevational changes) of 34.4 psi.
Table 4-1 lists the core power distribution, coolant mass balances and

heat balance; these parameters are listed for both BOL and EOC condi-

tions.

Thermal and hydraulic calculations have been performed

on the basis of the axial and radial power distributions shown in Figures

4-2 and 4-3.  The hot channel variables were computed using the follow-

ing hot channel factors:

Factor on enthalpy rise, FAH 1.132

Factor on film drop, F0 1.25

Factor on heat flux, F" 1.1
q

The power in each figure has been normalized with respect to average

core conditions at BOL. Calculations to determine this core power dis-

tribution have been performed with a one-dimensional physics model,

so that the entire core has been approximated by a cylinder of equivalent

height and volume.

The active core and radial blanket flows have been tailored

to the radial power distribution to the extent allowed by orificing the in-

dividual fuel and radial blanket assemblies. Ofifices have been designed

to maintain constant maximum hot channel cladding temperatures between

assemblies. The extent to which the gross reactor flow profile can be
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shaped to match the power profile is also limited by the power shift dur-

ing core lifetime.   For the constant orificing scheme, the coolant flow

distrubution will be as shown in Figure 4-4. Also shown are the corre-

sponding assembly pressure drops and the required orifice pressure

drops.

Table 4- 1. Power Deposition

Axial Radial

(a)
blanket, blanket, Neutron thermal

Co re, MW MW MW shields, MW

BOL 2384 41.5 23.9 0.6

EOC 2215 171.4 63.0 0.6

Core Power Distribution

Clad, coolant,
& structure, Control

Fuel, MW MW rods, MW Total

BOL 2292            81             11        2384

EOC 2135 77              3        2215

Reactor Heat Balance

Flow,
Component lb/hr X 10-6 Power, MW AT, F

BOL

Core + axial blanket 84.78 2414.5 324.0

(including leakage)
Radial blanket 3.97 23.9 68.3

Control rods 3.40 11.0 37.0

Neutron thermal shields 0.55 0.6 13.0

Reactor heat balance 92.70 2450.0 ---I*  300.0

EOC

Core + axial blanket 84.78 2383.4 320.0

(including leakage)
Radial blanket 3.97 63.0 180.0

Control rods 3.40 3.0 10.0

Neutron thermal shields 0.55 0.6 13.0

Reactor heat balance 92.70 2450.0 -- 300.0

(a)Core includes all power within the blankets
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Figure 4-2.  Core and Radial Blanket Radial Power
Peaking Factors
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Figure 4-3.  Core and Axial Blanket Axial Power Peaking
Factors
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Figure 4-4. Coolant Radial Flow Distribution
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The power and flow distributions result in the reactor
radial outlet temperature distribution shown in Figure 4-5. This figure
indicates fuel and radial blanket assembly outlet temperatures only; the
regulating rod and leakage flows are not included. Relatively high tem-
perature gradients exist in the radial blanket assemblies; these gradients
can be reduced by increasing the flow rates to the assemblies. However,
radial blanket flow rates would be increased at the expense of decreasing
the coolant flow rate in the core (for a constant AT), thereby resulting
in increased core temperatures. Doubling the radial blanket flow rate
would produce an increase in the core hot channel maximum cladding
surface temperature from 1209 to 1227 F (at 103% power).

The fuel pin performance is presented for three condi-

tions:  (1) the average channel, having the average core coolant flow rate
and power density; (2) the nominal hot channel, having the core peak
coolant flow rate and power density; and (3) the hot channel, having the
peak coolant flow rate and power but including the effects of hot channel
factors and overpower conditions.

Within individual assemblies, the orifices were designed
to result in a constant hot channel cladding temperature map from as-
sembly to assembly.  Both BOL and EOC conditions have been analyzed
to ensure operation within the established design limits of temperature
and stress. Calculations performed on this basis  show an average cool-
ant flow rate of 878 lb/hr per pin with a peak flow rate of 963 lb/hr.
The static and total pressure profiles for the nominal hot channel are
shown in Figure 4-6, and the performance of a typical assembly located
at the outer edge of the core is illustrated in Figure 4-7. These outer

bundles are of particular interest, because they represent the highest

temperature gradient of any core assembly. The coolant flow rate,  ve-

locity, and outlet temperature have been determined on the basis of a

parallel-channel approach. The differences between adjacent cells

would be reduced in an operating bundle, since the analytical model does

not consider cell-to-cell fluid mixing. The curves labeled A-A and B-B

represent two extreme bundle orientations. Figure 4-8 is a similar pre-
sentation of the peak radial blanket assembly performance.
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Figure 4-5.  Core and Radial Blanket Coolant Outlet
Temperature Profile
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Figure 4-6. Fuel Assembly Pressure Drop
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Figure 4-7. Performance of Fuel Assembly Subjected to
Worst Radial Power Gradient
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Figure 4-8. Performance of Radial Blanket Assembly
Subjected to Severe Radial Power Gradient
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Having established the flow distribution within each as -
sembly, sufficient information is available to determine the operating
temperatures for the cladding (see Figures 4-9 and 4-10).  The fuel pin
cladding temperature is of interest primarily as it relates to fuel pin

integrity; it is known that the strengths of all available cladding materials
and their chemical compatibility deteriorate rapidly with cladding tem-
peratures over 1300 F.  In view of the particulate fuel and the vented-
to-coolant concept for handling fission gas, the cladding thickness of 10
mils (nominal) was chosen as a realistic possibility for the target burnup
of 100,000 MWD/tonne. The strength of cladding of this thickness is as-
sumed to be sufficient to direct the particulate fuel growth to the voidage
provided in fuel porosity over the target lifetime and to provide pin in-
tegrity during assembly, shipping, and handling operations. The calcu-
lational techniques now common to the nuclear industry are inadequate

for describing the fuel pin cladding-fuel interactions that result from
fuel swelling. Existing models are overly pessimistic, and input re-
quirements are so uncertain that the engineer is left with too many as-
sumptions which are keys to the final solution of the problem.

Aside from preventing cladding failure, a second design
limit is that fuel melting shall not occur under overpower conditions.
Consequently, the fuel operating temperature becomes a meas ir,· of
how closely a design approaches peak performance.  BOL and EOC
radial fuel pin temperature distributions are shown ir.  Fig,irc.:  4- 1 1.,
4-12,   and 4-13, which represent  the hot channel, nominal  hot  char.nel,
and average channel conditions, respectively (refer to Appendixes 4-D
and 4-E for discussions of calculational methods). Also shown in thene
figures are the effects of fuel densification on the pin radial power pro-
files.   This fuel densification model is somewhat simplified in that EOC
calculations were performed for a hypothetical fuel pin operating under
a constant power profile. Should higher power densities occur at any
time during core life, fuel restructuring will continue, in order to en-
hance the thermal conductivity. Consequently, the temperatures reported
for the reference design  may be somewhat high.
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Figure 4-9.  Fuel Pin Cladding Temperature
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Figure 4- 10. Radial Blanket Pin Axial Cladding Temperature
Profile
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As is evident from these results, the fuel pin thermal

design has not been pushed to the limits.  In fact, the BOL and EOC

comparison in Figure 4- 14 shows  that the hot channel fuel central tem-

peratures are about 575 and 200 F less, respectively, than the allowable

melting temperature. This apparent conservatism may be offset by the

realization that, under more detailed fuel management schemes and
more exacting two-dimensional power shape calculations, the margin
between the calculated and allowable central fuel temperatures could be

considerably less. In other words, the seemingly conservative approach

is a result of the conceptual nature of the reference design.
The average, nominal hot channel, and hot channel axial

temperature profiles are shown in Figure 4- 15.    The peak temperature

occurs near the core center line and toward the coolant outlet. Axial

power profiles have been assumed to be symmetrical for the purposes

of these calculations.

Calculations have also been performed to determine axial

and radial temperature profiles for the blanket pins at the end of core

life. The results  of this study for  the peak blanket pin are shown graph-

ically in Figures 4-16 and 4-17. EOC temperatures are shown to be

considerably below melting, and the peak temperature is only slightly

above that at which equiaxed grains begin to form. Future shuffling

schemes may allow the Alanket pins to remain in the core through ad-

ditional fuel cycles,  so that power will be increased in these pins.

4.3.2. Physics Performance

The rea·ctor core is made up of the active core and the

radial and axial blankets. The active core has three enrichment zones

which, starting from the center of the core, occupy 33, 29, and 38% of

the total core volume, respectively. Feed enrichments to these zones

are inthe ratio 1.00:1.08:1.25, again starting from the innermost zone.

In all cases, the feed uranium to the core and blankets is depleted to 0.3
wtgo 235U. Core dimensions and physical parameters (such as volume

fractions) are given in Table 4-2. The diameters are mean diameters

-----

'

Figure 4-1, a cross-sectional diagram of the core, shows the zone
boundaries.
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rather than envelopes.   Some of the information is given elsewhere in
this system description; however, it is repeated here for easy reference.

Table 4-2. LMFBR Reference Core Description
and Volume Fractions

Description

Radial Axial Radial Axial
Core blanket blanket reflector reflector

Outer diameter, in. 120.735 144.927 120.735 168.549 120.735

Height, in. 34.733 34.733 14.000 34.733 11.810
Volume, liters 6516.254 2873.070 5253.110 3310.191 4431.756
No. of fuel assemblies 288 138 288      --          --

Zone 1                        96       --          --          --          --Zone 2                         84       --          --          --          --Zone 3 108       --          --          --          --
Fuel  pin  OD, in. 0.280 0.610 0.280                 --

Fuel pin pitch, in. 0.337 0.640 0.337       --

Cladding thickness, in. 0.010 0.017 0.010       --           --

Assembly pitch, in. 6.500 6.500 6.500       --           --                    •
Area/assembly, in.2 36.590 36.590 36.590       --           --
Fuel density, %                      85           90           85        --            --
Steel type 304 SS 304 SS 304 SS 304 SS 304 SS
Average temperatures, F

Fuel 2500 2000 2000       --
Sodium 957 975 975 975 975

Volume Fractions

Fuel Sodium Steel Tantalum

One-dimensional calculation

Core zone 1 (including 13 CR) 0.4232 0.3968 0.1625 0,0175
Core zone 2 (including 6 CR) 0.4485 0.3757 0.1660 0.0098
Core zone 3 (including 6 CR) 0.4552 0.3701 0.1665 0.0082
Radial blanket 0.6436 0.1947 0.1617       --
Axial blanket 0.4421 0.3533 0.1693 0.0352
Radial reflector                   -- 0.5000 0.5000        --
Axial reflector -- 0.3560 0.1798        --

Two-dimensional calculation

Fuel assembly 0.4805 0.3490 0.1705        --
Control  rod  in                                                - -               0.4031 _ 0.1588 0.4411
Control rod out                                     - - 0.9234 0.0766 0.0000
Radial blanket 0.6436 0.1947 0.1617       --
Radial reflector                    -- 0,5000 0.5000       --
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Figure 4- 14. Maximum Allowable Fuel Temperature
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Figure 4-15. Axial Central Fuel Temperature Profile,
Beginning of Life
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Figure 4-16. Radial Blanket Pin Peak Radial Temperature Profile
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Figure 4-17. Radial Blanket Pin Peak Axial Temperature Profile
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The volume fractions in the first group in the table are

those used in the one-dimensional calculations. The variation between

the zones reflects the different number of control rods included in each
zone:  zone 1 has 96 fuel assemblies and 13 control rods, whereas zone

3 has 108 fuel assemblies and 6 control rods. Volume fractions used in

the two-dimensional calculations are listed in the second group in Table

4-2.  Here, of course, individual fuel assemblies and control rods are

shown discretely so that gross homogenization is not required.

The design considerations that influenced the reference

design and a brief history of the evolution of the design are discussed

in Appendix 4-G.

Preliminary criticality and depletion calculations were

performed using one-dimensional methods to expedite the development

of the design and to avoid repeating expensive two-dimensional calcula-
tions as the design changed. The final two-dimensional calculations

were then performed to verify the one-dimensional results, and in some
cases to provide additional detail.     In many cases  both  one-  and  two -

dimensional results are presented.
The basic fuel management scheme planned for the ref-

erence design calls for discharging approximately one third of the fuel

assemblies at the end of each cycle at an average burnup of 100,000

MWD/T. A detailed discussion of the fuel management scheme is pre-

sented later.

In order for the one-dimensional results to be meaningful,
an equivalence to the true fuel management was established.  At the end

of an equilibrium cycle, one third of the core has a burnup of 100,000

MWD/T after having been in the core for the equivalent of 1050 effective

full power days,  and the remaining two thirds have burnups of 67,000

and 33,000 MWD/T.  Thus, the burnup averaged over the three batches

is approximately 67,000 MWD/T, which is equivalent to the average

burnup that would be experienced by a core going to a single-batch burnup

of 721  effective full power days. Similarly, the average fuel burnup at

the middle of an equilibrium cycle is 50,000 MWD/T, which is equivalent

to a single-batch burnup of 521 days. Therefore, one-dimensional re-

sults computed at 521 days represent mid-cycle conditions, while the

results at 721 days represent end-of-cycle conditions. The methods used
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to generate the information that is presented in the remainder of this
section are discussed in detail in Appendix 4-D, part 2.

Power distributions within the active core and the power

split between the active core and the blankets are important factors in

optimizing the core design. Gross radial and axial power distributions

generated with one-dimensional methods are shown in Figures 4-2 and
4-3. These distributions were the basis for the thermal and hydraulic

analyses described earlier. Since no allowance for local and/or azi-

muthal peaking is included, an additional factor of 1.075 was assumed,

pending the results of two-dimensional calculations. Peaking factors

that correspond to these distributions, power fractions in the core and

blankets, power densities, and specific powers are presented in Table

4-3.  Three sets of values are given; the first set, labeled BOL, is for

the clean core.  The set at 521 days is for mid-cycle conditions, and
the set at 721 days is for end-of-cycle conditions (EOC). It should be
noted that, although the peaking factor at EOC is higher, the average
power in the core has decreased enough that the power density is less

than that at BOL.
The aisembly-averaged peaking factors generated during

the two-dimensional calculations are shown in Figures 4-18 through 4-25.
These peaking factors do not necessarily contradict the one-dimensional
peaking factors just discussed.  If the assumed local and azimuthal peak-

ing factor of 1.075 is included, all of the two-dimensional peaking factors

are  within the range.

For example, at the beginning of cycle I, the maximum

peak is in assembly 42 (Figure 4-18); the average peak is 1.12. However,

because of the flux gradient across the assembly, the maximum peak
within the assembly is 1.26.  This is greater than the 1.19 gross radial

peak obtained in the one-dimensional calculation but less  than the  1.28

peak that would be obtained if the 1.075 factor for local peaking is in-
cluded. During cycles I and II, the power distributions are reasonably

constant, with a shift toward the center of the core during cycle II.
Since k changes very little during these cycles, the shim rod positioneff

would not change significantly.
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Table 4-3. Power-Related Parameters: Peaking Factors,
Power Fractions, Average Power Densities,
and Average Specific Power

BOL 521 days EOC

Peaking factors

Radial core zone 1 1.055 1.224 1.250

Radial core zone 2 1.188 1.196 1.192

Radial core zone 3 1.162 1.068 1.052

Axial zone 1.248 1.211 1.197

Power fractions

Core 0.973 0.923 0.904

Radial blanket 0.010 0.022 0.026

Axial blanket 0.017 0.055 0.070

Average power densities, kW/f

Core 365.8 347.0 339.8

Radial blanket 8.4 19.0 22.0

Axial blanket 8.0 25.5 32.9

Average specific power, kW/kg fissile

Core 842.2 803.8 794.5

Radial blanket 533.6 242.8 220.2

Axial blanket 731.5 343.3 340.5

Total reactor 835.2 714.7 648.2

Total power = 2450 MWt

0
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Figure 4- 18. Assembly Peaking at Beginning of Cycle I
(Rod 53 Inserted)
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Figure 4-19. Assembly Peaking at Beginning of Cycle
(Rods 53 and 57 Inserted)
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Figure 4-20. Assembly Peaking at Beginning of Cycle II
(Rod 54 Inserted)
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Figure 4-21. Assembly Peaking at Beginning of Cycle III
(Rod 53 Inserted)
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Figure 4-22. Assembly Peaking at End of Cycle III
(Rods Out)
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Figure 4-23. Assembly Peaking at Beginning of Cycle IV
(Rod 53 Inserted)
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Figure 4-24. Assembly P aking at Beginning of Cycle IV
(Rod 56 Inserted)
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Figure 4-25. Assembly Peaking at End of Cycle IV
(Rods Out)
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At the end of cycle III, which is the first cycle with a dis-
charge burnup of 100,000 MWD/T (Figure 4-22), the more rapidly de-
creasing k with increased burnup will require complete removal ofe ff
the shim rods.  As a result, there is a marked power shift to the center

of the core, and the assembly-averaged peak exceeds 1.3. Since, at
this point, the core power fraction is 0.90 compared with 0.97 for the
clean core (beginning of cycle I), the absolute peak is really 1.20, i. p.,
the maximum linear heat rate is actually less, even though the peak-to-

average is greater. The peaking factors at the beginning and end of

cycle IV (Figures 4-23 and 4-25) are similar. This cycle is similar to

cycle III, except that the near radial blanket assemblies were replaced
with fresh assemblies at the beginning of the cycle.

The effects of varying the number and locations of control
rods on power peaking was also investigated. Because the calculations

were performed in sixth-core symmetry, the number of inse rted rods

appearing in the two-dimensional figures should be multiplied by six.
Thus, a control rod inserted in position 53, 54, 55, or 57, which is half
within the sextant (Figure 4- 18) would represent three control rods.

Similarly, a control rod in positions 56 or 58 would represent six con-
trol rods.

The control requirements are such that three rods fully
inserted have roughly adequate worth.  Thus, the cases with six rods
inserted are actually subcritical, since it is not possible to represent
a partially inserted control rod in a two-dimensional calculation.  In

reality, six rods would be partially inserted to maintain criticality.  The
effects on axial peaking of partial insertion of a bank of control rods
having a total worth of 0.016 AK were studied; axial peaking was increased
by less than 0.7%. Therefore, the use of six partially inserted control
rods would be feasible from the standpoint of axial peaking.

In all of the depletion calculations, power distributions
assuming the use of three symmetric rods in the innermost ring of six
were used. For cycles I, III, and IV, three rods in position 53 were
used. For cycle II, three rods in position 54 were used. These two
sets of rods are equivalent. The power ,distributions for these cases

are given in Figures 4-18, 4-20, 4-21, and 4-23.
The effect of six rods on radial peaking was calculated

for two different rod patterns. In Figure 4-19, the assembly peaking
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factor at the beginning of cycle I associated with groups of three rods,
each in two different rings (positions 53 and 57), are given.  The maxi-

mum assembly-averaged peak, which occurs in zone 2, is 1.23, whereas
the maximum peak with three rods in position 53 is 1.20 (Figure 4- 18).
However, the maximum point peaking factor in zone 3 is 1.31, since as-

semblies in this zone have high local peaking factors, whereas the corre-

sponding peak with rod 53 is 1.26.
The effect of six rods in position 56 at the beginning of

cycle IV is shown in Figure 4-24. Again the reference core has three
rods in position 53 (Figure 4-23). Changing to this rod pattern increases
the maximum assembly peak from 1.19 in zone 2 to 1.34 in zone 1. Since
the assembly peaks in zone 3 are lower with the rods in position 56, the

point peak in that zone decreases.

The initial clean, mid-cycle, and end-of-cycle one-dimen-
sional fissile enrichments for the three enrichment zones, and averaged
over the core, are given in Table 4-4. The ratios of the zone enrich-
ments are also given for the same times during the cycle. Since the
inner zone has a higher breeding ratio because of the lower enrichment,
the enrichment ratio decreases with increasing burnup. The increase
in enrichment in zones 2 and 3 is not the result of a breeding ratio greater
than unity. Rather, it is that the total mass decreases more rapidly
than the fissile mass, since even in zone 3 the breeding ratio is near

unity.
The plutonium isotopic composition varies relatively little

over the cycle, again because of the high internal breeding ratio.  In all

cases, the feed has the following composition:

Isotope     %

239PU         67
240PU              2 6

241PU            5
242pu 2

Predictably, zone 3, which has the lowest breeding ratio, experiences
the greatest change in composition (see Table 4-5).
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Table 4-4. LMFBR Reference Core Enrichments (a)

EOC
BOL 521 days ( 721   days)

Radial core zone 1 0.1043 0.1165 0.1199

Radial core zone 2 0.1125 0.1202 0.1225

Radial core zone 3 0.1300 0.1311 0.1315

Core average 0.1163 0.1231 0.1251

BOL -El:E2:E3 = 1.00: 1.08: 1.25
521 days-El:ET:E3= 1.00:1.03:1.13

EOC -El, E 2:E3 =  1.00: 1.03: 1.12

(a)E =  mass (239pu t 241Puil
Lmass (total U + Pu) 1J Core

Table 4-5. LMFBR Reference Core Plutonium Isotopic Mixes

Zone 1 Zone 2 Zone 3 Total

BOL, %

239PU 67.0 67.0 67.0 67.0

240PU 26.0 26.0 26.0 26.0
24 lp U 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0

242PU 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0

521 days, %

239PU 67.0 66.6 65.9 66.4

240PU 26.1 26.5 27.0 26.6
241PU 4.9 4.9 5.1 5.0

242PU 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0

EOC,   %

239PU 66.8 66.2 65.5 66.1

240PU 26.3 26.8 27.3 26.9
241PU 4.9 5.0 5.1 5.0

242pu 2.0 2.0 2.1 2.0
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i required for power flattening in the reference design is so great that

The same-feed enrichments and isotopic concentrations

were used in the two-dimensional fuel management studies. The reduc-

i tion in the initial k for cycle IV would require an increase in the aver-eff
age feed enrichment. It might be possible, with suitable revisions of zone

enrichments and control rod patterns, to reduce power peaking at the

same time, and thus achieve a more uniform fuel burnup.

i
The basic fuel management scheme for the reference

LMFBR involves salt and pepper, in-place refueling.  In this scheme

a fuel assembly remains in a fixed position throughout its residence in

the core.  This is in contrast to schemes used extensively in PWRs, in

which fuel assemblies are rotated, moved within zones, and moved in-

i
ward toward the center of the core from higher-enrichment to lower-

enrichment zones. Examination of the reference core showed that out-

i in movement of fuel is not feasible. The zone enrichment distribution

i even after burnups of 50,000 MWD/T, the zone 3 enrichment is still too

great for zone 3 assemblies to be placed in either zone 2 or 1 without

excessive local peaking (see Table 4-4). Movement within zones may

be beneficial; however, very detailed calculations would be required to

prove the desirability of such movement.

With in-place refueling, fewer assemblies are moved,

and refueling downtime is reduced accordingly. Additional advantages

include the reduced handling and accompanying reduced probability of

fuel assembly damage, as well as the reduced likelihood of misloading

a fuel assembly.
In the reference refueling scheme at equilibrium, one

:

third of the fuel assemblies are discharged at each refueling at an aver-
'

age burnup of 100,000 MWD/T.  At this point in time, one third of the

' core is at an average burnup of 67,000 and one third is at 33,000 MWD/T.

Since the residence time for the discharge burnup is 1050 days, refuel-
ing one third of the core could be done on an approximately annual basis.

Each fuel assembly is surrounded by a ring of six assem-

blies. Using the reference refueling scheme, the ring is made up of

alternating assemblies at the other two burnups.  As a result, there

is no concentration of assemblies at a single burnup.  This is shown

schematically in the following sketch (the numbers indicate thousands

of MWD/T).
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Similarly, each control rod position is surrounded by a
ring of assemblies having alternating burnups.

The actual refueling cycle is summarized in Table 4-6
and compared with the refueling cycle used in the fuel management
studies.   The two cycles differ because of the two-dimensional calcula-
tion geometry used. Assuming equal detail in the representation, the
minimum computer time will be required if one sixth of the core is
shown; that is, one-third-core symmetry will require twice the computer
time   required by one-sixth-core symmetry. Because  of the large  num -
ber of cases to be run, sixth-core symmetry was chosen.  With this rep-
resentation, it was not possible to maintain both the criteria that two
adjacent fuel assemblies not have the same burnup and that the core be
refueled in thirds. The result is that the number of fuel assemblies
discharged at the end of a cycle varies and in fact is cyclic.

Table 4-6. Actual Vs Calculated Refueling Schemes

Number of fresh assemblies added at start of cycle(a)
Cycle Actual Calculated

I       96/84/108/288 - 66/72/139 -

96/84/108/288 - 66/72/138
II 33/33/30/96 - 22/12/36 36/42/36/114  - 0/0/0
III 30/18/48/96 - 22/12/36 30/18/48/96 - O/0/0
IV 33/33/30/96 - 22/12/36 30/24/24/78 - 66/0/66
V 33/33/30/96 - 22/12/36 36/42/36/114 - 0/0/0

(a)zone ·1/zone 2/zone 3/total core - NRB/FRB/total RB.
(NRB: near radial blanket; FRB: far radial blanket. )
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The main emphasis in the fuel management analysis was

on determining the effects of partial refueling and the presence of con-

trol rods on local and gross radial peaking and the range of burnups that

might be expected within a batch.  It was felt that this information could

still be obtained, despite the less-representative refueling scheme dic-

tated by the model used in the two-dimensional calculation.

Radial blanket assemblies are not removed on the same

schedule as are the core assemblies. All of the near blanket assemblies

remain in the core for three cycles, and the outer row assemblies re-
main for six cycles.  In the actual core, one third of the near blanket

and one sixth of the far blanket assemblies are assumed removed at the

end of each cycle.
The high internal breeding ratio of the reference core

permits operation with very low initial excess reactivity for burnup.

An excess reactivity of less than 1% AK will permit a burnup of 33,000

MWD/T in a single cycle.  As a result, only a small number of control

rods is required. Three rods fully inserted have adequate worth; how-

ever, in reality, perhaps six rods would be partially inserted.

The fuel management results are given for four cycles

in Figures 4-26 through 4-29. Assembly-averaged burnups are given
for each assembly at the end of each cycle. The cycles are summarized

in Table 4-7.  For the first two cycles the discharge burnups are nomi-

nally 33,000 and 67,000 MWD/T; the fuel is discharged at 100,000 MWD/T

from the third and succeeding cycles.

Table 4-7. Summary of Fuel Management Results

Discharge Initial

burnup, keff with
Cycle MWD/T control

I 34.2 1.000

II 65.3 0.999

III 101.9 0.998

IV 101.9 0.995
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Figure 4-26. Assembly Burnup at End of Cycle I
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Figure 4-27. Assembly Burnup at End of Cycle II
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Figure 4-28 Assembly Burnup at End of Cycle III
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Figure 4-29. Assembly Burnup at End of Cycle IV
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The core composition changes very little during cycle I,
since all of the zones have a fairly high breeding ratio at low burnups
and are thus relatively insensitive to burnup. The change in k between

eff

the beginning and end of the cycle is less that 0.002 ak Cycle  II be -eff
haves similarly. During cycle III k decreases by nearly 0.01 ak.' eff
The initial k for cycle IV is 0.995 with three rods inserted and cleaneff
near radial blanket assemblies; this indicates that subsequent cycles

might require a slight increase in the average feed enrichment.

Since the fuel batches are not of equal size, the behavior
of the core past cycle III will be cyclic.  The true equilibrium discharge
fuel would be an average of the three different-sized batches.

The fuel assemblies discharged at the end of cycle III
have an average burnup of 101,900 MWD/T. Burnup results in the three

core zones are summarized below:

Max average burnup
Zone average within an assembly, Max/nnin

Zone burnup, MWD/T MWD/T ratio

1 110,000 114,600             1.12

2 110,000 114,100 1.07

3 83,000 94,200 1.31

The maximum burnups and maximum/minimum ratios are assembly-

averaged values. Since the flux gradients in zones  1 and 2 are small

in the high-burnup assemblies  away from control  rods, the average and

peak burnups in these assemblies are nearly the same.  In zone 3, how-

ever, the gradient is such that the maximum/average burnup ratio in an

assembly is as much as 1.13.  As a result, assembly 45 (Figure 4-28)
has an average and maximum burnup of 94,200 and 106,400 MWD/T.

This peak burnup could, of course, be reduced by rotating the assembly.

The assemblies discharged from cycle IV receive nearly the same burn-

up range (Figure 4-29).
The maximum burnups in the inner zones could be reduced

by alternating the control rod or rods used from cycle to cycle.  For

example, rods 53 and 57 might be alternated with 54 and 55. It might
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also be desirable to increase the enrichment in the outer zone, which

would reduce the range of burnups.
None of the values above includes the axial peaking factor,

which averages out to 1.22 over the cycle.  With this additional factor,
the maximum burnup in the discharged batch is 140,000 MWD/T.

The mass balances obtained from the preliminary one-
dimensional calculations and the two-dimensional fuel management
studies are presented and compared in Tables 4-8 and 4-9. In Table

4-8, all of the heavy atoms (U and Pu) are shown for the clean (unir-

radiated) core and at a burnup of 68,000 MWD/T, which is equivalent to
the average burnup in the core at the end of an equilibrium cycle.   This
balance is taken from the one-dimensional preliminary depletion calcu-

lation. The masses in the radial blanket are low because the portions
of the radial blanket that extend above and below the active core cannot

be shown properly in one dimension.

Since the equilibrium discharge burnup is 100,000 MWD/T,
it was necessary to extrapolate the fissile plutonium masses from 68,000
to 100,000 MWD/T for the fuel cost calculation. The initial and extrap-

olated final fissile plutonium masses are given in the first part of Table

4-9.

The initial and discharged fissile plutonium masses as-
sociated with each cycle, as determined by the fuel management studies,
are given in the second part of Table 4-9. The initial mass is the fissile
plutonium initially present in the fuel assemblies that are discharged at
the end of a cycle. Results are given for four cycles. The fissile plu-
tonium mass present in the far radial blanket assemblies at the end of

cycle III is included for information purposes, although these assem-

blies are not scheduled to be removed until cycle VI and the study was
not carried past cycle IV.

Since the preliminary fuel costs were based on the one-
dimensional mass balances, it was important to verify that these pre-

liminary final masses were in agreement with the two-dimensional fuel

management results at a comparable burnup. The total fissile loading
at the end of cycle III, with an average burnup of 65,600 MWD/T, is
slightly less than 1% lower than the one-dimensional fissile loading at
68,000 MWD/T.  At the same burnup the masses should be even closer.
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The good agreement between the two methods verifies that properly
selected one-dimensional burnup calculations can be used to generate
valid results.

Table 4-8. LMFBR Reference Core Mass Balance

A xia 1 Radial
Core, kg blanket, kg blanket, kg Total, kg

BOL

2'SU 59.91 57.19 48.22 165.32

238U 19,910.94 19,006.66 16,022 98 54,940.58

Total U 19,970.85 19,063.85 16,071.20 55,105.90

2 39 p 11 2,577.44         --             --          2,577.44

2401) u 1,000.21         --              --          1,000.21

B'pu 192.91         --                            192.91

24 2p '1 76.94         --                             76.94

Tota I Pit 3,847.50         --              --           3,847.50

Tolal U + Pu 23,818.35 19,063.85 16,071.20 58,953.40

521  days

235 J 34.99 47.09 42.40 124.48

238U 18,617 25 18,614.94 15,807.34 53,039.53

Total U 18,652.24 18,662.03 15,849.74 53,164.01

239pil(a) 2,585.40 342.36 192.90 3.120.66

240 P U 1,031.93 7.73 2.81 1,042.47
24 Epu 193.54 0.15 0.04 193.73
24 :Pll 78.88 0.00 0.00 78.88

T'otal PH 3,889.75 350.24 4,435.74
ta)                                            195.75

Total U + Pl,(a) 22,541.99 19,012.27 16,045.49 57,599.75

EOL

235[J 28.65 43.65 40.37 112.67
238 U 18,147.13 18,459.43 15,724.51 52,331.07

Total U 18,175.78 18,503.08 15,764.88 52,443.74

239 pu(a) 2,568 50 462.38 261.31 3,292.19

240PU 1,041.86 14.47 5.23 1,061.56

241PU 19424 0.39 0.11 194.74

242PU 79.51 0.01 0.00 79.52

Total Pu(a) 3,884.11 477.25 266.65 4,628.01

Total U + Pu(a  22,059.89 18,930.33 16,031.53 57,071.75

(a) Includes 239Np.
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Table 4-9. Summary of One- and Two-Dimensional
Mass Balances

Estimated mass balance for 100,000 MWD burnup in
single batch, kg:

Initial fissile Pu 2770

Final fissile Pu 3757

Initial and final fissile Pu mass of assemblies discharged
at the end of cycles I - IV,  kg:

L
(a)         (b)         (b)

Cycle Initial Final NRB FRB

I 1087 1183        --         --

II 942 1080        --         --

III 739 913 250 120

IV 1087 1320        -- --

Total fissile Pu mass at end of cycle III:

Average
burnup,

Source Pu, kg MWD/T

Table 4-8 (one- 3487 68,000
dirnensional)

Two-dimensional 3457 65,600
calculation

(a) Includes axial blankets.
(b)NRB: near radial blanket; FRB: far radial blanket.

A measure of LMFBR performance that is frequently used

as a basis for comparison is the breeding ratio. There are at least two

definitions of breeding ratio, both of which are meaningful. The instan-

taneous breeding ratio (BR) is defined at any point in time by

Capture rate in 238U + 240PUBR =
(absorption rate in 235U, 239PU, 241 PU)reactor
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Values are given for the clean core, at mid-cycle of an equilibrium
cycle, and at the end of an equilibrium cycle. Finally the extrapolated
BR in the fuel discharged at 100,000 MWD/T is given. The large reduc-
tion in BR as the cycle progresses is the result of fission product buildup
in the core and blanket and plutonium buildup in the blankets. This large
variation makes the instantaneous breeding ratio meaningless as a fig-
ure of merit unless the time in cycle is also specified.

The second definition of breeding ratio is the integrated
breeding ratio, which represents a weighted average breeding ratio
over the core life and is computed from the mass balance by the follow-
ing relationship:

IBR = FM - IM + B
B

where FM = final fissile mass  235U, 239PU, 241Pu), kg
IM = initial fissile mass   235U, 239PU, 241Pu), kg

B = fissile rrlass consunled ('235 T, 239Pu, 241Pu), kg

This definition applies equally well to a single batch or to a recycled
core. All breeding ratios are given in Table 4-10.

The reactivity coefficients and kinetics parameters de-
scribed in this section are used in the safety analyses of the core.  All
of the reported values were calculated using one-dimensional methods

at an average core burnup of 68,000 MWD/T, which is equivalent to 721
effective full power days. (The methods are described in Appendix 4-D,
part 2.) The burnup of 68,000 MWD/T represents the average burnup
to be found at the end of an equilibrium cycle in which one third of the
fuel assemblies are about to be discharged at a burnup of 100,000 MWD/T.
At this time the remaining two thirds would have burnups of 33,000 and
67,000 MWD/T.

Studies reported earlier indicated that end-of-cycle re-
activity coefficients and kinetics parameters are least favorable.
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Table 4-10. LMFBR Reference Core Breeding Ratio

Integrated - end of cycle, 721 days
(average burnup 68,000 MWD/T)

IBR = 1.36

Instantaneous

Radial Axial Average

BOL

Core 1.008 0.987 0.998
Axial blanket 0.291 0.284 0.288
Radial blanket 0.156 0.153 0.154
Overall 1.455 1.424 1.440

521  days

Core 0.899 0.891 0.895
Axial blanket 0.297 0.295 0.296
Radial blanket 0.147 0.145 0.146
Overall 1.343 1.331 1.337

EOC (721 days)

Core 0.862 0.859 0.861
Axial blanket 0.300 0.298 0.299
Radial blanket 0.147 0.146 0.146
Overall 1.309 1.303 1.346

Estimated for discharged fuel (100,000 MWD/T)

Overall 1.26

BR + BRBOL discharge
Average   -                                 2                                 =   1.3 5
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The Doppler and sodium void coefficients are presented
at two times in life in Table 4-11. End-of-cycle conditions are simu-

lated at  721  days, and mid-cycle conditions are simulated at  521  days,
which is equivalent to an average burnup of 50,000 MWD/T.  At the be-

ginning of an equilibrium cycle the average burnup would be 33,000, and
at the end the average would be 67,000 MWD/T. Therefore, the mid-
cycle condition would be 50,000 MWD/T. Table 4-11 also includes end-
of -cycle radial and axial core expansion coefficients.

The effective delayed neutron fraction (Beff)' and the neu-
tron lifetime (f*) calculated at end-of-cycle conditions are presented in
Table 4-12.

The worth of a single fuel assembly in each of the zones
at BOL conditions is given in Table 4-11; the fuel worth distribution is

shown in Figure 4-30.
The Doppler coefficient is extremely sensitive to the so-

dium density in the  core. The variation of the Doppler coefficient as

the core is voided is shown in Figure 4-31.
Axial and radial sodium worth distributions are shown

in Figures 4-32 and 4-33. The axial peak-to-average sodium worth is

1.76 and the radial peak-to-average worth is 1.95.  Thus, the point of
maximum sodium worth is 3.43 times the average. The worth of the

most reactive assembly, voided over its entire length, is just under
twice the worth of the average assembly voided.
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C
52 1  days) SK +0.01254 +0.01263 +0.0126

1 Table 4-11. LMFBR Reference Core Reactivity Coefficients

Doppler coefficients Axial Radial Average

Full dense

dK(721 days) -T 37 +0.00469 +0.00478 +0.00474

dK(521 days) -T dT +0.00506 +0.00519 +0.00513

Core 50% void
dK(721  days)  -T 37 +0.00362 +0.00369 +0.00366

(521 days) -T   +0.00390 +0.00400 +0.00395

' Core 100% void
dK(721 days) -T dT +0.00173 +0.00178 +0.00176

Core expansion coefficients (721 days)

 1 = to.005,   -R   = +0.532

Ali  . +0.01, -HXii = +0.158
aK

H

Sodium void coefficient

Core & axial blanket void Axial Radial Average

(721 days) aK +0.01326 +0.01354 +0.01340
50%

p ·SK +0.02652 +0.02708 +0.0268

50%

aK +0.02508 +0.02526 +0.0252
PAp

Core only void

(721 days) AK +0.01443 +0.01468 +0.0146
50%

p. 
+0.02886 +0.02936 +0.0291

100%

<AKK 
+0.0285 +0.0291 +0.0288

SIZZLE

'6K' 100%
-- +0 0249K\ /PERT

(Peak/average) 1.759 1.951 3.432
PERT

Central fuel assembly worth (BOL) from perturbation theory

Zone 1 OK/K . 0.0011 (-304)

Zone 2 OK/K . 0.0015 (-424)
Zone 3 OK/K . 0.0016 (-454)
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Table 4-12. LMFBR Reference Core Delayed Neutron Fraction

(%3) and Prompt Neutron Lifetime (f*)

(a)

Group Bi             X

1 0.000090 0.0129

2 0.000751 0.0311

3 0.000682 0.1340

4 0.001313 0.3310

5 0.000606 1.2600

6 0.000201 3.2100

total
B      =  0.00364eff

*
f     =  0.290 psectotal

(a)Values are for 239Pu (primary
fissile isotope).
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Figure 4-30. Fuel Assembly Worth Distribution
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Figure 4-31. Doppler Coefficient Variation With Sodium
Removal
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Figure 4-32. Axial Sodium Worth Distribution
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Figure 4-33. Radial Sodium Worth Distribution
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Figure 4-34. LMFBR Centerline Flux Spectrum
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APPENDIX 4-A

Particulate Fuels

4-A-1



1.   Basis for Interest

The term "particulate fuel" describes a material formed by packing
relatively coarse particles to a specified volume within a container.

Packing is normally accomplished by vibration of the system, and the
size distribution of particles is that calculated to yield a closely packed
structure having the desired void space.

Basic differences exist in the as-fabricated structures of particulate
and pellet fuels. Pellet fuels are fabricated by compacting fine powder,
followed by sintering to develop high density, and the result is a contin-

uous structure of fine grains containing intergranular and grain boundary

porosity. The sintering process tends to produce random porosity dis-
tribution and a high degree of spherical voids at high density.  The mi-
crostructures of the individual grains of particulate fuel are similar to

those of sintered pellets; however, on a macro-scale the structure is

discontinuous, with particle-to-particle interfaces, and the majority of
the porosity is irregular and uniformly distributed between grains through-
out the compact. Further, the fabricated structures of the fuel rods
differ in that there is a gap between pellets and cladding, but the particu-
late fuel is in contact with the cladding after fabrication.

Much of the apprehension concerning particulate fuels is based on

the comparison of its as-fabricated structure with that of pellet fuels,
particularly in reference to the r*obility of the particulate structure and

the decrease in effective thermal conductivity that is to be expected from

the lack of bonding between grains. Under the conditions of heating ex-
perienced in the ,reactor, steep temperature gradients are produced in
low-thermal-conductivity materials, such as the oxides, and massive

restructuring occurs. Restructuring of particulate fuels includes sin-

tering of the particles where sufficient temperature is developed, and
after sintering, massive grain growth can occur.  As a result, the as-

fabricated structures tend to equilibrate in the reactor to a structure

characteristic of low-thermal-conductivity materials maintained in a

steep temperature gradient. A collection of irradiated structures of

a variety of materialsi shows consistent structural features for materials

that experience similar temperature profiles and burnups. The effect

of burnup on structure also involves a complex interrelation of tempera-
ture-time -temperature gradient effects on grain growth and void movement.
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The characteristic structure of low-burnup fuels consists of an in-

ner region of columnar grains and an outer region of essentially as-

fabricated fuel. Within the columnar grain region there is typically an

inner porous zone, a central band of high density, and an outer band of

small, porous, columnar grains. High-burnup fuels typically show an

inner region of long, thin, columnar grains and an outer region of as -

fabricated structure that varies in extent in relation to the heat rating

and  burnup.
The major area of interest, after initial restructuring, is the peri-

pheral rim of the fuel material, which will maintain theias -fabricated

fuel structure for an extended period of time.  In the case of particulate

fuel, this rim shows little sintering of particles and reflects the initial

closely packed granular structure with a rather uniform distribution of

interconnected voids. The outer rim of pelletized fuel shows a high-

density sintered structure in which the majority of the void space is

closed.

Consideration of the nature and the anticipated behavior of this outer

rim, in conjunction with fabrication process advantages and other per-

formance characteristics, has provided the basis for the preliminary

selection of particulate fuel for the reference core. Areas in which

particulate fuel is expected to show definite advantages over a corre-

sponding pellet fuel are as follows:

1.  Accommodation of swelling.

2.   Elimination of ridging and ratcheting effects.

3.  Distribution of stress on cladding.

4. Thermal expansion behavior.

5.  Fission gas venting.

6. Fabrication processing.

Fuel swelling is a major obstacle to reaching the high burnup (about

10 at.%) desired in fast reactor fuel, and design provisions must be made

to accommodate swelling in any solid-fuel element.  At this time there

are still uncertainties as to the amount of swelling that must be accom-

modated and the mechanism for providing space for swelling in the fuel

element.
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The required void volume may be provided in several ways, as fol-
lows:

1. Voids distributed throughout the fuel structure by using
high-density fuel particles packed so as to provide the necessary voids
between particles.

2. Voids provided within the fuel structure by using pellets
sintered to a low density.

3. Void space provided outside of the fuel by using high-
density pellets with an annulus of sufficient volume between the pellets
and clad.

4.  The annulus approach extended to include a central void

by using a cored, high-density pellet with a reduced gap between the
fuel and the cladding.

B&W's evaluation of these methods has led to the conclusion that
the particulate fuel structure has the maximum potential for accommo-
dating swelling; this conclusion is a major factor in the selection of

particulate fuel for the reference core.

As discussed previously, the restructurbig of the oxide fuel during -
irradiation does not reach the fuel-cladding i terface, and a peripheral
rim is left in which the as-fabricated structure is present.  In the case
of particulate fuels, this structure consists cf closely packed grains
and rather uniformly distributed, interconnected voids. This structure
was  characteristic of low-plutonium recycle fuel compositions l and has
been shown for fast-fuel compositions.2 The assumption that fuel will
swell into these peripheral voids is well based. Although the tempera-

ture in this zone is not sufficient to promote extensive sintering, it will
be high enough to cause plastic flow under the slow strain rates exerted

by fuel swelling. An excellent picture of this type of flow into the void

space in particulate fuel has been shown by Kittel in a microstructure
of UC-PuC after irradiation to 6.8 atom percent burnup.3

Particulate fuel structures offer the potential for elimination or

better distribution of the cladding stresses that result from fuel move-

ments associated with tempe rature, temperature gradients, and thermal

cycling during operation.
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The irradiation of U02 fuel for water reactors has shown that ridges

are produced in the cladding as a result of contact occurring at pellet

interfaces; this may lead to failure of fuel rods in this area.4,5  The

ridging effect may be explained by·considering stress distribution in a

thick-walled cylinder with a radial temperature gradient (maximum cen-

tral temperature).6 The model indicates that cylindrical shapes will
"hourglass" in such a temperature gradient as a result of stress concen-

tration in the hoop direction at the ends of the cylinder.  In the plastic

range of the material, this will result in larger radial deflections than

would occur in the elastic range. The extent to which this phenomenon

occurs in the fast reactor environment is not known; however, the tem-

perature conditions are such that plastic flow is enhanced, giving rise

to an increased effect. Restructured particulate fuel is not expected to

show an hourglassing effect, since there are no interfaces of the type

found in pellet stacks, and the fuel column will behave essentially as a

continuous cylinder. In addition, the unsintered zone near the cladding

will contribute to distribution and absorption of stresses  of this  type,

should they occur in a local situation.

The extent to which fuel ratcheting will present a problem in fast

reactor environments has not been established; however, it is desirable

to eliminite gross fuel movement caused by any mechanism.  The gran-

ular nature of the fuel at the fuel-cladding interface should minimize

this type of fuel movement.  It is possible that particle movernent in

this zone will allow recovery from rapid expansion without gross reloca-
tion of the fuel.

The retention of fission gases contributes to fuel swelling. Fission

gas release measurements for oxide fuels irradiated to low burnup in

EBR-II show that low-density fuel releases considerably more fission

gas than does high-density fuel.7 Oxide pins irradiated in DFR showed                 
gas release values above 25% for all fuel types above 1% burnup.2  The

particulate fuels showed a linear gas release with burnup to about 3%,

and a total release of 85% to 90% was indicated for the 10% burnup level.
Annular pellets showed a lower gas release and indicated a probable

maximum of 50% at 10% burnup. These results indicate that the swell-

ing of annular pellets would be greater than that of particulate fuels at

this burnup level. This demonstrated behavior should contribute to
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increased performance capability for the particulate fuel. In addition,
the as-fabricated-material zone near the fuel-clad interface should pro-
vide a path for venting of fission gases to the rod plenum until fuel swell-

ing has closed the interconnected voids in this zone.

Particulate fuels offer fabrication process advantages in addition to

improvement of in-reactor performance. The fabrication of particulate

fuels by the vibratory compaction technique is not new to the nuclear

industry. Studies of vibratory compaction have been carried out by
most of the laboratories and industries involved in nuclear fuel studies

over the past ten years.  Much of the initial effort was directed toward

compaction to high density, and densities around 90% have been reported
by various investigators.8 It appears improbable that packed densities

greater than 90% can be achieved economically; however, the density

range of interest for fast reactor fuels is readily obtained by vibratory

compaction of particulate fuel material.

The greatest contribution to vibratory compaction technology has

come from the Plutonium Recycle Program carried out at Pacific North-

west Laboratory (PNWL).  Most of this work involves fuel compositions
and pin configurations that are not typical of those desired for fast re-

actor fuel loadings; however, fabrication process techniques, fuel pin

evaluations, and economic studies have provided a background of infor-

mation that is applicable to the solution of fast reactor fuel problems.
The particulate fuel fabrication process has the following favorable

features, compared with the pelletizing processes, which would result

in better quality control of the finished product and lower fabrication

Costs:

1.  It is more adaptable to continuous processing,
including direct feed from reprocessing.

2.  Automation of the entire process can be es-
tablished.

3.  It is more adaptable to remote processing.
4. Capital costs for plant and equipment are

decreased.

5. Material losses are decreased.

6.  Handling and inspection are decreased.
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Many of the advantages of the vibratory fabrication process are

derived from the simplicity of the equipment and operations involved.

A variety of process flow sheets can be developed, depending on the

method used to prepare the particulate feed material. Regardless of

the method used for preparation of high-density particles, the overall
process is simplified, compared to pelletizing, for the following reasons:

1.  The addition of binders or lubricants to the powders is

not required for compaction.

2. Dimensional control is not required in the compaction

process, since the goal is densification only. (Longer life for com-

paction dies and less concern about material characteristics and press-

ing parameters are the results. )

3.  There is no need for inspection of compacts before sin-

tering, since chipping, larnination, and other pressing defects are not

important.

4.  Crushing and classification are readily adapted to con-

tinuous processing and automation.

5.  The amount of reject material is minimized; oversized

particles can be recrushed, and only fines must be recycled.

6. Quality control is made on large batches and finished

rods; inspection for dimensions and defects is not required for particles

of fual.

7.  Blending of particle batches may achieve more uniform

density or 0/M ratio.

8.  The total weight of fuel per rod can be controlled very

closely with particulate fuels.

In summary, the preceding discussion presents several bases for

B&W's conclusion that particulate fuel should be used in the reference

core. Both improved performance in operation and improvements in

the fuel cycle economy should be attained through the use of particulate

i fuel fabricated by the vibratory compaction process. It'is recognized

that there is some concern regarding particulate fuel and that there is

a need for more information on performance and behavior for design

purposes.
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2. Design Considerations

The objective of the National LMFBR Program has been stated to

be the achievement of the technology necessary to design, construct,

and safely, reliably, and economically operate a fast breeder reactor

power plant in the utility environment.  The goal of the fast-reactor-

fuels portion of this program must be to establish a firm base of fuels

technology that can be reliably and safely applied to the design, opera-

tion, and economic evaluation of LMFBR plants.

Within the fuels and materials element of the National LMFBR Pro-

gram, several alternatives are being considered with respect to fuel

composition, fuel structure, fuel element design, and operating charac-

teristics. The current level of technology is such that it is not possible

to select objectively a single best approach for attaining the desired
goal.

As stated previously, B&W has concluded that uranium-plutonium

oxide fuels offer a good potential for use in 1980 fast breeder reactors.

In order to advance from this point, both fundamental and engineering

information must be supplied to the reactor designer on a timely basis.

The satisfactory design of a fuel pin requires information on fuel per-

formance, such as the following:

1. Swelling behavior.

2.  Fission gas release.

3.    Compatibility with cladding.

4.  Compatibility with coolant.

5. Fission product migration.
6. Plutonium migration.
7. Fuel redistribution.

8.   Contributions to cladding stresses.

9. Chemical composition (stoichiometry, im-
purities).

10. Physical properties.
11. Mechanical properties.
12. Characteristics of fabricated material

(density, homogeneity).
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In order to optimize design and to ensure reliability, safety, and

performance, the information must include the effects of reactor environ-

ment and fuel operating-condition variables. Important in this respect

is the effect of the fuel form (particulate, solid pellet, cored pellet) on

performance, operational limits, and safety. Ultimately, the question

of economy will become overriding, and all aspects of fuel capability

and fabrication process will be translated into economic units.

3. Fuel Properties

The fuel properties that have the greatest effect on the design of

the reference core are its melting temperature and thermal conductivity.

The melting temperature is shown in Figure 4-A- 1 as a function of burn-

up and enrichment.  The fuel thermal conductivity used in designing the

reference core is shown in Figure 4-A-2 as a function of temperature

and porosity. Appendix 4-E (part 1) contains a description of the fuel

pin model and its application of this conductivity function.

Knowledge of many thermal, physical, and mechanical properties

of fuel is necessary to aid in predicting fuel pin burnup capabilities.

Such information on fuel properties must be obtained under fast flux ir-

radiation programs,  and most of the data are currently unavailable.

Model development on fuel pin burnup capabilities has established the

following needs  for  the fuel material  data:

1. Fuel modulus of elasticity as a function of temperature,

burnup, Pu-U composition, porosity, and pore geometry.

2. Poisson's ratio as a function of temperature, burnup,

Pu-U composition, porosity, and pore geometry.

3.  Creep rate as a function of applied stress, temperature,

burnup, and porosity.

4.  Fission gas release rate as a function of temperature,

burnup, porosity, and thermal cycle.

5.   Swelling as a function of burnup, fissioning rate, porosity,

temperature, and cladding restraint.

6.  Densification of fuel as a function of temperature, burnup,

cladding restraint, and fabrication method.
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Figure 4-A-1. Melting Temperature as a Function of Burnup9
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Figure 4-A-2. Thermal Conductivity as a Function of Porosity
and Temperature 10
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Fuel Preparation, Fabrication,
Recycling, and Shipping
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1.   Preparation and Fabrication

The coprecipitation process has been selected as the reference
method for fuel preparation. This process has had extensive develop-
ment,1 and pilot plant operations have been carried out at commercial
and laboratory organizations in this country. Techniques have been
developed for preparing high-surface-area oxides that can be sintered

to high density.

The production of particulate process feed material from coprecipi-
tated oxides requires an intermediate step to produce particles of the

required sizes and for densification. Several routes for production of
such high-density particles have been studied, such as the following:

1. Fusion processes.
2. Compaction-sintering process.
3. Particle agglomeration processes.
4. Pneumatic impaction process.

Based on the packing efficiency of particles in small-diameter tubing,
there will be a requirement of approximately 96% theoretical density
(TD) for the particles in order to produce an effective density in the 85%
TD range for the packed material.  From the standpoint of particle den-
sity, all of the processes above can be viewed optimistically. The mixed-
oxide fusion processes (plasma torch or arc) are the least developed
and thus we are unable to assess adequately either their economic fea-
sibility or safety hazards for large-scale processing on the basis of
current development.

The pneumatic impaction process has been developed in the plutonium
recycle work at BNWL,2 and the major applications have been with low-

plutonium fuels prepared for impaction by mechanical blending of the in-
dividual oxides. This high-energy impaction process is capable of pro-
ducing extremely high-density masses that can be crushed and classified
into sizes suitable for compaction as particulate fuel. The capabilities
of this process for the production of high-density, hyperstoichiometric
mixed oxides has been demonstrated, and reasonable economy is in-
dicated. The capability to produce  the same order of density  in  hypo -
stoichiometric, high-plutonia mixed oxides has not been demonstrated

as well, and apparently further development work will be required.
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5.  The cost of equipment for vibration is low.

The compaction-sintering processes are obvious and can be applied
with a minimum of development. Two possible routes appear:

1. High-surface-area powders are compacted into shapes,

sintered to high density, crushed, and classified into the desired sizes.
The process is essentially pelletizing, except that there is no need to

control the quality of the compact, since final dimensions, chipping,
laminations, and other defects are not of concern.

2. High-surface-area powders are compacted into shapes,

crushed, classified into the desired sizes, and sintered to high-density

particles. This process eliminates the step of crushing high-density

pellets and provides for easy process recycle of reject particles from

crushing.

These two processes and the pneumatic impact process produce angular-
particle feed material suitable for fabrication in tubing sizes of interest

for fast reactors.

Considerable work has been done on the compaction of spherical-

particle feed material, and process advantages are apparent such as
I the  following:

1.  Particle size classification is readily accom-
plished.

' 2. Classified sizes are more uniform.

3.  Materials are free-flowing.
4. Uniform density is accomplished more

readily.

6.  The crushing process is eliminated.

It appears that the sol-gel process has the greatest potential for pro-

ducing spherical feed material for compaction. Other processes may
be considered for producing near-spherical shapes by rounding angular

particles or agglomerating fine powders by turnbling processes.  The

development of these processes is required to demonstrate economic

and process advantages.
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The vibratory process for the fabrication of particulate fuel is de-

pendent on the characteristics of the feed material in three main areas:

1.  The character of applied vibration.

2.  The classification of particles.

3.    The method of loading particles.

The feed material characteristic that exerts the greatest influence is

the  shape of the particles. The compaction of angular particles  to the

density desired in small-diameter tubes requires high-energy vibration,
such as that obtained using pneumatic or electrodynamic vibrators.    The

compaction of spherical particles is accomplished best with low-energy
vibration applied axially and radially. The different techniques required
can be accounted for on the basis of the energies necessary to move

particles of different shapes.
Current results indicate that a rather closely classified two-diam-

eter-particle system is preferred for the compaction of high-density
spherical particles.  In the case of angular particles, a three-diameter-

particle system is preferred, and sharp separation of sizes is of less

concern. Differences here are attributed to the shape of the voids formed

in the two systems and the manner in which the voids are filled during
loading.

The choice of the loading procedure is determined by particle shape
alone. Spherical particles require an infiltration technique whereby
coarse particles are loaded first and fines are infiltrated through this
structure to fill the voids. This requirement results primarily from
the free-flowing characteristic of the spherical particles, which pre-
cludes uniform mixing before loading. In contrast, angular particles
cannot be loaded efficiently by infiltration techniques and require blend-
ing prior to loading.

The basic knowledge requirements for the fabrication of particulate

fuel by the vibratory process are fairly well established and provide a
basis for confidence that scale-up to large-volume processing can be
accomplished on a timely basis. A major requirement for the establish-
ment of design confidence is the demonstration of uniform mass -per-

unit-length ratios in large-scale fabrication of rods.
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The flow sheet for the reference fabrication procedure chosen by
this design study is shown in Figure 4-B-1. The procedure utilizes

coprecipitation, compaction-sintering, crushing, and vibratory compac-
tion.

Type-304 stainless steel tubing for the fabrication of the fuel pins

is  placed in a designated storage  area' when it arrives  at the manufac -

turing facility. Fabrication of the pins is initiated with the routing of
the tubing to an inspection area, where each tube is inspected to deter-

mine its conformity to the fuel pin tubing purchase specifications, i.e.,

straightness, wall thickness, etc. After inspection the tubes are ma-

chined to length, and the ends are prepared for insertion and welding of
the end caps. The machined tubes are inspected, cleaned, and placed
in a fixture, and the lower end cap is inserted and welded into place.

After welding, a helium-leak test, and a dye-penetrant check, the fuel
pin tube weldment is cleaned and transferred to the vibratory compaction

and fuel pin loading station.

Fuel that has been prepared by coprecipitation and particulate sizing

is routed to the vibratory compaction and fuel pin loading station.

The fuel pin tube weldment is positioned in the vibratory compaction

and fuel pin loading station for loading and compaction of the fuel.  Dur-

ing this operation, the fuel is fed into the tube and vibratory compacted

to 85% of the theoretical density. After compaction, the column height

of the fuel is measured and the fuel pin tube assembly is inspected and

decontaminated before being transferred from the vibratory compaction

and fuel pin loading station to the gamma-scanning station.  When the

assembly arrives at the gamma-scanning station, the upper end cap

assembly, which contains the porous ceramic filter plug, is positioned

and inserted into place.  The fuel pin assembly is run through a gamma

scanner, which measures fuel mass variations per unit length within

the entire pin.  The fuel pin assembly is then transferred to the upper

end cap assembly welding station.  At the welding station, the assembly

is positioned and located in a welding fixture and the upper end cap as-

sembly is welded into place. After welding, the weld area is dye-pene-
trant checked and cleaned, and the fuel pin assembly is transferred to

the final inspectiort and cleaning areas. There the fuel pin assembly is

given a final inspection, cleaned, and routed to the storage area. Figure
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Figure 4-B-1. Fuel Fabrication Flow Sheet
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4-B- 1 outlines the sequence and fabrication procedures utilized in the

coprecipitation, composition-sintering, crushing, and vibratory com-

paction process associated with this design.

The sol-gel process is believed to have greater potential for pro-

duction of particulate feed material, but there is no assurance that it

will have commercial acceptance by 1980. When developed, the sol-gel

process will eliminate need for slug pressing, weighing, and crushing

operations in the current process. A particle-sizing operation will still

be required, but will not approach the magnitude of that required to clas-

sify crushed particles.

2.    The Recycle Process

Several processes may warrant consideration (aqueous, volatility,

and pyrochemical recovery) for fuel recycle, and several plant design

philosophies are intriguing (low-decontamination, high-decontamination,

on-site, off-site). Although the merits and econorny of each approach

can be argued at length, one promising, low-risk concept has been se-

lected. The choice is an aqueous, off-site reprocessing station coupled

with other facilities for the complete recycle of oxide fuel. The aqueous

recovery method was selected over the volatility and pyrochemical meth-

ods for the following reasons:

1. Aqueous technology requires less development for fast-
fuel recycle than do the alternate methods; it is the only
method now used commercially for thermal reactors.

2.  The current capabilities of aqueous systems probably

 

can be extended to meet fast-fuel recylce requirements
with only minor extrapolation of present technology.

3. Extensive experience in design, operating, and costs is
available for aqueous systems; only conceptual design/
cost data are available for the alternates.

4.  A foreign group (the UKAEA) has chosen aqueous re-
covery for recycling its fast-reactor fuel.

5.  B&W's recycle experience has been mainly with aqueous

systems.

The overall conceptual recycle flow sheet for B&W's off-site re-

covery concept utilizes these three principal steps:

Reprocessing - Cladding removal, fuel dissolution, feed adjust-

ment, and purification of uranium and plutonium from nuclear  and
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chemical impurities. The degree of decontamination would be compatible
with the shielding used with the fabrication method.

Reconversion - Coprecipitation of uranium and plutonium from
nitrate solution by the conventional ammonia route, calcination of the
precipitate to U-Pu oxide, densification of the oxide, and its comrninu-
tion to provide vibratory compaction feed.

Fabrication - The sized U-Pu oxide is loaded into its cladding
and all subsequent quality control steps are performed. These steps
will probably be performed in a plant that is separate from the repro-
cessing and reconversion facility. The off-site reprocessing station
is designed for remote operation and maintenance.  In this concept, the
reprocessing operation may be closely coupled physically to the fuel
conversion and fabrication facilities. An integrated facility must be
sized for the best possible economy and utilization of facilities.  The
costs for fabrication, reprocessing, shipping, and out-of-reactor in-
ventory may be  of the same magnitude, depending  on the magnitude  of
scale of the first two items. These interrelationships should be studied
in the near future.

Where appropriate, the recycle station incorporates certain ad-
vanced process and equipment design features, such as the following:

1. Low-waste decladding methods.
2. High-speed contactors, e. g., centrifugal contactors for

the solvent-extraction purification of the uranium and
plutonium (the short residence time in these contactors
would offset any irradiation damage from high-specific-
activity fast-fuel solutions).

3. Better radiation-resistant extractants and diluents in
the recovery system.

4.  Geometrically safe process equipment for nuclear safetywherever possible.
5. Fully automated equipment for powder processing.

The overall process for the recycle of fast-reactor fuel elements
by aqueous methods is described by Figure 4-B-2. Alterations of the

process are possible, and several may be included by 1980. Wherever

possible, process steps and operating conditions based on proven tech-
nology are assumed.
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In this process, spent fuel is discharged from the reactor and stored

fof at least 4 months to allow for the decay of short-lived radionuclides

(release rates for radionuclides to the environment, and damage to plant
solvents and structural materials will determine the minimum cooling

time).  Core and blanket fuels may be segregated at the head-end step.
In subsequent steps, they are processed on a campaign basis in the same

equipment.
A flow diagram  for  aque ous processing is shown in Figure  4-B-3  as

prepared by ANL.   The B&W procedure is described in Table 4-B- 1; it

differs from the ANL process in a few details.  The U-Pu oxide is dis-

solved in nitric acid and adjusted to yield a solvent extraction feed solu-

tion of 1to 1.5MU (see Table 4-B-1). Dilution of the feed toabout 0.5

M U may be required to hold noble metal fission products in solution.

Feed adjustment with ferrous sulfate is a proven process, but the re-

sulting iron contamination may force the adoption of another means of

adjusting plutonium valence,  i. e., uranous  ion.

Uranium and plutonium purification is performed in a multi-cycle
Purex process, where Pu and U decontamination factors (DF's) are
known to be 107 and 108 when processing thermal reactor fuel. After

extraction, the U-Pu product solution is adjusted for fissile-to-fertile

ratio, total metal concentration, and acid strength in preparation for

coprecipitation.

Aqueous ammonia is the precipitant in this process, and conditions

are chosen to yield a high-surface-area powder. Once precipitation is

complete, the remaining conversion steps include filtration, washing,
drying, and calcination.

Dense feed particles for vibratory compaction are prepared by

pressing and sintering compacts (dimensional tolerances are unimportant
and centerless grinding is avoided). The compacts are crushed to pre-
pare the feed mixture for vibratory compaction. Compaction procedures
are selected to yield an 85% dense rod containing both top and bottom

axial blankets.

9ptions are possible if it is decided to process blanket fuel separately.
For example, after dissolution and solvent extraction (where the uranium

and plutonium are partitioned), the blanket uranium can be either re-

cycled or stored. Since the core is not expected to breed, makeup plu-
tonium and uranium are supplied from the blanket; excess plutonium
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is either stored or further decontaminated before being  sold.     All  othe r
blanket processing steps are similar to the core fabrication steps.

Spent fast reactor fuel is likely to be ten times as active as equiv-
alently cooled thermal reactor fuel. Thus, either more-radiation-
resistant nonaqueous processes must be used, or current aqueous meth-
ods must be adapted to meet the requirements of fast reactor fuel.

The characteristics of spent fast-reactor fuel have been surveyed.
Table 4-B-2 lists beginning- and end-of-life mass balances for three

typical 1000-MWe fast reactors in which average core burnup ranged
from 55,000 to 100,000 MWD/T. Typical fission product activity and
total energy dissipation for fast reactor cores are given in Tables 4-B-3
and 4-B-4. These values are useful in establishing activity levels in
the extraction system. Table 4-B-5 lists the concentrations of several
stable and long-lived fission products in spent fuel (values shown are

calculated from the direct fission yields and ignore the burnup and decay
of fission products during irradiation).

Spent fuel activity is only one of several considerations that make

fast reactor fuel unique; others are listed in Table 4-B-6. This table
defines potential fast-fuel recycle problems and suggests possible solu-
tions, most of which have been incorporated into B&W's recycle flow
sheets. Table 4-B-6 does not list the many routine problems common

to both fast and thermal reactor fuel recycle.
Since reactor and fuel requirements are not clearly defined, any

proposed fast reactor fuel recycle concept must be quite versatile.  The

conceptual B&W process, illustrated in Figure 4-B-2, provides such
versatility. Three possible flow sheet options  are as follows:

1.  Blending core and blanket oxide - This would lower the
average activity of feed solutions and decrease the pluto-
nium concentration.

2.  Preparation of oxides by rnechanical blending - This route
is possible by partitioning the uranium and plutonium and
preparing U02 and Pu02 separately.

3.  Fabrication of pellet cores - Either high- or low-density
pellets can be prepared directly from the coprecipitated
powder. The fabrication flow sheet can be altered to re-
move the particle-preparation steps and insert standard
pellet.pressing and sintering steps.
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Options 2 and 3 are promising concepts for fast-reactor fuel fabrication,

but they are not included in the refe rence process for B&W's recycle
cores. One other process alternate is to scavenge the plutonium out of

the blanket by selective extraction or ion-exchange.   In this case,  blan-
ket uranium would be discarded.
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Table 4-B-1. Summary of Process Conditions for the Recycle Process

(a)                                    Process operations and conditionsProcess step and
designation Core fuel elements Blanket fuel elements Remarks

1. Headend 1.  Disassemble fuel element, dis- 1.  Treatment is identical to core 1.  Simple pin shearing would require
card extraneous hardware, and fuel except axial blanket sections a shear rate of about 1 pin per
store pins,in cooling racks. are segregated and sheared sepa- rninute.

rately.2. Remove residual Na from fuel
pins by controlled cleaning.

3.  Segregate core oxide from axial
blanket oxide by shearing or cut-
ting if this is desirable.

4.  Shear pin core sections into
lengths of 1/2 to 1 inch.

5.  Charge or convey sheared fuel
piece to dissolvers.

2. Oxide Dissolution 1.  Dissolve U-Pu oxide in 400% stoi- 1.  Dissolve UO2 in 400% excess of 10 1.  No fluoride ion addition is antici-
4 chiometric excess of 3 to 4 M to  1 3  M HN03' pated for core oxide dissolution;

1
-                                                     -

HNO, 2. Other steps same as for core fuel.
dissolution rates of 3 to 6 mg/cmz-
min are expected.

1 2.  Clarify feed solutions and trans-
- fer to adjustment tank. 2.  A heel dissolution sequence isN recommended and a cycle time of3. Remove residual hulls from dis- 6 hr is anticipated.solver.

3.  Undissolved residues should be
minimal when core oxide is pre 
pared by coprecipitation.

4.  Clarification by centrifuging is
preferred.

3. Feed Adjustment 1.  Add sodium nitrite (as required) 1.  Steps same as for core fuel. 1. Nitrite addition may be unneces-
and digest at 50 C for 1 hr to con- sary due to high activity of feed
vert Pu to Pu(IV). solutions.

2.  Add ferric sulfate to assure 2.  Precipitation of fission products
Pu(VI) reduction. may require dilution to =0.5 M

U + Pu.3.  Boil down feed to 1.0- 1.5M
U + Pu and 1 M HNOk 3.  Pu concentrations are expected to

be: core feed-50 to 70 gm/f at
1.0 - 1.5 M U+ Pu; blanket feed-
4 t 0 7 gmnat l.0 - 1.5 MU+Pu.

4.  Core feed solution activity is an-
ticipated to range between 20 and
50 watts/f.



Table 4-B-1. (Cont'd)

(a)                                    Process operations and conditionsProcess step and

designation Core fuel elements Blanket fuel elements Remarks

5. Additional reagents may be used
to promote the removal of iodine
to the off-gas systenn.

4. Solvent Extraction 1.  Extract U and Pu in co-decon- 1.  Steps same as for core fuel. 1.  DF's are expected to be about 107
tarnination cycle. for Pu and 108 for U.

2. Further decontaminate and 2. Centifugal contactors may be devel-
separate U and Pu in partition oped in time for use; residence time
cycle. would be about 6 sec/stage; integrate

solvent exposure per pass should be
3.  Purify U and Pu in separate less than 2 watt-hr/f (based on 50final extraction cycle for each

metal. total stages for core processing).

3.  Solvent can be TBP or other mate-
4.  Concentrate Pu by anion .exchange rials such as trilaurylamine (TLA)

and U by evaporation. in dodecane.
1 4.  U removal from recycled.solvent
Dj                                                                                                                                                  may be improved by adding perox-

ide to the caustic wash; Pu remov-
-

al may be best effected by addingLe
0.01 M U(IV) solution.

5.  Core Product 1. Adjust free acid to 3.8 M and U                            -- 1. Continuous coprecipitation is used

Adjustment concentration to about 8-5 gm/f. to assure uniformity of product.

2.  Adjust Pu/(U + Pu) ratio to de- 2. Conditions shown are based on
sired level by adding makeup batch precipitation and may change
Pu  and U. slightly for continuous precipita-

tion.

3.  Makeup Pu can be used to adjust
Pu isotopic mix.

a

6. Blanket Product                                -- 1. Adjust U to 100 to 200 gm/2 and 1.  Remarks 1 and 2 of step 5 also ap-
Adjustment ply here.HN03 to  -2 M.

7. Coprecipitation 1. Adjust solution temperature to 60                            -- 1. Aqueous ammonia gives a product
to 70 C. with high surface area (10 to 15

2.  Precipitate with 14.8 M NH4OH to MZ/gm).

a  final  P H  of  8.5  to  9.0.
3. Digest slurry for =0.5 hr.

8.  Precipitation                                    - 1. Adjust solution temperature to 1.  See note 2 of step 5.
55 C.



Table 4-B-1. (Cont'd)

Process step and(a) Process operations and conditions

designation Core fuel elements Blanket fuel elements Remarks

2.  Precipitate with 2 M NH4OH to a 2.  Precipitation time should be less
final PH of 5 to 6. than 1 hr.

3. NHJ/U ratio =1:1.

9.  Filter and Wash 1.  Initial washing w'ith 0.1 8 NH4OH; 1.  Wash with 0.2 M NH4OH until fil- 1.  Conditions can be varied to im-final wash with demineralized trate pH >7. prove filterability.water.

10.  Dry and Calcine i.  Vacuum-dry cake (20 in. Hg) at 1.  Dry to 300 C in air for 2 hr.
160 C.

2.  Calcine to 900 C for 1 hr under
2.  Calcine at 750 for 2 hr under re- reducing atmosphere; heatup rate

ducing atmosphere; heatup rate 200 C/hr.
300 C/hr; heat up and cool dow·n
under inert gas..     '

,
1 1.  Press Slues 1. Prep·ress s'lues at 40,000 to 80,000 1 .   Step essentially the same as for

O                                            psi with,jut binller. core fuel.
1 2.  Crush and screen to-35 mesh.-
4                                           3.  Compact -35 mesh granules into.

slugs at =20,000 psi.

12. Sinter Slugs ! Sinter slues to 1600 C under re- 1. Sinter slugs to 1750 C under re- 1. Greater than 96% TD is requiredducine atmosphere. ducing atmosphere. if 85% compacted density is de-
sired.

13.  Crush and Screen Slugs 1.  Cmsh and screen fo obtain. approx- 1. Step essentially the same as for                       --irnately the follo„·inx mesh split: core fuel.
-10 + 14 (609), -65 + 100 (155),
-325 (25%).

14. Vibratory Cornpac·tic,n 1. Vibratory compact sized oxide at 1. Step essentially the same as for 1. 85% compacted density is desired.a frequency ranee of 100 to 1500 core fuel.
Cps „·ith g-1„ads of 25 to 60. 2. Lower g-loads may be used to de-

crease particle attrition.
3. Some smearing of the core-to-

blanket interface is expected.
4.  An electrodynamic vibrator is pre-

ferred.

15.  Quality Contr ,1 1.  Gamma-scan rod to evaluate mass- 2.  Step same as for core fuel when 1.  Autoradiography may be feasible,per-unit-length variation. recycled U is used. or external gamma source may be
required.



Table 4-B-1. (Cont'd)

(a) and
Blanket fuel elements

Process operations and conditions
Process step

designation Core fuel elements Remarks

2. Measure oxide column height and 2.  Sanne as for core fuel. 2. Slit width should not be over 1/2
oxide weight. pin dianneter.

16. Welding 1.  Decontaminate weld zone to pre- 1.  Steps same as for core fuel. 1.  Pin design will dictate whether
scribed level of alpha decontami- end cap is lip or butt welded.
nation.

2.  Tungsten-inert gas weld end cap.

17. Inspection 1.  Dye check welds. 1.  Steps same as for core fuel.                           --

2.  Helium leak test.

3. Final tolerance checks.

18. Assembly 1.  Assemble pins into fuel element 1.  Step same as for core fuel.                            -
assemblies.

4                                            2.  Attach end adapter and instrumen-
tation.

W
.g

Ul         (a)
See Figure 4-B-2.



Table 4-B-2. 1000-MWe Fast Reactor Mass Balance

Reactor

Parameter                               A                B                C

Reactor power
MWt 2,450 2,650 2,650
MWe 1,007 1,000 1,000

Core fuel burnup, MWD/T 100,000 55,000 77,000

Core irradiation, days 1,050 550 700

Initial fuel composition, wt %
Core: uranium 84 .84 84

plutonium (total)            16       16       16
Blanket: uranium (depleted) 100 100 100

Spent fuel composition, wt %
Core: uranium 70       79       77

plutoniunn 20       16       16
fission products                 10          5          7

Blanket: uranium           98    98    98
plutonium                                2               2               2

Table 4-B-3. Typical SRent Fuel Fission Product
Activity(a /

Total fission product activity, curies (b)

Cooling time, daysIrradiation time,
days             15          30          60         100

550 1.2 X 109 9.3 X 108 7.7 X 108 4.8 x 108

700 1.3 X 109 9.8 x 108 8.0  x 1 0 8 5.3  x   1 0 8

(a)Reactor power, 2650 MWt.
(b)Evaluated from reference 4, Figure 2.
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Table 4-B-4. Typical Spent Fuel Energy Dissipation
From Fission Products(al

Total energy dissipation,
(b)

watts  X  106

Cooling time, daysIrradiation time,
days            15    30    60    100.- -I-*..Ii.- I

550 5.3    3.7    2.6     1.8

700 6.0    4.0    3.0    2.0

la)Reactor power, 2650 MWt.
(b)Evaluated from reference 4, Figure 4.

Table 4-B-5. Concentrations of Typical Stable or
Long-Lived Fission Products in
Spent Fast Reactor Fuel

(a)Concentration, Ppm
Fission product (of total core + blanket)

Strontium-90 195

Molybdenum-95 465

Cesium-137 615

Cerium- 142 830

Ruthen:um- 102 530

Zirconium-96 485

(a ) Based on 550 full-power days' operation at
2650 MWt.
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Table 4-B-6. Summary of Recycle Problems Unique to
Fast Reactor Fuel

Recycle step and Potential fast-reactor-fuel
appropriate reference processing problems Possible solutions to problem

A.  Spent Fuel Decladding 1.  Segregation of core from inte- 1.  Shear fuel at core-blanket in-
(Appendix  B. 1) gral axial blanket. terface.

Process axial blanket and
coretogether.

2.  Removal of sodium coolant 2. Controlled reaction of sodium
frorn cladding. with steam.

3.  Loss of ductility of highly- 3. Avoid mechanical manipula-
irradiated cladding. tions where possible.

B.  Dissolution of Oxide 1. Undissolved residues of core 1.   Dilute feed solutions to within
(Appendix B.2) and fission product oxides. solubility limits.

Clarify feed solutions.
Control oxide firing cycle.
Prepare oxide by coprecipita-
tion.

2. Increased dissolution times 2.  Use heel-dissolution cycle.
for high-plutonia fuels. Prepare oxide by coprecipita-

tion.
Increase HN03 molarity or add
HF to dissolvent.

C. Feed Adjustment 1.  Instability of Pu following va- 1.  Digest feed solution to remove
(Appendix B.3) lence adjustments. excess HNO2•

2.  Precipitation of Pu-containing 2. Clarify adjusted feed solutions.
residues. Dilute feed·solution to <100 gm

U + Pu/f.

D. Solvent Extraction 1.   Buildup of dibutyl phosphate 1.  Use alternate solvent.
(Appendix B.4) (DBP). Decrease residence time of

solvent and feed solution.

2.  Carrying of Pu(III) on DBP- 2.  Avoid use of ferrous sulfamate
iron precipitates. (use other reductants).

Avoid U-Pu partitioning opera-
tion.

3.  Poor U-Pu partition efficiency. 3.  Dilute feed solutions to de-
crease nitrite.
Avoid U-Pu partition.
Add reductant at appropriate
stages of partition bank.
Digest feed solutions to destroy
nitrite.

4. Iron contamination of Pu prod- ·   4. Use reductants that do not add
Uct. contamination such as 6% H2-

argon.
5.  Extraction of iodine. 5. Remove during feed adjustment.

E.  Preparation of 1.  Achievement of good U-Pu 1. Prepare oxide by coprecipita-pu 2- U 2 homogeneity. tion.
(Appendix B.5) Control size of U and Pu ionic

species.
Control rate of coprecipitation.

F. Vibratory Compaction 1.  Control rod density to 85%. 1. Careful selection of particle
(Appendix B.7) size frad'tions.

Control of vibrational frequen-
cies.

G. Fuel Quality 1.  Measurement of rod mass-per- 1.  Use autoradiography.
(Appendix B.8) unit-length with fission prod-

ucts or daughters present.
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Figure 4-B-2. Process for Recycling Fast Reactor Fuel
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Figure 4-B-3. Operational Flow Diagram for Aqueous Processing of Oxide Fuels3
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3 .        Fue 1  Shipping

The shipping method selected for the LMFBR spent fuel assemblies

was established after an extensive study which is reported in the "Ship-

ping Cask Trade-Off Study" (Volume 4). The method selected is ship-

ment of one spent fuel assembly at a time in a sodium-filled shipping

container.

The major problem in shipping LMFBR fuel, which has witnessed

peak burnups to 140,000 MWD/T, is dissipation of the decay heat.  The

problem is more severe than in current shipments of thermal reactor

fuel because of the higher power densities from the LMFBR assembly.

The economic penalty to the nuclear fuel cycle and doubling time becomes

excessive if long reactor-site decay storage is necessary.

Handling of spent fuel assemblies at the reactor site and at the re-

processing site was also shown to be a critical procedure. The reactor

site fuel handling system is described in section 6. Following a 70-day

minimum storage period in the reactor pot sodium, the cask is loaded

under a gas cooling environment. The assembly is loaded into a shipping

cask inner liner which is filled with sodium. The liner is welded shut

and loaded into the shipping cask, which provides continuous cooling to

remove the heat and to protect the cask shielding material.

The trade-off study gives the normal and abnormal conditions of

transport. For accident conditions during transport, under the stipulated

drop and external fire, the following shipping cask design conditions

must be attained:

1.  The fuel cladding temperature must not exceed about 2350
F (vented fuel design).

2.  The inner cask container must be designed to retain the
primary sodium coolant completely.

3.  The inner cask container rnust rnaintain its integrity under
internal pressures approaching 300 psia and temperatures
of about 2000 F.

4.  The cask must contain the lead (or alternate) shielding in
such an enclosure that -molten material cannot escape  from
the cask or reduce the shielding effectiveness below allow-
able limits.

Handling procedures at the reprocessing site are equally important

to economical shipment of LMFBR fuel. These systems must be designed
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to receive·and handle the highly irradiated fuel in the sodium-filled

cask.  Cooling of the assembly during unloading will again be critical,
and head-end procedures must be thoroughly developed to either clean
the assembly or to be compatible with the sodium. The reference fuel
design is vented. Therefore, fission gases in the cask liner must be

postulated, and proper procedures must be developed to prevent the
ingress of these gases to man-access areas, as well as for their dis-
posal.

The trade-off study shows that shipment of the spent fuel will be
safe and economical (0.105 mill/kWh) if the problems of handling and
cask design are resolved. In summary, the objectives can be attained

by giving special attention to and solving of the problems associated
with the following areas:

1.  The design of the shipping container to retain the sodium
coolant even in the worst transport accident.

2.  The design of the reactor-site procedures and equipment
for handling and packaging the fuel assemblies which have
decayed for only a minimum period.

3.  The design of the reprocessing head-end procedures for
unloading, disassembly, and removal of the sodium coolant.
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Fabrication of the fuel assembly involves assembling the various

fuel assembly components into three major subassemblies, which are
the fuel pin bundle assembly,  the fuel can,  and the lower end fitting as -

sembly. Each subassembly is prefabricated and independently cleaned,

tested, and inspected before being incorporated into the final fuel assem-

bly fabrication procedure. The components required for fabricating the
subassemblies are prefabricated, cleaned, and inspected before being
routed to their respective assembly areas. This method of fuel assem-

bly fabrication should provide the maximum insurance against rejection

of a completed fuel assembly due to manufacturing deviations.   The

procedure provides flexibility in the manufacturing and fabrication pro-
cedures associated with the individual fuel assembly components.

Fabrication of the fuel pin bundle subassembly involves the follow-

ing: The upper end fitting is welded to the upper fuel pin support grid.
The weld is inspected, and a final machining operation removes the ex-

cess stock required for the welding operation and forms the apron at-
tachment recess groove. Two adjacent aprons are fitted into the apron

recess groove and are tack-welded into place. The partially completed

subassembly is placed in an assembly fixture designed to maintain align-
ment and provide restraint during the subsequent fuel pin, helical-rib-

bon spring spacer, and apron assembly operations. The procedure for

assembling the fuel pins and helical-ribbon spring spacers involves at-

taching the fuel pins to the upper fuel pin support grid structure by en-

gaging the female tee slot in the end cap with a male tee bar in the sup-

port grid ligaments. The first fuel pin is positioned in the corner formed
by the adjacent aprons. The process of attaching and positioning the
fuel pins relative to the apron dimples and to each other is repeated
until all pin locations adjacent to the aprons are filled. This forms a

partial outer row of fuel pins to be used as a base for positioning the

helical-ribbon spring spacers and fuel pins on the correct pitch spacing

during the remaining assembly operations.  In the assembly procedures,

a method of alternating the fuel pin and helical-ribbon spring spacer or

a fuel pin fixture spacer bar is employed.  The fuel pin fixture spacer

bar ensures that movement of the helical-ribbon spring spacers or the

fuel pins will not occur during the subsequent assembly operations.

During this phase of the assembly operations, four sets of spring-loaded
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1 Machining operations include cutting the structure to length, drilling,

Fabrication of the fuel can involves forming a round tube into a

clamps on the assembly fixture provide for assembling the pins in the

desired hexagonal fuel pin bundle assembly configuration. In addition,

the clamps maintain a predetermined force against the assembly to

maintain its alignment. To attach the remaining aprons,  a set of clamps

must be systematically adjusted until the apron can be inserted and posi-

tioned under the clamps without allowing excessive movement of the fuel

pins, helical-ribbon spring spacers, or the fuel pin fixture spacer bars.

The clamps are readjusted, the alignment of the assembly is checked,
and the apron is tack-welded into place. This procedure is repeated

until all the apron attachments  are made. A final alignment check of
the completed assembly is performed, and the apron attachment weld

areas are cleaned and inspected. Openings in the assembly fixture are

provided to accommodate independent compression ring fixtures which

are attached to the assembly at predetermined locations and are required

to maintain the alignment of the assembly during transit to the fuel as -

s embly area.  After the compression ring fixtures are attached, the fuel

pin fixture spacer bars are removed, the assembly fixture is disengaged

from the assembly, a final alignment check and inspection is completed,

1 and the assembly is routed to the fuel assembly area.

hexagonal, solid-wall structure. Mandrels are employed to mechanically

,straighten and size the hexagonal structure to meet the straightness and

  dimensional tolerance requirements dictated by the final fuel assembly

i
envelope requirements. A special jig fixture supports and aligns the

hexagonal structure to prevent distortion during all machining operations.

and counter-sinking all holes required to attach the fuel pin bundle as -

sembly and lower end fitting assembly to the fuel can. After all ma

chining operations are completed, a final dimensional inspection is

performed, the structure is removed from the jig fixture, cleaned, in-

spected, and routed to the fuel assembly area.

Fabrication of the lower end fitting subassembly consists of as-

sembling the flow nozzle, lower grid structure, compression spring,

  and the fuel assembly support housing into a prefabricated unit.  All

components required in the subassembly are premachined, cleaned,

and inspected prior to their arrival in the assembly area. The first
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assembly operation involves the welding of the lower grid structure to
the upper end of the flow nozzle.  The weld is inspected, and a final ma-
chining operation removes the excess stock required for the welding op-
eration. The weldment is given a final inspection, cleaned, and positioned
under and attached to the assembly fixture ram. The compression spring
is seated in the fuel assembly support housing and is positioned in the as-
sembly fixture directly below the flow nozzle weldment.   When the as -

sembly fixture ram is lowered, a machined shoulder on the flow nozzle
weldment engages the compression spring, which preloads it a prede-
termined amount and allows for the insertion of the capture pins.   The

capture pins are inserted and tack-welded into place, and the assembly
is removed from the assembly fixture. Tack-welded areas are cleaned

and inspected, and the entire assembly is given a final inspection, cleaned,
and routed to the fuel assembly area.

In the fuel assembly area the three prefabricated subassemblies are

given a final inspection before the final fuel assembly procedures are
initiated. A bench-type assembly fixture is employed to align and sup-
port the subassemblies.  The fuel can is located and locked in an·axially
restrained position in the assembly fixture.  The fuel pin bundle assem-

bly is positioned in the assembly fixture guide frame, which aligns the
assembly for insertion into the fuel can. Systematic removal of the fuel
pin bundle independent compression ring fixtures is initiated, and a

loading jig is attached; the jig compresses the fuel pin bundle assembly
into an envelope size slightly smaller than the fuel can. (The loading
jig functions in the same manner as one would apply a ring compressor. )
A hydraulic ram at the head end of the assembly fixture is guided through
the fuel can and attached to the fuel pin bundle assembly by gripping the
fuel assembly handling knob. The hydraulic ram is actuated and the
fuel pin bundle assembly is guided into the fuel can by the assembly fix-
ture guide frame.  As the assembly is guided and drawn into the fuel
can, the compression jig is relaxed, and the ram pulls. the assembly
into  the  can and locates the upper end fitting with respect  to  the  uppe r
end of the fuel can. The hydraulic ram is disengaged from the fuel as-

sembly handling knob, the fuel pin bundle assembly is mechanically at-
tached to the fuel can by threaded fasteners, and a final inspection of
the fuel pins and helical twisted-ribbon spring spacer alignment is
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performed.  In this assembly arrangement, the fuel can becomes the

restraining member against the forces developed by the preloaded heli-
cal-ribbon spring spacers. The lower end fitting assembly is guided
into the bottom of the fuel can, aligned, and mechanically attached to
the fuel can by threaded fasteners. A final alignment ins.pection of the

completed fuel assembly is performed, the mechanical fasteners are

tack-welded into place, the six shear blocks are located and welded into

place, and all weld areas are cleaned and inspected.  The fuel assembly
is then removed from the assembly fixture, given a final inspection,

cleaned, and placed in a protective bag for shipment.

..
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1.   Computer Code Abstracts

1.1.  DHRG3-SIZZLEl

A one-dimensional fast reactor design package has recently
been made operational at B&W on the Philco computer. The basic com-

ponents of the package are modified versions of the Hanford-revised

GAM program (HRG) and the Purdue University-modified SIZZLE pro-

gram.  (The GAM program was originally written at General Atomics,
and the SIZZLE program was originally written at Atomics International.)

The revised versions of these two programs, operational on the Philco

computer, are called DHRG3 and SIZLE. *

The DHRG3 program is used with 68-group ENDF/B cross

sections to do a 68-group fundamental mode calculation. Fine group
resonance absorption and resonance fission can be calculated by the

program for any isotope or optionally read in as input data. At present
a combination of both schemes is used with externally generated reso-
nance absorption and fission calculated using the ERIC-2 program.2
Broad-group microscopic cross sections are edited, and microscopic
libraries are punched in a form suitable for use with the SIZLE program.
The DHRG3 program is in FORTRAN IV.

The SIZLE program, using a library generated by the DHRG3

program, performs a many-group diffusion calculation, collapses the
cross sections to few-groups (one to six) for each of four reactor sec-

tions, and performs few-group diffusion calculations and depletion.  Fol-

lowing are some of the modifications made at B&W:

1.  Reading of DHRG3-generated libraries.

2. Breeding ratio output at each time step.
3.  Punched card output at specified time steps for PERT

calculations.

4.  Editing of initial and final masses of all isotopes.
5.  Corrections to the flux normalization used in the deple-

tion.

-----

'

One Z in SIZZLE is removed to reduce the length of the code name to
the five letters required by the computer system.
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6.  Modification to the thorium chain to make it compatible
and interchangeable with the uranium chain.  With this
change, two uranium chains can be used-one for the
core and the other for the blanket-with the same iso-
topes in each chain having a separate many-group set
of cross sections.

7.  The addition of a depletable isotope (for example, a
burnable poison) not used in the chains.

8.  A collapsing of the group- and region-dependent trans-
verse buckling for use in the few-group calculation.

9.  Calculation and editing of the group- and region-depen-
dent buckling at each time step.

10.  Corrections in the collapsing of the transfer cross
sections.

11. Additional editing and corrections.

1.2.    PERT 3

PERT is a one-dimensional perturbation program which cal-
culates (1) the relative change in k due to a perturbation in the cross

eff

sections, (2) flux-weighted cross sections, and (3) the prompt neutron

lifetime ( #*) and the effective delayed neutron' fraction (#eff)'   The pro -
gram will perform these calculations for up to six groups in slab, cy-
lindrical, or spherical geometry. The program accepts SIZZLE punched

fluxes, adjoint fluxes, and associated cross sections.

1.3. PDQ-64

The PDQ-5 and PDQ-6 programs solve the two-dimensional

neutron diffusion-depletion problem with up to five lethargy groups.

The geometry is rectangular or cylindrical in PDQ-5 and hexagonal in                 
PDQ-6.  Zero flux, zero current, and rotational symmetry boundary

conditions are available. Between 300 and 500 mesh points are per-

mitted in each coordinate direction, and both programs provide for

variable mesh spacing. PDQ-5 problems in excess of 50,000 points and

PDQ-6 problems in excess of 30,000 points have been run successfully.
The flux iterations of both programs utilize single-line suc-

cessive over-relaxation, and the source iterations are accelerated by

Chebyshev extrapolation.
The programs are written in FORTRAN II language and have

been compiled and run only on the Philco-212 computer. They operate
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on this computer under control of the BKS monitor system and also
make use of the Bettis FORTRAN subroutine package.

1.4.      ERIC -2 2

The IBM 7090 FORTRAN program ERIC-2 computes effective
resonance integrals and cross sections for both fissile and non-fissile
nuclides and for resolved and unresolved resonances. The "intermediate-
resonance" theory of Goldstein and Cohen is incorporated, and in the

region of unresolved resonances, the partial widths are averaged over
their respective distribution functions. The program is suitable for
either thermal or fast reactor calculations.

1.5. DISC-25
' DISC-2 is a modified version of an inelastic matrix code re-

leased by KAPL in 1965. The principal feature of the new code is its

ability to treat the continuum contribution as required by the present

ENDF/B inelastic scattering model.  In this model, the total inelastic

scattering cross section [9 (E)] above some cutoff energy (ECUTF).MI
is composed entirely of the Maxwellian component [G   (E) ]. The modelMI
used in the original DISC code has been maintained, however, and it
can be used whenever the discrete level and continuum components over-

lap.
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2. One-Dimensional Physics Methods

2.1. General

One-dimensional physics calculations are accomplished using

three computer codes, DHRG3,1 SIZLE,1 and PERT; which are de-
scribed in part 1 of this appendix. The group energy boundaries used

in SIZLE are listed in Table 4-D-1.

Table 4-D-1. Group Energy Boundaries

Group lower Number of groups
energy boundary,

eV 18 (SIZLE) 6 (SIZLE) 5 (PDQ)

2.865 x 106             1
1.054 X 106 2 1'  1
3.877 X 105             3
1.426 X 105                4 2,2
3.183 X 104             5
4.307 X 103            6
7.485 X 102            7             3            3
3.536 x 102            8
1.670 x 102             9 4
7.889 X 101            10 4
3.727 X 101           11
1.760 X 101 12    '         5
8.315                 13
3.928                                     14
1.855                15 5
0.876                16            6
0.414                  17
Thermal                              18

Important cross-section sources may be summarized as fol-

lows:

L  239Pu -- ENDF/B evaluation by Greebler.6
2.   238U - ENDF/B evaluation by Wittkopf, Roy,

and Livolsi.7
3.  2®Pu - ENDF/B evaluation by Pitterle.8
4.    241PU - Evaluation by Drake.9
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5.  Fe, Ni, CR - ANL MCi calculation; spectrum
corresponds to that of sodium-cooled oxide
commercial breeder.

6. Na, Be, 0 - ORNL GAM-I Library Listing
(1965).

7.  Ta - ENDF/B, infinitely dilute.

Cross sections for 238U and 239Pu in the resolved and unresolved
resonance regions were prepared by the ERIC-2 code.2 The inelastic
matrix for 238U was prepared by the DISC-2 code,Susing the ENDF/B
discrete level and continuum data; matrices for the remaining materials
were taken from an ORNL GAM-I Library Listing (1965), normalized
to more recent total inelastic cross-section data. Using these methods,
key parameters of assembly 48 of ZPR III agree very well with the values

given by Greebler.
10

The complete analysis of a core configuration consists of the
evaluation of most or all of the parameters presented in the appendix.
The first step in this process is to generate, using DHRG3, an 18-group
cross-section library for the beginning-of-life (BOL) composition.  Time
zero criticality calculations are then successively performed in the radial
and axial directions using SIZLE, until the input group independent trans-
verse buckling  in one case matche s the calculated parallel buckling  in the
other. A single axial calculation is performed for the ave rage c ore en-
richment rather than for each enrichment zone. Transverse bucklings
are computed from a neutron balance.

A SIZLE depletion is then performed in the axial and radial

directions, using the converged transverse bucklings. Since the SIZLE

program assumes a constant value for the power in the  core and blankets,
itis necessary to predict the power split (see part 2.2.2 of this appendix)
and to use the average power for the depletion calculation.

Finally, using the depleted or end-of-cycle (EOC) compositions
for both the axial and radial configuration, new 18-group cross section
libraries are generated for use in SIZLE, using DHRG3. A further buckl-
ing iteration is needed at EOC, since the buckling does change with burn-

up, and the SIZLE code assumes a constant value. The paramete rs de-

fined in parts 2.2.1 through 2.2.8of this appendix are necessary in order
to evaluate the economic performance of a core configuration. The peaking
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factors (part 2.2.5) will determine whether or not the enrichments

chosen for the various core zones have effectively flattened the power.

Reactivity coefficients are normally evaluated at EOC using
the new libraries, since these conditions usually tend to be more severe

from a safety standpoint. Their evaluation is accomplished by a series

of criticality calculations, augmented and checked by perturbation cal-
culations. When evaluating the sodium density (or void) coefficient (see

part 2.2.2), it is necessary to generate a new cross-section library
which reflects the changes in composition and resonance parameters.
The difference in the effective multiplication factor for the full dense

and the partially void criticality calculations is the void deficit.  When

the reactivity coefficients are computed attimes other than EOC, suffi-
cient homogeneous control is included to provide a k of unity.e ff

The sodium void coefficient is computed by the following pro-

cedure. The base cases are the axial and radial full dense cases with

converged transverse bucklings.  A new 18-group library is then gen-

erated for the core and axial blanket in the voided condition. Axial and

radial SIZLEs are then run, and the transverse bucklings are once again

converged.   Thus, in the radial case, the effect of the voided axial blan-

ket is incorporated in the axial buckling, which was obtained from  an

axial calculation in which the axial blankets were voided.   In all cases,

both full dense  and void, the transverse bucklings  in the blankets  are  the

same as those of the core,  with the exception of the radial voided case.
In this case, even though the core is voided, the transverse buckling of

the radial blanket, which is not voided, is the same as that for the un-
voided core.

When all shirn rods are removed at times other than the EOC,

sufficient smeared poison to achieve a k of unity is included in all voideff
coefficient calculations.

Part 2.2.10 of this appendix describes the perturbation pro-

cedure for evaluating the 6K/K associated with a change in reactor con-

ditions.  Thus, a set of fluxes, adjoint fluxes, andcross sections is

needed for a reference case, as well as the values of the perturbations

in the cross sections experienced in going to the new state. Given this

information, the PERT code will evaluate the 6K/K associated with the

change. This method is very useful for checking criticality evaluations
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of the sodium density and Doppler coefficients and for generating worth
distributions.

To evaluate the Doppler coefficient (see part 2.2.11) bycriti-
cality methods, a new SIZLE library is necessary to reflect the change
in the Doppler broadening at the new temperature.    Thus the difference
in the effective multiplication factor for the reference criticality calcu-
lation and the criticality calculation at the new fuel temperature enables
one to evaluate the coefficient.

The axial and radial expansion coefficients (see part 2.2.12)
i

are easily evaluated by merely changing the core dimensions and noting
the associated AK. Since the change in core dimensions is assumed to
be due to the linear expansion of the structural material, the amount of
coolant enclosed in the core will change for a radial calculation and re-
main constant for an axial one.  For an axial expansion, the core height
will increase while the radius remains constant. Since the expansion
does not result in a change in cross-sectional area, the result is a con-
stant coolant volume fraction. The densities of the remaining core ma-
terials decrease in the same proportion as the core grows. However,
for a radial expansion, the cross-sectional area does change, thereby
increasing the volume of coolant enclosed by the core, and hence, the
volume fraction of the coolant, and at the same time reducing the appar-
ent densities of the other core materials. The expansion coefficients are

obtained by a 6k calculation between the normal and expanded cores.e ff
Part 2.2.1 3 fully describes the evolutioil of the prompt neutron

lifetime (1*) and the delayed neutron fraction (peff)' A power-squared
weighting is employed to synthesize the radial and axial blanket contri-

butions.

2.2. Details of the Methods

2.2.1.         Enrichment (E)

  239Pu + 241PU)
E= core

(U + PU)core
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2.2.2.            Powe r Split

The power split is determined from one-dimensional

calculations by solving the following three equations:

P =P +P + P                                                          ( 1)
tot C AB RB

P   (Y)(1 - X)totP = (2)RB 1 - XY

P   (X)(1 - Y)tot
P =          (3)AB 1 - XY

where P    = total power, MWttot

P     = power in the axial blanketAB

P    = power in the radial blanketRB
PC = power in the core

X = fraction of power in the axial blanket

Y = fraction of power in the radial blanket

(X and Y are the relative source values output
from the SIZLE code.)

The resultant average power in the core + radial blanket and core + axial

blanket are used to run the radial and axial lifetimes, respectively.

2.2.3. Burnup(B)

P     (MW) X lifetime(days)                             'coreB= (MWD/T)                              (4)
(U + PU)core @ BOL

2.2.4. Power Fractions

These fractions are merely a measure of the distri-

bution of total power among the core, radial blanket, and axial blanket;
i. e., the fraction of the total power which appears in each (see part

2.2.2).
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2.2.5. Peaking Factors  (PF)

(p   ).
PF. = rrlax J                                        (5)J P

core

whe re
j = core region

(P     ). = peak power in region jInax J
P      = average power in corecore

2.2.6.    Calculation of K, the Fissile Burnup

The expression for K at any given time is

4, 'Ai ff *(r,E)Ea(r,E)dVdE iK= gm /MWD                                        (6)
NoPin

whe r e
4 = constant = 8.64 X 104

A. = atomic weight of i-th fissile isotope1

*(r, E) = neutron flux, neut/cmz-sec

Ea(r, E) = macroscopic neutron absorption cross
section, cm- 1

No = Avogadro's number, 6.0225 X 1023 1/moles
P.  = input reactor power for calculation of
1n

*(r, E),  MWt

For use in the calculation of IBR (integrated breed-
ing ratio), K should be time-averaged over the core life, thus the expres-
sion becomes

E K.Lft.
2  -i       1       1                                                                                                          (7)

I ati
i
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2.2.7. Integrated Breeding Ratio (IBR)

F-I+B
IBR =                                       (8)B

where F = final fissile loading <235U, 239PU, 241Pu), kg
I = initial fissile loading <235U, 239PU, 241Pu), kg
B = burnup, kg
=K X P X L

tot

where
K = fissile burnup, kg/MWD

P   = total power, MWtot
L = core lifetime, effective full

power days

2.2.8. Instantaneous Breeding Ratio (BR.)
3

(absorptions - fissions)
2381.3, 240Pu j

BR. =                                                    (9)
3 (absorptions

235U, 239Pu, 241Pu) reactor

where
j = core, radial blanket, axial blanket, or overall

2.2.9. Void Deficit (aK)

AK= K -K (10)void full dense

AKA sodium density coefficient may be defined in terms of AK:  n-
r Ap

where p/Ap is the reciprocal of the fractional change in density used to
calculate AK.

2.2.10. Pertubation 6K/K for Loss of Coolant

·This method is fully developed and is discussed in

referencell;hence, only the result is presented here. The total core
worth is given by
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6K  r( 1 Aax     1       Arad  

K  = J  <Nax wrad Aax, c + Nrad  Lax A IdV (111
rad,  c  j

where ax (subscript) refers to the one-dimensional axial
calculation

rad (subscript) refers to the one-dimensional radial
calculation

c (subscript) refers to the central point of the core
7T

N = (cm)ax 2Bax

W
N                     .                  ax,   c        N                (crnz)rad W ax

rad, c

W     = worth per unit area radiallyrad
A = absorption contribution to worth per unit

volunne

L    = leakage per unit length axiallyax
8   =+47 , square root of the axial buckling
ax ax

Separating the given integral into axial and radial components,

H                         -R
f A  (z)dz -     -R                 -     f A    (r)(27rrdr)

6K =0   ax         1   f w    (r)(21rdr) +  0    A             A
rad

K    A      N J rad (12)
ax, c ax 0 rad, c-                       --

where             H
A= 1     f

L (z)dzN       axrad o

or

T

OK   AIx  W,ad ,  ALd   LaxK=A      NAN (13)
ax, c ax rad, c  rad

where the superscript T implies integration of the point value in the

appropriate direction.

In combination with the method described above,

the perturbation analysis used for the perturbation cross section
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calculates the difference between core cross sc:ctions with and without

sodiurn, i. e., 623 E E -r .  The perturbation results ob-
N a out Na in

tained with this combination gave excellent results when compared with

direct criticality solutions for the core with and without sodium.  As

shown in Table 4-11, the perturbation analysis gave a ak/k for 100%

void of +0.0249, and the SIZZLE ak/k was +0.0288.

dK
2.2.11. Doppler Coefficient (-T -)dT

dK        1
If it is assumed that 3-T - T, then we may write

dK  C
- = -,where C = constant of proportionality and T = temperature indT  T dTdegrees Kelvin. Hence, dK = C --  ; now, integrating both sides over
the temperature change, we have

T2          T2                                       KT2
r dT                       TlJf dK = C  j  -T- - KT 2 = C [fn( T) ]T 2 - C = (14)

T 1Ti        Ti                              [fn(T)]TZ
T 1

dK
However,    T    ZT  =C:

KT 2-KTi -6K
T dK .             .                                   (15)dT fn T 2 - n T 1 fn ( T 2/ T 1)

where OK s KTl - K'1'2 ; hence, wehave

dK 6K
(16)-T dT= in ( T 2 / T 1 )

2.2.12. Axial and Radial Expansion Coefficients
aK AK

(-H - and -R -)AH AR

AHIf itisassumed that AKax- C 1 --H  and AK rad
-

[          AR
C 2   R  '  then we may evaluate these coefficients by performing criticality
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calculations  for both the expanded* and unexpanded cores.    We then

have

ax   -H EH -K
unexpanded unexp

, (AK) =K -K (17)
ax ax

ax ax exp unexpHi E H -K
expanded exp

radR E R -K
unexpanded unexp rad rad

rad rad exp unexp,(AK)    =K -K (18)

Rl E R -K
expanded unexp

Hence,

AK        H-H - = (AK) (19)AH ax Hl - H

and

AK         R-R - = (AK) (20)AR rad  R l- R

2.2.13 One-Dimensional Synthesis of p and f*eff

PERTl calculated p and f* by the following ex-eff
press ions: 3

fR dv LE dE*(r, E) fE dEXCE)0*(r,E)  I Bi '  v(E)Ef(E)  i 1=1#eff =                               D                                      (21)
.

-- --

*
The axial expansion is assumed to cause a decrease in the density of
the fuel and structural materials but to leave the density of the sodium
constant (since the level of the sodium in the pot arrangement will not
change). Therefore, for this case the transverse buckling should be
recalculated (holding reflector savings constant) for the new height.

The radial expansion is assumed to cause a decrease in the high density
of all fuel and structural materials, and an increase in the sodium den-
sity (since the volume of sodium enclosed by the core has increased).
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r   $(r, E)**(r, E)
fadV 1 dE

JE
+                  v(e)r. (22)

D

where
*(r, E) = spatially and energy dependent neutron

flux

*'(r, E) = spatially and energy dependent adjoint
flux

X(E) = delayed neutron spectrum

1 1 = delayed neutron fraction for element - i

[v(E)Ef(E)]i = fission cross section X v for i-th element
D = perturbation denominator

The perturbation denominator is given by

R out
D = jf  dv   . E [v(E)Ef(E)]iti(r, E)07(r,E)dE (23)

R iin

where the volumetric integration is from R.  , the inner radius, to R1n Out'
the outer radius.

The A and f' values obtained from the one-dimen-
reff

sional PERT 1 calculations are too small, however, because the contri-
butions  from the transverse blanket (which are larger than the core value s
because of the higher 238U Bi value in one case and because of the softer
blanket spectrum in the other) are neglected. To obtain an estimate of

this contribution, it was assumed that the flux-adjoint weighting could be
apppoximated by the square of the power, 12 and the following equations
were derived:

Dtotal . Dcore + Dblk -  P + PA  Dtotal +  P + PA  Dtotal            (24)
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whe r e D     = perturbation denominator for core
total and blanket

D     = perturbation denominator for core alone
core
D    = perturbation denominator for blanket alone
blk

Pc - Power in the core
Pb - Power in the blanket

./

Thus R or f" for the core or blanket alone is given by
r eff

*
B

i

(fieff i =
(25)

py(pz + pp

where
p*= PERT value

  Beff  i = corrected value

i = core or blanket

Now if the contribution of the core, radial blanket (rb), and axial blanket

(ab) to the total f * and f' is assumed to be proportional to the squareeff
of the power,  then the expressions  may be written as follows:

P.'8core   pz Arb   pz Bab
total creff rbreff abr e ff

 eff
= (26)

p2   p2    PT
c rb ab

p 2£* + p.2 £*  + P2 f*
8, c core rb rb    ab ab

1.. = (27)total
p 2 t p 2  t p 2c   rb   ab

2.2.14. Window Shade Calculation

The effect of partial rod control insertion on the

reference core was determined by using the window shade method with

the SIZLE criticality code.1   In the window shade method, the average
smeared absorber number density to obtain a given AK is inserted, one

region at a time, starting with the upper blanket. The absorber is then

added in each successive region until the reactor is filled, much the

same as lowering a window shade.
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2.2.15. Do,ibling Time (DT)

Th<, equation takes outpile limc: or inventory into

proper account, can be used for either totally ri·place·d or partially re-

fueled cores, and is of the geometric or compound type, as follows:

t
c       0.6 9 3   +  9nb       b  -l jDT  .  -                               +                                                                        (2 8)
b , OnB 2 1

where t  = cycle time per batch, including outpile time
C

b = number of batches or sub-batches per core

B = M2/Ml
M2 = discharge fissile mass per batch less losses

Ml = initial loaded fissile mass per batch plus
fabrication loss

For totally replaced cores (b = 1) this equation                I
simplifies to

0.693t
C

DT = (29)fnB
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3.   Two-Dimensional Fuel Management Methods

3.1. Power Distributions and Depletion

A fuel management analysis for the reference core has been
accomplished by using the two-dimensional PDQ-6 criticality code4 and
the one-dimensional SIZLE criticality-depletion code.1 A layout of the
PDQ-6 configuration is given in Figure 4-D-1. One sixth of the core is
represented on an assembly basis, and sixth-core symmetry is assumed.

Since SIZLE uses a scattering transfer matrix which allows
for group skipping, and since PDQ-6 requires a removal cross section,
the neutron balance will not be preserved if E is taken to berPDQ

Cir)i    = Etr SIZLE (30)
i-i t l

PDQ

where i = group number

However,  it has beer shown that neglecting all group-skipping components
of E introduces an error of less than 0.0007 in k  

therefore, it wastr eff'
decided to use this approximation.

SIZLE calculations were performed to determine the power
split among the core, radial blanket, and axial blanket. Using the aver-
age values (over core life) for the input power, SIZLE depletion calcu-
lations in the axial and radial directions were then carried out.  (The                  I
axial calculation is necessary to determine the change in transverse

buckling and axial blanket power as a function of burnup.)  From the
SIZLE output, we may directly obtain macroscopic cross sections for
each radial core enrichment zone and for the radial blanket zones as a
function of time. However, since the SIZLE program assumes a constant
value for the power, we must have some way to reflect the shift of power.

If the curve of power versus time for the core is integrated
and plotted as a function of time, we may relate a given burnup at con-
stant power, in terms of calendar days, to the number of days required
to yield the same burnup when the power shift is considered.  This new
time measure will hereby be referred to as "effective full power days"
(EFP).
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An infinite medium calculation was performed for a single
control assembly with rod in and rod out, respectively, for the two
states of a control assembly in the PDQ configuration.

Using the SIZLE macroscopic cross sections at time-zero,
a 5-group PDQ-6 criticality calculation was carried out. Group energy

boundaries are given in Table 4-D-1. Control rods at various locations

in the core were inserted to determine the most desirable power shape

for depletion.
On the assumption that each fuel assembly depletes indepen-

dently of the others, the following procedure was employed to obtain

macroscopic cross sections at a given burnup.  Once a desirable power

shape was achieved by shim rod positioning, peaking factors were eval-

uated for each assembly; i.e.,

--

PF. = P./P (31)
1    1  COre

where PF. = peaking factor in the i-th assembly
1

Pi = average power in the i-th assembly
P     = average power per assembly in the corecore

Depletion was then assumed to occur to approximately 33,000
MWD/T, averaged across the core. The burnup in each assembly was

calculated by equation 32.

BUi = PFi(BU    )                          (32)core

whe.re 50 is the average core burnup (33,000 MWD/T), and PF. iscore                                                1
the previously defined peaking factor. This burnup in each assembly
was related to the integrated power-versus-time curve to determine the

number of effective full power days experienced. Given this time, the

correct macroscopic cross sections corresponding to the given assembly

burnup were picked off the cross sections-versus-time curves.

Now approximately one third of the depleted fuel assemblies

are replaced with fresh ones at the end of each core cycle (a core cycle

corresponds to an average core burnup of about 33,000 MWD/T).  This
means that cycles  I,  II,  and III will be as follows:
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I.  100% of the core goes from 0 to 33,000
MWD/T.

II.  2/3 of the core fuel assemblies go from
33,000 to 66,000 MWD/T, and 1/3 go
from 0 to 33,000 MWD/T.

III.  1/3 of the core fuel assemblies go from
66,000 to 100,000 MWD/T, 1/3 go from
33,000 to 66,000 MWD/T, and 1/3 go
from 0 to 33,000 MWD/T.

Figure 4-D- 2 shows a schematic layout of the proposed replacement pat-
tern. It should be pointed out that this arrangement prevents assemblies
at the same burnup from being adjacent to one another; in this manner,
localized peaks are minimized.  The two rings of blanket assemblies are

treated similarly.
With the correct cross sections in PDQ for each assembly,

another criticality calculation is performed. Again, by movement of the

shim and reguliting rods, desirable power shapes can be obtained, and
the procedure above can be repeated. For example, an assembly stays

in the core for three cycles, depleting with the three following peaking
factors:  1.10, 1.15, 1.18.  Now each cycle corresponds to about 33,000

MWD/T core average.

Cycle I Cycle II Cycle III

LjBU 2, 33,000 MWD/T ABU - 33,000 MWD/T LJBU - 33,000 MWD/Tcore core core

PF.  = 1.1 0 PF. = 1.15 PF. = 1.18
1                                                    1                                                        1

BU. = 36,300 MWD/T BUi = 36,300 + 37,950 = BUi = 74,250 + 40,120 =
1

74,250 MWD/T 114,370 MWD/T

(D     ) = 365 days            (D     ) = 365 + 380 =
(D E FP)i  =   745   +  4 1 0  =EFPi EFPi

745 days 1155 days

where D = number of effective full power days correspondingEFP
to the given burnup for the i-th assembly.

The input transverse buckling for PDQ must reflect the state

of burnup of each segment of the core.  That is, for cycle I, the entire

core will burn from 0 to 33,000 MWD/T; the correct input buckling for
the criticality calculation for the peaking factor used in the depletion

will be ( 82) , the average transverse buckling over the cycle.  For
Z 0- 33
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cycle II, one third of the fuel will be replaced with fresh fuel, so that
the correct input buckling will be as follows:

(8 )2=    1   (8·2)             +   2 (82) (33)3     z 0-33 3 Z 33-66

where

(Bi 33-66
= average buckling for an assembly in going

from 33,000 to 66,000 MWD/T

In the same manner, cycle III will be as follows:

(B )3  =     (B )0-33 +11(iii),3-66  +     (Bi),6- 1,0 (34)

3.2. Mass Balances

The mass balance for each assembly was obtained in the same

way that the correct macroscopic cross sections were obtained.  The

mass per assembly, both fissile and total plutonium, for each core zone

from the SIZLE depletion calculation was plotted versus EFPD. Using
the average assembly burnup calculated by equation 34, the number of
effective full power days experienced by each assembly was determined

from the curve of the integrated power versus time. The correct assem-

bly mass was then obtained from the mass-versus-time curve.  For each

assembly staying in the core more than one cycle, the total effecti've full

power days was calculated by adding the effective full power days for each
cycle. Since the PDQ calculation is for one sixth of the core, masses

obtained in this fashion must be multiplied by six to obtain the full core

mass balance.
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Figure 4-D-1. Reference Core - PDQ-6 Layout
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Figure 4-D-2. Reference Core - PDQ-6 Layout Fuel
Recycle Scheme
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1.   TAMPA - A Computer Program for the
Analysis of Reactor Fuel and Clad

Part 1 is the entire B&W technical paper TP-349.  It is included
exactly as printed, except that page numbers have been replaced to cor-
respond to the numbering system in this appendix. A shortened facsim-
ile of the title page of TP-349 is shown below:

TP-349
April 1968

TAM PA  - A Computer Program   for   the
Analysis of Reactor Fuel and Clad

by

R. J. Trost
Advanced Prograrns Engineering Department

For Presentation

ASME Annual Winter Meeting
December 1 - 5,. 1968
New York, New York

THE BABCOCK & WILCOX COMPANY
Atomic Energy Division

P. O. Box 1260
Lynchburg, Virginia 24505
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ABSTRACT

TAMPA (Thermal and Mechanical Pin Anlaysis) is a Fortran IV

computer program written for the Philco 2000 Computer.. The code

calculates reactor fuel pin radial temperature profiles at specified

axial pin locations in combination with a biaxial stress and creep

analysis of the cladding.

Part of the code novelty lies in its integral methods approach

to thermal calculations. These involve the thermal solution of equi-

volume annuli using a temperature and porosity dependent conductivity

function. The thermal calculations are iterated until the equilibrium

fuel structure is attained.  During these iterations the fuel heat

source is redistributed according to the varying fuel density.

The final temperature profiles and the fuel burn-up at the

different axial locations are then used to evaluate fission gas release

and fuel swelling.  Bulk volume changes in the fuel are distributed to

changes in fuel porosity, fuel axial length, void radius and outside

radius.

A clad-fuel interaction pressure is calculated by treating the

clad as an elastic thin cylinder and an annular portion of the fuel as

an elastic thick cylinder. This pressure is super-imposed on the

sorbed and fission gas pressures to evaluate hoop stresses in the clad.

Subsequently, the code calculates the longitudinal stress, the circum-

ferential strain rates, and the number of thermal cycles to failure at

the various clad axial locations.

It is recommended that the program be expanded by the addition of

a subroutine which can evaluate fuel deformation due to clad restraint.

This information could then be used in a more accurate analysis of clad

stresses.
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1.  INTRODUCTION

 M

The large burn-up values associated with fast reactors has

brought to light the need for a design tool which will perform both a

I thermal and mechanical analysis of a fast reactor fuel pin.  TAMPA

(Thermal and Mechanical Pin Analysis) performs a steady state analysis

of this type for either a pellet or vibro-packed fuel as a function of

burnup. The thermal output consists of axial and radial fuel pin tem-

peratures. The clad analysis output includes circumferential and longi-

tudinal stresses, a comparison of the von Mises stress condition with

the material yield strength, circumferential strain rates and the number

of thermal cycles to fatigue failure. Intermediate results utilized in

obtaining the final output are equilibrium fuel structure and consequently

fuel density distribution, void radii, fission gas release rates, solid

and gaseous fuel swelling, regional porosity changes due to swelling,

axial growth and void radius decrease due to swelling.  The purpose of

the code is thus to calculate these fuel and clad characteristics as a

function of burnup.
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2.  THERMAL ASPECTS

The thermal analysis of a low density fuel becomes a complex

problem if fuel densification effects are fully considered.  Fuel

densification changes the thermal resistance geometry as well as the

radial variation of the specific power.  In addition, it alters the

effective thermal conductivity of the fuel since the fuel has a poro-

sity dependent conductivity function.  Figure 1 shows a typical cross-

section of a fuel pin in its irradiated state.  A non-irradiated fuel

has a uniform structural appearance.  This contrasts with the variant

annular structure of the spent fuel pin.  The irradiated fuel pin forms

three annular regions of different porosities and specific powers at

steady state.  The geometry of these regions is itself dependent on the

radial temperature profile which is being sought.

2.1  Fuel Analysis

TAMPA  treats this problem by assuming fuel pin azimuthal symmetry

and negligible axial heat conduction.  The first step in calculatingthe

radial temperature profile is to determine the steady state fuel structure.

TAMPA  then sets up the thermal problem corresponding to this mass and

power distribution and solves for the radial temperature profile varying

conductivity as a function of temperature and porosity.

The code uses an integral methods approach to solve the heat diffu-

sion equation. In particular, the code solves Equation 1 for T.

T               r RC RE

(1) k(e,d)de = -    77 [   23(r')r'dr' +   P2(r')r'dr'
T RB RCC RC
b

r"

+   Pl(r')r'drl  ] dr"
RE
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For a given iteration the values of Tb' RB, RC, RCC, RE and r

are known as illustrated in Figure 2.  Implicit in this equation is

knowledge of how the fuel densified.  This is determined a-priori by

solving the Equation 1 for the fresh fuel densifying as a function of

transformation temperatures and repeating the process until temperature

changes are insignificant.

TAMPA  has two features in its thermal model particularly worth

noting.  One is that the final temperature profile and fuel structural

arrangement are treated as interdependent functions. The second is

that the specific power is changed for every thermal calculation to

reflect local changes in the fissile isotope density. In reference

to Equation 1, this means that P3(r), P2(r) and Pl(r) are given as:

d

P (r) = -Ip RCC <r<R C3

3 <d>
- -

(2)              d 2
P (r) = -P R C<r<R E
2      <d>                                 -

d
1

P (r) = -P R E<r<R B
1      <d>                                  -

where P is the average specific power over the fuel pin cross section

and <d> is the average fuel pin fractional density.

2.2  Fuel-Cladding Interface Conductance

Fuel-cladding interface conductance is defined in general by the

Equation 3:

Q
(3) h E

A(T  -T. )
p S  1C

The value of h in TAMPA is either read in or calculated depending on the

particular problem and the preference of the user.  Analys
is of a vibro-

packed fuel pin requires an input value of h. If the fuel is in pellet

form the value of h can be either calculated or input.  Where a gap exists
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between the pellet and fuel, a gap conductance is calculated considering

the gap width and the thermal conductivity of gases in the gap.  Where

the initial gap between clad and fuel has been closed by expansion effects,
(1)the value of h is calculated by the Ross - Stoute Method

2.3  Cladding Heat Transfer

The temperature drop across the clad is calculated assuming no heat

generation in the clad and a constant thermal conductivity.  The tempera-

ture drop across the clad is given by Equation 4.

r Q"   r
(4) T. -T = 1n (-0&)

OC OC

1C oc     k         r.
C         1C

2.4  Input - Output

The required input to effect the solution above for a given axial

location is listed in Table 1.

TABLE 1

THERMAL PROBLEM INPUT

1.  linear heat rate

2.  outside clad temperature

3.  fuel-clad heat transfer coefficient (optional)

4.  neutron flux variation polynomial (optional)

5.  equiaxed and columnar restructuring temperatures

6.  equiaxed and columnar densities

7.  fuel outside diameter

8.  fuel inside diameter, if any

The output of the analysis thus far consists of a radial temperature

profile and a geometric description of the fuel for the particular linear

heat rate input.

(1) See References 1 and 7.
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3.  FUEL-CLAD INTERFACE PRESSURE

With the foregoing information, TAMPA  procedes to consider internal

pressure effects on the clad. These originate from either gases in the

fuel pin or swelling effects of the fuel.

3.1  Pin Internal Gas Pressure

The gas pressure at a specified.burnup is calculated by considering

backfill gas, sorbed gas and fission gas.  The code considers the fission

gas release from equivolume radial increments at each axial location. In

particular, the fission gas release for a given incremental volume is

calculated as a function of the local porosity, a temperature dependent

release fraction and an axial weighting factor reflecting the neutron flux

variati6n.  Assuming an open porosity fuel and considering void and plenum

volumes, the resultant internal gas pressure can be calculated by

Equation 5.

n MR
(5) P=

/V.\ i = 1,N

ECT: 1
i\ 1/

The Vi apply to all volume space available to the gas.  These include poro-

sity volumes in an "open porosity" fuel as well as plenum and void region

volumes.  The Ti corresponds to the average temperature in the volume region.

3.2  Pin Internal Swelling Pressure

At large burnup, fuel swelling and subsequent fuel-clad contact gives
I rise to an effective pressure on the clad. The exact expression yielding

the swell pressure is given in Section 4.  The problem in determining this

pressure lies not only in arriving at fuel volume changes, but also in

distributing these changes to available porosity and exterior fuel surface

movement. This latter consideration is particularly crucial since the
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fractional distribution to radial fuel growth can cause clad failure by

rupture or excessive creep.

3.2.1  Swelling

The TAMPA Code calculates both solid and gaseous swelling

on an incremental fuel basis. Consequently, the solid swelling result

reflects local burnup as well as local porosity.  The gaseous swelling

results are obtained using the Greenwood-Speight swelling model for the

van der Waals equation of state. This model calculates swelling as a

function of local depletion, local fuel temperature and local fission

rate. In all cases the resultant AV/V value for a given axial segment

of fuel equals the average of the equivolume annuli AV/V at that axial

location.

The evaluation of swelling in the TAMPA Code is described

in greater detail in references 2 and 10.

3.2.2  Distribution of Swelling

The distribution of swelling. is entirely controlled by input.

Swelling can be accommodated in four modes which correspond to changes in

regional porosity, axial fuel dimension, fuel outside radius and fuel

inside radius.  Accommodation of swelling in an inside radius change only

occurs where densification has created a void in a previously solid fuel.

Initially a fraction of the total calculated swelling at an

axial location is assigned to accommodation in fuel porosity. An upper

bound to the amount of swelling to be accommodated in this mode can be

specified through the value of a minimum allowable average porosity.  This

value is determined from input values of lower limit porosities for the

as-fabricated, the equiaxed and the columnar regions. The distribution of

swelling to a particular fuel region is proportional to the ratio of the

lower limit porosity in that region to minimum allowable average porosity.

In the event that swelling assigned to porosity changes exceeds

that porosity available for accommodation, the excess is carried on to the

next accommodation mode.
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An input fraction of the remaining swelling is next assigned

to the axial growth of the fuel increment. The maximum axial increment

growth is defined by an input parameter.  This parameter applies to all

axial increments and consequently determines a maximum allowable fuel

pin axial growth. Excess swelling which cannot be taken up in this mode

is combined with the swelling to be assigned to radial changes.

The thermal and swelling analysis of a solid fuel geometry

precludes swelling assignment to an inside radius unless the linear heat

rate at the axial location of interest is great enough to form a densi-

fication void.  Fortunately, high burnup regions are coincident with

high linear heat rates. This means the high-burnup-region swelling can

be assigned to void radius decrease. However, this assignment of swelling

is limited by an input parameter which defines a maximum fractional de-

crease in the void radius.

Swelling not accommodated in any of the modes above is assigned

to an outside fuel radius change. This radius change is direct input into
*

the evaluation of an effective swelling pressure on the clad.

3.3  Output

Output associated with the effective pressure and gas pressure analysis

is listed in Table 2.

TABLE 2

PRESSURE ASSOCIATED OUTPUT

1.  fission gas pressure

2.  average gas release rate

3.  gas swelling values at various axial locations

4.  solid swelling values at various axial locations

5.  new porosity values for as-fabricated, equiaxed and

columnar regions as a function of axial location

6.  new fuel pin axial dimension

7.  new fuel void radii as a function of axial location

when applicable

8.  new fuel outside radii as a function of axial location

----------

*See Equation 6.
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4.  CLADDING MECHANICS ANALYSIS

The pressure effects on the cladding are now considered with respect
to clad stressing and creep behavior. The applied mechanics problem is

an especially difficult one because it involves elastic and plastic be-

havior of the fuel and clad.  One should bear in mind that clad stressing

loads include those due to gas pressure, fuel swelling pressure and thermal

gradients. The problem is complicated by the gradual plastic deformation

of the fuel.

The TAMPA  Code handles the fuel-clad interaction problem as an

elastic interaction between a thin cylinder geometry and a thick cylinder

geometry.  This model is considered as temporary until an approach can be

devised to account for plastic deformation of the fuel. - The swelling

pressure mentioned in Section 3..2 is calculated by considering at each

axial location a thin cylinder clad in tension around a thick annular

portion of the fuel in compression.  The annular portion of the fuel (by

model definition) is taken to be that fuel beyond the columnar densifica-

tion boundary. This is justified by the evidence of extensive radial crack-

ing in.the columnar region which would prohibit it from sustaining substan-

tial compressive loading. The evaluation of the swelling pressure considers

the biaxial state of stress in the clad.  Equation 6 shows the relationships

used.
2

Pvc R

(6)         Ps
= C
A F-A C+2 E t

2 2 bv     2
b(a +b ) f R--+ -2 2 E E t
E(b-a)     f      c
f

The geometry of the problem is shown in Figure 3.  This figure also

defines the quantities·AF, AC, R, b and a.
.-
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4.1  Stress Analysis

The swelling pressure result at a given axial lochtion is combined

with the pin gas pressure and the reactor system pressure.  This defines

a net pressure which imposes a circumferential stress on the clad. Longi-

tudinal stress at a given axial location is determined from the net gas

pressure effects and the relevant thermal. gradient. These stresses are

combined in Equation 7.

222
(C  -C) +C + (-C )

(7)          k=   1    2   2  2       1

This is the von Mises condition where the radial stress is assumed to be

negligible. TAMPA  then compares the temperature dependent yield stress

with k to see if yield failure has occurred.  This procedure allows a bi-

axial stress analysis of the clad under the different axial temperature

and swelling effects being imposed on the clad.

4.2  Creep Analysis

At a given axial location, the strain rate is calculated as a function

of average clad temperature and applied circumferential stress. The general

form of the strain rate relation is shown in Equation 8 where n, A *and a

are material dependent properties. The strain rate value

(8) E = Ac e
n aT

is compared with an input creep criteria to predict allowable fuel pin

residence time.

4.3  Fatigue Failure

A final aspect of the applied mechanics problem is fatigue failure.

The daily variation of heat load from the core imposes a cyclic thermal

stress on the clad.  The magnitude of the thermal stress varies along the
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pin length.  A clad temperature cycle is input into TAMPA From this,

temperature cycle values along the fuel pin are calculated and applied
to  determine the minimum number of cycles  to pin failure. The approach

utilized is that suggested by Coffin It requires the evaluation(3)

of a fictitious stress and the use of a plot giving stress range versus

strain range. From this the plastic strain range is evaluated and used

in Equation 9 to determine the cycles to failure.

(9)          N      AE  = B
.538

P

The value of B is dependent on material and its previous thermal history.

4.4  Output

Output for the mechanics analysis of.the clad is listed in Table 3.

Values are printed for each axial increment of the fuel pin considered.

TABLE 3

MECHANICAL ANALYSIS OUTPUT

1.  circumferential stress

2.  longitudinal stress

3.  von Mises stress condition

4.  yield stress of clad

5.  circumferential creep rate

6.  thermal cycle temperature change

7.  cycles to clad failure
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5.  CONCLUSION

The TAMPA Code represents a first attempt to combine a fuel pin

thermal and mechanical analysis. Its accuracy will depend essentially

on the availability of appropriate experimental input data.  This is

crucial in every aspect of the program.

The main area for improvement is in the area of fuel plastic movement.

The thermal model is as credible as any available. Its detailed considera-

tion of fuel geometry and fuel restructuring lend confidence to the ther-

mal results. The swelling models are subject to improvement as more expe-

rimental data become available. The same applies to certain built-in code

data, such as the gas release fraction. The mechanical interaction model

is considered only as first order in accuracy.
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Figure 1. Transverse Section Through the Center of a
Vibratorily Compacted Fuel Pin
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Figure 2. Thermal Calculation L,ayout
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Figure 3. Fuel-Clad Interaction
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NOMENCLATURE

English

A   - material constant, area

a   - annulus inside radius

B   - material constant

b   - annulus outside radius

d   - fuel fractional density

d   - fuel fractional density in the nth region
n

Ec  - Young's Modulus for the clad

Ef  - Young's Modulus for the fuel

h   - heat transfer coefficient

k   - von Mises condition

k   - clad conductivity
C

MR  - universal gas constant

N   - number of gas volumes for pressure calculation

n   - number of gas moles

P,p - fuel pin gas pressure

p   - fuel pin swelling pressureS

P   - fissioning flux shape in nth fuel regionn

Q   - heat generation rate

Q"  - heat flux at the outer clad surface
0C

R   - clad mean radius

r   - radial location of interest

RB  - outer boundary symbol for thermal calculation
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RC  - radius of columnar region

RCC - fuel void radius

RE  - outer radius of equiaxed region

r. - clad inside radius
1C

r   - clad outside radius
0C

T   - temperature

Tb  - temperature at outer boundary used in thermal calculation

Ti. - temperature in the ith region

T.  - inside clad temperature
1C

T   - outside clad temperature
0C

T   - fuel surface temperature
PS

V.  - increment volume used in gas pressure calculation1

Greek

a   - material constant

AF  -· change in fuel radius due to swelling

AC  - change in clad radius due to thermal expansion

AE  - plastic strain change
P

v   - Poisson's ratio for the clad
C

v   - Poisson's ratio for the fuel
f

0   - stress

01  - circumferential stress

02  - longitudinal stress
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2. Tlie CHESS Code

The fast reactor design code CHESS (Core Helium-Sodium-Steam

thermal and hydraulic analysis) is capable of detailed steady-state anal-

yses.  As the name irnplies, this code can calculate the heat transfer

and hydraulic perforrnance of specified reactor channels cooled by sin-

gle-phase helium, sodiurn, and steam. This section of Appendix 4-E

is concerned only with sodium coolant. CHESS is a modification of the

PWR code CHATA (Core Hydraulic and Thermal Analysis),1 which should
be referenced for detailed program documentation, since only modifica-

tions to this code are recorded for description of the CHESS code. CHATA

is a package of cornrnand routines for PWR core design; it can perform

the desired analyses with high speed and accuracy. The package contains

aids and explanations to allow for quick and simple input.  The code can

be expanded within the body of the existing program and also updated

whenever new calculations are needed to handle advanced design and

technology, such as the case in point. CHATA is the name given to the

total program, and within CHATA are command routines,  each of which

has a different function. The command routines, in turn, control the in-

dividual subroutines.

2.1. General

The total problem was solved by dividing the prograrn into

various subroutines, which in themselves actually calculate a major

portion of the total package. Subroutines are written for calculating the

following:

1.  Local heat flux normalized to 1.0 - AXFLUX2
(described by a polynomial or cosine).

2.' Coolant conditions - CULCOD. 3

a.  Temperature and enthalpy.
b. Density, Prandtl nurnber, conductivity,

viscosity.
c. Mass velocity.

Note: CULCOD calls a subroutine for computation
for clad temperature - SURTEM. 4

-- ---

'The subroutines of references 3 and 4 (BAW-246 and -242) are modified

for CHESS; see part 2.2 of this appendix.
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3.  Pressure drop - DROP.5
'                a.  Contractions and expansions - CONEXP.

b. Heating region - HEPOP.

Each subroutine is called upon by the main program, which
"sets the stage" for the subroutines  and may be looked upon as the frame -
work of the total program.  Its role in setting up new cases is large, and
the operations are too numerous to detail here.  The main program also
contains a routine to calculate the channel section input given, as follows:

1.  Type of cell.
2.  Pin outside diameter
3.     Pin pitch.
4.  Number of spacers (egg-crate type only).
5.  Height of spacer.
6.  Thickness of spacer.

Another function of the main prograrn is to average the bulk
coolant temperature and density over a given axial mesh. A channel
may be sectioned into as many as ten axial mesh increments, and aver-
age bulk coolant temperatures and densities are calculated for the incre-
ments.  This is the first step toward correlating thermal analysis output
with the physics code inputs. The averaging is the choice of the user;
therefore,  the code rnust be told to make the calculation and must be
given the desired mesh as input (see Description of Input Forms,  page
3-11, reference 1).

2.2. Problem Description

The various problems are solved by what are here called com-
mand routines, abbreviated as CR. The input for each cornmand routine
consists  of the following:

1. Channel geometry and orientation.
2.     Average heat input.
3.      Pe aking factor s.
4. Entering conditions.
5. Operating pressure.

The output for command routines 1 through 8 consists of the

following:

1.     Printout of input.
2. Total pressure drop and a breakdown into friction,

acceleration, head, and area change pressure drops.
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3.  The integrated average value of the bulk coolant
temperature, density, void fraction, quality,
and velocity over the active fuel length.

4. Incremental values of coolant temperature,
enthalpy, quality, void fraction; surface local
and integrated average heat flux; clad surface
temperature; and losses due to friction drop,
acceleration, head, and expansion and contrac-
tion.

The functions of the cornrn.and routines are summarized below.

CR Given Calculates  '

1 Flow Pressure drop

2    Pressure drop Flow

3*    .Flow and a burnout equation Overpower to burnout

4 Maximum surface temperature Flow necessary to maintain
this maximum surface temper-
ature

5'    Over power to burnout and a Flow necessary to prevent
burnout' correlation burnout

6- Channel thermal parameters Flow necessary to prevent bulk
boiling at the exit

7 * Maximum allowable outlet Flow associated with this void
void fraction fraction

8"' Core pressure drop and burn- Overpower to burnout and hot
out equation channel flow rate.

PWR-oriented command routines not contained in CHESS.

2.3.  Typical Use

Combinations of various command routines and channel geom-

etries may be run with a minimum of input in batch form, allowing for

greater flexibility in the problems to be solved and eliminating unnec-

essary "turnaround time. " A typical problem can be outlined as follows:

1.  Run CR 3, CR 4, CR 5, CR 6, or CR 7 to set
the core pressure drop based on a given limit.

2.   Follow this with all flow distribution channels,
using CR 2; this will calculate all channel flow
r ate s.
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3.    CR  2 may  also be  run to find thermal par am -
eters in the norninal channel as a function of
length  or the integrated average values  ove r
the active fuel length.

The individual flow distribution channel flow rates can now be summed

to find the total core  flow rate.

2.4.  Modifications for LMFBR Applications

The CHESS code differs from CHATA by modifications in the

areas of coolant property determination and rod bundle heat transfer.
Revisions are as follows:

1. Forced Convection Heat Transfer Coefficient6

K[ / P\2 /P) 0.273 -       0.8 
h =5   0.93 +  10.81 P/D- 2.01  35    to.0252  1-|       ($ Pe)     e                                 (D)

where
.fi> =1- 1.82/Pr

(C /v )1.4m max

Ccrn  v)max = f (Re, P/D)

2. Sodium Liquid Properties
*

a.  Ternperature Vs Enthalpy7

T(°F) = 3.368 H(Btu/lb-°F) - 176.0

Important:  The base used for the temperature-
enthalpy function is H=O a t O °C.

b. Heat Capacity Vs Temperature8

C  = 8.95811 - 0.00457 - 8 T + 0.000025409 T2
P

T = °K C  = cal/deg -
gramatorns                      iP

-----

,,

' Tabulated data only in reference  7.
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c.  Viscosity Vs Temperature8

logiof = 1.09127 + 382
T + 313

T = °C p = centipoise
1                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           -

d.  Conductivity Vs Temperature7

K= 1.411 X T'

6.8393 + 0.033873T + 0.000017235T2

K=Btu/hr-ft-°F T = °C T'  =  °K

e.  Density Vs Temperature7

p = 0.9514 - 2.392 X 10-4 T

T = °C p  = gm /cc

These property functions were found to be in close agreement with those

of reference 9.

Another modification pertinent to the LMFBR hydraulic anal-
ysis was the inclusion of two methods of handling spacer pressure' losses

0
in addition to the conventional form loss approach,  i. e. ,

v 2 AP =K -
s    ce 2gc

where K is compute·d from reference 10.

Method 1 - DRAG approach to varied spacer types,
namely, wirewound and egg crate. 11

Method 2 - Ribbon spacer pressure drop techniques. 12
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2.5.  Definition of Symbols

PWR pressurized water reactor

h       forced-convection film coefficient

k                  the rm al conductivity
D equivalent diameter
e

P       fuel pin pitch

D       fuel pin OD
Pe Peclet nurnber, Re X Pr

W. average value of the ratio of the heat transfer
eddy diffusivity to the rnomentum transfer
diffusivity

Pr Prandtl number

Re Reynolds nurnbe r

e eddy diffusivity for momentum transfer
rn

v kinematic viscosity

T          temperature

H          enthalpy
C heat capacity
P

11          viscosity

p          density
K      contraction and expansion form lossce

V          velocity

gc gravitational constant
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3.   Hot Channel Analysis

3. 1. Hot Channel Factor Philosophy

What is a hot channel and what role does it play in reactor de-

sign?  When a reactor is in the early design stages the core is assumed

to be a perfect structure,  i. e., lattice parameters are nominal in dimen-

sion, fuel parameters are nominal in all respects, reactor coolant flow

satisfies idealistic flow patterns, and neutron flux behaves ideally.  Know-

ing that these conditions cannot actually exist, the designer must find a

tool to aid in developing a core design that acknowledges these basic un-
certainties.  At the same time, economics will suffer by "overdesign" of
the reactor. The hot channel factor has become the link between ideal

reactor perforrhance and the performance expected from the actual plant.

For each of the physical characteristics of the core, the designer esti-

mates the maximum change in the performance-limiting parameters that

could be caused by real-life deviations from the ideal value of the char-

acteristic. These separate effects, which are represented by subfactors

are then combined into an overall "hot channel factor, " which multiplies

the nominal pararneter to give the realistic pararneter.  The core sizing
uncertainties were considered by application of an arbitrary 10% uncer-

tainty factor, an overpower margin, and realistic choice of limiting   fue 1

melting criteria. Therefore, the hot channel factor approach discussed

herein pertains only to the calculated functional parameters outside the

cladding surface, although internal pin variances do necessarily make

significant contributions.

3.2. Statistical Treatment

An important aspect of the B&W approach to hot channel factor

evaluation is the use of statistics wherever possible. In general, hot

channel factors result from the combination of nuclear and engineering

hot channel subfactors. The nuclear subfactors account for nuclear flux

uncertainties, and the engineering subfactors account for uncertainties

in flow conditions and fabrication tolerances. One would expect deviations
*

in fabrication and neutron flux behavior to occur in a statistical manner;

-----

I.

S. Tong, "Engineering Hot Channel Factors forH. Chelemer and L.
Open Lattice Cores, " Nucleonics, September 1962.
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therefore, the subfactors relating to these variations are amenable to
statistical treatment.

The statistical approach to the evaluation of hot channel sub-
factors is based on several important assumptions, some of which are
discussed below.

The general physical quantity Q is assumed to have a Guassian
or normal-probability distribution about its mean or nominal value.    The
approxirn ate nature  of this assumption is exemplified by noting  that  the

argurnent of the normal distribution ranges  from  zero to infinity, whereas
the actual Q characteristic of the core varies from some Q > 0 to

nnin
s om e Q « 00.  In addition, it is assumed that the normal distribution,max
as opposed to some other distribution, adequately describes Q around its
mean value.

The normal distributions used are assumed to be true distri-
butions; that is to say, the values of Qm and S for a given parameter Q
are  obtained by a total population sample. This approach is taken to

simplify the report. Under actual conditions, this assumption can always
be validated by taking a large enough sample from the total population.

The different statistical core parameters are assumed to be

stochastically independent. Therefore, the correlation coefficient is
zero for any two of these parameters.

The value of three standard deviations is associated with a
limiting quantity, Qd Exceeding this value does not automatically mean

pin failure; this limit is conservative. Operation below it allows one to

achieve the predicted burnup, while extended operation somewhat above
it merely reduces the core residence time of the hot pin.

In combining the contributing subfactors to obtain an overall               I
hot channel factor, the subfactors that are evaluated by statistical tech-

niques are combined in a statistical manner.

The statistical approach takes credit for the fact that it is ex-

tremely improbable that all uncertainty effects will occur at the same

spot or in the same channel in the core.

Each subfactor has been evaluated and combined in a way that

is compatible with both the physical uncertainty it represents and the

credibility of its generating data.
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Subfactors have been determined from these two types of input:

1.  Data that are representative of actual experi-
mental measurement.

2.   Data that are simply the result of engineering
judgment and experience.

These subfactors are combined either statistically or by the factor-prod-
uct method. This again is dependent on the physical uncertainty being

represented.

The major hot channel factors (HCF) considered in a sodium-

cooled fast breeder are those on fuel pin temperatures and enthalpy rise;
the latter comprises eight subfactors. The following discussion cate-
gorizes these subfactors into two groups and demonstrates the techniques
used to evaluate them. Since the factors that influence fuel pin tempera-
tures were not evaluated using the statistical technique,  they are not dis-
cussed herein.

The first group to be considered is nuclear uncertainty sub-
factors.  It is obvious that the axially integrated neutron flux reflects

the power generation, and consequently, the enthalpy rise,  for a par-
ticular coolant channel in the core.  As a result, uncertainties in the

integrated flux will yield uncertainties  in the enthalpy rise. One source

of this uncertainty is the approximate physics calculational methods

used.  Assuming that flux values are obtained via the diffusion approxi-
mation in two dimensions, we can expect an error of about 3:5% in the
calculated value  of the axially integrated  flux for a partially spoiled  core.
A second flux peaking uncertainty that affects the axially integrated flux
occurs at the local core-zone interface region. The peaking uncertainty
is a result of the enrichment ratio between the two adjacent core zones.

Note that this ratio can vary at different zone boundary locations, since

fuel pins are loaded by batch methods.  It is estimated that this effect

introduces an uncertainty of about  15% on the nominal peaking value  and,

consequently,    in the axially integrated   flux.
Since these uncertainties are statistical and independent, the

total nuclear uncertainty for the integrated axial flux is as follows:

3,z = 32,z + 32,z = (0.05)2 + (0.05)2

31   =   40.0025   +  0.0025   =   0.071
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The  nuclear hot channel factor  is  1.07 1 for the enthalpy rise  in a given
coolant channel.

The second group of subfactors is derived from basic engi-
neering uncertainties. The physical effects and the subfactors associ-
ated with them are listed below.

1.  Maldistribution of coolant  f' mal
2.  Mixing of the coolant, f  .

In 1X

3. Measurement instrumentation and control, fcont
4. Manufacturing tolerances in fuel pin pitch and

OD. fdirn
5.  Fuelmass per pin tolerances, fmass
6. Fissile isotope variation per fuel pin  f' fi s'

The maldistribution of coolant, mixing of coolant, and instru-
mentation subfactors are taken as being nonstatistical and are combined
by the factor-product method. These effects and their subfactors are

discussed below.

The maldistribution of coolant refers to the variation in the

coolant flow through individual channels. It includes the effect of the

plenum geometry. Engineering judgment defines f as 1.05.mal
The mixing tendency of the coolant has a benefical effect on

coolant temperatures. The mixing does promote energy transfer from
the hot channel and, consequently, reduces the enthalpy rise of the cool-
ant in the hot channel. Current literature reflecting experimentation

Suggests a value of 0.95 for f  .
1331X

The value of f is set at 1.03. This subfactor recognizescont
the possibility that instrumentation may not read the true thermal and
neutron characteristics of the core.  In fact, the instrumentation may
read lower than actual values; this subfactor accounts for that possi-

bility. The value of f is directly related to the overpower margincont

analysis as described in section 4 (specifically, Appendix G. 2).  Re-
ferring to this work. f is seen to be the maximum sustained power' cont
that will be permitted by the automatic controller. It includes a 1% con-
troller deadband as well as a 2% power uncertainty.

-----

.,

See footnote on page 4-E-31.
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- The statistical engineering subfactors reflect uncertainties

associated with the pin pitch, pin diarneter (and consequently the flow

area), fuel rnass loading per pin, and fissile isotope variation per pin.
The subfactors corresponding to these uncertainties are combined sta-

tistically. The following discussion describes these subfactors in de-

tail.

Extensive experience with PWR systems indicate that both the

pin pitch  and the  fuel pin OD vary normally about the nominal de sign
value. Consequently,  the  flow area also has a normal distribution about

the nominal flow area A.  The flow area corresponding to three standard

deviations less than the nominal value is 0.97 A. Therefore, the hot

channel will be taken to have  an area  of  0.97 A. In reality,  the  prob-

ability that a coolant channel will have a flow area less than this value

is 0.0013.  The hot channel flow area will be used later in computer cal-

culation of the enthalpy rise.
The second variation of interest is that of vibro-packed fuel

mass quantity per pin.  The fuel mass quantity per pin reflects both

vibro-packing efficiency and average pin ID variation.  The use of ex-

perimental data obtained by the B&W Nuclear Development Center for

a vibro-packed U02 fuel pin, in a geometry similar to that of the LMFBR

fuel pin, results in a Q for the hot channel which is 1.004 greater than Q
for the norninal case.  The experimental data, obtained by gamma radia-

tion attenuation, reflect a normal distribution of fuel mass per pin.  The

value of 3 S was 7.674 grams; consequently, the probability of a fuel pin

having a mass variation exceeding this is 0.0013.

Another effect on the heat generated per pin is the variation

of the fissile isotope concentration per pin.  Note that the Pu02 and U02
materials are blended rnechanically in small batches to make up the fuel

pin load. The variation of plutonium per batch is not expected to exceed

1.7% of the nominal or specified value. Therefore, the subfactor that

reflects fuel enrichrnent is 1.017.

The three previous subfactors were utilized in a unique way,

in that they set the flow rate and energy generation of the hypothetical

hot channel and permitted a computer calculation of the enthalpy rise in

the hot channel.   In fact, the CHESS code ran parallel cases  of the norn -

inal and the hot channel enthalpy rise under the same pressure potential.
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The results give a direct feedback on the effect on the enthalpy rise of
fuel concentration and pin placement variation. The ratio of

Ah (hot) = fiAh (nom) Ah

then  define s a subfactor  that  will be combined statistically  with  othe r
statistical subfactors, and, by the factor-product method (FPM), with
non-statistical subfactors.

3. 3. Results

3.3.1.   Calculations

Table 4-E-1 summarizes and classifies all of the
subfactors discussed. This table also shows how the subfactors were

combined to yield a final result.  In the first combination, the nuclear
subfactors were statistically combined to yield

fi             =1    +   3 9   =1    + 4 0.0 0 2 5 + 0.0 0 2 5   =    1.0 7 1nuc

The first three engineering subfactors in the table were then cornbined

by the FPM to yield

fi    = (1.050)(0.950)(1.030) = 1.027engr

The last three subfactors were combined using the computer approach
described earlier. The  re sult is

fi       =  1.0 7 4Ah

The second combination combines f and fi statistically. The result isnuc ah

fi = 1.102

The final combination used the FPM to combine fl and fl . This yieldsengr
a final result of

F      =  1.132Ah
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3.3.2.   Definition of Syrnbols

English

A           nominal flow area

f general symbolism for the hot channel subfactor

fi            combination of certain subfactors

f            subfactor for control and instrumentation
c ont

f             subfactor for dimensional variation
dim
f           engineering subfactorengr
f             subfactor for fissile fuel variation per pinfi s
f               subfactor for coolant maldistribution
mal
f              subfactor for fuel mass variation per pinm a s s
f            subfactor for mixingrn ix
f          nuclear subfactornuc
f            subfactor for enthalpy riseah
F           hot channel factor for enthalpy riseah
Q general symbolism for a physical quantity

Q limiting quantity of variable
d

Q           mean or nominal value of a physical quantityrn
Q maximum value of a physical quantitymax
Q minimum value of a physical quantitynnin
S general symbolism for the standard deviation of a normally

distributed physical quantity

Greek

1 standard deviation of the subfactor distribution (e  indicates
J

the temperature uncertainty across the i-th thermal barrier
due to the j-th physical quantity)

Acronyms

CHESS combined helium sodium steam

FPM factor-product method

HCF hot channel factor

ID inside diameter

LMFBR liquid-metal fast breeder reactor

OD outside diameter

PWR pressurized-water reactor

SM statistical method
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Table 4-E-1. 1000-MWe LMFBR Erithalpy Rise Subfactors

Nature of Method of 1st Method of 2nd Method of 3rd Final
f subfactor combination(a) Result combination(a) Result combination(a) result

Nuclear methods 1.050 Statistical SM
1.1321.071 SM 1.102 FPM

Enrichment ratio 1.050 Statistical SM

4. Maldistributioti of coolant 1.050 Non-statistical FPM
' Mixing of coolant 0.950 Non-statistical FPM 1.027 FPM 1.027 FPM
31        Instrumentation and control 1.030 Non-st2.tistical FPM

'

(b)W Pin dimensions 1.030 Statistical C 01-n p
00 1.074 SMFuel mass per pin 1.004 Statistical SX·I  &   comp

Fissile isotope concentration 1.017 Statistical SM  &   comp

Ca)SM: statistical com biiiation method.
FPM:  factor-product method.

(b) The subfactors u·liose method of comt,in,ition is desienated as con.p
were coml,ined usiiig the coniputt,r cocli CHESS.



3.4. Thermal-Hydraulic Assembly Modeling

The thermal and hydraulic modeling of the core and blanket

assemblies involved the selection of various channel types which rep-
resent the total flow cross section of the assembly. Considerable

thought was given to channel selection in order to properly represent

the thermal and hydraulic performance. Figure 4-E- 1 shows a sche-

matic of the flow channels selected. These channels are considered to

function as independent parallel channels in the functional analysis of

the assembly, except for factors introduced toaccount for mixing, e.g.,
energy transport between channels.

Figure 4-E-2 represents the pressure drop versus flow char-

acteristics for the five flow channels.   Note that cells III,  IV ,  and V

contain only a portion of a fuel pin; therefore,  they have a more nearly

balanced hydraulic characteristic than first appears. Figure 4-E-3 is

a truly representative presentation of the thermal-hydraulic comparison

of cells within the core fuel assernbly.  Note that the unit cell (I) and

cell II are about equal in performance and require the greatest driving

potential for an established limiting clad temperature. This results  in

slight overcooling of the edge cells, which is currently desirable  in view

of the greater uncertainties in the can therrnal bow effects and the fabri-
cation and assembly tolerances. The corner cell (IV) is the hottest of

the edge cells and must be as free of the spacer aprons as fabrication

and assembly will allow. The radial blanket assemblies were analyzed

in  the   s am e   m anne r.

The figures described above serve two functions. Figure

4-E-3 is used to determine the pumping power required to cool each

assembly position to within the desired cladding temperature limits.

Figure 4-E-2 is then applied to obtain the total flow requirement for

each assembly position. The figures shown are only sample curves

in that Figure 4-E-2 must also contain parameters of power level, and
4-E-3 must contain parameters of rnaxirnum cladding temperature to

perforrn the complete core functional analysis.

e
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Figure 4-E-1. Thermal-Hydraulic Fuel Assembly Models
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Figure 4-E-2. Cell Pressure/Flow Characteristics
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Figure 4-E-3. Cell Pressure Drop Required to Maintain
Cladding Surface Temperature of 1200 F
for a Range of Normalized Power
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APPENDIX 4-F

Applied Mechanics - Fuel Assembly
Can Stress Analysis
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The hexagonal can around the array of fuel pins is designed to serve

several purposes: It contains the coolant flow through each fuel assem-

bly, adds rigidity to the assembly, provides a preload on the twisted-

ribbon spacers, and provides continuity between the upper and lower

fuel assembly grids. The thickness of the can wall is determined by
calculations involving temperature and pressure conditions, which vary
along the length of the assembly.

As shown in Figure 4-F- 1, the axial temperature distributions at

both beginning and end of life vary almost linearly through the lower and

upper blankets and by a sinusoidal function through the active core re-

gion. The temperature distribution at the end of life is slightly more

gradual than  at the beginning  of life.

Figure 4-F- 1. Distance From Bottom of Axial Blanket Vs
Hot Channel Temperature
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The pressure differential across the can wall, as shown in Figure

4-F-2, decreases linearly from the maximum at the inlet to the top of
the can, where the differential approaches zero.

Figure 4-F-2. Differential Pressure Across the Can Wall Vs
Distance Frorn Bottom of Axial Blanket
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The material properties of type-348 stainless steel, such as yield
*stress, decrease with operating temperature (Figure 4-F-3). At the

beginning of life, before corrosion has occurred, the can wall thickness
is  0.121 inch (an additional 0.007 inch,  allowed for manufacturing toleit-
ances, makes the nominal thickness 0.128 inch). Atthe end of life, the
can wall thickness will bedecreased to 0.118 inch from 0.121 inch, and
the material will have an increase in strength due to irradiation.  The
can is designed to function for three years at an allowable stress of 75%

of yield (0.2% offset) or at the stress required to produce 1% creep in
30,000 hours, whichever isless.

Figure 4-F-3. Stress Vs Temperature
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A. L. Lowe, Jr. , Steam-Cooled Breeder Reactor - Mechanical and
Physical Properties of Selected High-Temperature Materials,  The Bab-
cock& Wilcox Company, BAW-237, Lynchburg, Virginia, July 1965.
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The rmal stresses inihe   can wall, which are self-limiting in nature,

are maximum at the top of the can and negligible at the coolant inlet, as
calculated by equation 1.

EabT
-                                       (1)(IT   -   2(1   -   v)

where
eT =thermal stress, psi
E= Young's modulus, psi
a   =  coefficient  of  the rmal expansion,   in.  /in.  - °F

AT = temperature gradient, F
v = Poisson's ratio

Stresses due tointernal pressure, i.e., bending stresses of the

hexagonal flats and the tensile hoop stress, are calculated using equa-

tion 2, assuming that each flat of the hexagon is a fixed-end beam of
unit width. The pressure stresses are at a maximum at the coolant

inlet and are nil at the top of the can.

0-2   - PL2   0.866 PL                                           (2)  2tz  t
where

9  = pressure stress, psi
L = hexagon flat length, in.
t  =  c a n wall thickne s s,   in.

P = net internal pressure differential, psi

The sum of the thermal and pressure stresses taken at points along

the can length, compared with the allowable stress at temperature for

/each point, shows that the most severe stress condition is at the coolant

inlet at the outside surface of the hexagon's corners.   The 'sum of the

stresses at the inlet for the can wall thickness at the beginning and end
of life are about 15,000 and 15,800 psi, respectively, with an allowable

stress of 16,500 psi.
An additional stress in the can wall (maximum on the outside sur-

face at the corners of the hexagon) due to the compression of the twisted

ribbons is calculated as a surnmation of stresses due to point loads on a
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fixed-end beam, using equation 3. For 5-pound spring loads, the re-
sultant stress at the end of the "beam" is about 120 psi.

6 PA(L - A)2
9TR  =                                                                                  (3)LT - tz

where
P  =  point  load,   1b
A = distance from reference end of beam to load

Deflections are calculated for the internal pressure and for the

spring loads on the fixed-end beam model. The resultant deflection at
the center of the hexagon flat is approximately 0.005 inch.   This is much
less than the 0.050-inch gap provided between assemblies.

For loads to the right of center line, use equation 4:

a = P(L - A)2 (L - 4A)                         (4)
4Et3

For loads to the le ft of center line, use equation 5:

PAT
a = - (4A - 3L)       ·                      (5)

4Et3

For the uniform internal pressure loading, use equation 6:

PL4
a =                                 (6)

32 Et3
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1. Fuel Rating

The primary design limitations for the fuel rating in the 1000-MWe
LMFBR are (1) that fuel must not melt under steady-state overpower
conditions,  and  (2) that the fuel cladding will maintain its integrity
throughout the fuel pin lifetime. While it is recognized that some fuel
melting may be tolerated, fuel slumping immediately becomes a major
concern. Should fuel slumping occur, it may result in a sudden reactiv-
ity insertion to the core. The safety and control problems resulting
from operating fuel above melting do not appear to be warranted by the
economic advantages that might be gained through reduced fuel inventory.

While this design criteria seems rather straightforward, designing
a fuel pin to satisfy these conditions presents several problems.  Gen-

e rally,  fuel data are not available at fuel burnups  in the range of 100,000
MWD/tonne. Similarly, data on U02-PU02 compositions are quite scarce
and somewhat scattered at elevated fuel temperatures. Consequently,
large uncertainties exist in present fuel pin design calculations. Never-
theless, economic conditions dictate that the designer should not be
overly conservative in determining fuel ratings. Every attempt must be
made to establish fuel ratings on the basis of a realistic estimate of the
maximum performance achievable.

Considering the problem of maintaining the integrity of fuel cladding,
its failure through rupture is of major concern. Possible sources of
stress that might induce failure include fission gas production, fuel swell-
ing, and fuel restructuring.  The use of a particulate structured fuel and
vented fuel pins will aid considerably in reducing all of these problems
in the reference design. However, it appears that some additional effort
may be required to allow for fuel swelling. Generally fuel swelling can
be accommodated in four ways: (1) axial expansion, (2) radial expansion,
(3) expansion into the center void, and (4) expansion into the porosity in
the low-temperature portion of the fuel. Radial expansion of the fuel is
a major concern in regard to cladding failure and must be prevented.  It
appears that some advantage may be gained in this area by using the

cladding material as a containment barrier. The resulting forces pro-
duced by the cladding will tend to redirect the mode of accommodation,
thereby allowing an increased burnup. However, the use of the relatively
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thick cladding that would be required by such a design approach, would
result in increased core steel fractions and the associated low breeding
ratios. Therefore, this particular method of accommodation is consid-
ered economically unattractive.  As a design alternative, the theoreti-

cal density of the fuel has been selected at 85% on the basis of current

estimates of fuel swelling voidage requirements for particulate-struc-

tured fuel. It appears that densities as low as 80% may be required for
sintered fuel, where greater retention of fission gas will tend to increase
radial expansion. 1 Future experimental studies and fuel model develop-
ment may alter this choice, but it is believed that the selected design is
realistic within the limitations, of current fuel technology.

Having selected the fuel theoretical density, we can consider the

problem of determining the fuel pin maximum temperature. Regarding
the problem of fuel restructuring, the available data report the forma-
tion of an equiaxed grain structure in fuel above 2700 F and a columnar
grain structure above 3200 F. This densification is accompanied by the
formation of a center void within the fuel. As a result of the fuel move-

ment, both the fuel conductivity and power distribution within the pin are
affected. Expe rimental results indicate that densities  in the range  of 96
to 100% are achieved in the columnar and equiaxed grain regions for
pellets that were initially 95% dense.2 It does not seem clear that such

high values can be achieved in the equiaxed region from fuel with an ini-

tial density of 85%;3 hence, the values have been assumed as 98% in the
columnar region and 94% in the equiaxed region. Full credit is taken

for this effect in determining the maximum allowable linear heat rate.

Indications are that these events will occur after a short irradiation

period; therefore, this design approach should present no major prob-
lems or limitations after a programmed startup procedure is completed.

A major parameter in determining the maximum allowable linear

heat rate is the fuel conductivity function. An accurate formulation of

conductivity data has proved somewhat elusive in the temperature range

above 3000 F.  At present, most thermal conductivity data have been

taken from   kdt curves.    It is believed that this method can lead to an

erroneous interpretation of results as it becomes difficult to differenti-

ate between conductivity effects and those due to restructuring, changes

in stoichiometry and the like. This problem has led to large variations
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in conductivity data reported from inpile measurements by various re-

searchers. Theoretical considerations tend to lend credibility to the

results shown in Figure 4-G-1, where no increase in thermal conductiv-

ity is shown at elevated temperatures.

Fuel stoichiometry is known to affect fuel restructuring and appar-

ently will alter the fuel melting temperature as well. Because of the

large thermal gradient across the fuel and composition changes during

irradiation, stoichi6metry can vary with fuel radius and burnup.  Con-

sequently, the problem of selecting an optimum value has been somewhat

complicated. The preponderance of data has been taken for an oxygen-

to-metal ratio of about 2.0; hence, this velue has been selected for the

reference design, and we have not attempted to optimize this parameter.

Some data also exist to show that plutonium will tend to migrate

toward the high-temperature portion of the fuel. Concern had been ex-

pressed because of the inherent problems associated with a reactivity

change and power peaking during core lifetime. Indications are, how-

ever, that these effects are insignificant and do not require detailed

consideration. 1
A significant factor in establishing the maximum linear heat rate is

the thermal resistance at the clad-fuel interface. Tests to determine

the value of this coefficient have resulted in recommended coefficients

of 1230 to 1760 Btu/hr-ftz-°F using sintered fuel in a krypton or xenon

atmosphere.4 The exact value of this coefficient is found to be a function

of both the surface contact between the cladding and fuel and the proper-

ties of the gas between them.  By its very nature, particulate structured

fuel would be expected to maintain a rather intimate contact with the

cladding; hence, a conductance of about 1500 Btu/hr-ftz- °F would appear

reasonable. Irradiation will tend to fill porosity at the fuel-clad inter-

face, but simultaneously, fission gas will tend to replace the initial

helium atmosphere. The improved fuel-clad contact and decreased gas

conductance are assumed to provide no net change in gap conductance

with burnup.
Melting temperatures for U02-PU02 fuels have been experimentally

determined to be a function of fuel enrichment and stoichiometry.5 Esti-

mates have been made on the effect of burnup based on testing U02·6
Fuel enrichment was originally unknown and was assumed for the first
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iteration. The results indicate a melting temperature of 5000 F at be-

ginning of life and 4450 F at 140,000 MWD/tonne peak burnup. Calcula-

tions have been performed using the parameters listed in the TAMPA

code described in Appendix E. 1. The results indicateamaximum linear

heat rate of 19.0 kW/ft at the beginning of core life and 16.1 kW/ft at
140,000 MWD/tonne, assuming a maximum clad surface temperature of
1050 F at the peak axial location during overpower conditions. Initially,
core dimensions were determined on the basis of these calculations and

estimates of the in-core power fraction and power peaking factors.  De-
tailed calculations may alter these estimates so that additional iterations
are required to achieve the maximum fuel performance.

Figure 4-G-1. Fuel Thermal Conductivityz
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2. Overpower Margin

2.1. Introduction

The safe operation of a fast reactor is ensured by the applica-
tion of safety factors to the design and functional analysis of the reactor

in steady-state and transient situations. The safety factors involved are
more commonly known as hot channel factors and overpower margin.
The latter is considered here.

The steady-state design overpower margin has been consid-

ered in these two different roles:

1.  Its role in establishing total core inventory.
2.  Its role in computing functional core param-

eters,  such as maximum cladding temperature.

2.2.  Discussion

The reactor control system contains inherent errors that al-

low for the difference between true and indicated reactor power. There-

fore, it is possible to exceed rated core power unknowingly for sustained

periods.

During controlled reactor power maneuvers, a transient over-

shoot and deadband allowance are system characteristics that must be

considered, since they contribute to elevated power levels. The uncer-

tainty in the heat balance for the reactor introduces additional error in

the prediction of true power. Realizing these' control system character-

istics, the following can be stated (see Figure 4-G-2 for the location of
scram setpoint):

1. During reactor power maneuvers (controlled transients)
an overpower can be realized for a period of minutes without the opera-
tor sensing anything but full-power operation. This power level is com-

monly called the upper scram limit.

-    2. Assuming periodic (daily) calorimetric heat balances and

detector calibration, a sustained overpower somewhat less than the

upper scram setting is possible without operator knowledge.

The design overpower margin must be set to protect against

accident situations that could impose more stringent requirements on
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the reactor core than the ones previously discussed. These accidents

include accidental reactivity insertion, loss of flow, loss of coolant, etc.

Therefore, the design overpower can exceed the upper scram limit if

accident situations so dictate.

The reactor design itself is also affected indirectly by the

choice  of the design overpower margin.     Core fuel inventory  is  a  func -

tion of the average linear heat rate for the reactor. Therefore, when
a maximum allowable heat rate to melting is established, the overpower

margin will directly affect the average linear heat rate and thereby di-

rectly affect fuel inventory. The effect of the overpower margin on

functional parameters in the core is to increase the coolant flow require-

ments, thereby affecting sequentially the pressure drop, pumping power,

steel fraction, physics performance, and economics.

Criteria must be established for selecting the design over-

power; because of the two distinct roles played by this factor, two sepa-

rate criteria are required.

1. Fuel melting must not occur during normal
operational transients.

2.  The maximum allowable cladding temperature
must not be exceeded for sustained periods
(days).

These criteria require a variation in the overpower margin
and in its application for different stages in design. In order to satisfy

these design criteria, the following design approach has been used:

1.  An overpower of 1.11 (upper scram limit) has been applied

to the reference power level for computing the required fuel inventory

as dictated by the fuel melting limitation. This factor has been applied

so as to affect only the fuel pin power and not the functional parameters

of the core.

2.  The hot channel factors have been defined to encompass

the power uncertainties involved in computing functional characteristics,

such as hot channel coolant temperatures. Since criterion 2 specifically
states sustained periods, a factor of 1.03 has been included in the hot

channel factor definitions to account for sustained power uncertainties

initiated by a heat balance error and load control deadband.
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The design overpower of 111% was established tobe synony-
mous with the upper scram limit. An analysis of reactor transients

starting at the upper scram limit indicates no requirement for core

overpower margin in excess of the one chosen. In addition, a deadband

of 1% has been analyzed in an analog control model, and indications are

that the resulting rod movement would be acceptable.

2.3.  Definitions

Reference power the true core power level corresponding to
the steam power level guaranteed to the
user.

Full  powe r the true core power level corresponding to
100% steam power; it differs from refe rence
power by one half of the total heat balance
error.

Maximum sustained power the maximum steady-state true core ther-
mal power under sustained normal operat-
ing conditions (no equipment failures or ac-
cident or hazard conditions).

Upper scram limit the maximum possible true core power level
that can be reached, udde r any condition,
before the initiation of a scram.

Heat balance error uncertainty in core power determination by
steam plant heat balance near rated power.

Transient overshoot allowance for overshoot of desired power
level during an increase in power; it includes
load control deadband during a planned
power increase.

Load control deadband the maximum peak-to-peak variation in
steam plant power permitted by the auto-
matic control system during steady-state
operation near rated power; it is assumed
that, near rated power, a steam plant power
change produces an equivalent steady-state
core power change.

Flux error the maximum departure from linearity of
local neutron flux at the power range detec-
tors with total core power (near rated power).

Instrumentation error the maximum total drift between heat balance
calibrations, repeatability error, and non-
linearity near rated power of the high-neu-
tron-power scram channel (from detector
through scran breaker contacts).

Scram maximum capa),ility rod insertion.
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Overpower scram setpoint a nuclear power range setpoint established
so that, under any combination of pertinent
errors, reactor damage is prevented and
false scram under normal operating condi-
tions is avoided.

Figure 4-G-2. Scram Setpoint for the LMFBR
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3.   Evolution of the Reference Design

The preliminary reference core chosen at the end of Task I was an-

nular; it was made up of vented fuel pins restrained by a honeycomb
fixed can. Hydraulically-actuated integral control rods were employed.
Table 4-G- 1 lists the physical parameters of this core.

Table 4-G-1. 1000-MWe LMFBR - Preliminary
Annular Reference Concept

Geometry Annular, honeycomb
fixed cans

L/D ratio 1.16
No. of fuel assemblies 177

Volume fractions

Fuel 0.46
Steel 0.14
Sodium 0.39
Control 0.01

In the early part of Task II, a trade-off study was undertaken to re-
late various types and degrees of spoiling and their associated fuel cost

penalties. This study, entitled "Spoiled Vs Unspoiled Core Trade-Off

Study, " is described in Volume 4 of this report. The results of the

study indicated that the interests of safety and economics would be best
served  if  the  core were spoiled with a moderator,   such  as BeO, rathe r
than by increasing the leakage through the use of an annular shape.  The
study also indicated that spoiling to a zero or negative sodium void coef-
ficient was economically unattractive.  With this realization, the design
emphasis was placed on partial rather than total voiding.

.

With suitable design features, total voiding can be considered incredi-
ble, and the probability of the simultaneous blockage of more than one
fuel assembly can be reduced to a very low level. Therefore, the worth
of a single voided fuel assembly becomes the important voiding criterion;

a limit of $1.00 was set. Although void propagation to adjacent assemblies

is considered to be very unlikely, the safety analyses were performed
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with the seven worst assemblies voided to provide an added degree of
conservatism.

Preliminary calculations of the sodium worth distribution in a cylin-
drical core indicated that the maximum-to-average worth might be as
much as 7. The total AK void for preliminary reference core 1 was set
so that seven fuel assemblies, each worth seven times the average as-
sembly, would have a total AK void of less than $1.00. According to
the results of the trade-off study, a BeO fraction of 10% of the fuel frac-
tion would give the required total AK void. In addition, the BeO in-
creased the Doppler coefficient.  The pin pitch and diameter of 0.340
and 0.290 inch, respectively, were also selected on the basis of trends
indicated by the study. .The total active length of all the fuel pins,  3.2
X 106 inches, was set bythe following parameters:

Maximum kW/ft                     17

P 1-9 1.60max

Overpower 1.11

Unc e rtainty 1.10

Maximum powe r i n c o r e,M W
(0.96 X 2420 = 2323) 2323                            '

The total reactor power was 2420 MWt.

The fixed cans were changed to conventional movable cans primarily
because of the small R&D cost benefits expected, since the capital costs

for removal equipment, the downtime for removal, and the R&D costs

must be weighed against the fuel cost savings. Conventional, top-
mounted electro-mechanical control rods replaced the integral hydraulic
rods because of the extensive R&D required and the uncertainties in sys-
tem response and hence in scram time. This decision is discussed in
the Appendix 5-A of this volume.

Control requirements, including lifetirne shim, temperature, and

safety shutdown, were estimated to be approximately $20.  It was desir-

able to have a fairly large number of rods, each worth less than $1.00,
for both safety and power shaping flexibility reasons.  With the rotating
plug refueling system, the maximum number of control rods that will

fit into the plug is about 25.
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The control rod drive design required a fuel assembly pitch some-

what greater than 6 inches, while handling and safety factors established
a limit of 8 inches.  The best compromise was a fuel assembly pitch of
6.461 inches, made up of 298 fuel pins and 33 BeO pins.  With 288 fuel

assemblies, this gave a total of 85,824 fuel pins and 9504 BeO pins.
Therefore, the core length was 37.42 inches, and the L/D ratio was
0.312. Core dimensions and volume fractions are summarized in Table

4-G-2.

The fuel assembly can thickness was set at 0.100 inch on the basis

of the assumption that the can would be perforated in the lower blanket
region to relieve the pressure differential across the can. The pressure
drop across the can would otherwise dictate a can thickness greater than
0.150 inch. Because of technical difficulties, this concept was dropped
in later designs.

A side study was made to determine the optimum axial blanket thick-

ness for preliminary core 1. Axial blanket thicknesses of 9, 12, and 15
inches were chosen for comparison. The results indicated that the 15-
inch axial blanket did not gain enough in breeding ratio to offset the in-

creased fabrication and reprocessing cost, and that the loss in breeding
ratio in going to the 9-inch axial blanket overshadowed the decrease in
these costs. Therefore, a compromise thickness of 12 inches was
chosen.

Since many other LMFBR designs have smaller fuel pins and more

space between pins, a core designated preliminary "reference core 2, "
which incorporated these changes, was analyzed.  This core differed

from preliminary reference core  1  in the following ways:

1.  The pin diameter was reduced from 0.290 to
0.260 inch, and the pitch was reduced from
0.340 to 0.320 inch.

2.  The can thickness was increased to 0.111
inch.   The can perforations were removed,
but the core pressure drop was reduced be-
cause of the larger spacing between pins.

3.  The BeO pins were 0.030 inch larger than
the fuel pins,  so that bypass flow would be
reduced.

4.  The isotopic mix of the feed plutonium was
changed as follows:
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C o r e   1, % Core 2, %

239Pll 70          67
240 PU 25          26

241PU                  5                           5
242PU               0                       0

Core dimensions and the volume fractions of preliminary reference

core 2 are given in Table 4-G-3.

For preliminary reference core 1, 788 full power days corresponds
to an average burnup of 69,300 MWD/T.* The end-of-life sodium coeffi-

cient, 100% void core plus axial blanket, is 0.017; the Doppler coefficient,

-T(dK/d T) for full dense core and blankets, is 0.0071; and the integrated

breeding ratio is 1.29. Instantaneous breeding ratios for the clean core

and at the end of the cycle (788 effective full power days) are presented
in Table 4-G-4. Mass balances, showing the heavy atom masses in. the

clean core and at the end of an equilibrium cycle, are given in Table

4-G-5.  These mass balances were used to generate fuel costs.

For preliminary core 2, the breeding ratios and the sodium void and

Doppler coefficients are calculated at both 707 days (81,000 MWD/T) and
821 days (94,000 MWD/T) of full power op.eration.  At 707 days, the so-                 1
dium void coefficient (100% void core plus axial blanket) is 0.0198, the

Doppler coefficient (full dense core and blankets)is 0.0066.  At 821 days,
the sodium void deficit is 0.0206, the Doppler is 0.0064. The integrated

breeding ratio is 1.22.

Instantaneous breeding ratios and mass balances for core 2, which

correspond to the ones reported for preliminary core 1, are presented
in Tables 4-G-6 and 4-G-7.

Fuel costs for the two preliminary cores were computed with the

FAB code, the fuel cost subroutine of the NAPS code;7 mass balances
obtained with the SIZLE code were used in the calculation. It should be

remembered that these mass balances are for batch cores having average

-----

This is approximately the average burnup at the end of an equilibrium
cycle in which one third of the core is to be discharged at 100,000
MWD/T.
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burnups between 70,000 and 80,000 MWD/T.  It is clear that an improve-

ment may be gained with a partial refueling scheme. However, it is
felt that batch comparisons are valid for concept selection.

The fuel costs are compared in Table 4-G-8; core 1 has significantly
lower costs than core 2. Part of this is the result of the thinner subas-

sembly can in core 1.  If the can of core 1 were consistent with the core

pressure drop, the difference would be reduced by approximately 0.02
r:nill/kWh.
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Table 4-G-2. LMFBR Preliminary Reference Core No. 1 -
Description and Volume Fractions

Description

Radial Axial Radial Axial
Core blanket blanket reflector reflector

Outer diameter, in. 120.03 144.08 120.03 167.70 120.03

Height, in. 37.42 37.42            12 37.42 11.81

Volume, liters 6938.7

No. of fuel assemblies 288 138 288

Fuel pin OD, in. 0.290 0.510 0.290

Fuel pin pitch, in. 0.340 0.542 0.340

Clad thickness, in. 0.010 0.018 0.010

Can thickness, in. 0.100 0.100 0.100

Assembly pitch, in. 6.461 6.461 6.461

Area/assembly, in.2 36.152 36.152 36.152

Fuel density, % 85 90 85

BeO density, % 80

B4C density. % 80 80

Type of steel SS 304 SS 304 SS 304 SS 304 SS 304

Average temperatures, F

Fuel 2500 2000 2000
Sodium 975 975 975 975 975

Volume Fractions

Fuel Na Steel BeO B4C

Core zone 1 0.4157 0.3752 0.1519 0.0461 0.0111

Core zone 2 0.4405 0.3439 0.1506 0.0488 0.0062

Core zone 3 0.4472 0.3482 0.1502 0.0495 0.0049

Radial blanket 0.6199 0.2141 0.1660

Axial blanket (average) 0.4824 0.3356 0.1597 0.0223

Radial reflector -- 0.5000 0.5000

Axial reflector -- 0.3356 0.1597

Type of loading - 3-cycle reload: 96 elements in core zone 1
84 elements in core zone 2

108 elements in core zone 3

1/3 of integral control rods assumed in core..
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Table 4-G-3. LMFBR Preliminary Reference Core No. 2 -
Description and Volume Fractions

Description

Radial Axial Radial Axial
Core blanket blanket reflector reflector

Outer diameter, in. 113.98 136.79 113.98 160.41 113.98

Height, in. 37.29 37.29      12 37.29 11.81

Volume, liters 6232.5

No. of fuel assemblies 288 138 288

Fuel pin OD, in. 0.26 0.482 0.26
Fuel pin pitch, in. 0.32 0.512 0.32

Cladthickness, in. 0:01 0.018 0.01

Can thickness, in. 0.111 0.111 0.111

Fuel density, %             85        90         85

BeO density, % 80

B4C density. % 80 80

Type of steel SS 304 SS 304 SS  3 04 SS 304 SS  304

Average temperature, F

Fuel 2500 2000 2000
Sodium 975 975 975 975 975

Volume Fractions

Fuel Na Steel BeO B4C

Core zone 1 0.3643 0.4316 0.1530 0.0403 0.0107

Core zone 2 0.3860 0.4095 0.1557 0.0427 0.0060
Core zone 3 0.3918 0.4037 0.1563 0.0434 0.0047
Radial blanket 0.6089 0.2096 0.1815

Axial blanket 0.4227 0.3833 0.1724 0.0216
Radial reflector -- 0.5000 0.5000

Axial reflector -- 0.3833 0.1724

Type of loading - 3-cycle reload: 96 elements in core zone 1
84 elements in core zone 2

108 elements in core zone 3

1/3 of integral control rods assumed in core.
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Table 4-G-4. LMFBR Preliminary Reference Core No. 1 -
Breeding Ratios

Integrated Breeding Ratio

IBR (788 days) = 1.29

Instantaneous Breeding Ratio

Radial Axial Average

Beginning of life
Core 0.9667 0.9458 0.9563

Axial blanket 0.2235 0.2187 0.2211

Radial blanket 0.1583 0.1549 0.1566

Total 1.3485 1.3194 1.3340

End of life (788 days)
Core 0.8559 0.8508 0.8534

Axial blanket 0.2378 0.2364 0.2371

Radial blanket 0.1479 0.1470 0.1475

Total 1.2416 1.2342 1.2380
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Table 4-G-5. LMFBR Preliminary Reference Core No. 1 -
Mass Balance

Axial Radial
Isotope Core blanket blanket Total

Beginning of life

235U 62.48 52.87 49.44 164.79
238 U 20,764.31 17,569.96 16,430.99 54,765.26

Total U 20,826.79 17,622.83 16,480.43 54,930.05
239 PU 2,864.38 0.00 0.00 2,864.28
240 PU 1,020.93 0.00 0.00 1,020.93
241PU 204.60 0.00 0.00 204.60
242Pu 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Total Pu 4,089.81 0.00 0.00 4,089.81

Total U + Pu 24,916.60 17,622.83 16,480.43 59,019.86

End of life  (788 days)

235U 28.10 40.26 40.47 108.83

238U 18,800.98 17,077.87 16,097.26 51,976.11

Total U 18,829.08 17,118.13 16,137.73 52,084.94

239 PU 2,786.22 414.50 288.58 3,489.30
240 Pu 1,110.50 12.90 6.56 1,129.96
241PU 213.67 0.38 0.16 214.21

242PU 23.32 0.01 0.00 23.33

Total Pu* 4,133.71 427.79 295.30 4,856.80

Total U + Pu* 22,962.79 17,545.92 16 ,433.03 56,941.74

*
Includes 239NP.
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Table 4-G-6. LMFBR Preliminary Reference Core No. 2 -
Breeding Ratios

Integrated Breeding Ratios

IBR (707 days) = 1.22

IBR (821 days) = 1.21

Instantaneous Breeding Ratio

Radial Axial Average

Beginning of life
Core 0.8749 0.8436 0.8593

Axial blanket 0.2356 0.2272 0.2314

Radial blanket 0.1636 0.1577 0.1607

Total 1.2741 1.2285 1.2514

707 days
Core 0.7885 0.7796 0.7841

Axial blanket 0.2519 0.2491 0.2505

Radial blanket 0.1691 0.1672 0.1682

Total 1.2095 1.1959 1.2028

821   days

Core 0.7773 0.7678 0.7726

Axial blanket 0.2554 0.2523 0.2539

Radial blanket 0.1752 0.1730 0.1741

Total 1.2079 1.1931 1.2006
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Table 4-G-7. LMFBR Preliminary Reference Core No. 2 -
Mass Balance

Radial Axial
Isotope Core blanket blanket Total

Beginning  of life,  kg

235U 47.71 43.64 41.76 133.11

238 U l 5,855.57 14,502.61 13,876.17 44,234.35

Total U 15,903.28 14,546.25 13.917.93 44,367.46

23g pu 2.503.67 0.00 0.00 2,503.67
bO

pU 971.58 0.00 0.00 971.58

241PU 186.84 0.00 0.00 186.84

242pu 74.74 0.00 0.00 74.74

Total Pu 3,736.83 0.00 0.00 3,736.83

Total U + Pu 19,640.11 14,546.25 13,917.93 48,104.29

End of life (707 days), kg

235U 21.52 35.83 30.24 87.59

238U 14.346.60 14,193.43 13,434.10 41,973.13

Total U 14.367.12 14,229.26 13,464.34 42.060.72

23gpu* 2,310.28 267.90 365.31 2,943.49

lopu 1,022.50 5.32 13.07 1,040.89

241PU 197.44 0.09 0.45 197.98

242PU 79.42 0.00 0.00 79.42

Total Pu* 3,609.64 273.31 378.83 4.261.78

Total U + Pu* 17,976.76 14,502.57 13.843.17 46,322.50

End of life  (821  days),  kg

235U 18.92 34.66 28.64 82.22

238U 14.111.22 14,140.38 13,357.51 41,609.11

Total U 14,130.14 14,175.04 13,386.15 41.691.33

239Pu* 2,268.22 310.32 420.47 2,999.01

24opu 1,027.10 7.17 17.50 1,051.77

241PU 198.93 0.14 0.69 199.76

242PU 80.18 0.00 0.00 80.18

Total Pu* 3,574.43 317.63 438.66 4,330.72

Total U + Pu* 17,704.57 14,492.67 13,824.81 46,021.05

*
Includes 239NP.
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Table  4 - G- 8. LMFBR Fuel Costs

Core 1 Core 2
mills/kwhr mills /kwhr

Fabrication 0.320 0.366

Reprocessing 0.150 0.186

Shipping 0.036 0.038

Carrying charge

Pu in pile 0.422 0.372

Pu out of pile 0.184 0.211

Fabrication 0.061 0.055

Reprocessing -0.043 -0.042

Total 0.625 0.595

Pu credit -0.214 -0.198

Total 0.916 0.988
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4. Design Considerations

The choice of design parameters for the reference core was based
on many factors.  Some were clear cut and others were much less obvi-
ous. This section will attempt to explain these choices.

More detailed distributed void calculations on preliminary core 1
showed that the maximum-to-average sodium worth was less than the

preliminary value of 7, and in fact was less than 4. The maximum-to-

average worth of 4.00 is actually the product of a radial and and axial

worth peak.  Thus, as soon as the entire worst assembly is voided, the
worth of that assembly is only twice that of the average assembly voided
in its entirety. Using this peaking factor, the worth of the seven worst

assemblies was considerably less than $1.00. Safety analyses of the flow

blockage accident in preliminary core 1 demonstrated that the safety sys-
tem would end the transient that follows the voiding of the seven assem-

blies with negligible changes in fuel and coolant temperatures in the re-
mainder of the core.

Since the margin was so great, the analysis was repeated with void
and Doppler coefficients estimated for preliminary core 1 without BeO.

Once again the temperature changes were small. (Details of the calcula-
tions are given in Appendix 14-B. ) As a result, the BeO was removed
frorn the reference core.

Early use of the NAPS code indicated that a pin/pitch combination

of 0.280/0.340 inch was the optimum combination. However, the code
also indicated that the 0.260/0.320-inch combination was very nearly as

good.

During this same time, fairly detailed physics calculations were be-

ing performed on the two preliminary reference designs just discussed.
These cores had pin/pitch combinations of 0.290/0.340 and 0.260/0.320

inch, respectively, but in most other respects they were very similar,

i. e.,  the same number of pins and the same active length. Fuel costs

based on the detailed physics analysis indicated that the larger pin/pitch
combination has a greater advantage over the smaller pin/pitch than was

indicated by NAPS.   That is,  NAPS was slightly biased towards a smaller
I pin.   Therefore, it was decided to set the pin pitch at 0.340 inch and the

pin diameter at 0.280 inch.
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6

The total length of fuel pin is dictated by the fuel-maximum linear
heat rate, power peaking factors, the overpower to melting, and an al-
lowance for calculational uncertainty. The following values were used:.

Estimated maximum peak/average power ratio     1.6

Overpower to central melting, % of full power 111

Uncertainties 1.10

Total reactor power, MWt 2450

Fraction of power in core at end of cycle 0.92

Maximum linear heat rate at estimated peak
burnup of 150,000 MWD/T, kW/ft                 16

The resulting total length of pin is 276,000 feet.
A fairly large fuel assembly was desirable for a number of reasons,

e. g., larger and, hence, fewer assemblies reduce fuel handling and
shipping problems. Larger assemblies permit greater control rod spac-
ing and, hence, greater room for control rod drives. Based on these
factors and on some fuel assembly criticality calculations, the assembly
was set at 331 pins on a 0.340-inch pitch and an assembly pitch of 6.500
inches. Previous experience had indicated that the control requirements
would be in the range of $18 to $22. For safety reasons and to permit

greater flexibility in controlling the power distribution, it is desirable
to have a maximum control rod worth of less than $1.00. Unfortunately,
it is not possible to vary the total number of control rods continuously
and still maintain a uniform pattern. The magic numbers in the range
of interest are 19, 25, and 31; on the basis of the projected control re-
quirements, 25 was chosen. In addition, 25 rods is near the maximum
number that can be placed in the intermediate rotating plug and still al-
low access to all assemblies for refueling.

Similarly, the number of assemblies that make up a core cannot

vary continuously, when subject to the constraints that the total length

of fuel pin be constant, the core by symmetric, and the control rod posi-
tions be accommodated. Therefore, the core was required to have at

least 10 rows of fuel assemblies, or a total of 246 assemblies and 25 con-              '

trol rods.  With this arrangement, the core active length would be more
than 40 inches. Similarly, if another row were to be added, the number
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of assemblies would increase to 306, and the core active length would

decrease by 8 inches. In addition, the extra assemblies would increase
the vessel diameter by more than one foot.  As a compromise, 3 assem-

blies were removed from each corner of the hexagonal core; this gave a
total of 288 assemblies. The vessel diameter was not appreciably larger
than that of the 246-assembly core, yet the active length was nearly 6
inches less. The shorter length results in improved voiding character-

istics and a shorter control rod stroke (which, coupled with the shorter

core, allows a shorter reactor vessel), and improved thermal hydraulic
performance.

The fuel assembly had been sized, the assembly pitch had been set,
and many drawings had been made, when detailed hot channel analyses indi-
cated that the flow channels between the peripheral pins and the assembly
can were too small. The alternatives were as follows:

1.  Keep pin pitch constant and increase the gap. This would

increase the assembly size and pitch (and thus the volume fractions).
The bulk of the physics calculations would have to be repeated.

2.  Reduce the pin pitch so that the flow area in the peripheral
channels could be increased without changing the external assembly di-
mension. Volume fraction changes would also be small.

Option 2 was chosen and the pin pitch was reduced accordingly, to 0.337

inch.

1
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B&W Drawing A20509F
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1000-MWe LMFBR - Reference Concept
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5. REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEM

5.1. Introduction

5.1.1. System Function

The reactivity control system has three prime functions,

the first of which is related to the protection system. During credible
accident conditions, the reactivity control system, in response to de-
mands from the protection system, will either rapidly reduce power to
a predetermined level or scram the reactor, depending on the nature of

the accident. After a scram or a fast setback, the system will maintain

the core in a safe condition until the accident situation is rectified. The

second function is to vary the reactor power according to the demands
of the control system during normal operation, including startup, load-

following, and shutdown. The system  also inc ludes the startup neutron

source, which in this case is not required. The third function of the re-

activity control system is to shim the excess reactivity required for the

core lifetime and to provide a way to manipulate the power distribution
U,

if power shaping should be required.
At all times, the reactivity control system maintains  the

positions and velocities of all control rods as directed by the reactor

protection and control systems and by the operator through manual com-

mands.

5.1.2. Summary Description of the System

The reactivity control system comprises a 25 identical

control rod drive units and their associated electrical power supplies
and controls. (Figure 5- 1 is a schematic representation of the entire

system. ) Each control rod drive unit consists of a control rod, an ex-

tension rod, a drive (or actuator), and the associated electronic circuitry
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(see drawing A20509 F*). The control rod is a cluster of 91 absorber
pins restrained by spacer grids and surrounded by a sheath.  The indi-
vidual absorber pins, which are  0.525 inch in diameter, contain tantalum

at 100% of theoretical density as the absorber medium. The control rod
is connected to the extension rod with a bayonet latch (drawing A31106E*).
The extension rod, which operates inside a guide tube, is connected to

the top-mounted drive (or actuator) by an electromagnetic latch which
uncouples when it receives the scram signal. A dynamic seal around

the extension rod prevents cover gas leakage above the charge face level.
In addition, a backup static seal is provided for use if the dynamic seal
should fail.

The drive comprises two motors that operate through an

epicyclic gear train, which consists of a combination ring gear and fly
wheel, three planet gears, a planet cage, and a sun gear. The compo-
nents of the drive are in modular form for easy maintenance (Figure 5-2
and A20509F). For convenience, the upper drive motor is designated the

primary motor, and the lower one is called the secondary motor. These

labels   do not imply the relative importance  of the motors. Whe never  the

reactor is critical, both of the motors in a drive operate continuously
while directly linked to the gear train without clutches or other mechani-

cal disconnectors.  This is possible because of the nature of the mechani-

cal differential, and therefore, the failure of a drive motor can be de-

c. tected immediately, rather than after a fast setback signal.

-----

*
B&W drawings A20509 F and A31106E are placed  at  the   end  of  thi s
section.
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Figure 5-1. Reactivity Control System, Schematic
Representation
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Figure 5-2. Top-Mounted Actuator for LMFBR Control
Rod Drive
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A non-interruptible vital bus provides power for the sec-

ondary drive motors. Power for the primary motors is obtained from

two separate non-vital buses, either of which can power all primary
motors. Synchronism is maintained between vital and non-vital buses.

The rod-hold electromagnetic latch and primary motor brake for each

rod receive power from the same feed as the primary motor for that

rod. Setback, rundown, and control operations are accomplished by

switching primary motor power to one of three motor windings corre-

sponding to no-motion and plus or minus 15 inches per minute. Scram

is accomplished by interrupting primdry motor power, which simultane-

ously releases the rod-hold electromagnetic latch and actuates the pri-

mary motor brake; gravity rundown is then backed up by the secondary

motor. Any control rod will scram from any position.

Design parameters are.summarized in Table 5-1.

Table 5- 1. Summary of Design Parameters

Number of control rod drive units 25

Number of safety rods                                     7

Number of shim-regulating rods                          18

Absorber material Tantalum

Number of absorber p.ins per control rod                   91

Pin diameter/pitch, in. 0.525/0.600

Absorber length, in. 52.7

Average control rod worth, $ 0.77

Maximum control rod worth, $ 0.93

Total control rod worth, $ 19.25

Shim speed, in. /min                                         15

Scram follow-in speed, in. /min 1800

Scram acceleration, g 0.8

Structural steel in contact with Na Series 300
stainless steel
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5.1.3. System Design Requirements and Criteria

5.1.3.1. Performance Requirements
  At all times, in response to the demands of the

protection system, the reactivity control system will be capable of mak-
ing the reactor subcritical rapidly enough to prevent damage that ex-
ceeds acceptable limits. The system will also be capable of maintaining
the reactor in a safe condition until the conditions that caused a scram
have been corrected. The approximate control requirements are listed
below:

Worth, $

Temperature (cold, zero power to hot, full power)      4Lifetime shim                                    3
Clean core without sodium                                 6
Safety shutdown margin '96

Total control requirements                        17

The temperature deficit includes the effects of changes in sodium den-
sity, core expansion, and Doppler as the reactor is taken from cold
shutdown to full power conditions. Lifetime shim is the reactivity mar-
gin required for the burnup of the fissile rnaterial and the buildup of fis-
sion products during the course of the cycle. These parameters were
estimated on the basis of preliminary calculations for the reference core.

Even though the core will never be without so-
diurn after initial operation because of decay heat cooling requirements,
enough additional control is provided to allow dry testing during the ini-
tial startup of the clean core. Since total voiding at any other time in
life is not credible, these rods are in effect extra safety rods. Finally,
an adequate shutdown margin must be provided so that the core can be
made and maintained subcritical under all credible conditions. These
requirements are discussed in detail in the core system design descrip-
tion, section 4.

The safety rod shall scram at a rate of at least
0.5 g after a delay of no more than 150 ms (see section 14), and the
snubber that dissipates the kinetic energy of the falling assembly shall
be capable of decelerating the assembly at 3 g.
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The safety rod and associated components will
be able to withstand decelerati6ns ·of 10 g, which might result from
snubber failure.

When a control rod is cocked out of the core

and functioning as a safety rod, the sodium flow required for cooling
will not reduce the scram acceleration below 0.5 g.

The shim- regulating rods, which may be fully
inserted during full power operation, will necessarily have greater total

cooling requirements than the safety rods.  As a result, these rods will

not scram as rapidly as the safety rods, which alone are capable of shut-
ting down the core.

Because of the activity of the cover gas, ex-
tremely leak-tight dynamic seals must be provided at the cover struc-

ture penetration for each of the control units. The cover gas leak rate
will be limited to less than 1 cc per day per seal.* Backup static seals

must be provided for use if the dynamic seals should fail, and a similar

leak-rate cirterion is applicable to these seals. The dynamic seals

will not retard the acceleration of the safety rods below 0.5 g during
scram. A detector will be provided for measuring the activity in the

drive housing.

A reliable and accurate position indicator will

show the position of the control rods to within t0.10 inch, including
upper and lower position limits.  With this range of position uncertainty,
the reactivity uncertainty associated with three regulating rods will be

approximately 1% of the total power coefficient.

5.1.3.2. Environmental Requirements

The unit heating rate will not exceed 300 watts

per cm3, and the tantalum temperature will not exceed 2500 F.  The

drive, which is mounted on top of the cover structure, is never exposed

to a sodium environment. The control rods operate in a flux of 1016 in
1100 F sodium flowing at 2 feet per second.

-----

*
Vented Vs Non-Vented Fuel Pin Trade-Off Study,  BAW- 1328,  Vol 4,
Section 4, revised November 1968.
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5.1.3.3. Reliability Requirements

The following general criteria regarding reac-
tivity system reliability will be met:

1.  No single failure may inhibit protective action.  The ef-
fect of a single failure will be limited to one control as-
sembly.

2.  No single failure or chain of failures may cause uncon-
trolled withdrawal of any control rod. Any control
rod that cannot be controlled as required will be auto-
matically scrammed.

A shim-regulating rod must last at least one year, a safety rod must

last three years, and a drive unit is designed for a life of 30 years.

5.1.3.4. Maintenance Requirements

Provisions will be made for removal of the

upper and lower guide tubes and for maintenance of the drive actuator.

This maintenance will not in any way increase cover gas leakage beyond
the limits stated earlier.

5.1.3.5. Safety Requirements

If a single safety rod sticks in the "out" posi-

tion, the remaining safety rods will be capable of making and keeping
the core subcritical. The scram function will be fail-safe; that is,
neither loss of power to the reactivity control system nor failure of the

drive motors will prevent the scram.  It is desirable to have a fast pow-

ered insertion following the scram in the event of release mechanism

failure or rod holdup.

Shim-regulating and safety rods and their cor-

responding drives are identical, so that (with suitable switching of con-

trols and relocation of lower guide tubes) any one of the control rods

may take on any function. No control rod may have a reactivity worth

greater than $1.00.  If a single control assembly is accidentally with-

drawn at the maximum possible rate while the core is critical, the com-

bination of control rod worth and speed will be such that the reactivity

insertion ramp will not exceed $0.80 pe r second. The simultaneous

withdrawal of enough control assemblies to exceed the maximum reac-

tivity insertion rate is prevented by grouping techniques.
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The priorities with which the reactivity control

system accepts commands from the protection and control systems are

listed below:

1.  The scram command has priority over all other com-

mands. Scram action will be positive and nonreversible, will be pro-
vided with all necessary electrical power from a vital bus, and will not

be overridden by circuit-interrupting devices of any kind.

2. Fast setback commands have priority over normal run-

down commands, which in turn have priority over manual or automatic

control commands.

3. Insertion commands have priority over no-motion com-

mands, which in turn have priority over withdrawal commands.

The reactivity control system must be compati-

ble with the following systems:

1. Reactor Vessel System - The control rod drives, which

are part of the reactivity control system, must be integrated into the
overall design of the reactor cover structure, a part of the reactor ves-

sel system.

2.  Reactor Core System - The control rods, which are
part of the reactivity control system, must be compatible with the core

in general; specifically, they must fit into the lower guide tubes, which
are a part of the core, and must be adequately cooled by the primary

coolant.

3. Reactor Support Systems - The control rods and drives

will require maintenance, and hence, they must be compatible with the

fuel handling, storage, and general handling systems. The upper guide

tubes, which are a. part of the top holddown structure, must accommo-

date the absorber assembly extension rods.

4. Reactor Instrumentation and Control System - There

are close ties between the control and protection systems and the reac-

tivity control system. Functional requirements determined by safety

analyses will dictate the design and inter-relationship of these systems.
Table 5-2 is a summary of design criteria for

the systenn.
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Table 5-2. Summary of Design Criteria

Total control rod worth, $ >17.00
Maximum worth of one control rod, $ <1.00
Reactivity insertion rate for accidental withdrawal

of a single rod at the maximum possible speed,
$/sec

, 0.80
Maximum absorber material unit heat rate, W/cm3 300
Shim- regulating  rod life, yr >1
Safety rodlife, yr >3
Drive life, yr                                            30
Maximum scram delay, incl instrument delay, sec 0.150
Minimum safety rod acceleration during scram, g 0.5
Maximum snubber deceleration, g                          3
Design control rod g-loading                                 10
Control rod position indication, in. zt0.1

5.2. Detailed Description

The reactivity control system comprises 25 identical control rod-
drive units, the associated electrical wiring and power supplies, and
the controls. Figure  5- 1  shows the functional relationships  of the  indi-
vidual system components. The control logic, which specific's whethe r
the control rod operates as a safety or a shim-regulating rod and deter-
mines the operating characteristics, will be discussed in section 3.

Each of the control rod-drive units has a control rod, an exten-
sion rod, an electromagnetic coupler, dynamic and static seals, a snub-
ber, a linear motion guide, position indicators, and the drive (actuator).
These components are described in detail in the following paragraphs.
For convenience, the components are grouped into five categories:  con-
trol rod, extension rod, combined snubber/seal housing and contents,
lower actuator housing and contents, and upper actuator housing and con-
tents. The electrical wiring and power supplies will be discussed sepa-
rately.

The considerations that led to the choice of the reactivity control
system described herein are discussed in Appendix 5-A.

5.2.1.    Control Rod

Each control rod comprises 91 tantalum absorber rods                  1
formed by three spacer grids into a hexagonal cluster, which is
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surrounded by a hexagonal can having 0.100-inch walls. (Drawing
A31106E* is a detailed diagram of a control rod. ) The absorber pins
are tantalum metal clad in series 300 stainless steel with helium bond.
This is done, despite the known compatibility of tantalum and sodium,
as an additional safety factor.  The pins are set on a 0.600-inch triangu-
lar pitch and have a diameter of 0.525 inch, a cladding thickness of
0.025 inch, and an absorber length of 52.7 inches. Each absorber pin
is attached at the top of the cluster and thus is free to expand downward.
The overall dimensions of the control rod are 5.994 inches across the
flats and 9.75 inches overall length; a control rod weighs approximately
700 pounds.

Control rod worths were computed using methods de-
scribed in Appendix 4-D. The total worth of all the control rods is

$19.25, as opposed to the reactivity requirement of $17.00; thus, a

$2.25 margin exists. The average worth of each of the 25 rods, there-

fore, is $0.77. The single central rod has the greatest worth, $0.93,
and each rod in the outer ring of six has an average worth of $0.54.
Since these seven rods have a total worth of $4.20, which is slightly
greater than the shutdown margin, they are selected as safety rods.

The remaining 18 rods are in three rings of six. Starting with the in-
nermost ring, the average worths are $0.92, $0.88, and $0.71, respec-

tively. The worth of a control rod as a function of the fraction of total
insertion is shown in Figure 5-3. The information was computed by two
methods-the windowshade calculation and perturbation theory-both of
which are described in Appendix 4-E.

The upper end fitting of a control rod contains the female
portion of the bayonet latch with which the extension rod is attached to

the control rods. Holes are provided in the end fitting to allow the cool-
ing sodium to leave the control rod.

The lateral position of each control rod is determined by
a lower guide tube, which also channels the sodium that cools the control
rod. The lower guide tubes are fixed in position between the lower grid
and the top holddown. The lower guide tubes are described in the reactor

-----

'B&W drawing A31106E is placed at the end of this section.
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vessel system design description, section 2. The lower end of each
lower guide tube contains a spring which is used to unlatch the control

rod that Inoves in the tube. The unlatching procedure is described in

section 5.3.

Drawing A3110OE* shows the limits of control rod mo-

tion relative to the active core.  In the withdrawn position, the bottom

of the absorber is at the upper core/blanket interface.  In the fully in-
serted shutdown position, 6 inches of absorber extend above and 12

inches extend below the active core. Control and safety rod locations

are shown in Figure 5-4.

5.2.1.1. Thermal Performanc e

The regulating rod maximum cladding tempera-

ture occurs at the beginning of core life.  The hot channel maximum

cladding temperature is 1256 F (at 103% power). The lower guide tubes

are orificed to give a mixed mean outlet coolant temperature of 1200 F
(considering only the coolant flowing through the guide tube), giving an
average maximum cladding temperature of 1203 F. The bypass flow be-
tween the can and the sheath brings the total mixed mean outlet tempera-

ture out of the regulating rod assembly to  1107 F.

5.2.1.2.     Sc ram  Rate

Since a safety rod is cocked out of the core at

all times during power operation, the cooling requirements are consid-
erably less than those of a regulating rod. In order to reduce the bypass
flow and also to reduce the hydraulic forces that might retard the gravity

scram acceleration of a safety rod, the lower guide tubes are orificed to

allow one-tenth  of  the  flow that cools the shim-regulating   rods.     At  thi s

flow  rate  (1.8 X 104 lb/hr), a safety rod accelerates at 0.8 g,  and thus,
the design requirement of 0.5 g scram is met.

-----

*
B&W drawing A31100E is placed at the end of section 2.
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Figure 5-3. Control Rod Partial Insertion Worth
Distribution
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Figure 5-4. 1000-MWe LMFBR Reference Concept Core
Arrang€ment (A31099E)
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5.2.2.    Extension Rod

Each extension rod is a sealed tube of SS-304; it is ap-

proximately 29 feet long by 3 inches in diameter, has a wall thickness

of 0.5 inch, and weighs about 450 pounds. These rods move within the

upper guide tubes, which are part of the top holddown structure de-

scribed in the reactor vessel CSDD, section 2. The lower end of an ex-

tension rod is the bayonet lock which mates with the upper end fitting of

the control rod.  From this point the extension rod extends upward
through the upper support grid, the upper guide tube, and the axial
shielding into the combined snubber/seal housing and terminates with a

magnetic slug which acts as part of the electromagnetic release coupling.

The extension rod-is shown in drawing A20509 F. The upper 10-foot sec-

tion of the extension rod, where it passes through the upper shield, is
solid so that gamma streaming is minimized.

5.2.3. Combined Snubber/Seal Housing

Each combination snubber/seal housing is a replaceable

unit containing a pneumatic snubber, a linear motion seal, the static

backup seal, the linear motion rod guide bearings, the extension rod

limit switches, and the bearing leak detector. These units are mounted

in the intermediate top closure plug above the shielding and insulation

level (see drawing A20509 F).
A dynamic seal prevents the cover gas from leaking into

the housing during normal operation; a static seal is provided for backup

purpbses.  This seal is clamped on the extension rod so that the entire

unit can be removed for maintenance.

A pneumatic snubber with a 12-inch snubbing stroke is

provided to decelerate the extension rod-absorber assembly unit follow-
ing a scram; a snubber-return spring is used to reset the snubber.

Linear motion bearings are provided to guide the extension rod.

5.2.4. Lower Actuator Housing

The tubular lower actuator housing is attached to the com-

bination snubber/seal housing. It contains the electromagnet, drive

screw, ball nut, antirotational guides, magnetic power leads, upper and

lower drive limit switches, and position indicators (see drawing A20509 F).
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Control rod positions are indicated by two linear potenti-
ometers; one transmits the actuator drive nut position,  and the other
senses the location of the extension rod. Normally these two would indi-
cate identical positions; however, during a scram or in the event of re-
lease magnet failure, there may be a difference between the extension
rod position and the drive actuator nut. The preliminary design analysis
indicates that it may be feasible to combine the Rollamite antirotational
guide and extension rod position indicator functions into one device.

The electromagnet is required to bear the weight of the
extension rod and the absorber column during all normal transients.
More exact calculations might determine that a conventional electro-
magnet is not feasible; if so, other unlatching schemes are available.

The mag·netic slug at the end of the extension rod houses
a retractable mechanism which disengages the extension rod from an
antirotational Rollamite-type linear motion guide and position indicator.
The actuator for the retractable guide pin is housed in the electromag-
net  attached  to the bottom  of the actuator drive nut extension tube. The
actuator drive is a lead screw/ball nut combination. A linear motion of
1 inch corresponds to one turn of the lead screw.  Thus, at 15 rpm the
control rod is moved at a velocity of 15 inches per minute.

5.2.5. Upper Actuator Housing

The upper actuator housing includes the differential drive

housing, the secondary drive motor, and the primary drive motor.  The
differential housing is attached to the lower actuator housink; it contains
the epicyclic gear train, which consists of a combination ring gear and
fly wheel, three planet gears, the planet cage, and sun gear.  The sun
gear is the output or driven gear. The modular or pancake-type con-
struction of the actuator housing permits easy access for maintenance.
Mounted in pancake modular fashion above the differential drive housing
are the secondary drive motor, the speed increaser gear housing, and
the primary drive motor. The differential offers a gear reduction of
5:1.  The low speeds also simplify gearing design in that straight spur
gears, which are not recommended for use above pitch line velocities
of 1500 feet per minute, can be used.  When gear pitch line velocities
exceed that limit, helical gearing is required. This would require the
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use of tapered roller bearings in place of regular ball bearings because

of the axial thrust loads encountered when helical gearing is employed.

We may also anticipate less maintenance on slower-running motors,

gears, and other moving parts. Three planet gears are employed (in-
stead of one) in the gear train to balance the drive and also to distribute

the tooth loads, permitting the use of smoother-running, fine-pitch gears.
Th'e primary drive motor is a synchronous motor with

three sets of windings which permit three speeds. The number of poles
and the corresponding velocities are listed below:

No. of poles rpnn

238 30.252
240 30.000
242 29.752

A 10:1 gear ratio is provided between the primary drive
motor and the differential.  As a result, the effective speed of the pri-

mary drive motor is increased by a factor of ten. The secondary drive

motor, which is also synchronous, rotates at 360 rprn. This motor has

a hollow shaft, through which passes the shaft that connects the primary

drive motor and the differential. The secondary motor drives the com-

bined flywheel/ring gear which acts as the differential cage.

Both of the drive motors operate continuously when the

reactor is on line.  It is possible to have both motors running and di-
rectly linked tothe gear train without clutches or other mechanical dis-
connects because of the special nature of the mechanical differential.

A cold brake attached to the primary drive motor provides

a  means for scram followup. This brake  is  kept  open  by the current  flow.

Following a signal from the protection system, the current is interrupted

and the brake clamps down on the primary shaft.  A more detailed dis-

cussion of the operation will be given later.

Drawing A20509F shows the details of the upper actuator

housing, and drawing A31077£* includes the locations of the control

-----

*
B&W drawing A31077E is placed at the back of Volume 1.
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rod-drive units in relation to the other components mounted on the re-

actor cover structure.  (All of the drives are mounted on the intermedi-

ate  rotating  plug. ) Drawing A31078E,* a section  of the reactor building,
also shows these locations. The estimated total weight of a drive unit,

without control or extension rods, is 1800 pounds.

5.2.6. Electrical Power and Control

The primary drive motors receive power from a 125-volt,

60-cycle power supply fed by two non-vital buses, so that the loss of a

single bus will not interrupt power. Primary motor power for a single

control rod is fed in parallel to the rod-hold magnet, the primary motor

brake, and the primary motor speed control (see Figure 5-5).

The secondary drive motors tend to drive the rods down-

ward into the core at scram speed (1800 in. /min), providing power backup
to gravity scrams. .To preserve this power backup capability, the secon-

dary motors receive power from a vital 125-volt, 60-cycle  bus.

Figures 5-5 and 5-6 show the rod control system layout.
Normal control is accomplished by switching power to one of the three

sets of windings on the primary motor; corresponding to shim-in, no-

motion, and shim-out. This switch is controlled by varying the control

voltage to a three-position contactor for each motor according to the

priority list in Figure 5-6. Non-protective control modes, selected by

operator actuation of manual switches,  are as follows: Safety rods  may
be withdrawn individually by manual control switches.    Shim rods  may
be positioned individually or in groups of up to three rods by manual
mode and control switches. Regulating  rods are manually controlled in

the same manner as  shim  rods,  with the additional provision that up to

three regulating rods can be placed under the command of the plant auto-

matic control system by manual ope ration of the regulating  rod and mode
selector switches.

-----

*
B&W drawing A31078E is placed at the back of Volume 1.
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Figure 5-5. Rod Power and Control
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Figure 5-6. Rod Control and Programming
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Protective actions automatically override all manual and

automatic control. Scram commands interrupt power to the primary

motors of all rods, and fast setback and rundown commands cause con-

trolled insertion of selected rods by grounding their control contactors.

The protection system philosophy regarding the usefulness of setbacks

and rundowns is discussed in section 12.3, the protection system CSDD.

The protective action of the protective system is accomplished through

the reactivity control system; this is discussed in section 5.3, Princi-

ples of Operation.

5.2.7.  Startup Neutron Source

Natural neutron sources in the fuel should preclude the

requirement for an artificial source. Spontaneous fissions (especially

those in 240Pu) and neutrons produced by the oxygen (a, n) reaction are

believed to be adequate in the clean core. Later in core life, delayed-

fission neutrons will augment these sources. Calculations for SEFOR

indicated that an artificial source was not required.* Since 240Pu, which

is the major contributor, is present in the B&W core in a concentration

over twice that in SEFOR, the natural source should be adequate.

5.3.  Principles of Operation

5.3.1. Control Logic and General Operation

The actuator control system provides the capability for

moving control rods up or down, individually or in limited groups', man-

ually or (for regulating rods) automatically. Of major importance to

the control philosophy is the fact that protection commands, in ascending

order of importance, are given precedence by a series of priorities es-

tablished by wired logic and control voltage levels.
Scram breakers controlled by the reactor protection sys-

tem or manually controlled by the operator can interrupt bus power to

the primary motor power supply, which will cause the following simul-

taneous actions for each control rod:  (1) the rod-hold magnetic latch is

-----

'SEFOR Quarterly Progress Report, General Electric Co. , GEAP-

5208.
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de-energized, dropping the control rod into the core; (2) power to the
'

primary drive motor is cut off; and (3) the cold brake is applied to the
low-speed, low-inertia primary drive.  The last two actions quickly

; stop the primary motor, permitting the high-speed secondary motor
(which has non-interruptible power) to follow up the gravity scram and
the flywheel inertia with a power drive.

Since scram demands are applied directly to the primary
motor power source, all other rod control signals are automatically
overridden (control is accomplished only by switching primary motor
windings). Further, both the scram-breaker action and the scram mech-
anisms of the control rods are initiated upon loss of power. Accordingly,
the probability of a scram demand failing to accomplish the desired
scram action is very small. Conversely, the probability of undesired
scrams is reduced by using redundant scram relays and breakers pow-
ered from a non-interruptible vital bus and by obtaining primary motor
power from two separate buses.

Apart from scrams, the rods are controlled by applying
primary motor power to one of three windings of the primary drive
motor. Figure 5-6 is a block diagram of the rod control and program-
ming functions. The speed of an individual primary motor is controlled
by a three-position contactor which directs power to one of the three
windings of the motor, corresponding to shirn-in, no-motion, and shim-
Out.   Three sets of priorities are built into the contactor control voltage
determination.

Rod insertion at shim speed is effected by grounding the
contactor control input; thus, an insertion command has priority over
any other command, and loss of control voltage to any contactor will re-
sult in the fail-safe shimming in of that rod. The no-motion command
applies a large negative input to the contactor control, which can over-

ride the smaller positive signal of the shim-out command.  Thus, the

polarity and magnitude of the command signals provide a built in "shim-

in/no-motion/shim-out" priority sequence, together with the fail-safe

feature of shimming in any rod that loses control voltage to the contactor.

Using switches, the operator can exercise priority over
automatic control of the shim- regulating  rods.   He can also assign rods
in groups of up to three rods with switches, with these limitations:
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safety rods cannot be grouped; and only six shim-regulating rods are
available for assignment to automatic control, in maximum groups of
three.

The third set of priorities on the contactor control voltage
applies to fast setback and rundown commands from the protection sys-
tem. Normally-open relays controlled by the protection system will
close on receipt of a fast setback command, which grounds the contactor

controls and causes all 18 shim-regulating rods to shim in until the pro-
tection system opens the relays again.  The fast setback signal bypasses
all control switches, directly grounding  the 18 contactor control inputs.
Rundowns are similar to setbacks, except that only the three  shim-

regulatirig rods selected by the regulating rod selector switch are affected,

and the rundown command passes through that switch. The regulating rod
selector switch has only two positions, each of which feeds the rundown
command directly to the contactors fdr three rods, so that rundown com-
mands cannot be bypassed by the operator.

Figure  5- 1 shows additional instrumentation and control

features associated with each control rod drive assembly. Control rod

position and limit information is usually obtained by sensing the actuator

drive nut position with a linear potentiometer and the upper and lower

limit switches; this information is displayed to the operator and also on
the control rod drive panel. The latter location also displays position

and limit information obtained by sensing the extension rod position with
a linear potentiometer and limit switches. These two sets of indication

usually agree; however, if the extension rod is not coupled to the drive,
they will differ. Power for both sets of indication is obtained from a

non-interruptible vital bus.

5.3.2. Specific Operations

5.3.2.1.      Sc ram

When a scram signal is received, the power to

the primary motor is cut off.  As a result, the primary motor brake,
which is normally held away from the shaft by the current flow, clamps

down on the primary motor shaft and stops it. Since this motor only

turns at 30 rpm and is designed for low inertia, it can be braked quickly.

Simultaneously, the power to the electromagnetic latch is cut, and the
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control rod and extension rod are released to fall at 0.5 g into the core.
Because of the nature of the drive, braking the primary motor causes

the lead screw to turn at 1800 rpm, and therefore, the ball nut moves

downward at 1800 inches per minute.  If the electromagnetic latch fails

to release or the control rod hangs up, then the drive would force the

rod in at this speed.

During a normal release the primary motor

could bebraked from 30 rpm inless than 50 ms.  (This is within the cur-

rent state of the art. ) As a result, the drive would accelerate the con-

trol rod to 30 in. /sec in 0.05 second. The control rod would free fall

the remaining distance at 0.5 g.  The time for total insertion, assuming
power-following, is 17% shorter than for free fall at 0.5 g over the en-

tire length of the core. No credit was taken for this in the safety anal-

yses.

When the extension rod actuates the lower limit

switch, a relay is closed and vital bus power is fed to a second set of

windings on the primary motor brake. The brake is released without

restoring power to the primary motor. This permits the primary motor

to free wheel.
When the drive contacts the follower rod, the

primary motor begins to turn as torque is transmitted through the plane-
tation.  It thus absorbs the rotational energy of the secondary motor and
the flywheel.

5.3.2.2.  Loss of Station Power Scram

Both the primary motor and brake and the elec-

tromagnet operate on station power.  Loss of this power will automati-

cally brake the primary motor and release the control rod. The secon-

dary motor, which is  on a vital bus, continues  to  run and follows  the

rod in.  When the extension rod passes and activates the lower limit

switch, vital power is supplied to a second winding on the primary brake.

Downward motion of the drive, therefore, stops as soon as the primary
motor begins to freewheel.

5.3.2.3. Startup Procedure

In order to start the differential drive, the follow-

ing procedure has been conceived:  With the release magnet de-energized
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by manual override, the drive lower limit switch bypassed by manual

override, and the cold brake energized open by the extension rod lower

limit switch, the secondary motor is started with the aid of a squirrel-

cage winding or other device.    At this  time the nut should be down

against a fixed stop.  If it is not, it will be driven downward until the

nut reacting against the stop delivers the induced torque to the primary
drive motor, which is brought up to synchronous speed without being

energized by the torque of the secondary motor transmitted through the

differential. The primary motor, set in the stationary mode, is then

energized. The drive at this point is in a full-down position with both

motors running, and the output sun gear and the drive nut are stationary.

The magnet is still not energized, and the lower limit switch is still

manually bypassed. The primary drive motor is manually switched to

the highest of its three speeds for rod withdrawal. The actuator nut

will then move upward at a velocity of 15 inches per minute.

The actuator is checked out during this "trial"

run to  make  sure  that the position indicator upper limit switch and  othe r

drive parts are functioning properly.  When the actuator reaches its full-

out position the upper limit switch is contacted and switches the primary
drive motor to its intermediate speed and de-energizes the rod with-

drawal switch.  With the rod attitude position display switched from

"withdrawal" to "stationary, " the primary drive motor is then manually
switched to the insertion mode, and the actuator nut moves downward

while the rod attitude position display is switched from "stationary" to

"insert. " The downward velocity is 15 inches per minute.   When the

actuator position indicator reads "full-in, " the primary drive motor is

manually de-energized but not braked. The actuator continues down-

ward against the lower fixed stop, the torque taken up by planetation,

until the prime motor is once again mechanically brought to the inter-

mediate (zero output) synchronous speed. The prime driver is then re-

energized, and the magnetic coupling is energized. The drive lower
limit switch bypass is then de-energized, and the actuator is ready for

on-line operation. This could be a programmed automatic sequence.

.
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Note: This trial run cycled the actuator drive through a
complete stroke without having magnetically coupled
the extension rod.  We have now coupled the rod, and
during withdrawal both the actuator position indicator
and the absorber position indicator should give identi-
cal position display readings.  The lack of correspond-ing readings indicates that the extension rod has not
coupled with the actuator or that the inbuilt electrical
logic system has sensed a malfunction or other unsafe
condition and has initiated a scram.

5.3.2.4. Shutdown Refueling

The procedure followed when the reactor is shut
down for refueling is initiated as soon as all the rods (regulating-shim
and safety) are inserted. The drive lower limit switch is manually by-
passed, and the primary motor is switched to the insertion mode.  The
downward motion compresses the spring at the bottom of the lower guide
tube.  Both the lower limit switch and the position indicator would ver-
ify that the rod was in. After the spring is fully compressed, the pri-

mary motor is switched to the stationary mode, the anti-rotation guide
on the extension rod is deactivated, and the extension rod is rotated
clockwise 90 degrees,  i. e., until the bayonet latch is uncoupled.   At
this point the primary motor is switched to the withdrawal mode, and
the extension rod is raised just far enough to clear the top of the control
rod in the full down position. The extension rod is then rotated counter-

clockwise 180 degrees; if this rotation can be accomplished, then the ex-
tension rod is indeed unlatched from the control rod.  It is then fully
withdrawn from the core. During refueling, all control rods must be

unlatched before the refueling machine can function; the latch design en-
sures this release.

The procedure is reversed when refueling is
completed.

5.4. Safety Precautions

The electrical safeguard logic system will provide inbuilt logic
wherever it is practical. "Inbuilt" logic is defined here as design char-
acteristics that inherently result in desirable response modes or direc,-
tions without assistance from monitoring devices which would sense an

undesirable mechanism attitude, transmit the information to an exter-

nal logic system (which must analyze the data), and transmit signals
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back to the mechanism for corrective action. The extra linkage neces-

sary without inbuilt logic offers a greater likelihood of failure due to

malfunction of signal transmitting components and monitoring devices.
An example of inbuilt logic would be the drive motor and magnetic cou-

pling power supplies.  Here a complete loss of power to the primary
drive motor would initiate a scram by releasing the cold brake and the

magnet, stopping the prime drive motor, and rapidly following the re-
leased control rod with the secondary drive, which is still powered by
the non-interruptible vital bus. The important feature is that the secon-

dary drive is coupled directly to the gear train; there are no clutches to

engage or disengage or motors to start.  This is possible because of
the unique mechanical differential characteristics, which permit two di-

rectly coupled inputs to a single output and gearing which switches func-

tion so that, with the two inputs, large shim "reduction" speeds result,
and by fixing one input while continuing the other, large scram "in-

creased" speeds are obtained.  In this instance then, the system is said
to have inbuilt rather than external logic. The actuator mechanism is
biased toward absorber rod insertion in that three independent rod in-
sertion methods are provided: gravity, stored energy (which depends
on neither electrical power nor signals transmitted from an external

control center), and non-interruptible vital bus power.

The control rod-drive units contain individual local provision for

initiating single-rod scram if either drive motor fails or if any drive

train locks up because of component seizure. The design inherently

causes a power scram if the primary motor or drive train·fails.  It

should also be understood here that a simple secondary motor power

failure will not necessarily produce an upward force. The primary

motor, in fact, could not hold the rod with a loose end on the gear train.

This could only occur in the event of a complete seizure of one or more

of the combined flywheel and motor bearings.

Even in this case, the primary motor cannot develop enough power

to draw the rod upward at 30 in. /sec. Assuming the validity of prelimi-

nary calculations based in part on assumed or estimated weights, if 0.5

hp will move the rod upward at 15 in. /min, then 60 hp would be required

to achieve a speed of 1800 in. /min. In addition, in Appendix 5-A, part

3, we state that the magnet will hold the rod weight only when inertia
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loads (due to withdrawal) are within acceptable limits.  This is a rather
easy design task and should not present much challenge.

As shown in Figure 5- 1, a stalled secondary motor can also be
sensed by monitoring the secondary motor current for loss of power or
for the high current associated with stalling, or by sensing the secon-

dary drive shaft speed with a centrifugal switch or tachometer. Either

sensing device would then initiate rod drop action locally. The choice
between these methods and the redundancy desired is subject to more
detailed design and analysis. Finally, seizure of the complete drive
train would result in a gravity scram initiated by the secondary motor

monito r.

Whenever possible, a "controlled" shutdown should be used.  This

is accomplished by switching the prime driver motor to the lowest of
its three speeds. The absorber rods will then be inserted at a rate of
15 inches per minute, avoiding thermal shock to the core and mechani-
cal snubbing loads on the absorber.

Reliable dynamic seals associated with top-mounted drives are
one of the most troublesome design areas, since cover gas activities

with vented fuel are very high. The reference design, drawing A20509F,
shows a gland-type linear motion seal.  It may be that a bellows seal can

be developed to withstand the cyclic stresses and the long stroke of ap-
proximately 50 inches. Considerable emphasis will be placed on seal
design and development in early detail design stages. Regardless of the
type selected, provisions will be made to accommodate seal failure.
The reference design includes a static backup seal and a seal-failure
detection device. The lower drive housing would be pressurized to a
level slightly above that of the cover  gas. The argon gas  flow into the
drive housing would ideally be at or near zero. Parameters based on

the capacity of the cover gas cleanup system will establish tolerable lim-
its of flow from the drive housings into the reactor plenum. Whenever

flow rates exceed that limit the monitoring devices will indicate seal

failure. The reactor control system would then respond by initiating an

-----

*
Vented Vs Non- Vented Fuel Pin Trade-Off Study,  BAW- 1328,  Vol 4,
Section 4, revised November 1968.
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automatic shutdown.  With the rods inserted, the static backup seal
(which is normally relaxed) would be tightened to block the flow of fis-

sion gas products into the containment area. The handling of drives in

which seals have failed is summarized in section 5.5 and discussed in

detail in section 7, which describes the reactor support systems.
A number of monitors, alarms, and testing provisions will ensure

the reliability and operability of the control rod drive equipment.  Al-

though these features have not been designed, substantial assurance of
safe operation is derived from (1) the fact that all drive motors are nor-

mally operating and (2) the fail-safe features of the system.
Failure of the drive lower limit switch cannot interfere with the

scram or fast setback protection action.  The only function of this switch

is to change the primary motor to the stationary mode when the control

rod reaches the bottom of the core. Because of the established priori-

ties, the insertion mode will be forced on the motor. The failure would

be detected when withdrawal of that particular rod is attempted.  Fail-
ure of the switch to change the primary motor to the stationary mode is

indicated by an alarm at the bottom of the position indicator range.

The extension rod lower limit switch provides power from a vital

bus to re-energize the primary motor brake, via a winding which is in-
dependent of normal primary motor circuitry. Power to this winding is

indicated by a light.  An open circuit failure of the extension rod lower

limit switch during operation would go undetected. Testing of this
switch would be performed during shutdown.  If the rod were scrammed

 

with the switch faulted, the circuit breaker protecting the secondary
drive motor would stop the motor shortly after the entire assembly bot-

tomed. The design provides a mechanical stop for the extension rod to

ensure that the secondary motor cannot drive the control rod and fully-
compressed spring against the core bottom support grid before it stalls.

Of course, failure of the limit switch can be observed at that time by

monitoring the voltage through the relay contact controlled by the switch.

This tends to emphasize a strong point of this rod control drive design,
namely, that reliance on prior shutdown tests to ensure the operability

of the rod insertion provisions is minimized. Failure of this limit

switch cannot reduce the capability of reducing reactivity, whereas in
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most conventional systems the drive motors are normally off at power

and can only be tested by moving rods (and changing power level).
Open circuit failure of the negative rod control voltage can be

made quite incredible by including redundancy in the power supply or
by adding a second negative supply.  This is also true for the positive
control voltage supply, even though this supply does not cause rod in-
sertion.

5. 5. Maintenance

The maintenance of the reactivity control system falls into two

main categories: maintenance of the radioactive and the nonradioactive

portions of the system. Under normal conditions all system components
above the reactor cover structure can be maintained directly, and those

components within and below the cover structure require special proce-
dures and must be handled remotely.

The components that may be maintained directly include the upper
and lower actuator housing and its contents and some of the contents of
the combined·'snubber/seal housing. Because of the modular nature of

the drive, each of the components can be easily removed for maintenance.
This would all be routine maintenance involving conventional procedures,
so no further discussion is included here.

Maintenance that required removal of the combined snubber/seal
housing and the extension rod involves the fuel transfer machine.  This
machine and the associated operating procedures are described in detail

in the reactor support system design description, section 7; a summary
of the removal procedure follows.

The most probable reason for removing the combined snubber/

seal housing and the associated extension rod would be dynamic seal
failure. In this event, the static seal would be cranked down and the

upper and lower actuator housing of the failed drive and the adjacent

drives would be removed.  The fuel transfer machine would then (1) be

placed over the failed drive, (2) remove it, (3) insert a temporary plug,
(4) transport the failed drive to the storage pit, (5) pick up a new drive,
(6) remove the temporary plug and (7) install the new drive. The failed
drive would then be decontaminated and repaired.
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Control rods are replaced routinely during refueling using refuel-

ing procedures,  i. e., the control rods are removed from the core by

the refueling machine and are placed in the rotating storage drum.  They

are subsequently removed from the drum by the fuel transfer machine,

and after suitable encapsulation are taken out of the containment.
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1. Drive Design

Very small step changes can be obtained from synchronous motors
at lower speeds.  This is a function of line frequency (f) in cycles per
second and the number of poles (Pn); speed in rpm = 2(f)2/Pn.    Thus,
with a standard line frequency of 60 cycles per second, a four-pole
motor will run at 1800 rpm of 602/(0.5 X 4) = 1800 rpm. A six-pole
motor will run at 1200 rpm and an eight-pole motor at 900 rpm.  We
can see that increasing the number of poles enables much smaller step

changes. Synchronous motors have been made to operate at a rate as
slow as one rpm.   This type of motor is believed to be necessary for
the reference drive concept, because the speed relationship between

the two inputs must be held closely in order to obtain the zero output
mode and to avoid excessive control rod creep. However, some creep

may be tolerated by sensing the control rod motion through the position
indicator devices and by correcting the rod's axial location. Electric,

hydraulic, and other types of variable-speed motors would require an
elaborate servo system to maintain the desired speeds. Their use,

however, would simplify the mechanical arrangement of the drive.

Synchronous motors are literally "in-time "  with the power supply,
their average speed being directly proportional to the line frequency and
inversely proportional to the number of poles. Since synchronous
motors maintain relative speed characteristics that would be synonymous
with absolute speed characteristics provided by more elaborate servo
systems, they are preferred for the reference design drive.  The slow

- speed obtainable in the primary drive motor should offer very good re-
sponse times for both shim and scram,  in that very little inertia must

be overcome in order to make the small speed step changes for shim to
stop the planetary gear cage for scram.  For this reason, the prime
driver's rotating mass will be held as low as possible while the secon-

cary ·driving inertia will be made as high as practical through the use  of

a   flywhe e l.
The primary and secondary drive motors rotate in the same direc-

tion. The output (f) of the driven sun gear is given by the expression

f =  1  -  (s  -  1)R»
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where
speed of secondary motor

S -
speed of primary rnotor

R = gear ratio between prime driver gear and second
driver gear (R = 5 for this design)

There fore,  for the three primary motor speeds, the speeds of the  sun

gear and hence for the lead screw are

Prirnary rpm
Function (including gearing) Sun gear rpm

No motion 300                0

Shim in 297.52 -14.88

Shim out 302.52 +15.17

The secondary motor always rotates  at  360 rpm.

Therefore, we can obtain zero rotation, a slow counter clockwise

(positive),   and  a slow clockwise (negative) rotation  of  the   sun  gear   out -
put with both motors running at all times. This offers the advantage of
a large speed reduction ratio of 20: 1, while paradoxically only using a
5: 1 gear ratio; this is a result of the epicyclic gear arrangement (Fig-

ure 5-2).  We can also achieve a rapid output speed by stopping the

prirne mover. Drawing A20509F shows that, with the prime driver

cage restrained from rotating, the actuator gear train is no longer epi-
cyclic.  We then have a 12:1 speed increase for scram and, hence, the
sun gear rotates at 1800 rpm. Thus, rapid shutdown is accomplished

by stopping the prirne driver with the brake, which is held normally-

disengaged by the same electrical source that operates the motor, and

which automatically engages when the power source fails. The constant-

speed secondary driver rnotor transmits its force through a flywheel

which will deliver enough stored energy for a rapid scram in case that

motor fails.  Note that this mechanical power backup is in addition to

gravity scram, which is accomplished by de-energizing or failing a

magnetic coupling release mechanism and is required only in the event

thatacontrol rod fails todrop bygravity alone. For scram, then, the
control rod is released and followed up with rapid power insertion.  The

magnet holds the control rod only when inertia loads (due to withdrawal)
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are within acceptable limits.  The gear train at the output of the primary
motor drive may not be required in a final design. Although it has no
bearing on the basic drive epicyclic operation, it was used to adjust the

speeds obtainable from synchronous motors to the drive speed param-
eters.

The safety rods may be withdrawn in very small increments by
pulsing the primary rnotor.  When the primary motor is operating at

30  rpm the drive  is  in the zero output speed mode. By shifting  to the -
next synchronous speed of 30.252 rpm, thedrive isplaced inthe posi-

tive  speed mode, which will move the absorber outward at a shim speed
of 15 inches per minute.  We can attain very small step changes by
pulsing the synchronous motor to alternately increase and decrease its

velocity by a fraction of an rpm. Since the synchronous motor speeds
are  a function of line frequency and number of poles, the pulse tim e in-

tervals rnust be greater than 1/60 of a second. The pulsing feature is

applicable to both the regulating and safety rods. We include the pulsing
feature on the safety rods because a 15-inch-per-minute shirn speed may
be too fast for safety rod withdrawal, particularly in the early plant-

startup phase of operations.    Thus, to ensure that the core has not gone
critical prematurely, we can adopt the Enrico Fermi plant safety re-

quirement of a mandatory pause between safety rod withdrawal step in-
crements.

Auxiliary devices are normally required to bring synchronous mo-
tors to near-synchronous speed. However, these devices- normally
achieve an accuracy of approximately k2% of the desired speed.  You
will note that we require a very slight change in rotor velocity to achieve
the next synchronous speed of 30.25 rpm from 30 rpm.  Thus, the rotor

is already near synchronous speed and is more accurately positioned
than auxiliary starting devices would normally place it (note section

5.3.2.3). The primary motor is brought up to a synchronous speed of

30 rpm by planetation before it is energized. The constant-speed sec-

ondary motor will be supplied with a starting device to bring it to a syn-
chronous speed  of  360  rpm. Full- voltage starting  is the simplest start-

ing method and requires the least time to accelerate the motor up to

synchronous speed.  In the past, full voltage starting has presented a

problem in that high mechanical stresses are produced as a result of the
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sudden application of maximum starting torque. However, in control

rod actuator design, a rapid response is a desirable feature, which,
when considered along with the low velocities involved, should offer a

design advantage by reducing the scram time.

It is the high-speed motor which has the desired higher moment of

inertia. In addition, a flywheel is included to guarantee this feature.

The high-speed, constant-speed motor with its flywheel can obviously

be designed to have a higher moment of inertia than that of the low-

speed motor with its gearing.  It may be difficult to obtain a 0.5-hp mo-
tor to fit within the allocated space in the conceptual design; a more de-
tailed investigation into motor design features would be required to de-

termine the final size and configuration.  This is also true of the gear-

ing and other aspects of the design. The reference drawings and engi-

neering concept are not offered as a final design rendering and should                 f

be considered as a preliminary conceptual arrangement. Many areas                  t

such as seal types, position indicator devices, motor size,s, and bear-
ings have not been investigated in enough detail to reduce the device to

practice.

An investigation into the space requirements of other sodium-cooled

reactor control rod actuator designs, such as those for Fermi, Hallam,

and S. R. E., indicated that they were not applicable to our core and top
head arrangement. These designs all employ right-angle drives or

other devices which result in laterally extended appendages.   Our. core

arrangement requires a closely pitched drive array which can best be

accomplished by a symmetrical drive arrangement. Several PWR-type

drive designs are symmetrical and can be closely pitched. However,

actuator rods such as screws, ratchets, and rack-and-pinion types oper-

ate in the primary coolant. The primary pressure system is extended

into a pressure housing in the form of an appendage above the top clo-

sure head.  This is a disadvantage in the LMFBR because of sealing
I and shielding requirements. Exte nding the cover gas environment above

the closure plug would necessitate the addition of massive shielding re-
quired by the presence of fission gas products.    The  use  of dry thimbles,

in which the absorber rods would operate unencumbered by dynamic-

type linear motion seals, was considered; however, their use would ob-

viously be in direct conflict with the rotating closure head concept.  In
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the Fermi drive design, there are coupling and uncoupling mechanical
actions that offer opportunities for mechanical devices to fail.  When
the rod is motionless the motor is not energized. The slow-speed re-
versible motor could fail to respond to a "shim-in' '

command by not
starting, remaining uncoupled, starting in the reverse direction, or

being stalled because the high-speed power follow-in motor has failed
to uncouple. These features require the addition of elaborate safe-
guards in the form of external logic and monitoring systems.

We feel that important safety features could be obtained by the
proper development of the reference differential drive. The drive
power follow-in to a released gravity-driven rod can be more readily
ascertained by stopping a very slow-speed motor than by starting a
high-speed motor. The flywheel-stored energy appears to be just as
reliable as springs, accumulator gas, and battery power, particularly
since the flywheel is coupled directly to the drive train at all times.

- The scram stroke action is analogous to that of a conventional high-
speed punch press, which will deliver a flywheel-stored-energy stroke
even when its prime mover circuit has failed. In addition, with a sin-
gle simple gear train, the device can deliver a slow positive, a slow

negative, and a zero output without stopping reversing, or uncoupling
either of its two prime movers.  We feel that the device features inher-
ent "in-built" logic and places less demand on "external" logic systems.
We also have the opportunity to position the absorber rod very accu-
rately by pulsing the shim motor a fraction of an rpm for shimming in
and out.  We feel that the concept offers rapid response to both shim
and scram commands.

We feel that a drive devised to meet the specific design require-
ments of the job at hand would be more applicable than one previously
designed to suit other environmental and functional requirements,  such
as those employed in test sodium-cooled reactors and commercial PWR
plants.  We also submit that a conventional drive for an LMFBR type
reactor does not exist at present; any drive selected will require devel-
opment and testing. The reference differential drive employs conven-
tional means for transmitting power, although the application and de-

sign features may be unique.  It is also important to note that, while
conventional PWR-type drives have been closely pitched, the rod weights
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are  approximately 150 pounds.    In the LMFBR we will have weights  of

perhaps ten times that amount, and therefore, we may be required to

space the actuators on approximately the same close pitch. The differ-
ential drive offers large speed reductions and increases, with a mini-

mum of symmetrically arranged planetary gearing. The relative com-

pactness of planetary gearing can readily be observed if one will exam-

ine one of the many air motor designs that take advantage of this feature

and compare it with standard commercial gear reducers that have the

same torque output.  For an identical torque capability, the unwieldy
gear reducer will be perhaps four or five times larger and have an added

disadvantage of not being capable of acting as both speed reducer and in-

creaser, as can the differential drive.
2.   Choice of Tantalum as the Absorber

Three materials-B4C, tantalum,  and rare earths-are often con-

sidered for use as fast reactor absorber materials. Although each of

these has advantages and drawbacks, depending on the interface aspects

of other systems, tantalum has been selected for the 1000-MWe reference

design.

Volume for volume, B4C is the best and cheapest absorber material.

However, helium generation from the 108 (n,a)7Li reaction requires very
thick cladding,  long gas plenums,  or both. Thick cladding reduces the

absorber volume,  and long gas plenums increase control rod length,

stroke, and reactor vessel depth. If these measures are not taken, the

control rod life is greatly reduced.  Even with 50-mil cladding, the life

of a B4C regulating rod in the refe rence design was estimated to be less

than 3 months, assuming 100% gas release.
Although it is considerably more expensive  than B4C, tantalum has

these advantages:  (1) gas release is minimal; (2) the metal is structural

and is compatible with sodium; and (3) the mass is greater so that the

effects of hydraulic forces during scram are reduced. Burnup and radia-

tion damage, rather than gas evolution, limit life.  As a result, yearly

replacement, rather than bimonthly or quarterly replacement, is possi-

ble. Current plans are to use tantalum  in the British PFR  and the GE

demonstration LMFBR.
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Rare earths have some potential as fast reactor control materials.
However, the available information (cross- section data) is so limited
that these materials cannot be compared meaningfully with B,,C or tan-
talurn.

3.   Integral Vs Conventional Top-Mounted
Control Rod Drives

A number of control methods have been proposed for use in fast re-
actors: reflector control, movable fuel, and movable absorber.  The
movable absorber appears to be the most attractive control method for
a large fast reactor. Large amounts of fuel (15 to 20%) must be moved
for equivalent holddown,  and the leakage  is  too  low for effective reflector
control.

Conventional control rod designs, i. e., electromechanical drives
connected to the control rods by extension rods,  have been used in rnost
of the current LMFBR designs. The drives can be top-mounted, bottom-
m ounted,    o r   subm e rged in the reactor vessel. Bottom-mounted drives
would be relatively inaccessible for maintenance and would require  pene -
trations (and hence very effective seals) in the bottom of the reactor ves-
sel. The penetrations could severely compromise the safety of the re-
actor, since potential leakage points would exist below the core.   Sub-
merged drives would have even more severe maintenance problems and
would be subject to electrical failures because of the sodium and high-
temperature environment. An advantage of both bottom-mounted and
subrne rged drives is that the drives and extension rods do not interfere
with re fueling.

The maintenance of top-mounted drives is relatively easy, and by
virtue of their location on top of the axial shield, they operate in a low-
radiation, low-ternperature environment. Insulation and lubricants
should have greater life expectancies. Top-mounted drives are better
suited to gravity scram than are the drives below the core.

The two most serious disadvantages of top-mounted drives are in-
terference with refueling and the cover gas leakage potential.  For two
types of refueling, top-mounted drives must be unlatched from  the  con-
trol rods and (1) removed with the plug if a hot-cell scheme is used, or
(2) rotated out of the way if a through-the-plug scheme is used.  Only
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under-the-plug refueling,  with its complex mechanisms, might not re -

quire removal of the drivers.

Top-mounted drives require very efficient dynamic seals to prevent

significant leakage of cover gas through the cover structure.    This  prob-
lem is magnified by the  use of vented fuel pins.

Integral, hydraulically operated control rods were proposed for
three of the cores studied in Task I.  In this system many (perhaps all)
of the fuel assemblies contain a solid control rod approximately 1 inch
in diameter, which is free to move within a guide tube between upper
and  lower  lim its (Figure   5-A- 1). A hydraulic   line is provided  to  the

hydraulic latch in each fuel assembly (Figures 5-A-2 and 5-A-3).  The
motion of each rod is controlled by a fast-acting rod command valve

6

which is shown indrawing A31029E.' The overallcontrol logic is shown

schematically in Figure 5-A-4. The primary pumps provide sodium pres -           i
sure in the hydraulic lines; the acceleration of gravity retarded by fluid               1
resistance provides the scram force.

Integral control   rods  have a number of advantages:      (1)   Each  fue 1

assembly may contain a control rod, an arrangement which reduces

criticality problems during shipping and storage.  (2) The cover struc-

ture above the core is free of obstructions that would interfere with re-

fueling. (3) Control rods need not be unlatched during refueling.  (4)

The penetrations in the cover structure for the rod command valve-

while numerous-are small, so that shielding problems are reduced,

and the short stroke of the cylinder connecting rod permits the use of

a bellows seal.

In this system, the worth of an individual rod would be small be-

cause of the very large number of rods used.  If the reference design

reactivity requirements were to be met by a control rod in each assem-

bly, the average worth per rod would be less than $0.07, and the maxi-

mum worth would be about $0.08.

Full-in/full-out operation is assumed; this is possible because of

the small worth of each rod. However, a small number (perhaps three)
of low-worth, conventionally driven rods rnight be required for fine

-----

*
B&W drawing A31029E is placed at the end of this appendix.
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control. An alternate possibility is the use of several smaller integral
rods, rather than a single large rod in some of the fuel assemblies.
Additional hydraulic latches, hydraulic lines,  and rod command valves
would also be required. The smaller rods would have a lower indivi-

dual worth, so that full-in/full-out operation would be possi·ble without
the additional regulating rods. Because  of the small physical size,  the
integral rod would allow a very homogeneous core, and the large num-
ber of low-worth rods would offer great flexibility in power shaping.

The most serious disadvantages of the integral control rod are as
follows:

1.  Lack of positive and dependable position in-
dication.

2. Acceptable scram accelerations have not been
proved.

3.  Response time of the rod command valve and
hydraulic latch must be established.

4.  The reliability and fail-safe nature of the hy-
draulic latch and the rod command valve in a
hot sodium environment must be demonstrated.

5.  There are many hydraulic lines in the reactor
vessel, and repairing any leaks which might
develop would be very difficult.

The lack of development on the integral control rod concept was the

primary reason for the selection of the conventional, top-mounted con-
trol rods for the reference design.  It was felt that insufficient time and

funds were available to prove this concept by the 1980 target date.  If                  i
further fast reactor development indicates that an independent shutdown

system  of a different operating principle is indeed required,  the  inte -

gral control rod should be a prime candidate and should be developed.
With suitable development, the integral rods could permit significant

improvements in core design, reactor vessel design, and fuel handling
over those possible with conventional control rods.
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Figure 5-A- 1. Integral Hydraulic Control Rod System
for the LMFBR
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Figure 5-A-2. LMFBR Fuel Element With Integral Safety
Rod (A40502D)
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Figure 5-A-3. Backup Safety Rod System for the LMFBR
(A50504C)
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Figure 5-A-4. Integral Safety Rod System  for the LMFBR,
Flow Diagram
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6. REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM

6.1.  Introduction

6.1.1. System Function

This system removes the heat generated in the core and

blanket fuel elements and transports it to the sodium flowing in the in-

termediate system.      Some heat released  into the system frorn   othe r

sources is also transmitted to the intermediate coolant. To accomplish

this primary function, a number of subsystems are required to control

the reactor vessel environrnent during normal operations. The subsys-
tems that fall within this category are considered a part of the reactor

coolant system and are discussed in this section. The following sub-

systems qualify for treatrnent here:

1. Reactor blanket gas subsystem.
2. Radioactive sodium storage subsystem.
3. Radioactive sodium purification subsystem.

The collective functions of these systems are to limit coolant contamina-

tion, to provide sodium storage and handling facilities,  and to maintain

an inert atmosphere for handling chemically reactive molten sodium.

6.1.2. Summary Description of the System

The reactor coolant system consists of six variable-speed

centrifugal pumps, six shell-and-tube heat exchangers,  and six 28-inch-

OD coolant conduits for routing sodium from the pump discharge to the

reactor inlet plenum (see Figure 6- 1).   The heat exchangers and pumps

are suspended from the reactor cover structure and contain biological

shielding with comparable radiation attenuation capabilities. Electric

motors and variable-speed couplings for the pumps are located above

the cover structure, and their drive shafts penetrate that structure.

The main drivers are supplemented by pony motors for operation of the

system in the decay heat mode.
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Figure 6-1. 1000-MWe LMFBR Reactor Coolant System
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The pumps draw 800 F sodium from the pot and force it

through the coolant conduits,  the core inlet plenum,  and the core with

enough kinetic energy remaining to support a static head great enough

to cause gravity flow in the IHXs. For loads between 20 and 100% of
rated plant output, the core inlet temperature remains constant, but
the core outlet temperature is permitted to vary somewhat in order to

maintain constant steam conditions.

The reactor blanket gas subsystem hardware can be di-

vided into functional groups-one for injecting fresh argon gas into the

reactor vessel and the other for the removal of excess contaminated

gas from the reactor vessel. The injection group consists of pressure-

regulating valves that sense the pressure in the reactor vessel and the

dynamic seals and respond to deficiencies by admitting fresh argon from

the plant rnanifold. The extraction group consists of pressure-regulating
valves that sense reactor vessel overpressure and respond by venting ex-

cess gas to the radioactive waste gas disposal system.  Thus, a blanket

of argon at a controlled pressure (5 in. of water 1 1 in.) is constantly

maintained over the reactor sodium.

A shielded dump tank sized to hold 8000 gallons of sodium

is positioned within the reactor building near the reactor vessel.  When

necessary, sodium is transferred to the dump tank by differential gas

pressure. Sodium is also returned to the pot by a differential pressure

between the two vessels.

Radioactive sodiurn is purified by two Fermi-type modular

cold traps in the reactor vessel. The sodium flow rate through each trap

is  100  gpm,  and each trap can retain approximately 250 pounds of oxide.
Heat is removed from the trap via a closed-loop, herrnetically sealed

NaK system and a NaK-to-reactor-building-air heat exchanger above the

charge face floor.

The following tabulation summarize s the pertinent reactor

coolant systern data for the reference design LMFBR power plant:
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Parameter Value

Primary coolant flow rate, lb/hr X 106 92.4

Primary coolant flow rate, gpm 222,000

Sodium velocity in primary pipework, fps 20.0

Sodium pipework outside diameter, in. 28.0

Number of IHXs                                                                    .6
Number of primary pumps                                                     6
Pump discharge to core inlet plenum pressure drop, psi 3.6

Core pressure drop, psi 35.0

Core outlet plenum to IHX discharge pressure drop, psi 5.0

Total primary system pressure drop, psi 44

Total primary system hydraulic horsepower 5700
Total pump shaft horsepower 6480

Total pump motor power consumption, hp 7050

Core bulk sodium outlet temperature, F 1100

Core inlet sodium temperature, F 800

Reactor thermal duty, MWt 2448

Emergency core cooling capacity, MWt 50.0
Blanket gas pressure, in of HzO 5.0 *  .0
Blanket gas Argon
Design heat generation in fuel storage racks, MWt 6.0

Maximurn neutron flux outside of the core vessel, neut/cmz-sec 104

Number of cold traps                                                      2

Total primary sodium inventory, lb X 106 2.5

6.1.3. System Design Requirements

The design requirements for the reactor coolant system
to safely rernove the heat generated by the core and other, minor sources
are listed below:

6.1.3.1.  Performance

1.  The system must remove 2% of the rated
core thermal output after an anticipated or inadvertent scram, using
pony motors to drive the main pump shafts. (See Appendix 8-A in Vol-

ume 3 of this report. 1)
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2.  The reactor coolant system must respond
to programmed temperature and flow changes without inducing excessive

thermal stresses and causing unwarranted reactor scrams.
-

3.  The system must permit cooldown and heatup
at the maximum rate of 100 F per hour.

4.  A 10% excess-area factor will be applied to
the IHX to account for surface fouling and imperfect heat transfer cal-

culations.

5.  The primary sodium flow must be variable

from 5% in the decay heat removal mode of operation up to rated plant

output conditions.

6.  The capacity of all primary pumps must be

matched within i5% of the design rating.

7.  Primary pump drives must be able to sup-
ply the required torque to the prirnary pumps over the entire operating

speed range from the decay heat removal rnode up to rated plant output.

8. Sodium velocities in the pipework must not

exceed 20 fps.

9.  The radioactive sodium purification subsys-
tem must hold the oxygen concentration in the reactor coolant to a maxi-

mum  of  10  ppm.

10.  All cold trap inlets will be located in the

bulk sodium pool of the reactor coolant system.

6. 1.3.2.  Environment

1. Reactor coolant system temperature tran-

sients are discussed in reference 2, section 4.1.

2.  Any components that will be withdrawn

from the reactor coolant systern for rnaintenance will not be exposed to

aneutron flux of more than 104 neut/cmz-sec (see section 3.1.3.1 of this

volume3 ).
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6. 1.3.3.  Reliability/Availability

1.  Clearances in the primary pumps between

rotating and stationary parts must be adequate to prevent seizure when
-

operating in temperatures up to 900 F.

2.  A minimum of two independent primary so-
dium purification subsystems will be provided to increase operational

reliability.

3.  The cold trap oxide capacity will be such
that packing replacement is not required more than once a year. Plant

availability must not be compromised as a result of purification system

rrlaintenance only.

4.  The reactor coolant system is designed for
a lifetime of 30 years.

6.1.3.4.  Maintenance

1.  The reactor coolant system will be designed
so that maintenance, including all large components such as the primary
pumps,  can be performed without removing  fuel from the  core or storage
racks.

2.  The IHXs will be removable for maintenance

and/or inspection.

3.  Maintenance that requires pump removal

should occur only during refueling or turbine downtime.

4.  Seals at the charge face floor level must be               
replaceable without pump removal or loss of reactor vessel integrity.                i

5. Pump removal will be simplified by a me-
chanical slip connection between the pump discharge and the reactor in-

let pipework.

6. Pump drivers will be easily disconnected

from the pumps for maintenance or replacement.

7.     Bellows  for  the rmal expansion  must  not  be
used in the reactor coolant system except as a last resort.
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8. Slip joints for thermal expansion must be

removable as a part of some major component.

6.1.3.5.  Operation

1.  When any of the six primary pumps are

shut down, the system must be able to keep the remaining pumps on-

line.

2.  At least 8000 gallons of radioactive sodium

storage will be provided in the reactor building for the reactor coolant

(see Appendix 6-C).

6.1.3.6.  Safety

1.  The reactor coolant system will be arranged

in  such a fashion that  the  IHX s are maintained  at the maximum elevation

compatible  with the system, in order to promote natural circulation

through the core, although no credit will be taken for naturally induced

flow in the reference design.

2.  The reactor coolant system will be designed

to minimize the chance of losing the coolant by either a leak or siphoning

to  preclude unc overing  the core and/or to prevent a sodium fire involving
radioactive sodium.

3.    The reactor coolant system, in combination

with the emergency core cooler,  will be the usual means of remov:ing

decay heat during reactor shutdowns; therefore, the capability of keeping

at least two pumps on-line must be factored into the design.

4.  IHX tube-side static pressures will exceed

the reactor vessel pressurd to guarantee leakage into the reactor vessel
if an opening occurs in any barrier separating primary and secondary

s odium.

5.  All IHX pipework penetrations through the

shield  plug that carry inte rmediate sodium  will have suitable offsets  to

prevent radiation streaming.

6.  Sodium will be the lower pump bearing lub-

ricant. Motor bearings or seal lubricants will not contain hydrogen or

other elements or compounds that could influence core reactivity.
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7.  Primary pump driver inertia must be a

guaranteed supplement to the pump inertia to ensure a programmed flow
coastdown during a power failure.

8.  The pump driver will prevent reverse ro-
tation (see section 6.4.1.2).

9.  LHX blocking valves will be motor driven
and under manual command.

10.  At least two IHX blocking valves must be

open at all times.

11. All components of the purification subsys-
tem that handle radioactive sodium will be located in suitably shielded

areas within the reactor building.

12. Isolation valve s  will be included  on the

intermediate coolant conduits to act as a backup to the primary contain-
ment boundary formed  by the heat transfer surface  in the  IHX.

6.1.3.7. Design Standards

1. Purity requirements, as analyzed for com-

mercial-grade liquid argon, are satisfactory.

Maximum
Irnpurity concentration

02'ppm             5

N2' ppm 20

Othe r s,   ppm 5

Dew point, F -76

2. Commercial-grade sodium that has a re-
duced calcium content will be pure enough for bulk delivery to the plant
site.

3.  The system will be designed in accordance
with the earthquake criteria specified in Volume 1, section 2, Plant Sys-
tem Design Description.4
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4.  The codes, standards, and regulations

listed in Volume 1, section 2, will apply to the reactor coolant system

where appropriate.  In the event of conflict between any of these codes

and current technology, the most stringent interpretation will be applied.      /

5.  The following sodium purity requirements

have been tentatively established for normal reactor coolant system op-

eration:

Tentative Tentative
Element lim it, ppm Element limit, ppm

Boron 5 Manganese 30

Carbon, total 30 Nickel           30
Chr om ium 20 Nitrogen 30
Cobalt 10 Oxygen                    10
Copper               5 Rare earths         5
C yanide                                       1 0 T antalum                                6 0
Iron 40 Uranium 20

Hydrogen 10 Vanadium 30
Lithium 10 Tungsten                 15

The following elements are considered prohibited additions, except as

residuals. (Silicon, however, is allowable to 0.75% in metals and alloys.)

Alum inum Hafnium Silicon
Antimony Halogens Silver
Barium Indium Sulfur
C adm ium Lead Thorium
Calcium Magnesium Tin

C oppe r Mercury Zirconium
G old Potassium

6.1.3.8.      Inte rfac e

1.  The IHX shell-side pressure drop must not

exceed 7 psi because of the adverse effect on reactor vessel height.

2.  The primary purnp discharge will be down-

ward to prevent side force generation.

3.  The reactor coolant system components and

piping will be arranged within the reactor vessel to minimize the operating

and capital cost of this and interfacial systems.
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4.  A gas space of not less than 6 inches will
be provided between the maximum hot leg sodium level and the bottom
of  the   c ove r  plug.

5.  A heated pipeline will be temporarily in-
stalled between the non-radioactive sodium storage vessel and the re-
actor vessel for the transfer of new· sodium during plant commissioning.
The proposed charging scheme is described in Appendix 6-E of the re-
port.

6.2. Detailed Description of the System

6.2.1. Reactor Coolant System

The reactor coolant systern has six identical loops and
30 major pieces of equipment. The reasons for the selection of a six-
loop configuration with the accompanying large nurnber of components
are outlined in the Number of Primary and Intermediate Loops trade-off
study,5 and typical parametric data generated in the sizing and selection
of the IHXs are discussed in Appendix 6-A.

Each of the loops is classified as "open,
" since the sodium

pool is a common source for the suction of all the primary pumps and a
common receiver for the sodium discharged from all the IHXs.

For each loop, a free-surface, centrifugal pump driven
by a variable-speed electric motor is hung vertically from the reactor
cover structure and terminates in the sodium annulus between the.reac-
tor vessel and the core vessel. A 28-inch-OD pipe is attached to the
discharge side of the pump, connecting the pump to the lower plenum of
the core vessel. After  the  core, the system is completed  with  the  IHX.
The IHX is hung in the same manner as the primary pump, and both com-
ponents are equipped with shielding in the reactor cover structure area.
The  IHX  is  of the straight  tube -and- shell  type. The inlet  to  the  IHX  is
located in an appurtenance of the upper portion of the shield tank.   The
IHX shell begins at this inlet and extends downward into the sodium an-
nulus where the pumps terminate.  The exit of the IHX is near the bottom
of the shell, and discharge is directly into the sodium annulus.  The IHX
exit is not connected by piping to the primary pump entrance.
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These major pieces of equipment and the associated reac-

tor coolant auxiliary systems are described in more detail in subsections

6.2.1.1 through 6.2.2.3.

6.2.1.1.  Intermediate Heat Exchangers (IHXs)

Thermal communication between the intermedi-

ate   sodium  and the reactor coolant occurs  in  six she 11-and-tube  heat  ex-

changers suspended from the reactor vessel cover structure.  Each heat

exchanger has 4775 straight, 5/8-inch-OD tubes 13.45 feet long, which

give an effective heat transfer surface area of 10,509 ftz. (See Table  6- 1
for IHX design data.) Intermediate sodium enters a collector ring above

the charge face floor and is divided into six 10-inch-diameter downcomers
which merge into a single conduit (24.1 inches in diameter) passing through

the  center  of the tube bundle. An elliptical head welded  to the lower  tube -

sheet forms the collection chamber for the tube bundle. Intermediate so-

dium flows upward on the inside of the IHX tubes and into a collection

manifold. The upper tube sheet forms the floor  of the collection manifold.

Hot intermediate sodium is routed into six 10-inch-ID risers which termi-

nate in a collector ring above the charge face floor. The downcomers are

anchored to the shield plug can and carry the weight of the tube bundle and

all other structures that extend into the reactor vessel. The risers are

not anchored and are allowed to expand freely in the vertical direction for

stress relief.

Special precautions must be taken to ensure that

radiation will be reduced to acceptable levels in the areas directly adja-

cent to and above the portions of the IHXs that extend above the operating

3
.floor level. Gamma rays and neutrons streaming through the inlet and

outlet secondary sodium pipework are the primary considerations here.

The 10-foot-thick, stepped, stainless-steel can, which is the basic load-

carrying structure  in the  IHX, is filled with boron steel  shot in the  vol-

ume around the stepped inlet and outlet intermediate sodium pipework.

•                Surrounding the top of the IHX is a layered steel shield, 4 inches thick.

The inner layer is 1 inch of 1.5 wt % boron steel,  and the outer 3-inch

layer is stainless steel. This steel cap also extends the double-contain-

ment philosophy for the intermediate sodium up to the reactor vessel and

acts as a lifting hanger.
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The IHX shell channels the flow of hot reactor
coolant through the tube bundle. The shell is 72 inches in diameter,  13
feet long, and is perforated at the top to permit hot sodium from the re-
actor to enter and at the bottom to permit cold sodium to escape back
into the pot.

The IHX is submerged in the shield tank which

protrudes from the reactor outlet plenum; it is shown in section Z-Z of
*

drawing A31112E. Hot-leg sodium is prevented from leaking into cold-
leg   sodium  by a spring-loaded  seal  at the bottom  of  the  IHX.

Shut off rings are included in the reactor cool-

ant system as an integral part of the IHXs. These simple valves are in-
tended only to prevent a gross dumping of hot (1100 F) sodium directly
into the pot, which is normally at about 800 F, when flow in an inter-

mediate loop has been lost.  The shut off ring is a circular sleeve that

surrounds the IHX; it is suspended from a shaft passing through the cen-
ter of the heat exchanger shield plug. A motor-operated jackscrew de-
vice near the charge face floor moves the valve up or down to uncover

or cover the IHX inlet ports. The driving arrangement of the sleeve
prevents uncontrolled closing.

Table  6- 1. Intermediate Heat Exchanger Design
Characteristics

Number of units                                                   6
Full-load heat transferred per unit, MW 408

Shell- side fluid Primary sodium

Flow rate,  106 lb/hr 15.4.

Temp  "In, " F 1100
Temp  "Out, "  F 800

Tube - side fluid Secondary sodium

Flow rate, 106 lb/hr 15.4
Temp  "In,  " F 700
Temp  "Out," F 1000

Material, tube and shell 304 SS

4
B&W drawing A31112E is placed at the end of this section.
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6.2.1.2. Primary Pumps

Reactor coolant pumping duty is divided evenly
among six free-surface, double-suction, centrifugalmachines.  Each
pump will develop a 119.4-foot head of 800 F sodium at a rated capacity
of 37,000 gallons per minute. Drawing A31111E   is a sketch   of  the   pum p

.,

and driver assembly,' and Table 6-2 lists pump design characteristics.

A stepped plug, 5 feet 4 inches in diameter at

the extreme by 10 feet thick, forms a base for the pump and provides a
radiation shield to attentuate an expected neutron flux of 104 neut/cmz-
sec and the gamma rays from the sodium directly under the charge face
floor  at this location.     The  plug is constructed of 0.75-inch-thick,  type -
304 stainless steel plate filled with high-density serpentine aggregate,

steel shot, and insulation.

Anchors positioned on the charge face floor sur-
face of the pump plug allow the reactor building crane to be used for pump
removal and installation. The location of these anchors is important,
because,  due to the great length of the purnp, any slight misalignment
with the pump center of gravity could cause considerable displacement
where the pump discharge mates with the reactor inlet plenum  pipe.   The

pump drive shaft is approxirn ately  30  feet long and extends through  the
center of the concrete-filled plug in a stepped tube.  Corresponding steps

are also machined on the pump shaft t.o prevent radiation streaming.

A high-integrity seal is located just above the

pump plug at the charge face floor level. This rotating mechanical seal
prevents argon gas, bleeding into a char:nber below, from escaping into
the reactor building. The argon purge prevents the escape of the highly
radioactive blanket gas atmosphere into inhabited areas and prevents the
influx of oxygen and nitrogen impurities into the reactor vessel by estab-

lishing a buffer zone of inert gas that flows in both directions if the seals

fail. Reactor vessel blanket gas leakage to the reactor building must be
restricted  to a total  of 4.1 cc/day  to stay within dose limits.      The  uppe r
seal can be easily replaced without removing the pump driver, because

a 3-foot manway is provided between the driver and the pump.

-----

.,

-8&W drawing A31111E is placed at the end of this section.
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The pump barrel is formed by an 18-foot ex-

tension  of the  last  step  in the  pump plug down to the pump diffuser  case.
The purpose of this component is to suspend the pump head. Holes in

the barrel expedite decontamination  when  the  pump  is  out for mainte -
nance.

The pump head overall diameter is 39 inches,
and the impeller diameter is 30 inches. The lower pump shaft bearing

is hydrostatic and is located in close proximity to the impeller.  High-

pressure sodium for this bearing is obtained via a tube connected to the

pump diffuse r.

Large ring seals are installed on the pump dis-

charge pipe to prevent the escape of high-pressure sodium back into the

reactor vessel. The rings are located on the pump discharge to permit

replacement if they should fail. Generous clearances are required be-
tween the pump discharge and the reactor inlet pipework because of dif-

ferential thermal expansion (see section A-A in drawing A31111E).

Table 6-2. Reactor Coolant Pump Design Characteristics

Number of units                                           6

Type Mechanical (free-surface)

Capacity (each), gpm 37,000

Dynam ic   he ad, ft 119.4

Design temp, F 1000

Motor speed, rpm 900

Motor power, hp 1175

Sealing arrangement Mechanical shaft-seal

Material 304  SS

Type of speed control Eddy-current coupling

6.2.1.3. Pump Drives

Primary pumps are driven by three-phase,  60-

cycle, 900-rpm, vertical induction motors rated at 1175 horsepower.
The pump speed is controlled by variations in the field excitation of an

\
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eddy-current coupling between the output shaft of the constant-speed
motor and the pump shaft.

Physically, a primary pump motor and coupling

can be enclosed in an envelope 7 feet in diameter and 19 feet high, includ-

ing the access manway to the pump seals.· The motor is cooled by reac-
tor building air circulating through the windings. Bearing lubricants  are

cooled by a forced-convection, oil-to-air heat exchanger mounted as an

appendage.
The King sbury-type thrust bearings  used  in the

motor require an oil film between the rubbing surfaces during startup

and  shutdown to reduce friction. The mechanism for providing  the  re -

quired oil film is called the "lift system " and will be an appendage  of the

motor. Major components in the lift system are two motors, (one a-c

and one d-c, each having slightlymore than full pumping power), pres-

sure  switches, a pressure  gage, a relief valve,  and an oil-metering man-

ifold assembly. A zero-leakage check valve at each thrust bearing shoe

prevents reverse flow and loss of the hydrodynamic oil film during nor-

mal bearing operation when the lift system is not operating.

Mounted on top of each main pump drive is a

pony motor which is energized if a power failure occurs, so that decay

heat can be removed from the core.  Each pony motor is connected to

the main motor shaft through a set of speed-reducing gears and an over-

riding ball clutch. Excitation power for the eddy-current coupling cornes

from the non-interruptible bus.
The eddy-current coupling is connected to the

pump motor through an electrically insulated rigid coupling and is ele-
vated 3 feet above the charge face floor level to provide access to the

seals of the pump. The couplings, rated at 1175 hp at 900 rpm, are

capable of transmitting 7292 pound feet of torque at 3% slip.  The nor-

mal operating speed ranges from about 338 rpm up to the maximum of

873 rpm, available at 3% slip, although top speed is not needed at rated

pump speed. Basically, the coupling consists of three major components:

-                        the  rotor,  the  drum,  and the housing. The rotor is mounted  on the input

shaft,  and the output shaft is connected to the  drum. The field coils  and

encircling magnets are a part of the coupling housing. Since the excita-

tion coils are stationary, they are not subjected to the centrifugal stresses
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of  rotation,   and  the re  is  no  need for brushes, slip rings, or commuta-
tors. The input shaft is free to rotate concentrically within the field

magnets and is separated from them by the parasitic air gap. Within
the drum and separated frorn it by the active air gap is the shaft-mounted
output rotor.

Field coil cooling is provided by circulating
high-grade, low-viscosity, turbine- oil to heat exchangers outside the
reactor building.    Heat is dumped to the service water system, which
is discussed in Volume 3, section 11 of the system design description.
Bearing lubrication is supplied, through separate pumps, coolers and
strainers, frorn a reservoir common to the cooling and lubrication sys-
tems. Both cooling and lubricating oil supply systems have a-c normal
and d-c emergency motor-driven pumps in parallel circuits. A solid-
state controller unit supplies d-c excitation current to the field of the

eddy-current coupling.

6.2.1.4. Reactor Inlet Pipework

Six 28-inch-OD pipes made from 3/8-inch-thick
stainless-steel plate channel primary sodium from the pump discharges
to the reactor inlet plenum.    Each pipe has a horizontal run of  11  feet
extending  from the reactor inlet plenum, a 90-degree long radius  bend,
and a vertical run of 7 feet 10 inches before it mates with the pump tail
pipe.   Because all of the core vessel structure in the vicinity of the in-
let pipework is submerged in 800 F pot sodium, very little differential
expansion will occur between structural members.  As a result, pipe
hangers fastened to the core vessel will grow at essentially the same
rate as the pipe. Differential expansion between the pump discharge and
the inlet pipework will be taken up by large piston ring seals.

6.2.2. Reactor Coolant Systern Auxiliaries

6.2.2.1. Reactor Blanket Gas Subsystem

A positive reactor coolant blanket gas pressure
of 5 inches of water (f  inch)has been selected for the 1000-MWe LMFBR
reference design. Argon from the plant manifold (see Appendix 6-B) is
injected into the reactor vessel from three sources: dynamic seals on the
pump shafts, dynamic seals in the control rod drives, and a pressure
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control makeup station (see Figure  6- 2). The pressure control makeup
station features a mechanical pressure-regulating valve which is con-

nected directly to the argon plant manifold and vented to the reactor

cover gas space. Argon is supplied to the dynamic seals in the pumps

and the control rod drives by similar pressure-regulating valves.  The

only  differences  in the systems  are the required  flow  rate s  and the  vent

pressures.

Figure 6-2. Blanket Gas Subsystem
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Continuous purging of the reactor vessel will
occur because of the argon leakage into the pot via the dynamic seals in
the pumps and control rod drives. Contaminated argon is bled from the
reactor vessel through small-diameter, electrically heated vent  line s

extending down through the reactor vessel cover structure. These vent
lines are coupled to pressure regulating valves located in an accessible,
shielded area below the charge face floor. Contaminated gas passing
through the valves enters the contaminated-argon manifold, which is a
part of the radioactive waste gas disposal system.

6.2.2.2. Radioactive Sodium Storage Subsystem

An 8000-gallon stainless-steel tank will be in-
stalled on the east side of the reactor building in a shielded cell below
the charge face floor for storing radioactive sodium withdrawn from the
reactor vessel during level adjustment. Electrical tank heaters will be
provided to condition the tank for receiving hot sodium from the pot and
to raise the tank contents to a suitable temperature if they are to be re-
turned to the reactor vessel. The sodium transfer pipework will have
two sections-a permanently installed leg and a temporarily installed leg
(see Figure 6-3). The permanently installed leg extends from the inter-
face of the special plug and the cover structure to the bottom of the stor-
age tank. No valves are required in this leg, although electrical heating
will be necessary to prevent conduit blockage by sodium condensation.
The temporary leg passes through a special plug (designed only for the
transfer of sodium) and down to the shutdown level of the sodium in the
pot.   When this plug is in place,  the two legs of the transfer pipe mate
and form a leak-tight passage for the transfer of sodium from one ves-
sel to another.  With the dummy plug in place, sodium transfer is im-

possible because the permanent leg is stumped off.
The storage vessel is serviced by a vent line

to the radioactive waste gas system and an argon pressurization. line
from the plant manifold. Both lines are electrically heated to prevent
sodium vapor condensation. A pressure-regulating valves is included in
the argon pressurizing line to control the storage tank blanket gas pres-
sure while sodium is being transferred back to the pot.

The considerations that led to the selection of
the radioactive sodium storage facilities are summarized in Appendix 6-C.
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Figure 6-3. Radioactive Sodium Storage Subsystem
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6.2.2.3. Radioactive Sodium Purification System

The considerations related to sodium technology

and purification presented in Appendix 6-D, as well as reviews of the

purification systerns in several operating sodium facilities, influenced

the selection of cold traps for the 1000-MWe LMFBR reference design.
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A "unitized" (or modular) concept will be used
in the design of the primary cold traps; these traps are similar to those
installed in the Fermi plant and are approximately the same size (see

I.
I.

drawing A3 1115E  ). The primary system cold traps penetrate the charge
face floor and extend 10 feet into the blanket gas volume of the reactor

pot. Oxide -laden sodium is pumped  from the reactor  pot  into  the  cold
trap by a 100-gpm centrifugal pump submerged in the pot sodium on a

long mast. Power is transmitted to the pump through a small-diameter
shaft from a variable-speed, canned a-c motor in the reactor cover
structure. Strategically arranged bearings prevent misalignment and
vibration  of the shaft. This feature preclude s the operation  of an elec -
trical device in the high-temperature environment of the reactor pot.
The use of a canned motor eliminates the need for shaft seals and guar-
antees zero leakage into or out of the reactor vessel.

Impure sodium discharged from the submerged
pump travels upward in a tube to the top of the  cold trap cartridge, where
it enters an annular passage surrounding the main tank.  From here the
sodium flows  in a downward spiral path around  the  main tank, reaching
a lower plenum at a temperature condition near free zing,   due  to  he at

losses to a NaK cooling jacket, and preceding sodium being regenera-
tively heated. Cold sodium then travels slowly upward  thr ough a stain-
less-steel wadding, where filtration and oxide crystal growth remove
the impurities. Clean sodium cascades back into the pot at nearly the

same temperature at which it entered.

In any device of this kind, a cooling system is
necessary to start and sustain a temperature profile. NaK circulated by
a constant-flow EM pump transports heat picked up from the oxide-laden
primary sodium to an air-cooled heat exchanger above the charge face
floor. A squirrel-cage blower powered by a 10-hp, constant-speed, a-c
induction motor circulates containment building air over the finned heat

exchanger tubes.  Heat is rejected to the building air at a rate of 700,000

Btu/hr per  cold trap. Variations  in air  flow rate (and hence, in cooling
capacity) are provided by adjustable baffles controlled automatically by

-----

*
B&W drawing A31115E is placed at the end of this section.
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the computing system to ensure maximum trap performance as impuritie s

build up in the trap and alter flow conditions. Thermocouples imbedded
in the trap feed data on trap conditions to the computing system for eval-
uation. A stepped, concrete-filled plug, approximately  8  feet  in  diam -
eter  and  5 feet thick, reduce s the radiation above the charge face floor

to an acceptable level and acts as the load-carrying base for the cold
trap module.

6.3.  Principles of Operation

6.3. 1. Reactor Coolant System

The flow of the reactor coolant starts with 800 F primary
sodium  from  the  bulk pool entering the suction  side  of the variable- speed,
free-surface, centrifugal pump. A developed head of 119.4 feet of so-
dium drives the coolant through 28-inch-OD piping to the lower plenum
of the core vessel. Passing through the core, the sodium loses some of
its pressure,  but it still retains enough to ensure gravity flow through
the IHXs. When itemerges from the core, the coolant isat 1100 Fin
the upper area of the shield tank.  This hot sodium enters the top of the
shell-and-tube· IHX, which is attached to an appurtenance  of the shield

/
tank.  Flowing over the tubes, the primary sodium finally discharges
from the bottom of the IHX at 800 F. The sodium is discharged into the
pool that serves as the reservoir for the primary pumps. This completes
the cycle for the reactor coolant.

6.3.1.1.   Intermediate Heat Exchangers (IHXs)

Most of the IHX is submerged in hot primary
sodium at  1100 F; however, the lower portion of the tube bundle is  ex-
posed to sodium at pot temperature. Hot primary sodium enters the
shell side of the IHX through a series of ports in the tube bundle shroud
near the upper tubesheet. A distribution baffle routes the flow evenly to
all tubes to prevent channeling and a subsequent loss of performance.
The primary sodium moves toward the lower tubesheet, releasing its
heat through the tube walls to the intermediate coolant. Cold primary
sodium (800 F) passes from the tube bundle and back into the pot through
shroud ports just above the lower tubesheets.

A 26-inch-OD pipe feeds intermediate sodium
at  700  F  into the upper annular manifold above the level  of the charge
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face floor.  This flow is divided into six streams to keep the downcomers

small; thus, they can be easily offset to prevent radiation streaming.

The six downcomer streams are merged into a single 24-inch-ID pipe

just above the upper tubesheet header. This large downcomer is de-

signed to minimize the tube bundle outside diameter and to simplify dif-
ferential expansion problems. Intermediate sodium dumped into the

large downcomer flows into the lower tubesheet manifold, where it is

dispersed to the individual bundle tubes. Intermediate sodium picks  up
heat as it rises inside the bundle tubes. The hot internnediate sodiurn is

collected in the upper tubesheet manifold and is divided into six streams

for passage through the cover structure. A large, annular plenum cham-

ber just above the charge face floor receives the 1000 F sodium and chan-

nels it into a 26-inch-ID pipe which passes out of the reactor building.
The 1000-MWe LMFBR reference plant is de-

signed to operate with non-functioning intermediate loops.    If the inter-

mediate sodium flow is curtailed in a loop, regardless of the reason,

the hot primary sodium flow to the affected IHXs must be shut off.  Pri-

mary flow to the shell side of the IHXs is stopped by lowering the circu-

lar can around the IHX inlet ports using a motor-driven jackscrew mecha-

nism.  The seal will not be perfect, but primary flow through the IHX

should be sufficiently reduced, because the impressed pressure differen-

tial   i s    s o   l o w.

6.3.1.2. Primary Pumps

Because a double-suction impeller has been

chosen for the design, the reactor coolant system pumps draw 800 F so-

dium from the reactor vessel through two inlets. The upper inlet has

been planned so that vortexing caused by the motion of the impeller shaft

minimizes the possibility of blanket gas entrainment. Sodium drawn into

the pump impeller is accelerated by centrifugal forces to a high velocity

and is then discharged to the diffusion ring of the pump, where the energy

of motion is efficiently converted to static pressure. Tubes connected

to the diffusion ring route the high-pressure sodium to a common dis-

charge pipe below the pump impeller. This discharge pipe is axially

directed to eliminate side loads on the pump. Sodium passing from the

pump enters the lower core plenum through a 28-inch-OD stainless-steel

pipe.
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6.3.1.3. Pump Drives

The basic principles of operation for constant-

speed induction motors are widely understood; therefore,  they will not

be discussed here.  On the other hand, since eddy-current couplings are

not common in large machines, they will be treated.

During operation, the input shaft assembly of
the eddy-current coupling turns at the speed of the prime mover, al-
though the output assembly will not turn until current flows in the field
coils.  When the field coils are energized, magnetic lines of force flow

through the field body, rotor, and drum and are interrupted by the rela-

tive differential in speed between the drum and the rotor.  As a result,

eddy currents are developed in the inner surface of the drum opposite

the rotor poles. A second magnetic field is developed by the flow of

eddy currents in the drum. The resultant interaction between the two

magnetic fields provides torque-transmitting ability between the drum

and the rotor. Varying the excitation current in the field coil produces
a corresponding change in torque or speed at the load. A silicon-con-
trolled rectifier with electronic or magnetic amplifier controls provides

the required excitation current. A feedback signal from a small tachom-

eter generator mounted on the output shaft modulates the excitation cur-

rent from the controller and automatically maintains the selected cou-

pling speed. Regardless of load changes or minor input speed variations,

I output speed is held within close limits over a wide range.
The results of a control analysis indicate that

the reactor coolant flow rate will be 41% when plant output drops to 20%

of rated capacity (Volume 3, section  12).   The pump speed for this mode

of operation will be approximately 340 rpm, while hydraulic horsepower

drops from  950.to 66. The thrust bearing lift system will not be needed

in the usual operating range of the power plant (20 to 100%); however, it
will be activated at any time when the motor speed is below about 200

rpm. One advantage of a coupling over other speed control schemes is

that the motor load can be reduced to zero for starting, thereby greatly

reducing peak currents.  With an eddy-current coupling, motor load can

be applied at any desired rate throughout the designed speed range.
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6.3.1.4. Reactor Inlet Pipework

Sodium discharged from the primary pumps
flows vertically downward, negotiates a 90-degree turn, and passes into
the reactor inlet plenum. Velocities never exceed 20 fps at any level of
power.

6.3.2. Reactor Coolant System Auxiliaries

6.3.2.1. Reactor Blanket Gas Subsystem

Because a vented fuel design has been selected
for the 1000-MWe LMFBR reference plant, the leakage of even trace
amounts of the reactor blanket gas atmosphere into the containment
building must be eliminated. Highly reliable dynamic seals that ensure
zero leakage are not available for the type of application envisioned in
a sodium-cooled power plant. To prevent the escape of radioactive gases
from the reactor vessel via·dynamic seals onthe pump shafts, apurge
of the clearance annulus by fresh argon has been provided. The argon
enters a plenum chamber separating two sets of seals at a pressure
high enough to cause flow in the direction of the reactor vessel if leak-
age occurs.

Although the control rod drive mechanisms are
hermetically sealed to the reactor vessel, they still require argon pres-
surization, because they extend into an area that is accessible to per-
sonnel. The reactor blanket gas atmosphere is separated from the con-
trol rod drive mechanism by a dynamic seal. Argon gas in the drive
mechanism may leak past the dynamic seal on the control rod drive shaft
and into the reactor vessel.  As a result, radioactive gas is prevented

from seeping into unshielded areas.

As the dynamic seals wear, a greater flow rate

of argon will be required to perform the assigned duty of preventing leak-
age.  Since the seal flows will be variable, and some temperature insta-

bility will exist  in the blanket gas pressure because of temperature  fluc -
tuations, an argon makeup systern has been included.   If the pressure
in the reactor vessel drops below 4 inches of water, a pressure-sensi-
tive- valve opens and admits fresh argon until the correct pressure is re-                I
stored. Because fresh argon is forced into the reactor vessel through
dynamic seals, an equal amount of gas must be removed to maintain the
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prescribed blanket gas pressure (5 in. of H20)· Contaminated gas is

continuously bled from the reactor vessel through either of two vent lines

passing through the cover structure; the rate is controlled by pressure-

regulating valves that sense reactor vessel pressure. Gas leaving the

regulating valve passes  thr ough a vapor trap, which removes entrained

sodium vapor,  and  on to the radioactive waste gas disposal system.

6.3.2.2. Radioactive Sodium Storage Subsystem

During normal plant operation, a dummy plug

occupies the access port to a fuel storage drum.  When an adjustment

in the sodium level is required, the dummy plug is exchanged for the

special plug described in section 6.2.2.2. The sodium transfer tube in

the special plug completes a flow conduit between the desired sodium

level in the pot and the radioactive sodium storage vessel. Sodium is

transferred from the reactor vessel by

1.  Preheating the storage vessel and the sodium
transfer pipe.

2.  Operating the reactor in the decay heat removal
nnode.

3.  Evacuating the storage vessel with the com-
pressors in the radioactive waste gas system.

4. Slightly pressurizing the reactor vessel.

Under these conditions, sodium will flow from the reactor vessel into

the storage tank until the suction line has been uncovered or until the

tank is full. After the transfer operation the special plug is removed by
the refueling machine, and the dummy plug is replaced. Storage tank

heaters are turned off, and the vessel is isolated from the exhaust sys-

tem by a remotely operated blocking valve. Storage tank blanket gas is

then permitted to assume pressure equilibrium with the reactor vessel.

Sodium is returned to the reactor vessel by

1.  Installing the special transfer plug.

2.  Heating the contents of the storage tank.

3.  Pressurizing the storage tank with argon from
the plant manifold.

When the transfer is completed, pressurizing argon is valved off, and
the special plug is replaced with the dummy as described previously.
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Purification provisions will not be necessary for the radioactive storage
system because normally stored sodium will be in solid form and will
not be prone to extensive contamination. If periodic purification is nec-
essary, then the stored sodium can be returned to the bulk pool where
the cold trap in the reactor coolant system can remove the impurities.

6.3.2.3. Radioactive Sodium Purification
Subsystem

Oxide-laden primary sodium (at 800 F) is
drawn into the 100-gpm, submerged, centrifugal circulation pump and
forced upward through a small-diameter pipe and into an annular chan-

nel surrounding the mesh-packed region of the cold trap.  Flow in the
annular passageway is downward in a spiral path.  By the time a parti-
cle of sodium reaches the lower chamber, it has been cooled to near
freezing conditions by preceding sodium traveling upward in the packing
region and NaK circulating in a jacket on the outside of the trap. Insolu-

ble impurities are deposited in the lower plenum and the mesh packing
before the sodium cascades back into the pot at approximately 750 F.

Heat received by the circulating NaK is dumped
to the containment building air by a forced-convection finned heat ex-
changer in the charge face floor.

6.4. Safety Precautions

6.4.1. Reactor Coolant System

6.4.1.1.   Intermediate Heat Exchangers  (IHXs)

The most prominent potential safety hazards
associated with the IHXs are as follows:

1.  Entrainment of radioactive primary sodium
in the intermediate sodium system.

2. Radiation streaming through the intermedi-
ate coolant conduits passing through the cover
structure.

3.  Loss of contaminated argon gas to the con-
tainment building.

4. Containment building fires.

5.  Activation of the intermediate coolant.
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The entrainment of radioactive primary sodium
in the intermediate coolant will be prevented by operating the intermedi-

ate system at a pressure higher than that of the primary system.  A min-

imum of 10 psi has been selected as the design differential. Suitable

equipment will be installed in the intermediate coolant system to hold

this pressure differential regardless of plant status.

Because the intermediate sodium entering and

leaving the reactor vessel requires a large flow area, gamma-ray scat-

tering through the conduits is expected to raise the dose rate to an unac-

ceptable level just above the IHXs. A steel cap has been added to obtain

the required attenuation and reduce the radiation in the containment

building to safe levels.
High-integrity static seals will be installed be-

tween the reactor cover structure and the heat exchanger plug.  As a

backup, the steel cap covering the sodium distribution manifolds will be

sealed to the charge face floor. Containment building fires due to acci-

dental sodium exposure will be prevented by a steel cap which completes

a secondary containment barrier for the intermediate sodium pipework.

The activation of intermediate sodium will be

kept to a minimum, because the neutron flux will be limited to 104 neut/
cmz-sec by the shielding surrounding the core vessel.

The reactor coolant blocking valves envisioned
for the pot LMFBR concept will not affect plant safety to a great extent.

However, malfunctions could cause unplanned shutdowns, because opera-

tion with  1100 F sodium pouring into the pot could not be tolerated for

more than a few minutes. The normal valve position will be full open,

and positive means will be provided to keep it in that position to prevent

the valves from blocking the flow during decay heat removal. Valve re-

liability will be enhanced by generous clearances between the can and the

intermediate heat exchanger shroud.

6.4.1.2. Primary Pumps

To minimize thermal transients in the reactor

coolant system during power failures, the pumping system must have

sufficient inertia to enable a programmed coastdown of sodium flow.

Some inertia will be available from the rotating mass of the pump im-

peller and drive shaft,  but this alone would be inadequate to sustain
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flow. Generally speaking, extra mass is not added to a pump because
of balancing problems. The needed additional inertia is usually built
into the pump driver; this will be the case for the 1000-MWe LMFBR
reference design. Because an eddy-current coupling will be installed
between the motor and the pump, the coupling excitation current must
come from the guaranteed non-interruptible bus to preclude the loss of
rotational energy stored in the motor flywheel.

A check valve has not been included on the pri-
mary pump discharge, because a malfunction of such a valve could im-

pede natural circulation through the core under emergency conditions.
Omission of the valve, however, presents the problem of core flow loss
by back flow through a pump if it is shut down for any reason.  The con-

sequences  of a pipe rupture between the inlet plenum  and the  pump dis -
charge are considered in section 14. 5.3.4 in Volume 3 of this report. 6
If a pump is permitted to spin backward, there is a good chance that
hydrostatic bearing damage will result because of inadequate sodium
lubricant supply pressure.   If the impeller is held stationary, back flow
will be reduced to an estimated 30% of rated capacity. For these two

reasons, a mechanism will be installed on the pump driver to prevent
,r

backward rotation  of  the  pump.

Fixing the impeller under shutdown conditions

may also present problems. Bowles and Taylor have suggested the possi-
bility of asymmetric temperature distortion in the long pump drive shaft
unless some motion is permitted. 7 Opinions vary onthis matter, but in
lieu of an engineering analysis,  it will be assumed that no significant
problems will result from locking the pump shaft.

6.4.1.3. Pump Drive s

Pump drivers can affect plant safety by caus-

ing (1) abnormal thermal transients due to improper power input to the

primary pumps, (2) the release of bearing coolants to the containment
building, and (3) the release of coupling coolants to the containment

building. Pump speed must be controlled in startup, shutdown, and

-----

J,
.„

The Formsprag Company of Warren, Michigan, manufactures anti-
reverse-rotation devices.
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power maneuvers to prevent radical thermal transients from causing
critical thermal stresses in certain reactor structures. A computerized
automatic control system will direct normal operations, and there is

little likelihood of extreme conditions. However, during a loss of power,
motor inertia will play a significant role in causing a gradual coastdown

of reactor coolant flow. The combined motor,  pump, and coupling inertia

will adequately stretch the coastdown period following power failure.

To preclude the loss of the motor component of the total inertia, the

coupling excitation current will be supplied from the guaranteed non-
interruptible bus. Pony motors connected to the guaranteed interrupti-

ble bus will take over the pump driving duties for the decay heat removal

mode. The drip-proof design will prevent the release of driver coolants

and lubricants to the containment building. Fluid inventories will also

be kept to a minimum as a passive precaution.

6.4.1.4. Reactor Inlet Pipework

Leakage from the core vessel inlet pipework

can be tolerated with the pot concept; however, a gross failure could

severely limit the reactor performance or cause a serious shutdown.

Quality control on the reactor inlet pipework will not be relaxed.

6.4.2. Reactor Coolant System Auxiliaries

6.4.2.1. Reactor Blanket Gas Subsystem

The reactor blanket gas subsystem could affect

plant operation by a loss of argon flow to the dynamic seals, which might

result in the escape of radioactive gases into the containment building.

High activity levels would initiate a reactor scram, and if the argon ser-

vice could not be quickly restored, measures would be taken to positively

seal the pump shafts. The exhaust portion of the system could also af-
fect operation.

If not corrected, loss of the ability to bleed

contaminated argon from the reactor vessel, in combination with high

seal leakage, could cause an excessive pressure rise in the reactor ves-

sel. Redundant pressure-regulating valves and exhaust compressors

provide the reliability and safety to prevent this type of failure.  As a

backup, positive pump shaft seals will be installed, and argon flow to

the dynamic seals will be stopped until the malfunction can be corrected.
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Losses of contaminated argon to areas accessi-

ble to plant personnel are prevented by quality control in erection and

by close radiological supervision of maintenance activities. The rooms

that house radioactive-gas handling equipment are shielded and isolated
from other parts of the plant to restrict the consequences of an'accident.

6.4.2.2. Radioactive Sodium Storage Subsystem

This subsystem could compromise plant safety

by providing a path for coolant siphoning. Two basic safety features are

incorporated in the 1000-MWe LMFBR reference design to preclude un-
wanted reactor coolant loss. These features are as follows:

1.  A removable section of the sodium transfer
pipe in the form of a special reactor vessel
plug requiring manned intervention for instal-
lation.

2.  The limited reach of the sodium withdrawal
quill.

6.4.2.3. Radioactive Sodium Purification

Subsystem

The same basic safety precuations must be

exercised in the design of cold traps as is used for any other piece of
equipment that handles a fluid as reactive as sodium. However, speci-
fic measures may enhance safety and provide protection for other com-

ponents in the plant. For example, the primary cold trap is located
within the reactor vessel to eliminate the need for transporting radioac-

tive sodium out of the reactor vessel for purification. Failure of any
part of the cold trap system must not result in a loss of trap contents

from the reactor vessel.

6.5.  Maintenance

6.5.1. Reactor Coolant System

6.5.1.1.  Intermediate Heat Exchanger (IHX)

Maintenance on the IHXs is expected to be very

infrequent. To repair any leaks that occur below the charge face floor,

the unit will have to be remotely removed and transported to a decon-
tamination area outside the reactor building. Blocking valves for the

reactor coolant are simple, and the use factor is so low that essentially
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no maintenance will be required; a possible exception is the motor-driven

valve operator. Since the valve operator is located above the charge face

floor, service will not present a problem.

6.5.1.2. Primary Pumps

Maintenance activities that require the removal

of the primary sodium pumps will be difficult and expensive. A special

remote repair facility will be necessary to deal with pumR problems after

the plant has  gone to nuclear operations; however, special features will

be designed to expedite maintenance.  Some of these features are listed

below:

1.  A manway permitting access to the pump shaft
seals to elirninate the problem of removing the
driver.

2. Strategically located pump barrel penetrations
to ease decontamination.

3. Seals between the pump discharge and reactor
inlet pipework which are removed with the pump.

6.5.1.3. Pump Drives

The pump drives may have to be removed to

permit pump maintenance. However, large motors have reached a high

degree of development,  i. e., maintenance is low and reliability is high;

hence, the drives would not have to be removed very often.  The pre-
scribed maintenance for a typical motor of this type, manufactured by a

reputable firm, involves the inspection of one pad in each thrust bearing
at 2-year intervals and the replacement of all seals in the lift system at

10-year intervals.
Since large, vertical, eddy-current couplings

have not been built to date, representative maintenance data are not

available. However, this type of coupling is a relatively simple device
with problems similar to those of large motors. Maintenance will prob-

ably be no more troublesome than that for a large motor.8

6.5.1.4. Reactor Inlet Pipework

Provisions need not be made for maintenance

on the reactor inlet pipework, since seals at the pump interface will be

withdrawn with the pump.
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6.5.2. Reactor Coolant System Auxiliaries

6.5.2.1. Reactor Blanket Gas Subsystem

Minimal maintenance is expected on this sub-
system because of its inherent simplicity. All pressure-regulating
valves in the injection portion of the system will be placed in a shielded
area above the charge face floor, so that they can be easily tested for

performance and replaced if necessary without removing part of the
shield plug. These valves are shielded only to provide protection from

any back flow of radioactive gases. Pressure-regulating valves for the

pump seals will be located on the pump, because no safety advantage
would be gained by locating them elsewhere, and this is the logical loca-
tion.

Because the exhaust portion of the blanket gas
system must operate continuously, key components will be isolated by
radiation shielding so that man access can be made for maintenance.

Faulty equipment will be valved off, purged, allowed to decay, and then
repaired.

6.5.2.2. Radioactive Sodium Storage Subsystem

Very little maintenance is expected for this sub-

system, because it is usually dormant and has few mechanisms that are

subject to wear. Occasionally, it may be necessary to replace a pres-
sure-regulating valve on the argon gas supply. Components that require
replacement will be placed in accessible areas.

6.5.2.3. Radioactive Sodium Purification Subsystem

The design of the primary cold trap was heavily
influenced by considerations of safety and ease of maintenance, because

experience in operational power reactors has shown that remote handling
of radioactive equipment is unduly cumbersome and very expensive.
Some of the important design features incorporated into the reference

concept cold trap that will ease the maintenance problem are as follows:

1. Only electrical connections for power and control are

required, a fact which greatly expedites removal and replacement of
the entire assembly. Removal would be handled in the same manner as
the removal of a primary pump.
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2.  A bolted closure in the bottom of the cold trap permits

easy access for cleaning and replacement of the packing. Absolute leak-

age prevention is rlot necessary, since the trap is located in the reactor

vessel.

3.  The NaK coolant loop will be permanently sealed because

an electromagnetic pump is used to circulate the fluid.

If the option of reusing the primary cold traps

after they have become saturated with oxide is selected, then remote

maintenance facilities must be available to change the packing. Tentative

plans are to use the pump storage pit in the containment building.  Pro-

visions for minor maintenance operations on control rod drives, IHXs,

and primary pumps will be built into this facility, regardless of whether

or not it is used for cold trap regeneration. Tooling for packing replace-
ment would be a simple and inexpensive addition.
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1. Purpose

This appendix describes the thermal design techniques and cost
analysis methods.

2.  Introduction

In order to establish the arrangement for the pot-type reactor ves-
sel, the need became apparent for a simpler way to size the IHXs for
the varying plant operating conditions. Since the reference design em-
ploys a gravity flow system  on the primary  side  of the  IHX,  the  size  of
the reactor vessel becomes particularly sensitive to the IHX primary-
side pressure drop.

Accordingly, a digital computer code was written to compute the
physical dimensions and weights of a Fermi-type IHX; it was included
as a subroutine of NAPS. 9 The basic correlations, assumptions, and
considerations in the design are as follows:

2.1. Primary Sodium Side

For parallel flow through bundles of circular rods, constant
heat flux, and triangular pitch

Nu = a[7 + 3.8(P/D)1.52 + 0.027(P/D)vinpeo 81

(For 1.375 < P/D< 10 and 800< Pe < 5000, a is determined experimentally.)

2.2. Secondary Sodium Side

For flow through a circular tube and constant heat flux

Nu = 5.0 + 0.025Peo.8

(40 < Pe < 2000)

2.3.  Tube Wall Thickness and Heat Transfer

The tube wall thickness calculations for this unit were based

on Section VIII of the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code. 10  A cor-
rosion allowance of approximately 0.010 inch was added to the

calculated                thickness.   For tube wall transfer calculations, an equivalent thickness
(te ) equal to the following was used:
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te = (OD/2)Ln(OD/ID)

The tube wall heat transfer conductance is h = K/t  where K is them e
thermal conductivity at the  tube wall temperature.

In order to establish a cost correlation for the calculated heat ex-

changers, 18 runs were made using a six-IHX system for the following

conditions:

Primary inlet temperature, F 1150
Primary flow rate, lb/hr x 106 13.0

Secondary inlet temperature, F 675
Secondary outlet temperature, F 1075
Secondary flow rate, lb/hr X 106 11.3

Primary inlet nozzle ID, in. 30.0
No. of primary inlet nozzles                        1
Secondary inlet nozzle ID, in. 20.0
No. of secondary inlet nozzles                    1
Secondary outlet nozzle ID, in. 15.0

No. of secondary outlet nozzles                   1
Material SS  304
Safety factor 1.15

Tube OD Variable
Minimum tube wall thickness Variable
Tube pitch Variable
Tube support free- flow area Variable
Allowable pressure  drop,  tube s Variable
Allowable pressure drop, downcomer Variable

Table 6-A- 1 and 6-A-2 list the results of the  18 runs. The approach

used to find a cost correlation was to select runs 1, 9, and 16 shown in
Table 6-A-2 for a detailed cost determination.

The costing was based on a fifth-of-a-kind and included G&A, en-

gineering, manufacturing, and profit. The total costs for these heat ex-

changers were $3,372,075, $4,873,303, and $5,547,237 for six units each

for runs 1, 9, and 16, respectively. From these data, a cost of $4.56/lb
was derived.

Factors that influenced the selection of the IHX for the reference de-

sign are discussed in section  4.3  of  the  Ste am Cycle Selection trade-off

study, which is included in Volume 4 of this report. 11
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Table 6-A-1. 1000-MWe LMFBR - Weights of Components (lb)

Run Hemispherical Misc
No. Downcomer Tubes Tubesheets Shroud Shell head Nozzles itenns Total

1 5,767.3 15,344.8 13,025.6 38,659.1 30,310.3 4,363.6 4,063.5 11,153.4 122,687.4
2 5,897.2 16,052.7 19,617.4 43,891.0 33,797.7 5,504.5 4,063.5 12,882.4 141,706.2
3 5,972.6 16,565.7 27,107.8 49,053.5 37,254.9 6,795.5 · 4,063.5 14,681.3 161,494.6

4 7,046.0 22,572.0 11.690.2 42,570.2 32,231.9 4,223.2 4,053.5 12,439.7 136,836.4
5 7,205.1 23,463.8 17,025.5 47,566.8 35,429.3 5,145.3 4,063.5 13,989.9 153,889.0
6 7,326.0 24.205.0 23,105.3 52,658.2 38,688.4 6,192.0 4,063.5 15,623.8 171,862.0

7 8.373.1 26,730.2 10,313.4 45,991.3 33,837.9 3,976.5 4,063.5 13,328.6 146,614.2
> 8 8,556.4 27,642.3 14,649.2 50,782.4 36,802.0 4,724.3 4,063.5 14,722.0 161,941.9

9 8,678.7 28,503.3 19,590.5 55,671.8 39,838.2 5,584.3 4,063.5 16,193.0 178,123.2
4.

10 9,868.6 31,351.3 9,357.5 50,049.4 35,846.9 3,816.1 4,063.5 14,435.3 158,788.3
11 10,017.8 32,337.5 13,121.9 54,719.9 38,674.1 4,477.4 4,063.5 15,741.2 173,153.0
12 10,199.6 33,183.1 17,194.9 59,518.4 41,552.7 5,176.0 4,063.5 17,088.8 187,976.7

13 11,631.0 37,331.7 11,844.3 59,170.5 40,841.4 4,251.1 4,063.5 16,913.3 186,046.8
14 11,767.6 38,256.0 15,397.6 63,836.9 43,589.0 4,872.5 4,063.5 18,178.3 199,961.1
15 11,931.0 39,084.7 19,257.2 68,685.2 46,423.8 5,536.4 4,063.5 19,498.2 214,479.9

16 13,397.8 43,891.3 11,044.5 64,472.4 43.528.0 4,140.2 4,063.5 18,453.7 202,991.2
17 13,563.4 44,807.5 14,157.5 69,139.1 46,208.8 4,680.2 4,063.5 19,662.0 216,281.7
18 13,718.9 45,693.6 17,560.6 73,946.7 48,965.3 5,268.8 4,063.5 20,921.7 230,139.0

Note:  Material for all components is Type-304 stainless steel.

1
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Table 6-A-2. 1000-MWe LMFBR - Results of Heat Exchanger Study

Total Total

Effective Approx primary secondary

Tube Tube tube Shroud Shell Downcomer
total(a)

pressure pressure Effective Overall

Run OD, pitch, No. of length, ID, ID, OD, length, drop, drop, surface, coefficient,

No. in. in. tubes                ft in. in. in.                  ft psi psi ft2 Btu/hr-ftz- °F
-

1 0.875(b) 5300 9.73 75.62 87.63 26.3 21.59 2.86 9.97 8,434.4 1712.6

2 0.625 1.000 5375 10.08 85.12 97.12 26.3 22.34 2.04 9.95 8,865.1 1629.4

3 1.125 5450 10.29 94.75 106.75 26.3 22.95 1.60 9.91 9,172.2 1574.8

4 1.000(b) 3875 13.12 74.37 86.38 26.4 24.93 3.24 9.90 9,979.9 1447.3

5 0.750 1.125 3912 13.55 82.25 94.25 26.4 25.69 2.32 9.88 10,408.3 1387.8

6 1.250 3950 13.88 90.37 102.37 26.4 26.36 1.82 9.87 10,762.4 1342.1

3         7 1.125(b) 2825 16.72 72.12 84.12 26.4 28.44 3.89 9.94 10,818.4 1335.2

8 0.875 1.250 2844 17.21 78.75 90.75 26.4 29.20 2.77 9.94 11,214.3 1288.0

:1,     9 L,75 2881 17.55 85.75 97.75 26.4 29.83 2.15 9.91 11,581.2 1247.2

Ln           10 1.250(b) 2159 20.64 70.62 82.62 26.5 32.29 4.46 9.90 11,669.6 1237.8

11 1.000 1.375 2187 21.05 76.62 88.63 26.5 32.95 3.12 9.87 12,052.3 1198.5

12 1.500 2197 21.54 82.50 94.50 26.5 33.69 2.46 9.87 12,386.3 1166.2

13 1.500(b) 1719 25.40 74.62 86.63 26.5 37.22 3.57 9.94 12,858.1 1123.4

14 1.125 1.625 1737 25.77 80.00 92.00 26.5 37.81 2.75 9.91 13,187.0 1095.4

15 1.750 1747 26.21 85.38 97.37 26.5 38.48 2.28 9.91 13,485.2 1071.1

16 1.625(b) 1409 29.99 73.62 85.63 26.5 41.77 3.89 9.89 13,832.9 1044.2

17 1.250 1.750 1419 30.44 78.37 90.32 26.6 42.42 3.03 9.87 14,131.5 1022.1

18 1.875 1428 30.85 83.25 95.25 26.6 43.03 2.51 9.86 14,420.1 1001.7

(a)Length from center line of secondary inlet nozzle to bottom of unit.
(b)Minimum pitch.
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This appendix is included to explain and justify the elimination of

purification facilities for fresh argon purchased for use as blanket gas
above LMFBR sodium.

Advances in handling liquified gases have already made this
method very desirable for medium- and large-volume industrial gas
users. A 1000-MWe LMFBR power plant would probably be classified
as a medium-volume user. The major economic advantage of the liquid
system is the elimination of large, high-pressure transport and storage
vessels. Gas vendors are now providing gas storage and preparation
facilities tailored to fit the needs of the particular user without any cap-
ital outlay by the user.

Typical liquid storage tanks are rated up to 150 psig. Supply pres-
sures in this range would be entirely adequate for the majority of the
inert gas needs envisioned for an LMFBR, because the low vapor pres-
sure of sodium at the expected temperatures eliminates the need for
highly pressurized heat transport systems. Any high-pressure inert

gas supply requirements,  such as conduit purging,  can be handled from
the same low-pressure liquid facility by adding suitable preparation
equipment (compressors, pressurizers, or the like).

Since the primary purpose of the inert blanket gas is to prevent
contamination of the reactor sodium, impurity concentrations in the

makeup gas must be adequately limited to ensure effectiveness.   Com-

mercial-grade liquid argon is prepared by the fractional distillation of
air and is pure enough for direct injection into high-temperature systems.
A major supplier quotes the following impurity data for bulk shipments
of liquid argon:

Maximum
concentration,

Impurity Ppm

Oxygen               5
Nitrogen 20
Other                    5

Dew point, F -76
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Radioactive Sodium Storage Subsystem
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This appendix is included to explain and justify the selection of
the reactor coolant dump tank size.

With the pot design, severe service conditions to the reactor ves-

sel (pot) are definitely not contemplated, and primary sodium storage
facilities are considered unnecessary for the 1000-MWe plant because

all credible equipment failures associated with the primary system can

be handled by

1.  Repairing the component in place by remote
means.

2.  Removing the defective component for repair.

3.  Tolerating the failure if plant safety is not
impaired.

Equipment failures that cannot be accommodated by these methods could

result in a requirement to drain the entire contents of the pot sometime

during the life of the plant; therefore, ample area will be allocated near

the containment building for the construction of a shielded sodium stor-

age vault to be used if such drainage is required. (Additional irradiated

fuel storage facilities could also be constructed, if needed, to permit the
acceptance of the entire core when the pot is emptied. )

To realize maximum IHX performance, the quantity of sodium in

the primary system must be adequately controlled. Major over-filling
of the primary system' would result in a decrease in the pressure dif-
ferential impressed on the shell side of the IHX, producing a drop in

flow through the device and a reduction in the amount of heat that can be

transmitted to the secondary fluid. Under-filling of the pot could cause

pump failure by cavitation and/or bearing burnout plus blanket gas en-
trainment in the reactor inlet flow with all of the associated perils.  A

f6-inch limit in the shutdown condition is considered to be adequate ac-

curacy to forestall any of the anticipated problems; consequently,  some

means for level adjustment for this quantity must be provided. Liquid

level variations  can be caused by the following actions:

1.  Removal of the irradiated fuel element (new
fuel is transfe rred to the pot in the dry condi-
tion).

2.  Removal of equipment for maintenance.

3.  Carryover of sodium vapor in the gas blanket
systenn.
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4. Small leaks from the intermediate heat trans-
port loops  into the reactor vessel via  the IHXs.

5. Large leaks from the IHX, which ultimately
result in its removal for repair.

Computation of sodium waste from the pot as a result of removing

spent fuel elements is based on the assumptions of (1) a 2-mil coating

on a total subassembly surface area of 30,000 in.2, (2) a reference core
design having 310 subassemblies, and (3) a total of 10 complete core

replacements in 30 years of operations. Results  show that approximately

5750 pounds of sodium will be removed by this means.

A total of 3258 pounds of sodium will be removed from the reactor

in IHX maintenance activities. The assumptions that produced this fig-

ure are (1) a 2-mil retained film, (2) a total IHX surface area of 120,000

ftz, and (3) 18 heat exchanger removals in 30 years of plant life.  The

removal of the primary pumps is expected to occur more frequently than

the removal of the IHXs, but the surface area in the pumps is much
smaller. A gross estimate of 2000 pounds of sodium removed by the

pumps will be used in this discussion, giving rise to a grand total of

11,008 pounds of sodium removed by mechanical means.

Sodium removal by vapor carryover has not been estimated; how-

ever, it is expected to be small compared to the system inventory. Small

sodium leaks into the reactor vessel will not degrade system efficiency,

and provisions for precise level control are not necessary. However, a

level increase in the neighborhood of 8000 gallons must be adjusted (+6-

inch level). The following practical alternatives are available for re-

ducing the liquid level in the reactor vessel:

1.  Small dump tanks installed when the plant is
constructed.

2. Dump tanks added when needed.

3.  Withdrawal of the excess sodium and disposal
via the liquid waste disposal system.

Alternative (1) was chosen for the reference plant. Primary sys-

tem makeup will be made by additions of sodium in discrete amounts,  as

needed, using either the refueling machine or a set of special tools which

can be coupled to the refueling port. The maintenance of an active makeup

system for sporadic additions of sodium cannot be justified in view of the

small losses envisioned from the pot.
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1000-MWe LMFBR Sodium Purification Systems
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1. Purpose

This appendix is included to present (1) a general discussion of so-
dium purity as related to LMFBR metallurgy, (2) economic incentives

for high sodium purity, (3) justification of the selected purity control

methods,  and  (4) the basis for establishing purification system  size.

2. Introduction

Sodium purity becomes increasingly important as reactor tempera-
tures rise because of the accelerated metallurgical changes in structural
members and fuel element cladding that accompany the higher tempera-
tures. Oxygen, carbon, and nitrogen (in order of importance) have been
identified as the impurities that cause the greatest metallurgical concern

in the design of an LMFBR. Hydrogen and calcium, along with oxygen

and carbon, can form insoluble compounds which precipitate in the so-
dium.  If not removed, these precipitates can form plugs that interfere

with normal coolant flow and impede the operation of mechanisms sub-

merged in sodium. Although low-impurity concentrations are difficult

to achieve and maintain in large facilities requiring periodic mainte-

nance (as would be the case with a 1000-MWe power reactor), simple
and relatively inexpensive cold-trap systems have demonstrated the

ability to hold the oxide concentration to about 8 to 10 ppm. Therefore,
such systems are considered essential auxiliaries. To reduce oxygen
contamination further, gettering devices such as heated zirconium must

be used.

3.   Impurities in Sodium

The manufacture and handling of sodium results in residual amounts

(usually in the ppm range) of various impurities. One source of impuri-
12

ties is the structural materials of the Downs electrolytic cells used for
sodium production (such as the brick liners and the graphite anodes).

Another primary source is the constituents of the salts (sodium and cal-
cium chlorides) from which sodium metal is made. Because it is so

active chemically, sodium metal (particularly in the molten state) tends

to getter reactive gaseous contaminants from the atmosphere above it

or to reduce or dissolve surface films from the walls of its container.
- With appropriate reductions in carbon, calcium, the chlorides, and

the lanthanides, commercial sodium can be converted into reactor-grade
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material.  The most significant difference between commercial and

"reactor-grade" sodium is the low calcium level required for the latter.

This requirement is dictated because insoluble CaO plugs are formed

when calcium scavenges oxygen from sodium. Low levels are specified

for other impurities to minimize similar effects of plugging, reactivity,

and corrosion. Certainly the primary effect of concern is the corrosion.

4.   Effects of Impurities on Sodium Heat Transfer Systems

Sodium heat transfer systems for reactors must be very reliable to

ensure adequate cooling and to avoid accidental contact of the sodium

with air or water. Impurities in the sodium can destroy the reliability

of the flow system by causing

1.    Loss of containment by corrosion of the walls.

2.   Loss of flow by plugging of heat transfer pas-
sages.

3.  Rupture by weakening or embrittlement from
decarburization, carburization, or nitridation
of the containment material.

Corrosion in sodium and other liquid metals is a complex phenome-

non and is not yet well understood. Impurities in the fluid are known to

play a major role in corrosion mechanisms.   In the case of a pure metal,
possible types of corrosion include the following:

1.  Solution of solid metal by the liquid.

2.  Diffusion of liquid-metal atoms into the solid-
metal lattice.

3.  Formation of an intermetallic compound on
the surface of the solid nnetal.

4. Mass transfer.

With alloys, these additional types of corrosion may occur:

5.  Leaching of a constituent from the surface of
the alloy owing to selective solution.

6. Subsurface precipitation of an intermediate
compound caused by the inward diffusion of
liquid-metal atoms and subsequent interac-
tion.

7. Impurity reactions.
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Certainly, many interactions and reactions occur simultaneously
in any real situation. However, certain contaminants produce distinc-
tive primary effects. The important sodium contaminants and their
prirnary effects include:

Calc ium: May form intermetallic compounds with nickel.
Carbon: Carburizes steel and refractory metals.

'

tory nletals.

Hydrogen: Causes low-temperature embrittlement of refrac-

Nitrogen: Nitrides steels and refractory metals.
Oxygen: Contributes to solution and intergranular attackof steel; contributes to corrosion of refractory

nletals.

Small channels and clearance spaces between moving parts may be
plugged as a result of the action of two processes.

1.  Precipitation of impurities: oxides, hydrides, and thelike can precipitate in low-temperature regions wherethe  concentration in the fluid is above saturation levels.
2. Mass transfer: structural or container materials are

dissolved in the high-temperature regions, and the cor-rosion products are deposited in lower-temperature re-
gions.

The phenomenon of impurity precipitation is utilized in cold traps
and aging tanks to aid in ridding the sodium of precipitable impurities
and in plugging meters to monitor the sodium purity.

Mass-transfer effects usually occur at high temperatures (above
1300 F) only; they do not cause problems in most systems now in use,
because these systems operate at lower temperatures.

5. Impurity-Control Devices

The reliable operation of sodium heat transfer systems requires
that fluid purity be controlled. The removal or control of oxygen and
carbon are primary considerations. Operating experience from a num-
ber of facilities has given rise to considerable information about purity                f
control, but no universal "off-the-shelf" purification hardware has
emerged. However, a number of general guidelines have been estab-
lished, and data are now available on the effectiveness of the purity con-
trol devices that have been tried.
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5.1. Cold Traps for Oxygen

A cold trap is a device in which flowing sodium is cooled,
and those impurities which are present in concentrations above their

solubilities at the reduced temperature are precipitated out.  The low

solubility of sodium oxide in sodium, at temperatures up to about 350 F,
permits cold traps to be highly effective for oxygen control. Cold traps
have also been found useful for removing hydrides, carbon (from carbon-
saturated sodium), and fission products.

In large sodium systems, cold traps are installed  in a bypas s

loop and are usually designed to take about 1% of the total flow.  They

are equipped with cutoff valves for isolation during maintenance or when

the system impurity level is low enough. They consist essentially of a
cooler (usually regenerative to conserve power) and a collection chamber

for precipitated impurities.

5.2. Hot Traps for Oxygen

The lower limit of oxygen in sodium achievable by cold trap-
ping is 8 to 10 ppm when the trap is operated at just above the freezing
point of sodium. In systems where the fuel elements are clad with zir-

conium or a refractory metal, this may not be low enough to prevent
troublesome surface reactions.  This is particularly true for surfaces
operating at temperatures above about  1100 F.

Hot gettering with zirconium affords a means of reducing the

system oxygen content (and incidentally hydrogen) to low enough levels

to prevent oxidation (or hydridation) problems with reactive-metal clad-

dings. A zirconium-filled hot trap for oxygen is similar in appearance
and operation to a stainless-steel-filled hot trap for carbon, with the
exception of the packing material.  In fact, hot oxygen traps originally
installed in the SRE were converted to hot carbon traps by replacing the
zirconium packing with stainless steel  when  it was found  that the oxyge n
could  be kept within acceptable limits  by cold trapping alone.

Theoretically, the ultimate oxygen capacity of a zirconium-
filled hot trap would be 2 atoms of oxygen for each atom of zirconium,

or a weight of oxygen equal to roughly one-third the weight of the unoxi-
dized zirconium. In practice, embrittlement and sealing of the zirco-

nium restricts the amount of trappable oxygen to perhaps  10% of the
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theoretical. . To extend the life of the hot trap, the system should be
cold trapped before any flow is permitted through the hot trap.  This
removes the bulk of the oxygen, as well as precipitable hydrides and
carbonates. Cold traps should be isolated by valves during hot trap-
ping, in order to avoid transferring their impurity contents to the hot

trap.

5.3. Carbon Traps

It has long been recognized that, in dynamic sodium systems
where sources and sinks fo-r carbon are present, the sinks will be car-

burized and the sources will be decarburized. For example, when fer-
ritic and austenitic stainless steels are part of the same sodium loop at

900 F or above, the sodium will tend to carry carbon from the ferritic

material to the austenitic. This process has the objectionable effects

of weakening the former and embrittling the latter. Similarly, refrac-

tory metals in stainless steel-sodium systems will tend to be embrittled

by carburization.
Carbon can be gettered by flowing the sodium over a large

area of stainless steel maintained at several hundred degrees (F) above

the highest temperature in the system. Extensive hot trapping can be

deleterious to a system by removing carbon from both types of stainless

steel. Stainless steel is superior to reactive metals like zirconium, be-

cause the latter form oxide films that interfere with carbon gettering.
Hot traps, generally installed in a bypass loop, take about

1% of the system flow, and a regenerative heat exchanger usually pre-
heats the incoming sodium. Alternate layers of flat and corrugated

stainless steel foil strips (2 to 20 mils thick) are coiled inside the ves-

sel to provide a large surface area for gettering.

6.    State of the Art

Although the methods are still largely empirical, progress has

been made in the design of devices for controlling the impurities in so-

dium systems. Techniques are well in hand for trapping sodium impuri-
ties in steel systems where the temperatures do not exceed 1000 F.

For future plants with maximum temperatures in the  1100 to  1300 F

range, design criteria for impurity traps are yet to be established.

This is especially true where the system contains fuel claddings and
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components where reactive metals like titanium, zirconium, tantalum,

vanadium, or molybdenum  are in contact with the sodium. Extensive

research is required to establish the level to which each contaminant

must be reduced and to rationalize the design of impurity control equip-

ment for high-temperature, sodium-cooled reactor plants.

7. Economic Incentive  for High Sodium Purity

The reference design for the 1000-MWe LMFBR calls for a fuel pin

having an arbitrary 0.010-inch cladding thickness; this is rather thin by

present standards and presents several design problems.  It may prove

quite expensive to develop a technique to manufacture large quantities of

cladding within the proper tolerance limits. In addition, to make such

thin cladding practical, corrosion within the reactor environment must

be kept to a minimum. This requirement dictates the development of a

very efficient sodium purification system. Again, this prospect appears

to be rather expensive. In order to verify whether or not such a develop-

ment program is warranted, a parametric study has been undertaken to

determine the effect of clad thickness on cost. Results from the NAPS

computer code9 indicate that an additional 0.001 inch of cladding in-

creases the power generation costs by 0.0153 mill/kWh.  For the refer-
ence design 1000-MWe LMFBR, this cost is equivalent to $957,000 in

initial capital cost.  This cost figure of about $1,000,000 per mil of clad-

ding appears to continue throughout the normal range of cladding thick-

nesses. Most of the cost differential can be traced to the effect of steel

on the reactor breeding fatio. Plutonium credit decreases with increas-
ing cladding thickness, resulting in higher power generation costs.

In making a decision as to whether the development program is jus-

tified, it should be noted that this design work is oriented toward an en-

tire generation of reactors, so that the total cost savings should be

viewed in this perspective.

8. 1000-MWe Reference Design Sodium Impurity Control

Because it is doubtful whether or not very low impurity concentra-

tions are either needed or can be economically achieved in an LMFBR,

current plans are to provide purity control only by cold trapping until

adequate  cost and design  data  show othe rwise. As stated previously,

cold traps can lower oxygen impurities to approximately 8 to 10 ppm.
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Since the reference core maximum cladding temperature approaches
1250 F, it will be necessary to design the cold traps for maximum per-
fornnance.

9.  Cold Trap Sizing

Minimum cold trap capacity is a function of the amount of leakage
into the sodium system being protected and of the desired frequency of
cold trap maintenance. The expected leakage rate, and hence the rate

of impurity buildup in the primary system, is unknown at this stage in
the design. Cold traps capable of a one-shot removal of contaminants
up to 100 ppm were sized for the primary and secondary heat transport

loops.    When the oxide-laden traps become ineffective,  they will be  re-
moved and either cleaned or discarded.
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APPENDIX 6-E

Reactor Coolant Charging - Description
of Technique
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The reactor coolant system will be charged by a temporarily in-
stalled, electrically heated carbon-steel pipe connecting the non-radio-
active sodium storage vessel with the reactor vessel. This temporary

: conduit is routed so that no special reactor building penetrations are re-
! quired. The equipment entrance would be a candidate opening,  for  in-

stance. The upstream end of the pipe is fed from a valved outlet in the
intermediate sodium transfer system, which is located near the storage
tanks. The downstream  end of the pipe discharges to a special reactor
vessel sodium injection mechanism.

New sodium destined for the reactor coolant system is unloaded
and stored temporarily in the non-radioactive sodium storage subsys-
tem while it undergoes preliminary purification and filtration by the
non-radioactive sodium purification subsystem described in section 9.
When the precipitable-impurity concentration has been adequately low-
ered (to a plugging temperature of approximately 250 to 300 F), the
storage vessel is pressurized to 50 psig with argon from the plant dis-
tribution manifold. Hot argon occupying the preheated reactor vessel
is vented to the atmosphere to keep the vessel pressure from rising as
molten sodium enters the pot.  Flow to the reactor vessel is initiated
by opening a blocking valve near the storage vessel.  Flow may be
stopped by depleting the storage tanks, closing the blocking valve,  or
by a loss of argon pressure.

Because the capacity of the non-radioactive sodium storage facility
is limited to 750,000 pounds, four batches of sodium must undergo the
outlined process. After the reactor vessel has been completely filled,
the temporary transfer pipe will be removed.

The selection of a temporary sodium transfer subsystern as op-
posed to a permanent installation was based on an evaluation of the fol-
lowing factors:

1.    Quantity of reactor vessel makeup sodium.
2. Economics.
3.  Plant safety.

The re sults  of the evaluation indicated that  once the reactor  ve s sel  is
filled with sodium, very little makeup will be required.   From an eco-
nomic standpoint, makeup sodium added in small, discrete quantities
appeared  to be  much  le ss expensive than building and maintaining  a
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permanent sodium transfer line. Plant safety was the clinching  argu-
ment against a permanently installed makeup subsystem. To clarify
this statement, we must consider one of the major safety claims made
for the pot reactor concept, namely, that it is impossible for radio-
active sodium to be siphoned from the pot. The installation of a per-
manent sodium transfer subsystem could invalidate this claim.
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7. REACTOR SUPPORT SYSTEM

7.1.    Introduction

The reactor support system constitutes one of the major plant fea-

tures, since the methods for handling and maintaining core components

and reactor equipment strongly influence reactor design and other inter-

faced plant systems. The subsystems that comprise this system are:

the fuel handling system, the storage systems, the general handling sys-

tems, and the decontainination and remote maintenance system.

7.1.1. System Function

This system provides the facilities and equipment nec-

essary for the replacement, storage, handling, decontamination, and

maintenance of the reactor system components. Because of the complex-

ities and dissimilarities of the services and operations required, the

system is divided into subsystems.  In the following discussion, each

subsystem is identified with one or more of the general functions out-

lined above and then its specific functions are given.

7.1.1.1. Fuel Handling System

The principal function of the fuel handling sys-

tem is to move new or spent fuel and radial blanket assemblies to all

their functional positions within the reactor complex from the time of

their receipt at the plant, through their useful lifetime in the reactor,

until they are placed in a cask for transport to a reprocessing facility.

Although the handling of the fuel and blanket assemblies is the primary

function of the fuel handling system equipment, it is adapted for handling

other reactor components, such as control rods, radial neutron shields,

and sirnilar replaceable components. In addition, the system has shield-

ing, cooling, heating, and containing functions associated with most of

its handling operations.
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7.1.1.2.     Sto rage  Sys tems

These systems provide storage for various re-
actor and plant components that are not in service. Each storage area
has the necessary racks, containers, cooling, heating, shielding, and
instrumentation to ensure safe storage of its contents. Among the com-
ponents that require storage facilities are (1) fuel, blanket, control rod,
and neutron shield assemblies; (2) IHXs, pumps, and their substitute
plugs; (3) valve boxes; (4) access plugs; and (5) shipping casks.

7.1.1.3. General Handling Systems

These systems handle all equipment except that
handled by the fuel handling system. They provide cranes or other han-
dling devices with the capacity to handle the heaviest single piece of
equipment to be handled in any particular area.

The following list shows the varied functions of
the general handling systems by enumerating some of the plant equip-
ment that they handle.

1.  Intermediate heat exchangers (IHXs).
2.    Pumps and motors.
3. Substitute plugs.
4.  Control rod drives.

5.  Emergency core cooler.
6. Cold traps.
7.  Valve box.

8.  Shipping cask.
9. Neutron shields.

10. IHX/pump transporter.

7.1.1.4. Decontamination and Remote
Maintenance System

These systems must provide facilities for the
decontamination and/or remote maintenance of equipment that has been
exposed to either the primary or intermediate reactor plant environment.

The functions that can be accomplished in the
facilities are inspection, cut-off operations, minor maintenance, and
cleanup to prepare components for reinsertion into their operative
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positions, and sufficient decontamination to allow extensive maintenance

in the machine shop area or to permit shipment off the site for major

repair or disposal.

7.1.2. Summary Description of the System

7.1.2.1. Fuel Handling System

The overall approach to fuel handling within the

reactor plant is to use an under-the-plug refueling mechanism (section

7.2.1.2) to transfer fuel and blanket assemblies submerged in sodium

coolant, which precludes visual observations of the assemblies, from

core positions to in-vessel decay storage positions during programmed.
reactor shutdown periods. Subsequent transfer from decay storage,

after a suitable decay period, is accomplished with a fuel transfer ma-

chine (section 7.2.1.1) during full-power operation.  For a discussion

of the considerations that lead to this refueling system, see the Plant

Arrangement and Refueling Method Trade-Off Study given in Volume IV

of this report.

The fuel handling system operates in three ma-

jor plant areas:  the fuel shipping and receiving area, the reactor build-
ing, and the reactor vessel. These areas and the major components in-

volved are indicated in the flow diagram, Figure 7-1; for clarity, this

diagram should be used to follow this discussion. Concept justification

is discussed in Appendix 7-A.
The fuel shipping and receiving area described

in section 7.2.1.3 provides the facility and equipment required for re-

ceiving and storing new fuel assemblies.  The new assemblies, which

are shipped horizontally, arrive at the reactor site sealed in an inert-

gas-filled bulk shipping container which provides the necessary shielding

and structure to maintain the fuel assemblies in a clean and structurally

sound condition, ready for insertion into the reactor core.  The ship-

ment may consist of four or more assemblies, but each assembly will

be supported and sealed in its own individual inner container, which is

also inert-gas-filled. Upon receipt, the outer container is inspected

for damage and leakage. The inert gas is pumped to storage and the

cover is removed. The inner containers, each still containing one as-

sembly in the inert-gas environment, are then inspected and lifted from
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Figure  7- 1. LMFBR Fuel Handling System, Flow Diagram
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the shipping container base and passed horizontally through-the double-
valved new fuel transfer tube (section 7.2.1.6) into the new fuel transfer

cell (section 7.2.1.5). Inside the new fuel cell,  the unit is raised to the

vertical position; the container is opened; and the fuel transfer machine
gripper engages the handling adapter on the fuel assembly and extracts

it from the container. After inspection, the fuel assembly leaves the

cell by being raised vertically into the fuel transfer machine through

the valved transfer tube in the ceiling. The fully shielded, gas-cooled
or gas-heated fuel transfer machine, which is gantry-mounted in the

reactor building above the operating floor, heats the new fuel assembly
to the desired temperature and inserts it into the rotating storage drum

(section 7.2.2 . 1) inside the reactor vessel.
The movement of fuel and blanket assemblies

beneath the surface of the sodium coolant within the reactor vessel is ac-
complished with three rotating plugs (Vol 2, section 2), a refueling mech-

anism, and the rotating fuel storage drums. The three rotating plugs
are located in the reactor cover structure, and the refueling mechanism

(which may be removed after each refueling cycle) is mounted on the in-

ner, eccentric rotating plug. The rotating fuel storage drums are placed

in the annulus formed between the shield tank and the reactor vessel.
After a spent fuel assembly has been removed

from the core and stored in a storage drum for a suitable period, it is

removed through the reactor vessel cover structure during operation

and transferred to a sodium-filled, gas-cooled, fully shielded spent fuel

shipping cask (Vol 4, section 6).  The fuel transfer machine performs
this operation. Access to the spent fuel shipping cask in the transfer

tunnel (7.2.1.7) is through the spent fuel cell (7.2.1.4) via vertical

double-valved transfer tubes.  In the spent fuel cell, the fuel assembly
is sealed inside the sodium-filled inner container of the cask. After the

fuel assembly and container are placed in the cask, it is sealed and re-

moved from the transfer tunnel to be placed aboard a transfer vehicle
and taken to an off-site reprocessing plant.

7.1.2.2. Storage Systems
The storage systems comprise various deposi-

tories for reactor and plant components.  Fuel and blanket assemblies
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and control rods are stored in two rotating fuel storage drums inside the
reactor vessel in the primary sodium coolant pool. The location of
these drums is shown in the section view of the reactor building (draw-

...

ing A31079E-).  They are placed approximately 180 degrees apart in the
annulus between the shield tank and the reactor vessel. They provide

storage for 100% of the core fuel and radial blanket assemblies.  Each
drum is suspended on a central shaft from the cover structure, with the
drive system located at operating floor level. The reactor vessel bio -

logical shielding has six storage holes for storing control rod extensions

(see drawing A31077Efand Appendix 7-A, item 2). Normally, these holes
are used for storing spare extensions, but, being completely shielded,
they can be used for columns that have been irradiated.

IHXs or primary pumps are stored in the re-
actor building equipment storage pit or in the equipment decontamination

and maintenance area. Dummy IHX or pump plugs are stored in their

appropriate pits in both the reactor building and the equipment decontam-
ination and maintenance areas (see Figures 2 and 3 in Vol 1). Since the
neutron shields are designed for plant life, no specific storage area will
be required. However, the equipment storage pit can be used as a tem-
porary storage area for these assemblies, should their removal from the
reactor vessel be necessary. An elevated floor area inside the reactor

building is used to store the large component removal valve boxes (see

drawing A31078E*). The shipping containers for new and spent fuel
assemblies are stored in their respective receiving and shipping areas.

7.1.2.3. General Handling System

The major components of this system are gan-
try and polar cranes inside the reactor building, a bridge crane in the

new and spent fuel shipping and receiving area, and a bridge crane in

the decontamination area (see drawings A31077E and A31078E and Fig-
ure 2 in Vol 1).

-----

*
B&W drawings A31077E , A31078E, and A31079E are placed in Volume 1.
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The gantry transports the fuel transfer machine
to all its functional positions within the reactor building. The polar
crane, in conjunction with the valve box, transfers IHXs, pumps, and

dummy plugs to their various positions within the reactor building or

                  places  them in a decontamination vessel (sections  7.2.4.2 and 7.3.2.2)
and aboard the lowboy transporter (section 7.2.3.3) that moves them out

of the reactor building into the decontamination area. The polar crane

also handles the control rod drives. In addition to these specific tasks,
this crane serves as the general-purpose crane for the reactor building.

The bridge crane in the new and spent fuel ship-

ping and receiving area loads and unloads all fuel and blanket assembly

shipping container units that enter or leave the reactor site. The decon-

tamination area bridge crane handles all heavy equipment that enters or

leaves the reactor building. In addition, it services the decontamination,

maintenance, and storage facilities in the decontamination and mainte-

nance areas.

7.1.2.4. Decontamination and Remote
Maintenance System

This system has functions inside and outside

the reactor building; it has facilities for cleaning radioactive and non-

radioactive plant components. The equipment storage pit (section 7.2.2.3)

inside the reactor building is the first stop for radioactively contaminated

reactor or plant components that need routine maintenance or have mal-

functioned. The mechanisms that receive routine maintenance and in-

spection in this pit are the fuel transfer machine internals and the refuel-

ing mechanisms. Malfunctioned components  can be placed in this pit

and inspected visually to determine the cause and extent of the malfunc -

tion.  Should the malfunction be minor, the component may be repaired

in the pit and returned to service.  If the repair of the component is be-

yond the capabilities of the equipment in the pit, then the component is

sealed in a container and transferred to the decontamination area (sec-

tion   7.2.4.1) .
There are two decontamination areas outside

of the reactor building-one for cleaning radioactive components and the

other for cleaning non-radioactive components.    Each area is equipped

with the necessary supply and discharge lines. Supply systems available
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in these areas are inert gas, steam, and water. The discharge lines for
disposing of the liquid, solid, and gaseous products of the decontamina-
tion process route the products to the plant waste effluent system.  The
radioactive component decontamination area is equipped to clean both

1

large and small radioactively contaminated components.  When a large
component is to be cleaned, its· transfer container serves as the decon-
tamination vessel (7.2.4.2). Small components may be removed from
their transfer containers for cleaning. The non-radioactive component
decontamination area is used when components from the intermediate
loop are to be cleaned of adhering sodium. Non-radioactive in this case
refers primarily to the component itself, although the adhering sodium
may be activated at a low level.

7.1.3. System Design Requirements
7.1.3.1. Fuel Handling System

The essential requirement of the fuel handling
system is that it handle irradiated reactor core components so that the
reactor can be refueled in the shortest possible time consistent with safe-
ty, reliability, and economy (Appendix 7-A, item 3). These objectives
involve the following design conditions:

1. Radiation-All man-access areas must be limited to
a dose rate of 1 mR/hr (see Volume 2, section 3, "Shielding").

2.  Cooling or Heating-Each component being handled
must have sufficient cooling or heating to prevent thermal shock and to
maintain the component within the design temperature limits. The upper
temperature limit on structural members, including fuel cladding, is
1300 F. The maximum temperature difference in moving components
from one environment to another will be 200 F. The heating or cooling
system must have sufficient controls and instrumentation to ensure com-

ponent handling within these limits.

3. Corrosion-All parts of the handling mechanism that
come into contact with the sodium coolant or are exposed to the sodium

vapor or reactor environment during handling operations must be con-
structed of compatible materials or the materials must be protected so

that corrosion or other detrimental effects cannot occur to affect the re-

liability or safe operation of the mechanisms.
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4. Environment-The reactor environment must be re-

tained during all normal and abnormal operating periods, as well as dur-
ing all fuel handling procedures. Complete isolation of this environment

from elements of air, water, and hydrocarbons must be maintained.  The

handling system, therefore, must be designed with argon gas environmen-

tal systems that contain sufficient supply, circulation, heat exchange,

cleanup, and instrumentation to guarantee this separation during handling

procedures. Included are component parts such as tanks, vessels,  stor-

age cells, and handling cells that are required for handling reactor com-

ponents or may be required to maintain equipment used in the procedures.

5. Maintenance-Radioactive component handling equip-

ment may become contaminated with either fission products or radioac-

tive sodium. To facilitate maintenance, the equipment must be designed

for remote removal and decontamination. Limited-life components, such

as fuel assembly grapples, drive motors, bearings, gears, and seals,

will receive special attention to ensure that mean-time to repair or re-

place each item will be consistent with plant reliability requirements.

6. Malfunction-All handling system components must be

designed with fail-safe features so that malfunctions during normal and

abnormal operation cannot result in a hazardous condition. All mecha-

nisms and seals  must be designed with instrumentation to detect any mal -

function and with sufficient redundancy to ensure their accuracy.  The in-

strumentation must be maintainable and the capability to check out the

systems during normal operation must be provided.

7.  Structural and Mechanical-Pressure and leak barriers

of the equipment must withstand the maximum predicted temperatures

and pressures without exceeding preset leak rates or stress levels.

Pressure retention components will.be designed and fabricated in accord-

ance with the requirements of ASME section III. In selecting the design

stresses for each structural member, the special requirements of creep,

thermal shock, sodium corrosion, and irradiation damage will be con-

sidered.
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8.  Operation and General Considerations-The system
must be capable of handling the following operations (see Figure 7-1):

a. Replace irradiated fuel assemblies (weighingabout 500 pounds) in the reactor core with new
fuel assdmblies.

b.  Shuffle fuel assemblies from one position to
another in the core.

c. Replace irradiated blanket assemblies (weigh-
ing about 500 pounds) with new blanket
assemblies.

d. Transfer control rods (weighing about 700
pounds) or special elements into and out of
the reactor core.                            1

e.  Pick up and locate new fuel and blanket as-
semblies and control rods in the storage
drums.

f.  Pick up irradiated fuel and blanket assemblies
and control rods from the storage drums and
move them out of the reactor building.

g.  Remove and replace the combined snubber
seal housing of the control rod drive and the
associated extension rod (weighing about 2200
pounds).

h.  Remove and replace neutron shields (weighing
about 2000 pounds).
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All of these requirements with the exception of

items e and f above must be performed with the reactor off load but not

subcooled (i. e., reactor inlet temperature 800 F). Items e and f are

to be designed for operation with the reactor at full-power conditions.

Since both the sodium and the fuel assemblies

are highly radioactive, and the opaqueness of the sodium prevents visual

observation, completely remote handling operations are required.  Auto-

mated procedures are to be used wherever practical, economical, and
reliable.

The cooling of irradiated fuel assemblies must

be guaranteed during all the handling operations until the internal decay

heat rate reduces to a safe level.

The design of the overall fuel handling system

will utilize conventional hardware and proven methods wherever possible.

The system will use rugged, long-lived components and generous clear-

ances on moving parts. Lead-in chamfers are to be provided for all

make-and-break connections, and all access ports and adapters should

be standardized to aid in the handling procedures.
Adequate instrumentation and readout will be

provided to monitor critical functions, and interlocks are to be provided
to ensure that no function can be initiated until conditions exist for the

safe and complete execution of that function.

Equipment must be designed for such abnormal

conditions as the DBA, fuel meltdown during handling operations, or

stuck fuel within the core. Particular attention will be given to eliminat-

ing or restraining potential primary and secondary missiles during the

DBA.

7.1.3.2. Storage System

The overall requirement of the storage system

is that it keep stored reactor and plant components in a safe condition.

Criticality in new and spent fuel storage will be prevented by designing

the storage facilities to maintain the fuel assemblies in a geometrically

safe configuration.
Fuel storage facilities will have a minimum

storage capacity equal to 100% of all fuel, blanket, and control rods
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required in the reactor core. The storage facilities will provide suf-
ficient cooling for all stored assemblies.

The equipment storage pits should have access
ports identical to those in the reactor closure plug to facilitate handling
procedures and to effect as much standardization as possible. An inert-
gas environment with an attendant circulating and cooling system must
be provided for these areas, with appropriate connections to the cleanup
system. Viewing windows, manipulators, special tools, storage racks,
and cutoff tools should be included in the equipment required for proper
operation of these areas.

Other storage areas, for such components as
the  control rod extensions,  IHXs or pumps, and their dummy plugs,  will
be shielded, constructed, and located commensurate with their functions.

7.1.3.3. General Handling System

The general requirements placed on this sys-
tem are that it have the capacity· and versatility to handle all reactor
building components not handled by the fuel handling system.

The reactor building and the decontamination
area cranes must have dual control systems:  One is a manual system,
and the other is a remote system that allows the cranes to be operated
from a control station outside each crane's operating area. A system
for viewing the remote operations of the cranes will be provided.  Each
crane has a rated capacity of about 75 tons, and each has an auxiliary
hoist capable of handling 20% of rated crane capacity.

The bridge crane in the new and spent fuel
shipping and receiving area is manually controlled. Its rated capacity
is approximately 75 tons, and it has a 20% -of-rated-capacity auxiliary
hoist.

7.1.3.4. Decontamination and Remote
Maintenance System

During all decontamination and remote mainte-
nance procedures, the system must prevent radioactive material from
inadvertently escaping its boundaries. Penetrations of the system cells,
e. g., access ports and drains,  will be designed so that positive isolation
devices prohibit the unexpected release of any contained material.
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Radiation shielding will be provided in the de-

sign of the facilities as required to meet existing regulations.
All structural components, valves, seals,

tanks, piping, and instrumentation that will be exposed to the environ-
ment of the decontamination process must be compatible with sodium
and with the products of the process.

The pressure-retaining members of the sys-

tem will be designed in accordance with section III of the ASME Code,

Nuclear Vessels. The design pressures and temperatures of the decon-

tamination cells will be established by considering the maximum possible

pressure and temperature rise attainable during a decontamination cycle.

7.2. Detailed Description of the Systems

7.2.1. Fuel Handling System Components

7.2.1.1. Fuel Transfer Machine

The gantry-mounted fuel transfer machine, a

large, shielded mechanism, is the exclusive means of reactor access.

It installs and removes all reactor components that must pass through

the reactor vessel closure plugs except those components associated

with the primary coolant system (see section 2 and App. 7-A, item 4).

The fuel transfer machine is about 40 feet high

and 8 feet in diameter. It weighs about 200 tons and is supported at a

point above its center of gravity by the gantry (see Figure 7-2 and draw-

ing A31078E). A circular stainless-steel vessel approximately 29 feet

high by 3 feet 4 inches in diameter is the basic component of the machine.

It is designed to retain its argon gas atmosphere at a pressure of 100 psi

and a temperature of 1100 F. This vessel is surrounded by cast iron

shielding and thermal insulation; it has gate valves mounted to its upper

and lower ends. Shielding requirements of the machine are governed by

fission product decay gammas from spent fuel assemblies and gamma

flux resulting from activation of the stainless steel in the irradiated fuel

assemblies and the control rods. The radial shield is 23 inches thick

on the lower 19 feet and is tapered to about 6 inches thick at the top.

Detachable segments of shielding are used for all penetrations and ex-

ternally mounted components that require shielding.
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Figure 7-2. LMFBR Fuel Transfer Machine
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A telescoping section of shielding is attached
to the bottom end of the machine.  It is lowered into place each time the
machine is seated on an access port to provide shielding for operating

personnel. In addition, it can be raised to give access to the bottom-

mounted seals and valves for maintenance (see Appendix 3-C, Volume 2,
for shielding calculation methods).

To eliminate the need to lift the machine, a
bellows -mounted, pneumatically actuated seal and locking arrangement

is provided at its lower end. Two independently actuated seal and lock-

ing rings are concentrically mounted around the machine's exit port.

During a refueling operation, the rings are forced downward to seat the

seals against the reactor vessel access port sealing face (see section 2,
Volume 2). The rings are locked by actuating shear pins into slots pro-
vided on the sides  of the rings.   Two gate valves mounted in series pro-
vide an 18-inch, double-sealed access port at the bottom end of the ma-

chine and support this sealing and locking system. The controls for the

valves, the seal locking device, the access plug locking device, and the
gantry drives are electrically interlocked to ensure proper sequence of

operation. Connections are provided for gas purging of the space between

the valves and the space between the machine and an access port.

Two tandem-mounted, 24-inch valves provide
an access port at the top of the machine through which a grapple tool is

connected to a cable drive unit. The drive and hoist unit is mounted on

a turntable in a machinery dome which is attached to the upper flange
of the top valve. The turntable rotates to place the grapple tool in its

three functional positions. The hoist unit cable penetrates the turntable,
passes over a sheave„ attaches to a vertically mounted winding drum,
and is automatically traversed to maintain cable alignment. The hoist

unit provides two lifting speeds-5 and 60 fpm.  It is equipped with an

overload clutch to prevent damage to its parts or to components being
handled in the event a binding action occurs. A fail-safe electrical brake

is attached to the winding drum to prevent accidental rotation. The hoist

unit can be operated manually if motor or power failure occurs.

Basically, the grapple tool is a hexagonal tube

sized to operate within a fixed hexagonal guide tube.  The tool is 3 feet
long to ensure guidance as the tool spans the gap' between the fixed guide
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tube and the top of a fuel assembly.  The top of the tool terminates in
a cable attachment fixture. An adapter section that reduces the size to
3.5 inches across the flats.terminates the tool at its lower end. This
section is split to form six grapple fingers which are hook-shaped on
the inside to provide positive latching with a fuel assembly (Figure 7-3).
Unlatching is impossible when the weight of a fuel assembly is on the
fingers; they are opened by actuating a plunger against tapered surfaces
machined on their inside surfaces. The plunger is moved by an argon-
actuated cylinder mounted on a fixed platform inside the tool. The cylin-
der is sealed inside the tool to protect it from the environment. A rigid
gas line is routed up the tool to a position adjacent to the cable attach-
ment, where a flexible hose is attached.

Two 18-inch-diameter holding positions and
one 18-inch-diameter exit port are arranged in a triangular pattern in
the bottom of the machine.    Each of the holding positions is fitted with a
bottom holddown and support structure capable of accepting all compo-
nents to be handled.  One of these holding positions has a cooling and/or

heating gas outlet nozzle.  All core components being handled will be
held in this position. The alternate position is for the support of access
port plugs that have to be removed to effect component handling opera-
tions.

The grapple tool and the component being handled
are moved between the exit port and either hold position by rotating the
turntable that supports the hbist unit. Exact orientation of the turntable

is guaranteed by mechanical stops. Electrical interlocks are provided
between the turntable and hoist unit drives to ensure that the proper se-
quence of operation is followed.

During handling by the fuel transfer machine,

decay heat is removed from spent fuel assemblies and new fuel assem-
blies are heated by a forced-flow argon gas heat exchanger system that
is fitted directly to the machine.  The heat exchanger heats new fuel as-
semblies to approximately 800 F before they are installed in the fuel

storage drums, and it cools spent fuel assemblies being removed to ap-

proximately 500 F before they are installed in the spent fuel shipping
cask. The capacity of the system is based on a preliminary analysis of
the gas cooling characteristics of an LMFBR fuel assembly that has been
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Figure 7-3. LMFBR Fuel Transfer Machine Grapple Tool
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subjected to a burnup corresponding to 100,000 MWD/T. The results
of this analysis show that, after a 70-day decay storage period, the fuel
cladding temperature can be limited to a maximum of 500 F with a cool-
ing gas inlet temperature of 100 F and a flow rate of 1341 lb/hr  (see
Appendix 7-B).

The fuel transfer machine is moved by a 200-
ton-capacity gantry crane mounted on elevated rails which straddle the
reactor cover structure as shown in drawings A31077E and A31078E.
The gantry trolley hoisting mechanism is removed and the trolley modi -
fied for mounting the fuel transfer machine permanently in place.  This
arrangement of a gantry-mounted fuel transfer machine, combined with
the crane rail and bridge travel, provides the rectilinear motion neces-
sary for transferring the refueling mechanism, fuel assemblies, blan-
ket assemblies, control rods, neutron shields, and the control rod drive
snubber seal housing and extension rod units from their reactor vessel
positions to their respective reactpr building exits or storage areas in
the reactor building.

Design Data, Fuel Transfer Machine

Design temperature, F 1100
(inside area)

Design pressure, psi 100

Cooling system capacity, kW 20

Heating system capacity, kW 20

Bottom access port diameter, in.             18
Top access port diameter, in. 24

Machine inside diameter, in. 40

Overall height, ft 40

Shielding thickness, in. 23

Shielding material Cast iron

7.2.1.2. Refueling Mechanism

The refueling mechanism is installed in the
smallest rotating cover plug; it is used to transfer fuel assemblies and
blanket assemblies under the plug between the reactor core and the two
storage drums. The transfer is accomplished through a refueling port
in the core outlet plenum wall.  This port (appearing as a hole just a-
bove the drum) can be seen in the isometric cutaway view of the reactor

in Figure 7-12.
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The mechanism weighs approximately 2500

pounds and consists of a housing, a guide tube, a grapple tool, and a

grapple tool drive system (see Figure 7-4).

The housing is a stepped tubular section with

a steel cover plate 2 feet thick to provide shielding for the operating

floor level. Externally, the housing has seals and a geometrical con-

figuration that are identical to those of the access port plug. Internally,

it is  adapted for mounting, actuating, and sealing the guide  tube.

The guide tube is approximately 26 feet 6.5

inches long. The upper portion of the tube is cylindrical to simplify

the installation of seals, and the lower portion is hexagonal to conform

to the shape of the fuel assemblies. The transition from cylindrical to

hexagonal occurs approximately 8 feet from the top. A flange extends

outward from the  top of the cylindrical portion to support the  tube.    This

flange sits on bearings which allow the tube to be rotated for orientation.

The bearings rest on a mechanical jack arrangement which actuates the

tube vertically to assist in a grapple action.  The tube is rotated by an

electric motor operating through a speed reducer, a pinion, and a gear

that is mounted on the lifting jacks. A support and shielding block for
the grapple tool drive is mounted inside the tube 1 foot 5 inches above

the transition point. Flow ports,  11 feet 9 inches below this block,
allow coolant flow, and cams at the bottom end of the tube open and close

the gripper fingers of the grapple tool.

The grapple tool consists of double-jawed, cam-

operated gripper fingers and an extension shaft. The gripper fingers,

which are attached to the bottom of the extension shaft, utilize a pin

joint and are cammed open and closed by the relative motion of the grap-

ple tool and the guide tube. The extension shaft is about  10 feet long

and is hexagonal to guide within the guide  tube.    It has  a ball nut mounted

at its upper end through which a ball screw operates to push or pull the

grapple tool through a linear stroke of 9 feet 7.5 inches.  The ball screw

operates through seals mounted in the grapple tool drive support block.

A thrust bearing attached to the top side of the block supports the entire

assembly. Seals are provided near the upper end of the extension shaft

to protect the ball nut and screw from the sodium environment.
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Figure 7-4. LMFBR Under-the-Plug Refueling Mechanism
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The grapple tool drive system is an in-line

speed reducer and an electric motor. The speed reducer mounts dir-

ectly over the ball screw and engages the splined upper end of the screw.

The electric motor has a fail-salfe electric brake that locks the system

in place in case of a power or motor failure. Position indicators moni-

tor all angular and linear motions of the refueling mechanism. Linear

motions are also mechanically limited so that the fuel assemblies can
never be raised out of the sodium coolant. Spent fuel assemblies being

handled by the refueling mechanism are cooled by natural convection.

The results of the thermal and hydraulic analysis of a spent fuel assem-

bly show that, after a 12-hour shutdown period, the fuel cladding temp-

erature can be held to a maximum of 975 F by natural convection with

the assembly submerged in an 800 F stagnant pool of sodium (Vol 4,
section 6).

7.2.1.3.  Shipping and Receiving Area

The reactor site will have a facility to receive,

store, and ship fuel assemblies that are contained in sealed shielded

shipping casks. This building, located on the south side of the reactor

containment building, is used for both new and spent fuel assemblies

(see Figures 2 through 5, Volume 1). The building is arranged so that

new or spent fuel assemblies can be shipped either by rail or motor ex-

press. The track is oriented west to east, and the entry and exit of the

fuel.assemblies into the reactor containment building is in a north to

south direction. An overhead crane serves both the new fuel and spent

fuel areas, thereby reducing the need to duplicate equipment.

7.2.1.4.  Spent Fuel Cell

The spent fuel cell is positioned in the south

end of the reactor containment building adjacent to the new and spent

fuel shipping and receiving building; it is located below the main operat-

ing floor level. Figures 4 and 9 in Volume 1 show plan and cross sec-

tion views of this cell.

The stainless-steel liner of the cell is surrounded

by approximately 5 feet of medium-density concrete (p = 3 gm/cm 3) shield-

ing to limit the dose rate of adjacent areas to 1.0 mR/hr (refer to Appen-

dix 3-C, Volume 2 for shielding calculational methods).
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The cell has leaded glass viewing windows and
television cameras to monitor the installation of a spent fuel assembly
into the shipping cask. The equipment inside the cell is operated re-
motely and has the capacity to perform all the procedures required to
place a spent fuel assembly into the shipping cask.

Access  to  the  cell is provided  by two double -
valved tubes. The valves are interlocked to preserve the integrity of
the reactor building atall times (see section 7.2.1.6). Instruments
will be provided within the cell to detect an unsafe condition; the follow-
ing equipment is also located in the cell:

1.  A jib crane to handle the inner container of
the shipping cask.

2.   An orbital welder to seal-weld the lid of the
container.

3. Measuring devices to check the temperatureand level of the sodium in the container.
4.  A cooling and/or heating system for the

container.

5.0 A draining and/or filling system for the
container.

6.  A leak detector to ensure that the container
is properly sealed.

Design Data, Spent Fuel Cell

Width of cell, ft/in. 10/0

Length of cell, ft/in. 19/0

Height of cell, ft/in. 9/6

Lining material SS 304

Envi ronment Inert gas

7.2.1.5.  New Fuel Cell

This cell is inside the reactor building on the
south side (see Figures 4 and 9, Volume 1).  It is beneath the operating
floor and surrounded by concrete biological shielding to allow the han-
dling of fuel assemblies loaded with recycled plutonium fuels.  The cell
has an inert-gas environment to prevent air or airborne particles from
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contaminating a fuel assembly or the internals of the fuel transfer ma-

chine during a transfer operation. Viewing windows in the.cell walls

permit visual inspection of new fuel assemblies while they are being

drawn into the fuel transfer machine. .Access to the cell is through the

two fuel transfer tubes described in section 7.2.1.6. Two mechanisms

are provided in the cell: The first extracts the fuel assembly and ship-

ping container unit from the horizontal transfer tube and raises the unit

to the vertical position. The second removes the lid from the container

to permit removal of the fuel assembly. Since these operations must

be performed remotely, each individual operation will be made automatic

and have instrumentation to indicate any malfunctions.

Design Data, New Fuel Cell

Width of cell, ft               9
Length of cell, ft             15

Height of cell, ft 27

Lining rrlaterial SS 304

Environment Inert gas

7.2.1.6. Transfer Tubes (New and Spent Fuel)

The new and spent fuel transfer tubes, in con-

junction with the new and spent fuel cells, connect the operating fl'oor

level of the reactor building with the fuel shipping and receiving area.

They are located in the southern half of the reactor building (see Figure

8, Volume 1). Closure valves at each end of each transfer tube are

interlocked to prohibit their being opened simultaneously. This preserves

the integrity of the reactor building and, in conjunction with a purging

operation, prevents contaminants from entering or leaving all areas to

which the transfer tubes provide access.

Two fuel transfer tubes are required to effect

the transfer of new fuel assemblies from the fuel shipping and receiving

area  to the fuel transfer machine. The first tube is oriented horizon-

tally; it penetrates the reactor building wall and connects the fuel ship-

ping and receiving area to the new fuel cell.  Two rows of guide and sup-

port rollers, spaced 120 degrees apart  in the bottom half of this  tube,
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allow a fuel assembly and shipping container unit to move freely through
the tube. The second tube is oriented vertically; it penetrates the reac-
tor building operating floor and connects the new fuel cell to the operat-
ing floor area. This allows  the fuel transfer machine to extract fuel as -
semblies from the new fuel cell.

The transfer of spent fuel assemblies from the
fuel transfer machine to the spent fuel shipping cask also requires two
fuel transfer tubes, both of which are oriented vertically. The first

.

tube connects the operating floor area to the spent fuel cell.  This per-
mits the fuel transfer machine to deposit fuel assemblies in the inner
container of the shipping cask, which will be positioned in the spent fuel
cell. The second tube, in line with the first, penetrates the floor of the
spent fuel cell to connect this cell to the transfer tunnel (section 7.2.1.7)
where the shipping cask is stationed.  This tube allows the inner container
of the shipping cask to enter and exit the spent fuel cell. A bellows con-
nects this tube to its bottom valve, and pneumatic cylinders extend or
compress the bellows to make or break the required seal between the
valve and the cask.

Design Data, Fuel Transfer Tubes

Material, all tubes SS 304

ID, all tubes, in.                 18

Length of new fuel tubes
(including valves), ft

Horizontal tube                12
Vertical tube                  16

Length of spent fuel tubes
(including valves), ft

Uppe r  tube                                                      16
Lowertube                 6

7.2.1.7.  Transfer Tunnel

This tunnel leads from a point beneath the spent
fuel cell to the fuel shipping and receiving building and is surrounded by
concrete shielding.  It is located on the south side of the reactor building,
as  shown in Figures  1  through 4, Volume  1.
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The primary use of the tunnel is to provide a           G
means for placing the spent fuel shipping cask beneath the transfer tubes

of the spent fuel cell; however, it has a deep center trench which would

allow the relatively long neutron shield assemblies to be lowered through

the transfer tubes into a shipping container if their removal should be

required. Tracks are provided at the bottom of the trench and on its

shoulders; the spent fuel shipping cask travels into and out of the tunnel

on the shoulder tracks.

The entrance to the tunnel from the shipping

and receiving area is closed by shielding doors whenever irradiated

components are being handled in the tunziel. Equipment to open and close
the shipping cask is supplied inside the tunnel. This equipment is op-

erated remotely, and viewing windows permit observation of the proce-

dures. Leak detectors and radiation monitoring instruments are fur-

nished to ensure that a shipping cask containing an irradiated fuel as-

sembly is properly sealed and that radiation levels are at a safe level

before the tunnel doors are opened.

Design Data, Transfer Tunnel

Width, ft                     10

Length (reactor building inset), ft 23

Total height, ft .27

Height above shoulders, ft              14

Environment Air

7.2.2. Storage System Components

7.2.2.1.  Rotating Fuel Storage Drums

Two rotating fuel storage drums, which provide

storage for 100% of the core fuel and blanket assemblies, are installed

in the reactor vessel.  They are located approximately 180 degrees
apart in the annulus formed by the core and reactor vessels. The verti-

cal location of the drums allows fuel and blanket assemblies to be trans-

ferred under sodium between the drums and the reactor core (see draw-

ing A31079E).
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e                                       Each drum consists of a central support shaft,
a fuel assembly support plate, eight radial webs,  and five annular  stor-

age  spaces. The eight radial webs are equally spaced around the central

support shaft and are welded to its lower portion.  Each web extends out-

ward 7 feet 4.5 inches from the drum center line and upward 8 feet 8
inches from the lower end of the support shaft.  The fuel assembly sup-

port plate is welded to the lower end of the radial webs; this plate has  a
14-foot 9-inch outside diameter and a 7-foot inside diameter.

Fuel assembly support and coolant inlet positions
are machined in this plate. These· fuel assembly storage positions are

arranged in a circular pattern on five concentric circles. The diameters

of these circles and the number of positions per circle are tabulated be-
low:

Circle Diameter,
No. in. Positions

1           95           32
2 113 40
3 131 48
4          149           56
5          167           64

Flat bars formed into circular segments are
welded between the radial webs at their upper and lower ends to give
lateral support to the stored fuel assemblies. Guide bars, spanning
the distance between and attached to these segments, are provided at

each storage position to ensure proper alignment and seating of the fuel
assemblies.

The central support shaft extends upward to
penetrate the reactor cover structure. Seals and step increases (in
diameter) in the cover structure prevent contaminants from entering or

leaving the reactor vessel and guard against radiation streaming.  The
section of the shaft to which the seals are mounted can be removed for

maintenance.  It is mounted on a thrust bearing and is connected to a

drive and indexing mechanism at the operating floor level.
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To determine the maximum reactivity of stored

fuel, the storage drum was assumed to contain 240 fresh zone-3 fuel

assemblies at an enrichment of 13% fissile plutonium (see Volume 2,

section 4).  The drum was divided into three regions of outer radii 42.25,

87.25, and 110 inches as shown by Figure 7-5. The inner and outer re-

gions were considered to be homogeneous mixtures of 90% sodium and

10% stainless steel-(type 304). The inner region was considered to be

a homogeneous mixture of fuel assemblies, structural steel (1 at. %

natural boron), and sodium. The respective volume fractions were 0.46,

0.33, and 0.21. A criticality calculation was performed using SIZZLE,

a one-dimensional multigroup diffusion code; the k of the system waseff

found to be 0.787.

Design Data, Rotating Fuel Storage Drums

Material SS 304

Support shaft diameter, in.                    12
Drum height, ft/in. 8/6

Drum OD, ft/in. 14/9

Weight (empty), tons                          30                        -

Weight (loaded), tons 84

Total storage capacity each, units 240

Normal storage capacity each, units 120

7.2.2.2.  Control Rod Drive Snubber Seal Housing
and Extension Rod Storage Holes

Six storage holes are provided for storing the

snubber seal housing and extension rod units. These holes are used for

storing spare units or units that have been exposed to the reactor vessel
environment. The holes are located in the periphery of the reactor bio-

logical concrete shielding in the southeast quadrant of the reactor build-

ing. This location is shown in drawing A31077E. Figures 3 and 4 in
Volume 1 show the holes in the preliminary locations, now incorrect,

and a conceptual detail of the holes and their relative positions is shown

in Figure 7-6. The holes are served by the fuel transfer machine mounted

on its gantry. (See Appendix 7-A,  item 2.)
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Figure 7-5. Configuration of Fuel in Storage Drum,
Plan View
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Figure 7-6. Control Rod Extension Storage Hole,
Plan and Sectional Views
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Each storage hole is surrounded by concrete
shielding to protect adjacent areas where man access is possible.  Four
feet of concrete is provided; this thickness is sufficient for the maximum

situation of· storage, which will occur if an irradiated control rod is

stored.

Each storage hole entrance is designed for
mating, sealing, and locking with the fuel transfer machine.    Each hole
has a shield plug which is sealed and locked in its hole. The locking
mechanism is identical to that used with similar ports in the reactor

cover structure.  Each hole has a seating step roughly 9.5 feet down
from floor level, which permits storing the column and replacement of
the shield plug while leaving a flush floor surface.

7.2.2.3. Equipment Storage Pit

An equipment storage pit is provided in the re-
actor building for handling, storage, and minor maintenance operations
of reactor equipment.  The pit is placed roughly on the reactor center
line at the extreme south end of the building.  The pit has a single op-
erations cell, an intermediate service cell, and access ports at the op-

erating floor level. Three access ports are provided-a large port,

adaptable to an IHX, to a primary pump, or to the heat exchanger/pump

transporter container; and two smaller ports, adaptable to either refuel-

ing mechanisms or to control rod drive snubber seal housing and exten-

sion rod units. The large port is serviced by the reactor building polar
crane, and the smaller ports are served by the fuel transfer machine
on its gantry crane. A 4.5-fobt thickness of medium-density concrete

(p = 3.0 gm/cm3) shielding surrounds the pit to protect plant personnel
from primary coolant residue and the associated entrained fission pro-
ducts in the primary coolant residue and from entrained fission products
inside a component being handled in the pit.

B&W drawing A31077E and Figure 3 of Volume

1  show the locations  of the pit and the access ports. Section views  are

shown in Figures 8 (Volume 1) and 7-7; the latter includes a likely ar-

rangement of installed equipment.
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Figure 7-7. Equipment Storage Pit, Sectional View
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The equipment storage pit is roughly 18 feet
long,  14 feet wide, and 54 feet deep. A floor 10 feet below the operating
floor divides the pit into an operations cell and an intermediate-service
cell. This design permits the storage of components below the operating
floor level.  The top level cover is of reinforced concrete 2 feet thick
and contains the three access ports.  The port for the large components
is a stepped hole,  10.5 to 10 feet in diameter, which normally contains
a matching steel-lined, concrete-filled plug which seals to the hole and
is locked in place by a series of manually operated cam locks.  The
ports for the smaller components are similar in construction, but each
has a plug-within-a-plug; the sizes of these are 3.5 to 3 feet in diameter
and 21 to 15 inches in diameter, respectively.  Each of these latter plugs
is  sealed and locked in place by manually operated cam locks.    The re-

sulting operating floor level is flat and provides the sealing surface re-
quired for mating with either the large component valve box or the fuel
transfer machine.

Directly under the top structure, the 8-foot-
deep intermediate-service cell is formed.  This cell is completely steel-
lined and gas-tight. The 4-foot floor of the cell provides the structure
to support the installed components. The access openings in the floor
are in line with the overhead ports and are sized to the dimensions of
the largest component that will be installed:  the heat exchanger/pump
transporter container in the case of the large hole, and the refueling
mechanism in the case of the two small holes. Adapters reduce the
hole sizes for the smaller units. The adapters are sealed in the holes
and blank sealing plugs are provided to close off the holes completely
when  not  in  us e.

The intermediate cell has gas and electrical
service lines which duplicate those required by components in their re-
actor positions. This permits extensive checkout procedures  on the  re-

fueling mechanisms and on control rod drive snubber seal housing and
extension rod units before reactor installation. Equipment is provided
to purge this cell.

The main cell of the equipment storage pit is
40 feet deep; it is essentially a hot cell where some inspection, checkout,
minor maintenance, and operations of cutting up and disposal can be
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initiated.  This cell has shielded viewing windows and is completely

lined, sealed, and shielded. Access ports are provided in the side
walls for installing manipulators, and equipment rails are provided for

installing cutoff tools or other assembly/disassembly mechanisms or
viewing equipment.

The operations cell has an argon gas environ-

ment and a circulating system to a heat exchanger to maintain operating

conditions. No cleanup facilities are provided in the cell, although non-

water systems, if developed, could be added. Radioactive material

will be disposed of by positioning disposal barrels into the cell using

the large component valve box or the fuel transfer machine. Purging

capability for cleaning up the argon gas system is provided.

7.2.2.4. Pump Dummy Plug Storage Hole

This hole is located in the center section of

the decontamination building (see Figure 2 in Volume  1).    It is flush
with the floor and is closed by a steel cover plate for safety and cleanli-

ness when not in use. The dummy plug is stored in this hole when it is

not being used. The stepped section of the storage hole matches the

steps of the primary equipment installation ports of the reactor vessel
cover structure.  The hole is lined with SS 304 to simplify cleaning and

protect the surrounding concrete structure. Figure 7-8 includes the

major design information for the pump dummy plug storage hole.

The pump dummy plug prevents backflow

through a pump position from which a pump has been removed.  Its up-

per end forms a shield plug whose external configuration matches the

reactor cover structure access port vacated by the pump. The tubular

lower end of the pump dummy plug has a "piston ring" seal and suffici-

ent length and diameter to plug a core vessel inlet pipe left open by the

removal of a pump. All surfaces of the plug that will be exposed to the

reactor vessel environment are constructed of SS 304. Figure 7-8 also

includes the major adesign information for the pump dummy plug.

7.2.2.5. IHX Dummy Plug Storage Hole

This storage hole is located in the center sec-

tion of the decontamination building (see Figure 2 in Volume  1).   The
hole, flush with the floor, is closed by a steel cover plate for safety and
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Figure 7-8. Pump Dummy Plug and Storage Pit.
Sectional Views
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cleanliness while not in use. The stepped section of the hole matches

the steps of the primary equipment installation ports of the reactor ves-

sel cover structure.  The hole is lined with SS 304 to simplify cleaning

and protect the surrounding concrete structure. Figure 7-9 shows the

major design information for the IHX dummy storage hole.
The IHX dummy plug prevents flow through an

IHX position from which an IHX has been removed. Its upper end forms

a shield plug whose external configuration rnatches the reactor cover

structure access port vacated by the IHX. The tubular lower end of the

IHX dummy plug has sufficient length and diameter to prevent excessive

sodium flow from the shield tank in the event the reactor is operated

while an IHX is out of its normal position.

7.2.2.6. Pump-IHX Dummy Plug Storage Hole
This dual purpose hole is located in the south-

west section of the reactor building (see Figure 2 in Volume 1); it is

flush with the operating floor and is closed by concentric shielding plugs

when not in use. The inner plug is removed to allow a pump dummy

plug to be inserted in the hole, and both plugs are removed to allow for
the insertion of an IHX dummy plug. The appropriate dummy plug is

placed in this hole in preparation for the removal of a pump or an IHX.

The stepped sections of the hole and the shield

plug match the steps of the primary equipment installation ports of the

reactor vessel cover structure.  The hole is lined with SS 304 to simplify

cleaning and protect the surrounding concrete structure. Figure 7-10

shows the major design information for the pump-IHX dummy storage

hole.

7.2.3. General Handling System

7.2.3.1. Building Cranes
These handling devices are described in section

1  of Volume  2.

7.2.3.2.  Valve Box

The valve box extracts pump or IHX units from

the reactor vessel without letting contaminated cover gas escape to con-

taminate the operating floor level of the reactor building.  The box does
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Figure 7-9. IHX Dummy Plug and Storage Pit,
Sectional Views
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Figure  7- 10. Pump-IHX Dummy Plug Storage Pit,
Sectional View
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not stop gamma radiation; therefore, handling operations are performed
remotely. A valve box comprises two tandem-mounted units,  and they
are described separately. The lower unit of the valve box is essentially
a large valve with a thin sheet gate to effect closure.  The thin sheet is

attached to rollers which are rotated by an electric motor to open or
close the valve. The upper unit has a valve which operates in the same
manner as does the lower valve. A flexible bag and a removable guide

cage are attached to the top flange of this valve, however.  The top end
of the flexible bag is attached to a disc that surrounds a lifting adapter,
which is designed to engage both the rotary crane hook and the compo-
nent to be lifted. The guide cage keeps the flexible bag in a circular

shape as it extends to accept a pump or an IHX that is being removed
from the reactor. After a component is fully encased in the bag, the
valves are closed. The interspace is then purged, and they are discon-

nected.
1

The upper unit is then used as the transport

container in which the pump or IHX is moved to the desired storage po-
sition. Drawings A31077E and A31078E show the relative size of this

unit, and its dimensions are given below:

Outside width, ft/in. 10/0

Outside length, ft/in. 13/0

Inside clear dianneter, ft/in. 9/6
Extended height, ft/in. 50/0

No. of valve sections                           3

No. of valve boxes (transport units)          1

7.2.3.3. Lowboy Transporter

The transporter takes the primary equipment

components, such as pumps and IHXs, from the reactor containment

building to the decontamination building after they have been sealed in
the steel decontamination vessel. Since the steel shell is designed to
stop the leakage of fission gases rather than direct gamma radiation,
remote handling is required.
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The lowboy comprises sets of wheels connected

by a frame. The frame is underslung to provide the head room to pass

through the equipment lock and to keep this lock height to a minimum.

A special control room in the decontamination area has viewing windows

for observing the progress of the transporter as it passes through the

equipment door  of the reactor containment building into the decontamina -

tion building.
The transporter has an electrical drive mech-

anism, and the power supply control cables will be connected to this unit

only when it is to be used to transport the primary equipment from the

reactor containment building to the decontamination building.

7.2.4. Decontamination and Remote Maintenance

System

7.2.4.1. Decontamination Building

The decontamination area is used for cleahing

and removing activated material from the surface of equipment that has

been exposed to the main reactor sodium pool environment.  The word

"area" refers to a building having special facilities for removing sodium

and any other type of surface contamination, such as radioactive parti-

cles, so that the equipment can be inspected and prepared for disposal

or repair.

This building has the capacity to handle large

and small components  such as pumps, IHX units,  or the fuel handling

mechanism subassemblies. The building, shown in Figure 2 of Volume

1, is located adjacent to the main reactor containment building.  It is

planned that the unit to be decontaminated will be'transported to this

building ona lowboy transporter, described in section 7.2.3.3 of this

report. The following facilities are located in the decontamination build-

ing:  (1) one large combination pump-IHX decontamination pit, (2) one

pump dummy storage pit, (3) one IHX dummy plug storage pit, and (4) one

control room for remote operation observation. The building is near

the repair shop areas, so that equipment can be sent to the repair area

after the decontamination process has been completed.

The crane in the decontamination building can

handle the largest equipment component that will use these facilities.
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It may be desirable to have smaller, more maneuverable cranes to handle
the smaller components.

7.2.4.2. Decontamination Vessel

-                                     This vessel, constructed of SS 304, is cylindri-
cal and has an elliptical bottom head and a flanged upper head.  The
flange to which the upper head is bolted supports the vessel and its con-
tents after it is placed in either the equipment storage pit or the decon-
tamination pit.  Near the upper end of the vessel, an inward protruding
mounting surface is provided. This surface is used to support and hold
IHXs,  pumps,  etc. , while they are being decontaminated. The vessel
is equipped with internally mounted spray bars and multi-directional
nozzles. All supply and discharge ports have stainless steel valves.
The decoritamination process is described in section 7.3.4.

7.2.4.3. Steam Generator Decontamination Pit

This pit, located in the steam generator decon-
tamination and maintenance area (see Figure 2 in Volume 1), is lined
with type 304 stainless steel. A mounting surface to match the top head
flange is provided below floor level to allow the steam generator tube

bundle and top head to be completely inserted into the pit. The stainless -
steel liner, which is the containing vessel for the process, is flanged at
floor level and closed with a blind flange. The supply and waste disposal
system for the pit is similar to that used for the primary system compo-
nent decontamination cell.
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7.3.  Principles of Operation

7.3.1. Fuel Handling System

The operating principles of this system can best be de-
fined by following the route taken by fuel assemblies through the reactor

complex; this route is illustrated by Figure 7- 1.
In the fuel shipping and receiving area, new fuel assern-

blies (in shielded containers) are removed from their shipping crates

and positioned (bottom end forward) on a horizontal conveyer stand.

This stand is in line with and has guide rollers arranged to match those

in the transfer tube described in section 7.2.1.6. A roller-chain-actu-

ated ram mounted on this stand is used to insert a fuel assembly and

shipping container  unit  into the transfer  tube. The shipping and receiv-

ing area is man-accessible; therefore, all unpacking and hoist attach-

ment operations required in this area can be performed manually.
All operations associated with the direct handling of a

fuel assembly, from the time it is inserted in the horizontal transfer

tube,  through its lifetime  in the reactor core, until it exits the reactor

site, are performed remotely.
After a fuel assembly and shipping container unit is in-

serted into the horizontal transfer tube, the outer valve is closed, the

tube is purged to expel contaminants,  and the inner valve is opened.
The remotely actuated, motorized gate valves are interlocked to pre-

vent their being opened simultaneously.  The unit is drawn into the

argon-filled new fuel cell, raised to the vertical po·sition, opened, and

the fuel .assembly is removed and inspected as described in section

7.2.1.5. The shipping container is then resealed and returned to the

shipping and receiving area. The vertical transfer tube in the ceiling

of the new fuel cell has the same type of valves and purging equipment

as does the horizontal transfer tube and is operated similarly.  The con-

trols for these valves are interlocked with the controls for the valves
and sealing mechanisms of the fuel transfer machine. This ensures

that no valves are opened until the fuel transfer machine is properly
sealed and locked to the upper valve  of the tube. In addition, the gantry

crane controls are interlocked with the fuel transfer machine controls to

prevent the crane from being actuated during an inter-cell transfer opera-

tion.
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After   a fuel assembly is drawn  into the argon-filled  fue 1

transfer machine from the new fuel cell, all valves are closed and their

interspaces are purged.  The fuel assembly is then locked into a holding

and heating position (see section 7.2.1.1), and the transfer machine is

disengaged   from the transfer   tube. The gantry crane, to which  the   fue 1

transfer machine is integrally mounted, transports the machine to the

reactor access port. During this transfer time,  the fuel assembly is

gas-heated to the desired reactor vessel insertion temperature (approx-

imately 800 F). After the fuel transfer machine is sealed and locked to

the access port and the interspace has been purged, its tandem-mounted

valves are opened. The reactor access port plug is unlocked, drawn

into the machine, and placed in a holding position.   The fuel assembly
is then lowered into the reactor vessel and seated in the rotating stor-

age drum. The reactor access plug is then reinstalled, and the refuel-

ing machine valves are closed. After these operations, all interspaces

are purged. The r:nachine is then disengaged from the access port to

return for another fuel assembly. The preceding operations are re-

peated until the desired number of fuel assemblies have been placed in
the storage drums.  This part of the refueling cycle can be cornpleted

while the reactor is operating at full power.

The fuel assemblies are.moved within the reactor vessel

between the rotating storage drums and the reactor core,  and fuel as-
semblies are shuffled within  the core while the reactor is off-line  and.
shut down. The control rods are fully inserted in the core,  and the core
coolant outlet temperature and level are stabilized at their desired levels
before the refueling procedure begins. After an appropriate shutdown

period, the control rod extension rods are disconnected and raised to

their "up" position, the refueling mechanism is installed in the shield
plug  acce ss ports, the rotating plugs are unlatched,   and  the  top hold-
down structure is raised. A stripper device mounted to the top hold-
down structure ensures that all core components have disengaged the
holddown structure.

The indexing required to locate a fuel assembly in the
core is accomplished by rotating the shield plugs; the indexing  is  pro-
grammed to make the procedure automatic. A visual check of scribed
markings on the plug faces ensures that a particular fuel assembly posi-
tion has been located. The refueling mechanism, in combination with
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the rotation of the shield plugs, transfers fuel assemblies between the

core and the storage drum or within the core, keeping the entire fuel

assernbly fully immersed in the sodium coolant at all times.  The ap-

proximate time required to complete these under-the-plug refueling

procedures outlined above is 9.5 days. The refueling procedure time

study is included in Volume 4 of this report under the title "Plant Ar-

rangement and Refueling Method Trade-Off Study."

After a fuel assembly's useful lifetime in the core has

expired, the assembly is removed from the core and transferred to a

rotating fuel storage drum.   It is stored in the drum until its decay heat

generation rate has decreased to less than the heat removal capacity of

the fuel transfer machine cooling systern (section 7.2.1.1). The spent

fuel assemblies are removed from the reactor vessel and transferred

to the argon-filled spent fuel cell by reversing the operations required

to insert new fuel assemblies into the vessel.

Before the fuel assembly arrives at the spent fuel cell,

the  shipping  cask is placed below and sealed to the lower transfer tube.

Pneumatically actuated cylinders are used to raise or lower the bellows-

mounted bottorn valve of this tube to make or break the required seal be-

tween the shipping cask and the transfer tube. A cell-rnounted jib crane

is used to hoist the container into the cell, place it in a heating/cooling

position, and remove its loosely fitting lid. After the lower transfer

tube valves are closed, the container is filled to the proper level with

liquid sodium.  When a spent fuel assembly enters the spent fuel cell,

it is placed in the sodiurn-filled inner container of the shipping cask.

The lid of the container is then welded into place, checked for leakage,

and the container is returned to the shipping  cask. The valve s  of the

upper transfer  tube are closed and their interspaces are purged  imme -

diately after the fuel transfer machine grapple tool deposits the spent

fuel  assembly  in the container and retracts  into the machine. The valve s

of the lower transfer tubes are opened to allow the container to exit the

cell and then closed and purged after the fuel assembly container is

placed in the shipping cask. The shipping cask is then disengaged from

the transfer tube valve and removed to the lidding station just inside the

entrance tothe transfer tunnel (see section 7.2.1.7), where it is capped

and checked for leakage. After the radiation level in the tunnel has been
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determined to be  safe, the tunnel doors are opened and the shipping cask
is placed·aboard a carrier for shipment to a reprocessing facility.

7.3.2. Storage System

7.3.2.1. Control Rod Drive Combined Snubbe r
Seal Housing and Extension Rod

A possible requirement for the use .of these
storage holes can be used to describe the operational procedures.  This
requirement could be the case wherein the dynamic seal in the control
rod drive combined snubber seal housing (Volume 2, section 5) has failed,
and replacement is required. The following major steps in the procedure
would be followed:

1. Manually install a new snubber seal housing
and extension rod unit in one of the clean storage holes.

2.  Replace the plug section over the assembly.

3.  Disconnect the extension rod to be removed
41

from the reactor vessel from its control rod. Actuate its backup pack-
ing seal, and purge the drive housing and the snubber seal housing.  Re-
move the drive.

4.  Move the fuel transfer machine into posi-
tion.   Actuate the sealing and locking mechanism,  draw the unit to be
removed into the machine, and install a shielding  plug  in its place.

5.  Move the fuel transfer machine over a sec-
ond storage hole. Unlock its  plug  and draw it into the machine. Lower
the failed unit into the hole and replace the plug. Purging equipment in
the machine prevents the egress of contaminated gases.

6.  Move the machine over the stored spare
unit,  make  the  seal, and draw the  plug  and  then the  new unit  into the
machine. Replace  the plug and purge the machine.

7.  Move the machine over the reactor port
and install the new unit. Reverse the former procedures to reconnect
the extension rod to the control rod and to reinstall the drive system.
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7.3.2.2. Equipment Storage Pit

As the name implies, the equipment storage

pit is not directly related to reactor operation. It serves as an area
' where handling, storage, inspection, and minor maintenance  can be

performed.
The only normal operation performed in the

equiprnent pit is servicing and checking  out the refueling mechanism.

A prime mechanism and a spare have been planned with the reactor

systern. Both assemblies will be stored during reactor operation in

the small access holes in this pit. Installation is accomplished with

the fuel transfer machine,  and the replacement of component parts,

such as a grapple tool, can be accomplished in the pit. The complete

operation will be checked out here just before its reinsertion into the

reactor for its next refueling performance.
A secondary operation to be performed in the

equipment storage pit is checking out a control rod drive unit (Volume

2, section 5). A complete unit, including drive, extension rod, and

control rod, can be accommodated; service connections are provided

to permit dry operation of the system. The assembly, with the ex-

ception of the drive, is installed using the fuel transfer machine.    The

replacement of defective components within a subassembly can be ac-

cornplished by equipment within the pit. This operation is limited by

the capabilities of the equipment relative to the design of the compo-

nents and their fastening methods (welding capability is not now planned).

In case either a prirnary pump or heat exchanger

should malfunction, the normal function of the equipment storage pit is

planned for only handling and storage.    The  unit is removed from  the  re-

actor in the large component valve box and placed in the decontamination

vessel in the large component hole. A cover is installed over the vessel,
and the unit is either stored in place or is subsequently removed to the

decontarnination building. An alternate procedure, making use  of the

valve box, a dummy plug storage pit (located in the southwest quadrant

of the building),  and the equipment storage pit, permits installation of

either a pump or heat exchanger without the decontamination vessel.

Limited visual or other inspection techniques could then be employed.
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With the installation of special tools, cut-up procedures could also be

incorporated if disposal of the unit was desired. This operation is not
I now planned, although  the pit would be adaptable  to  it  if the cut-up  and

disposal methods could be worked  out.

Changing the access holes in the storage pit
will also permit using  the   pit for handling, storage, or disposal  of  othe r
reactor components; included in the conceptual plans are the following:

1. Sodium cleanup (hot traps or cold traps).
2. Neutron shield assemblies.
3. Special instrumented assemblies (if included).
4. Test assemblies (if included).
5. Fuel assemblies (depending on heat load and

criticality).
6.  Control rods.

7.3.2.3. Rotating Storage  Drum s

The new fuel is taken from the new fuel receiv-

ing area and moved into the rotating storage drums before it is trans-
ferred into the core area. During this operation, the new fuel enters
the outside access port, which is in the stationary part of the top clo-
sure structure.   The fuel transfer machine performs this operation.

The fuel and blanket assemblies are moved to
their core positions using the under-the-plug refueling mechanism,
which is installed in the access port of the small rotating plug (described
in section 2, Volume 2, Reactor Vessel System). The refueling mech-
anism picks the fuel assemblies from the rotating storage drums and
moves them into their proper core positions.

During the normal reactor batch cycle loading
and unloading of the rotating storage drums,  only the two outer rows are
used. The rotating storage drum in the south section of the building will
norrnally  be used, because   of its proximity  to  the   new and spent   fue 1
transfer tubes,  and to avoid negotiating the fuel transfer machine through
the  equipment that protrudes above the reactor vessel cover structure.

In the event  that  all  of the  fuel and blanket  as -
semblies have tobe removed from thecore area, e.g., for the inspection
of the core vessel, the rotating storage drums must be loaded to capacity.
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This requires the use of special, offset handling tools which are inserted

in the access ports  in the stationary section  of the reactor closure  plug.
The offset tools  move the elements from  the two outer  rows  into  the  inne r

rows,  so that all of the fuel and blanket elements can be stored in the ro-

tating storage drums.

7.3.3. General Handling System

The cranes for the reactor building and the decontamina-

tion area can be operated from a remote control station outside their

operating areas or from their standard cab control stations. Operations

involving the lowboy transporter or the valve box are accornplished re-

motely; included are the removal of an IHX or a pump from the reactor

vessel and its movement to the decontamination area.

7.3.4. Decobtamination and Remote Maintenance
System

The decontamination area is a building having a special

pit and overhead crane facilities which move the main equipment from

the horizontal lowboy transporter (section 7.2.3.3) to the vertical posi-

tion and lower the equipment into the cleanup pit.

Contaminated equipment brought into the decontamination

building is contained in the decontamination vessel or other capsules,
which are inert-gas-filled to prevent airborne activation and sodium

fires  dur ing the transfer operations. The steel decontamination vessel

or other capsule has two functions:  it is used for protection and for a

cleanup container, with provisions for connecting the various service

lines that carry the cleaning fluids and carry away the waste material.

The following operating sequence is given in outline form,
since these areas will have to be further defined:

1.  Preparing the major reactor components for transfer

to the decontarnination area includes installation in the protective inert-

gas-filled decontamination vessel, which will protect personnel during

transfer and will be used later as a cleanup container.

2.  The unit is moved into the decontamination cell by

placing it onto a lowboy which will carry it in the horizontal position.

A strongback or other type of reinforcement is needed to prevent warp-

ing or bending of the equipment. The lowboy is moved outside the reactor
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building through the equipment entry door and travels to the decontam -
ination building. The lowboy is taken into the decontamination building
and placed in an area served by the main overhead crane, which has the
capacity to lift the main equipment components plus the weight of the de-
contamination vessel.

3.  The equipment unit is taken from the lowboy, and the
main overhead crane lifts it to the vertical position and moves it to the
special cleanup pit. The cleanup pit, located in the center section of
the decontamination building, is essentially a storage pit which is large
enough to take the largest equipment component plus its protective steel
capsule.

4.  The supply and waste discharge lines are connected
to the connections provided on the decontamination vessel, and then the
top cover structure is placed over the cell and sealed in preparation for
the start of the decontamination process. The equipment unit is first
cleaned with dry steam,  and then the saturation condition of the steam
is gradually increased until it is wet. At intervals during the decon-
tamination process, the unit is tested to determine the amount of sodium
rernaining,  and the extent of radioactivity. The waste materials (liquid,
solid, and gaseous) are removed from the decontamination vessel by the
discharge lines which carry the material to holdup tanks.

After the unit has been cleaned as determined from
instrurnent readings, it is flushed with water and subjected to a drying
process. The drying process is accornplished by high-pressure hot air
forced through the steam lines.

5.  The pit top structure is removed, and the equipment
unit is unbolted from the decontamination vessel. Then the overhead
crane carries the unit to the repair area where it can be repaired,
transported back to the manufacturer, or disposed of, depending on its
condition.

7.4. Safety Precautions

Radiation protection is provided so that the reactor support sys-
tem can operate without exposing personnel to radiation levels in excess
of the 10 CFR 20 limits. Instruments and controls maintain all system
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variables within prescribed limits,  and fuel handling areas have monitor-

ing and alarm instrumentation to sense conditions that could decrease

decay heat removal capability or cause excess radiation exposure.   To

ensure that no single failure of any component will result in the loss of

a protection function, two channels of protection are provided for each

function. All handling functions follow a prescribed, controlled sequence

of operations.

7.4.1. Fuel Handling Systems

Certain hazardous conditions may be created in the reac-

tor  plant by a malfunction in the system. These conditions  and the safety

features of the fuel handling systerns that alleviate them are described

here.  Figure 7- 1 will aid in following the discussion.

7.4.1.1. Fuel Shipping and Receiving Area

If, during handling or shipping, the shipping

container has been damaged to the extent that its integrity is violated

and the new fuel assembly is damaged, then the following measures are

taken to ensure proper handling of the new fuel assembly:

Each container (and its enclosed new fuel as-

sembly) is monitored during unloading and transfer to the receiving area.

If damage that would be hazardous is detected in a container, all person-

nel are cleared from the receiving area. The allowable exposure time

for personnel having the required protective equipment is then determined.

Next, using the designated protective equipment and under the guidance

of a health physicist, the assigned personnel enter the area and transfer

the  darn aged container  and fuel assembly  to the shielded  new  fuel  cell.

Inside  the   new  fuel  cell,   the   dam aged fuel assembly is removed  from   its

container and placed in a new one for return to the fabrication plant.

After a spent fuel assembly has been loaded

into its shipping cask and taken to the shipping area, malfunctions in

the fuel shipping cask cooling system could occur. The system has re-

dundant power sources that must be activated to correct this situation.

The cask itself is designed for the maximum accident conditions of trans-

port, and damage to the cask or its contents is not credible in this ship-

ping area.  Loss of coolant from the system is credible, and alarm
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systems will signify this situation; repair and recharging must be accom-
plished. No danger to personnel is possible, since the damage would be
external to the cask shielding.

A 1 3
i . tt.  1. L. Transfer Tubes

A double-mounted valve system prevents haz-
ardous conditions from arising due to failure of the closure valves at
each end of the transfer tubes; such failure could cause improper seal-
ing and consequent violation of the reactor building integrity.  The de-
sign of the valve interlock system (and the associated equipment for
moving components into or out of the transfer tube) prevents failure of
the  system  and the resulting inadvertent opening or closing  of a valve.
The valve interlocking system design provides the following features:

1.    Failure  of the system results  in the valve s

returning to the closed position.

2.  All associated equipment used for moving
components into and out of the transfer tube have protective guards to
prevent damage to the component by the closing  of a valve.

3.  All valves have a manual control (located
in a shielded area) that will permit operation of the valves if the inter-
lock system fails.

7.4.1.3.  New Fuel Cell

-                                    If a new fuel assembly and shipping container
which have been damaged in shipment, or a shipping container which
has lost its clean, inert environment, are inserted into the cell, or if
a fuel assembly is damaged during removal from its container, then the
new fuel cell becomes contaminated and the following actions are taken:

1.  The fuel assembly is placed in a new ship-
ping container and transferred to the shipping area for return to the fab-
rication plant.

2.  The damaged container is transferred to
the decontamination area for decontamination and repair or disposal.

3.  The new fuel cell is purged, decontami-

nated, and cleaned, and its inert atmosphere is restored, before it is
returned to service.
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7.4.1.4. Fuel Transfer Machine

A malfunction in the electrical interlocking

system or rnechanical failure of a locking device could cause the gantry

crane  to be actuated  out of sequence.     This may result  in  darn age  to  the

fuel transfer machine or its premature disengagement from an access

port (which allows radiation and sodium vapor to escape its boundaries).

These occurrences are minimized in two ways:

1.  The design of the electrical interlock sys-

tem requires that a programmed sequence of each operation be followed

and that each operation be completed before another can be initiated.

2. Mechanical locking devices employed as a

backup system are integrated into the electrical interlocking systern in

such a way that failure of the two locking systerns must occur sirnulta-

neously to produce a hazardous condition after failure of a mechanical

locking device.

Fixed mechanical stops on the crane rails and

a spring-loaded bumper bar encircling the lower end of the fuel transfer

machine prevent darn age (caused by operator error) to the fuel transfer

machine that would violate the integrity of its primary containing vessel,

seals, or shielding.   If the bumper is deflected by contact with a fixed

object, such a deflection interrupts the power supply to the crane rail

and bridge drive units by opening the drive circuits.

If the refueling machine's argon gas heat ex-

change system should malfunction, the decayed fuel cladding rnelting

ternperature (approximately 2600 F) would be exceeded in about 26 rnin-

utes, and the fuel melting ternperature (approximately 4500 F) would be

exceeded in about 49 minutes based on a fuel assembly decay heat rate of

17 kW (see Figure 7-11 and Appendix 7-B).
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Figure 7-11. Fuel Center Line Temperature Vs Time
(Insulated Fuel)
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The failure of the refueling machine's cooling

system to  cool a spent fuel assembly, caused by a component malfunc -

tion, is prevented by equipping the machine with a dual cooling system.

Each of these cooling systems operates independently from a guaranteed

uninterruptible power source and is capable of cooling a spent fuel as-

sembly adequately. Both systems operate during normal conditions to

ensure uninterrupted cooling of the spent assembly in case one system

should malfunction during a transfer operation.  When one system is op-

erating the temperature of the spent assembly will rise but will not ex-

ceed the upper design limit. The unintentional release of a fuel assem-

bly due to mechanical failure of the grapple tool or hoisting cable is
prevented by the following: (1) All values used in the physical design of

the grapple tool are conservative. (2) Positive action must be initiated,

and the jaws of the grapple must be forced open to release a fuel assem-

bly.  (3) A dual cable system ensures the completion of a fuel assembly

transfer if a cable should fail.

A component malfunction could cause the hoist-

ing mechanism to fail during a fuel assembly transfer.  Such a failure

could occur when the assembly is only partially submerged in sodium

and result in the additional problems of cooling the assembly. There-

fore, immediate action must be taken to correct any malfunctions of the

hoisting mechanism that occur during transfer operations.  A high-

torque, rnanually operated, backup drive unit corrects such failures as

cable drum bearing seizure or the malfunction of a cable drum drive

component that stops the lifting action.

7.4.1.5. Reactor Vessel

The mislocation of fuel assemblies could re-

              ward. The possibility of this error is minimized by strict position re-
sult in assemblies from the outer core enrichment zone being moved in-

cording, indexing, and identification procedures.
The inadvertent movement of the rotating shield

plugs or storage drums, before a fuel assembly has been completely in-

serted or extracted from the drums or the core, is prevented by an
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interlocking system. This system prohibits the rotation of the plugs or
drums unless the operating mechanisms of the refueling devices are in
their top positions or the complete device is out of the reactor.

Fail-safe actuation systems and mechanical
-

design prevent the unintentional release of a fuel assembly from the re-
fueling mechanism.    It is quite improbable  that the action of extracting
a fuel assembly from the core would lift adjacent assemblies, since the
refueling mechanism guide tube seats against and holds down these as-
semblies during the operation.

Since the reactor is shut down, and since all
transfers take place under sodium, which provides convective cooling
(see section 7.2.1.2), the overheating of a fuel assembly during its
transfer within the reactor vessel is not considered to be a problem.

7.  4.   1.  6.       Spe nt   Fue 1  C e l l

The possibility that the spent fuel cooling sys-
tem cannot adequately cool a spent assembly because of rnalfunction of
a cornponent is minimized by installing dual cooling systems.  Each sys-
tem operates independently and each is capable of cooling a spent fuel
assembly. Both cooling systems operate continuously while a spent fuel
assembly is present in the cell to ensure uninterrupted cooling of the as-
sembly in case one system should fail.

7.4.1.7.  Spent Fuel Transfer Tunnel

Malfunctions and/or damage to the spent fuel
shipping cask in this area are handled as described in paragraph 7.4.1.1
of this discussion. To prevent personnel in the shipping and receiving
area from being exposed to excessive radiation if the transfer tunnel's
shielding door is inadvertently opened before an irradiated fuel assem-

bly has been completely sealed in the shipping cask, this area is evacu-
ated whenever such a fuel assembly is present in the transfer tunnel.

7.4.2. Storage System

The following actions and/or conditions related to the ro-
tating fuel storage drum could create hazardous situations:
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1.  Mislocation of a fuel or blanket assembly.

2. Inadequate cooling  of a stored spent  fue 1
assernbly.

3. Inadvertent rotation of the storage drum
when a fuel assembly is partially inserted.

4.  Criticality of stored fuel assemblies.

The first three items are discussed in section 7.4.1. The neutron ab-

sorption characteristics of the drurn material and the geometrical re-

lationship of the storage positions prevent criticality in stored fuel as-

semblies.

The major hazard of the storage holes and pits is that

radioactivity rnay be released into occupied areas because of seal fail-

ure or the use of improper purging procedures when moving cornponents

into or  out  of the holes. Periodic inspection and replacement of the

storage hole seals will minimize seal failures, and strict adherence to

purging procedures will avoid errors in this area. Additional safety

precautions for the equipment storage pit are discussed in section 7.4.4.

7.4.3. General Handling System

Safety precautions include well planned handling proce-

dures to avoid collisions between components being handled and station-

ary objects. To prevent fission products from entering the operating

floor area, and to prevent air and airborne particles frorn entering the

reactor vessel, all seals, locking devices, valves, and interlocking

systems must be functioning properly when the valve box is being used

to remove such items as pumps and IHXs from the reactor vessel en-

vironment. While this operation is in progress, personnel entry to the

reactor building is allowed only with the permission and guidance of a

health physicist.

7.4.4. Decontamination and Remote Maintenance

System

To ensure the safe and reliable operation of the equipment

involved, the following precautions are to be observed during the decon-

tamination process:

1.  Maintain the reaction rate of the stearn and
sodium within acceptable limits.
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2.  Prevent the accumulation of sufficient hydro-
gen to create the possibility of an explosion.

3. Institute proper safety measures for handling,
storing, and disposing of the products of the
decontamination process.

The major safety precautions to be taken while performing remote main-
tenance in the equipment storage pit are as follows:

1.  Maintain the ine rt atmosphere of the pit at all times to
preclude the possibility of contaminating the equipment or causing a so-
dium fire during the examination operation.

2.  Check all pit seals for leaks before and during mainte-
nance procedures.

'   7.5.  Maintenance

Maintenance work on all system components should be performed
in the following order:

1. Contact maintenance-in-place repair of components to
the greatest possible extent consistent with personnel safety considera-
tions.

2.  Removal and decontamination for repair by contact main-
tenance.

3. Rernote maintenance-where excessive irradiation or
contamination prohibits contact rnaintenance, these facilities provide
either remote, in-place maintenance or remote rernoval and replace-
ment of components.

All systems that are essential to reactor operation are designed
to facilitate maintenance of the components. In most instances,  "main-
tenance" implies replacement rather than repair. The maintenance of
equipment that is exposed to the radioactive environment of the reactor

depends largely on remote operations, while the cornponents of the in-
termediate system can be maintained by direct contact methods.  All
maintenance provisions must consider the protection of maintenance
personnel from excessive radiation imposed by cornponent-activation,
lingering primary sodium coolant with entrained fission products,  and
plated fission products.
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In summary, the maintenance philosophy emphasizes contact main-

tenance wherever it is possible. Replacement of parts, rather than in-

place repair, is stressed; however, remote repair facilities are provided

where they are required.
A preventive maintenance timetable for the fuel handling system of

a sodium-cooled fast reactor depends on the development of adequate de-

sign data on the behavior of mechanisms in sodium inert gas with sodium

vapor, gas/sodium interfaces, and inert gas alone. Therefore, this dis-

cussiori treats only the procedures required to replace or repair mech-

anisms  that are vital to the availability of the fuel handling system.

Since the area is man-accessible, standard maintenance proce-

dures can be used in the shipping and receiving area. The maintenance

of equipment within the argon-filled new fuel cell can be performed by

personnel wearing auxiliary breathing apparatus during any period when

no fuel assemblies are present in the cell.

Scheduled and non-scheduled repair or replacement of the fuel

handling machine internals is perforrned in the equipment storage pit,

since these components can be lowered into the pit as units.  The grap-

ple tool drive system, which is attached to the top flange of the upper

closure valves, can be removed as a unit with the top valve for main-

tenance.

The refueling mechanism is sized to be lowered as a unit into the

equipment storage pit (by the fuel transfer machine) for any required

maintenance. Before each use in the reactor vessel, this mechanism

is inspected and given a thorough operational check in the storage pit.

Maintenance is performed on the rotating storage drum seals and

bearings by removing the upper part of the support shaft, which retains

these components. This section of the shaft is removed by the fuel trans-

fer machine,  and a temporary plug is installed in its place to prevent the

escape of radioactive products from the reactor vessel.

The spent'fuel cell equipment comprises modular units that can be

disassembled remotely and rernoved through the  fuel cell transfer  tube s

to be decontaminated for further disposition.

Contact maintenance is planned for equipment in the air-filled

transfer tunnel after a shielding plug is placed in the spent fuel transfer

tube.
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Storage areas,  such as the control rod extension holes and the
IHX or pump dummy pits, require only periodic replacement of the
static seals on their shield plugs. These seals can be replaced man-
ually on clean holes; where the holes are contaminated, the fuel trans-
fer machine or the valve box can be used, depending on which seals are
being replaced.

The following components of the rotating fuel storage drum mayrequire rnaintenance: the support bearing, the seals,  and the drive  sys-
tern. The upper part of the support shaft, which retains the bearings
and seals, can be removed by the fuel transfer machine to effect their
replacement. Since the drive system is mounted flush with the operating
floor level, it can be maintained rnanually.

,

The functional equipment in the storage pit consists of modular
units that can be repaired remotely by manipulators or removed for
replacement with new or repaired units.

Most maintenance procedures for the general handling system can
be performed manually; the exceptions  are the valve box components,
which do require some remote procedures. The inside surface of the
valve box must be decontaminated before any rnaintenance can be per-
formed on the box; this is accomplished in the decontamination building.
The required or preventive rnaintenance procedures are then instituted
under the direction of a health physicist.
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Figure 7-12. Sectional Isometric Cutaway View of the
LMFBR Reactor Building
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APPENDIX 7-A

Concept Justification

1.  New Fuel Handling and Shipping

2.  Control Rod Extension Storage Holes

3. Fuel Handling Time
4. Fuel Transfer Machine
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Many conceptual design decisions were made during the Follow-On
Study.  In the area of reactor support systems, some of these decisions
could  not be supported by concentrated trade-off studies within  the  fund -
ing limitations of this contract.  Some of the designs do not warrant
such effort at this stage of LMFBR study, and ehgineering experience
and intuition are sufficient to support the concept at this time. Other
design areas required a certain amount of design and trade-off effort.
The results of these efforts appear as design concepts in many areas of
the reports. The following discussions summarize briefly the reasons
for some of the major concept selecti6ns.

1.  New Fuel Handling and Shipping (section 7.1.2)

It has been proposed in the reference LMFBR design that new fuel
assemblies will be shipped horizontally to the reactor site in a shipping
container quite similar to designs now in use. The modifications that
will be required in these designs result from basic differences between
LMFBR and thermal reactor fuel composition and differences in the fuel
assembly designs.  In the first case, the LMFBR fuel will contain plu-
tonium and possibly recycled fuel that is not completely free of radio-
active products.  This will require shielding not now required for ther-
mal reactor fuel shipments.  In the second case, the LMFBR reference

design specifies vented fuel pins.  This will probably make double con-
tainers a requirement.

The proposed B&W design specifies that a single fuel assembly will
be supported and sealed within an inert-gas-filled container (7.1.2.1).
Four or more such inner containers could then be supported and sealed
in a secondary container which would provide or support the necessary
shielding material. (The shielding requirement was not established in
this study. ) The basis for this design was the fuel assembly require-
ment shown above, but a very important secondary consideration was
the fuel handling system that would be available at the reactor site.  As
is the case in almost every reactor plant design, the spent fuel handling
and shipping requirements were dominant in making this system choice
(see the "Shipping Cask Trade-Off Study" in Volume 4) and resulted in a
sodium-filled shipping cask procedure requiring no facility or equip-
ment that could be adapted for handling or cleaning of new fuel assemblies.
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Considering this lack of basic facilities and the requirements for ship-

ping the new fuel assembles (as discussed above), we find a strong in-

centive to minimize new fuel handling at the reactor site, if possible.

Studying this question showed that minimization was indeed possi-

ble, and, in fact, the logical approach to take. This conclusion required

one basic assumption; that the fuel assemblies will arrive at the reactor

site structurally sound and thoroughly clean, ready for reactor installa-

tion.  This does not appear to be a large assumption, because develop-

ment of the doubly-contained shipping container described above is al-
ready required to ensure safe shipment of the vented fuel assembly.

If it is successfully accomplished, the assemblies must reach the reac-

tor site in the same condition that they had at the fabricator 's plant.

Again considering the vented design, the fabrication procedures will be

remote, requiring constant cleanliness and quality control standards

that are most likely equal to reactor requirements.

Based on the conclusion above, the reactor site handling procedures

and facility requirements were then studied. A summary description of

the resulting system is given in section 7.1.2.1. Further description

and our reasons for choice are given below.

1.1.  Unloading From the Large Shipping Container

To accomplish this unloading procedure with the proposed de-

sign, two major items must be kept in mind. First, some shielding or

restricted-access procedures will be required once the cover of the

longitudinally split outer containter is removdd. Second, the inner con-

tainer seal cannot be broken during its presence in the shipping and re-

ceiving building.  On the basis of these requirements, the proposed pro-

cedures start with unloading the bulk container from the transport ve-

hicle and positioning it directly adjacent to the new fuel transfer tube

area. After inspection and removal of the cover, the individual assem-

blies, still sealed with their inner container, are then lifted horizontal-

ly and inserted through the tube into the new fuel transfer cell.  Hori-

zontal transfer is proposed, because the minimum penetration through

the reactor containment wall results.  This is a very important consi-

deration and  ermits a relatively small, double-valved tube system as

opposed to the requirement for a large air-lock-type entry if vertical
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transfer had been selected. Although we have suggested horizontal in
the concept, this transfer tube system may penetrate at some angle, if
detailed study later on shows it would be more economical or easier to
perfect. No major development effort appears to be necessary to per-
fect the handling and inspection procedures required for these operations.

1.2.   Removing the Assembly From Its Container

This procedure is accomplished in the new fuel cell (7.2.1.5)
where the container is first raised to a vertical position and the top
closure is removed by remote procedures.  An inert-gas environment
and a shielded cell are required because of the vented fuel design and
because of the cleanliness requirements previously stated.  The cell is
of minimum size and almost ideally located.  Most of the equipment re-
quired will be essentially state of the art, with the exception of possible
inspection equipment. The subject of new fuel assembly inspection is
discussed further in section 3 of BAW-1331, the Task IV report.

2.  Control Rod Extension Storage Holes

During the conceptual design of the LMFBR plant, requirements for
equipment storage and maintenance were considered.  One of the items
that is often overlooked is control rod parts. Because of their size,
these parts are often difficult to handle and require special storage equip -
ment and spaces so that handling equipment available in the reactor

building can be used. B&W's design employs 25 control rods, all of
which will probably be identical from the handling standpoint. Arbitrar-
ily, a 10% spare assumption was made, and therefore, three storage
positions would be required. Considering the exchange procedure that
would be most probable in this plant design, six storage holes were pro-
vided in the biological concrete wall surrounding the reactor (see draw-
ing A31077E in Volume 1). These holes are accessible to the fuel trans-
fer machine, which must be used for the handling operation and which
will accommodate complete control rod extension columns. The concrete

provides the radial shielding required, and each hole is equipped with a
shielded plug.
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3. Fuel Handling Time

During the course of the 1000-MWe LMFBR Follow-On Study, many

fuel handling concepts were studied. Each system received the maxi-

mum concentration possible within the scope of the contract in order to

successfully complete the plant studies and the required trade-off studies.

An important part of this work was the time estimates made of refueling

procedures. These results are reported in Task I reports (BAW-1316)

and in the "Plant Arrangement-and Refueling Method Trade-Off Study"

in Volume 4 of this report. It should be noted that the estimates were

made for the operations of very conceptual systems  at a time when

many other plant systems were still in the state of fluctuation.  The as-

sumption was therefore made that the shortest possible refueling time

consistent with safety, reliability, and economy should be sought.  Indi-

cations of this assumption are apparent in several areas of this report

section.

Although this assumption is a very commendable goal, it is recog-

nized that it may not be compatible with minimum power costs. Consid-

erable thought was given to this factor, but it was not possible to per-

form all of the work necessary to establish the optimum system.  To do

so would require that another trade-off study be performed. This study

must, first of all, establish from minimum power costs the available
refueling time.  From this available time, the optimization of the pro-

posed handling system or an alternate can be undertaken. Although not

substantiated by such a study, the present B&W thinking is that there

may not be any significant difference.

4. Fuel Transfer Machine

4.1. Mechanical Background

The fuel transfer machine is described in section 7.2.1.1.

Although still very conceptual, this design evolved from the studies of

fuel handling systems carried on during the Follow-On Study. Details

of the machine, of course, depend on concentrated design efforts and on

firmly establishing the requirements for its operation.

The transfer machine is a multi-purpose rnachine that is used

as the exclusive means of reactor access; that is, it is capable of
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installing and removing all reactor components that must pass through
the reactor vessel closure plugs except those components associated
with the primary coolant system. The following components are to be
handled on either a planned or as-required basis:

1.  New and spent fuel assemblies.
2. Blanket assemblies.
3. Lower neutron shield assemblies.
4. Upper neutron shield assemblies (special

handling adapters will probably be needed).
5.  Control rods.
6.  Control rod drive extensions.
7. Refueling mechanism (exclusive of drive

components that may be mounted on the
face of the cover structure).

Although the primary function of the machine is to transfer new
and spent fuel assemblies, it should be noted that all of the components
listed above have common handling requirements: they require shield-
ing, inert-gas containment, remote handling, and access-mating of the
machine with the cover structure. The first requirement, for shielding,
varies with the component, but the others are essentially constant be-
cause of the components' location in the reactor sodium environment.
Special note should be made that spent LMFBR fuel assemblies require
constant cooling (therefore a guaranteed system) during all handling
phases. The conceptual cooling system in the traiisfer machine is dis-
cussed later, but for now the emphasis will be on the effects of these
components on the design of the transfer machine.

In the B&W studies that led to the conceptual fuel transfer ma-
chine design, one of the first steps undertaken was to study the compo-
nents to be handled and to establish physical machine requirements.
The spent fuel handling dictated the need for approximately 23 inches of
cast iron shielding (or the equivalent in other shielding material).  Con-
sideration of the physical size of the fuel assembly and the requirements
for storage within the machine resulted in the following minimum ma-
chine dinnensions:

Valve opening - 12 inches, to accommodate the
access port plug as well as the fuel assembly.
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Inside machine height - 10 feet plus the length
of the grapple tool (see below).

Inside machine diameter - 32 inches, to accom-
modate three positions (see section A-A in
Figure 7-2, which shows two storage positions
and the valve position).

To determine the length of the grapple tool, the location of the

storage drums within the reactor vessels and the need to maintain the

orientation of the hexagonal fuel assemblies were studied.  From our

evaluation, the positive orientation was ruled necessary. The method

selected was to place fixed hexagonal guide tubes in the cover structure

(see Figure 7-12) and to make the grapple tool roughly 3 feet long, so

that it would span all interfaces and thus retain orientation of the as -

sembly. The position of the storage drums can be seen in drawing

A31079 (Volurne 1) and Figure 7-12; the use of the grapple tool and fixed

guide tube is discused in section 7.2.1.1.

The subsequent minimum inside machine height for just fuel

assembly handling was 13 feet. The height was increased by 4 feet dur-

ing the course of the study to permit vessel-end transitions, valve flange

mountings, and general clearances within the machine. In considering

the overall machine height, it was found that 4.5 feet were required for
the bottom valves and sealing components and 6.5 feet were needed at

the top for the top valves and the grapple drive system. The resulting

overall minimum fuel transfer machine height was 28 feet. Remember

again that this is conceptual and only sufficient for handling fuel assem-

blies or components of similar size.

The next step in the study was to determine what additional reac -

tor-installed components could be handled by the single-purpose machine.

A secondary step was to establish the revisions in the machine's size
needed to accommodate all components. Strictly on the basis of size,
it was shown that blanket assemblies and control rods could be handled

in the machine with no major changes. These components probably will
not require the full use of the guaranteed cooling system that is required

for spent fuel assemblies.

The lower neutron shield assemblies are compatible in length,

but in cross section (11.5 inches across the flats- see section 3) they

required a larger minimum valve opening (14-inch diameter) and large
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storage positions within the machine. The upper neutron shield assem-
blies required the same larger valve and storage position sizes, but
they are also longer (about 19 feet). The length requirement would re-
sult in a transfer machine inside dimension of 26 feet (as opposed to 17
feet for the fuel assemblies alone, as given above). The increased valve
size and storage position size resulted in an approximate inside diame-
ter of 3 feet (as opposed to the 32 inches given above).

The control rod drive extension was the next component con-
sidered; its handling requirements are quite similar to those of the upper
neutron shields, with the only major difference being its 22-foot length
(as opposed to 19 feet). Therefore, it requires inside and overall ma-
chine heights about 3 feet longer (now 29 feet inside and 40 feet overall).

The last reactor-installed component to be considered was the
refueling mechanism (sketched in Figure 7-4 and described in section
7.2.1.2).   This is a telescoping assembly mounted in the cover structure,
essentially flush with the operating floor. . The mechanism is slightly
shorter than the control rod drive extension but larger in diameter; it
requires 18-inch valve openings for access into the machine and a ma-
chine inside diameter of 3 feet 4 inches.

4.2.   Evaluation of the Mechanical Aspects

Based on this study of the component effects on the fuel trans -
fer machine design, it was determined that only two basic approaches
appeared feasible to provide equipment for handling the subject compo-
nents in this plant concept. The first approach is the single, multi-pur-
pose, gas-cooled machine selected as a referenca This machine, as
stated, is capable of installing and removing all of the components.  The
alternate approach studied employs two machines -one for handling
fuel and blanket assemblies and control rods, and a second for handling
neutron shield assemblies, control rod drive extensions, and the re-
fueling mechanism. The following tabulation summarizes the major
machine aspects generated during our evalziation:

£Ef
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Alternate· machine approaches
Reference
design I(fuel) II (shields, etc.)

Valve opening, in.                 18          12  
              18

Inside machine height, ft         29         17               29

Inside machine diameter, in. 40         32               40

Overall machine height, ft 40 28 40

Shielding (cast iron), in.         23         23 20 (est)

Special note should be made of the similarities between the reference

machine dimensions and those of the second (II) machine in the alternate

approach; only the shielding thickness is different. It should also be

noted that the dimensions of the first (I) machine in the alternate approach
are not significantly different, except for height.

The major difference, not shown in the tabulation, is the re-

quirement for cooling. This subject has not yet been discussed in detail,

but note should be made here that spent fuel would be handled in either

the reference machine or the first (I) machine. Therefore, these would

require comparable cooling systems. Before we discuss the cooling sys-

tem further, it is appropriate to review the design approaches in more
detail. The following items are considered strong arguments against

the alternate approach and, in discussing the similarities between the

two machines required in the alternate approach, the duplication of sys-

tems and equipment is emphasized:

1.  In the alternate approach, both of the machines would prob-

ably require gantry mounting because of their size and because of con-
templated requirements for accuracy and control of the machines' move-
ments.  In our judgment, the cost of two gantries, or one gantry to sup-

port two machines, would be prohibitive and would greatly complicate

the plant layout. In addition, a larger containment structure might be

needed t9 accommodate these machines.
2. Both machines would require almost identical shielding

(23 inches and 20 inches-see tabulation). This conclusion is based on

preliminary work which considered the cobalt-60 activity in the control

rod drive extension rod. Although it showed that some reduction in

thickness might be possible, the net savings, when factored against the

shielding required on the taller machine (II), would be minimal.
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3. Both machines would require similar valving systems andlocking devices at the machine-to-cover-structure interface.  In the
case of the valves, one machine would have 12-inch valves and the other
would have 18-inch valves, but the net effect is a duplication.  The same
argument applies to the locking mechanism, although they might be iden-
tical.

4. Both machines require identical or quite similar grapple
tools and hoisting mechanisms. We postulated that an interchangeable
system might be possible; i. e., one grapple tool that would be rem6ved
from one machine for use in the second.  Such an exchange does not ap-
pear at all attractive to us, and we feel that it would lower both reliabil-
ity and availability.

5. Both rriachines would require inert gas systems.  As a
minimurn, each machine must have equipment to permit purging the
machine and valve interfaces and back-filling with inert gas.  If two
machines were used, this requirement would probably be fulfilled by
designing the machines for connection to a centralized system. Regard-
less of the method, it again appears to require duplication and no sav-
ings or advantage.

4.3.  Conclusion

Largely on the basis of these arguments, the fuel transfer ma-
chine design selected as reference in the Follow-On Study was the single,
multi-purpose unit. To reiterate, this machine is a gas-cooled, fully
shielded, cask-type structure mounted on a gantry crane.  It is capable
of handling fuel, blanket, and neutron shield assemblies, control rods,
control rod drive extensions, and the refueling mechanisms. Of course,
many other factors were considered in selecting the reference machine.
Major among these were fabrication costs, maintenance and storage
requirements, reliability, and availability. It should be remembered
that the pool system, the plant layout, the containment structure design,
and all of the handling procedure requirements that evolved during the
study played  some part in the selection of the machine.    In our evalua -
tion, however, only minor effort was expended on the study of these
factors, because we already considered the arguments above overwhelm-

ing evidence to support the machine concept solution.
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4.4. Fuel Transfer Machine Cooling System

The cooling of spent fuel assemblies, from the time they are

removed from the reactor sodium until the fuel has been safely repro-

cessed, will be one of the more difficult problems for the LMFBR de-

signers. Regardless of the reactor concept, the fuel assembly design,

and the handling system selected, a guaranteed source of cooling must

be provided to remove the heat generated in the spent fuel assembly by

decaying fission products.  If the economic goals of the LMFBR are to

be met, then high burnup and short' decay storage periods are necessary.

This results in substantially higher heat loads than have been considered

in the reactor industry, and, because of the consequences of fuel melt-

down during handling, much greater emphasis on the cooling system and

its guaranteed source of supply is required.

Spent fuel assembly requirements for cooling far outweigh those

of any other components. While not eliminating these alternate needs,

the following discussion of the proposed cooling system will consider

only the dominant spent fuel handling operations.

The critical requirement of the gas cooling system in the pro-

posed B&W handling scheme is to guarantee sufficient inert gas cooling

to the spent fuel assembly during all handling phases. Under normal or

abnormal conditions, therefore, cooling must be provided to prevent any

damage to the fuel assembly or machine components that could lead to

reactor or plant damage or danger to operating personnel or the public.

Likewise, under accident conditions, the cooling gas source to the spent

fuel assembly in the fuel transfer machine must be guaranteed so that a

fuel meltdown or .other hazardous condition could not result.

As already mentioned, details of the gas cooling system are

not available and probably will not be available until we know a great

deal more about the LMFBR spent fuel and the decay heat loads.  De-

tails of the cooling system are also highly dependent on a concentrated

engineering effort on the machine design. This could not be done in the

Follow-On Study. The requirement for concentrated design and devel-

opment efforts to provide the gas cooling system for the fuel transfer

machine is discussed in section 3 of BAW-1331, the Task IV (R&D) re-

port. The following brief discussion is included so that B&W's proposed
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system can be visualized. Figure 7-2, although it is very schematic,will help the reader to follow this discussion.
The proposed cooling system is contained completely in thefuel transfer machine, except for the umbilical cables that, supply the

system with electrical and instrumentation services and an inert gas
hose connection to a reserve source of supply.  The heat removal radi-
ators are mounted external to the transfer machine shielding, as shown
in Figure 7-2. Containment building air is forced over the heat transfer
surface, and the heat is exhausted to the atmosphere after the air is
passed through filters and radiation detectors.

Nitrogen has been proposed for the heat transfer medium with-
in the radiator coils.  This is an intermediate transfer loop, and it is
planned that the nitrogen coils will penetrate the machine shielding and
vessel to form another radiator section. Therefore, the heat transfer
medium in this intermediate loop is circulated by its own system from
one radiator section to another. (It should be noted here that another
reason for the intermediate loop is the requirement for heating new fuel
assemblies before they are inserted into the reactor sodium. Resis-
tance coils are provided to heat the intermediate coolant, and the systemis reversed to transfer heat inward.)

To maintain compatibility with the argon reactor cover gas,
argon is proposed for use in the fuel transfer machine as well.  It is
circulated into the machine through a nozzle at the fuel assembly hold-
ing position. Although not specifically identifed, this should be recog-
nized as one of the three positions shown in Section A-Aof Figure 7-2.
This holding position essentially duplicates the grid plate in the reactor
and provides position and support for a fuel assembly. Theargon gas
is directed from this holding position upward through the assembly into
the transfer machine.  The gas is then sucked over the radiators, into a
pipe,  back to the holding position, and through the fuel assembly  As in-
diated, this gas system is also a closed loop and requires at least make-
up and possibly a safety source of gas. To achieve this, we propose to
mount pressurized tanks on the outside of the machine and to pipe the
gases into the machine through pressure valves and/or electrically op-
erated valves.  In all events, gas would flow in one direction-inward.
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The gas tanks'l:could always be maintained at pressure from the urnbili-
cal hose source.

Althbugh the fuel transfer machine gas system is very concep-

tual and needs concentrated engineering effort, it appears to offer a

feasible approach to the gas cooling problem.  It has several apparent

advantages,  such as .its adaptability for heating as well as cooling  (al-

ready mentiori&d), and the closed loop systems which may minimize

sealing problems (note that the reference fuel is vented).
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APPENDIX 7-B

Fuel Handling System Thermal and
Hydraulic Calculations
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These calculations were performed to determine (1) the argonflow rate required to limit the cladding surface temperature to 500 F
and (2) the time rate of change in fuel temperature if no argon is avail-
able for cooling in the event of a system malfunction. The calculations
are based on a fuel assembly that has decayed for 70 days.  At this time,
the heat generation rate of the fuel is approximately 0.15% of the begin-
ning-of-life (BOL) rate. This value was extrapolated from Figure 1 of
the Shipping Cask Trade -Off Study (Volume  4). The following tabulation
gives the conditions used in the calculations.

Coolant and Geometric Data

Argon inlet temp, F 100

Channel length, in. 63.419
Active fuel length, in. 37.420

Beg. of active length, in. : 13.0

Fuel pin OD, in. 0.29
Fuel pin pitch (triangular), in. 0.34
Spacer type Spiral ribbon

Calculation 1

To determine the argon flow rate required to limit the cladding
temperature to 500 F, assuming that 298 uniform unit cells exist within
each fuel bundle. The cladding surface temperature, Tc, is calculated

I .

by the following equation (hot spot assumed to occur' at channel outlet):

Tc = Te +
 ... + f 

P

Dr

where                                                                               ITe = assumed argon entry temperature (100 F)
Tc = cladding surface temperature (500 F)
W = argon flow rate, lb/hr

,: i

C  = specific heat of argon (0.124 Btu/lb-:F)   f.
qc = 0.0015 Qp (P/P*)R

where Q  = avg heat rate/pin (92,709.6 Btu/hr) adjusted
to O.15% for a decayed element

(P/PBR = radial peaking factor (1.27)
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* -

Then qc 2 0.0015 (92,709.6) (1.27) = 176.6 Btu/hr
..

q" = heat flux transferred by fuel cladding surface

  0.001;5 Qp (P/P*)R(P/P*)A
-

0,                 A

„            ''

= where A = cladding surface area

,(P/P#A = axial peaking factor (1.3)

Then q" =
0.0015(92,709.6 Btu/hr)(1.27)(1.3)(144 in. 2/ft2)

1(0.2 9   i n. ) (3 7.4 2   i n. )

= 969.782 Btu/ft2-hr
, 4

h = film heat transfer coefficient for argon at 100 F, given by

C" 0.023 Kpro·4/4W \0.8
h=

de (uwp )

0.023(0.011 Btu/ft-hr-'F)(0.8437)(12 in./ft)h =
0.1495 in.

F     4 (12 in./ft) W (lb/hr)     1°·8 A:-

LO.0576 lb/ft-hr (0.911061 in.ll
:'

1                                 :

Then, by substitution,
8 1

i

176.6 Btu/hr
5 0 0   F   =     1,00   F    + W (lb/hr) (0.124 Btu/lb-'F)

  969.782 Btu/ftz-hr-'F(Wlb/hr)0.83.482 Btu/ftz-hr-'F

Solving for the flow rate,

3J
W = 0.69628 Wo·2 = 3.56072

Therefore, the flow rate that will sustain a cladding surface temperature
0

of 50OF is 4.5 lb/hr- per unit cell, and 1341.Olb/hr for the fuel bundle.

el

fs

1 r      : n

.
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Calculation 2

To determine the time rate of change in fuel temperature, if no

- argon is available, in the event of a system malfunction.  Here we im-
pose the most stringent condition on the fuel pin by assuming that the
cladding acts as an adiabatic wall.  With this condition, the Fourier
equation, with the presence of a uniform heat generation rate, becomes

C)1"AT= -at
C P
P

where AT = fuel temperature change
at = time, seconds

Q"' = fuel volumetric heat generation rate
p = fuel density (85% TD) = 586.22 lb/ft3

C  = specific heat (0.065 Btu/lb-'F)

Then, if the hot spot fuel temperature at t=O i s 505 F,

176.6 Btu/hr(1728 in. /ft3) tsecT= 0.7854 (0.27 in.2) (37.42 in.)(586.22 lb/ft3)(0.065 Btu/lb-°F)(3600 sec/hr)

+ 505 F

-

T = 1.35 t ('F/sec) + 505 F
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